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ABSTRACT 

This thesis attempts to identify some key aspects of Chinese indigenous 
psychologies as reflected in the Chinese language and to investigate and 
reveal their meanings from a culture-internal perspective. An in-depth 
examination and analysis of key Chinese words and expressions reveal the 
conceptual basis of Chinese social organisation and social interaction, 
distinctive ways of emotion expression (both verbal and non-verbal) in relation 
to underlying cultural values and attitudes towards emotion, the relationship 
between sensory experience and the conceptual structure ( especially with 
regard to the role of 'taste' in Chinese conceptual formation), as well as the 
folk model of learning in relation to 'memorisation' and knowledge formation. 
The theory of Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) is employed as a 
culture-independent conceptual tool for meaning analysis so that the ways of 
thinking, knowing, feeling and behaving that are fundamental to the Chinese 
way of life can be made easily accessible and intelligible to cultural outsiders. 
The 'Cultural Scripts' theory, a branch of the NSM theory, is also employed as 
a conceptual framework for cultural notations, aiming at a closer integration 
between language, culture and psychology. This study will make an empirical 
and conceptual contribution not only to the growing field of the study of 
Chinese indigenous psychologies, but also to the study of the commonality 
and diversity of human experience and cognition in general. It will have 
practical implications and applications for intercultural communication and will 
be of interest to cognitive linguists, anthropologists, psychologists, and 
anyone who is interested in Chinese language, culture and cognition . 
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[L]ike the spider's web, a people's behavior, infinitely complex though it may 
appear from a distance, has a common thread and a clear design. When that 
design and its ramifications are understood we shall find that its disparate 
elements may be interconnected by unsuspected links and its seemingly 
contradictory activities to be manifestations of the same substructure . (Hsu, 
1972, p.9) 

The knowable world is incomplete if seen from any one point of view, 
i,ncoherent rf seen from all points of view at once, and empty if seen from 
nowhere in particular. Per this maxim, one should stay on the move, seeking 
out and engaging alternative points of view. (Shweder, 2003) 

Given that psycho log:y is so immersed in culture, it must be organized around 
those meani11g-m1aking and meaning-using processes that connect man to 
culture .... By virtue of participation in cutture, meaning is rendered public and 
shared. Our culturally adapted way of life depends upon shared mean ings 
and shared concepts and depends as well upon shared miodes of discourse 
for negotiating differences in meaning and interpretatiion. (Bruner, 199,0 f p.1, 3;: 
orig1inal emphasis) 

Semantic representation worthy of the name-that is mieaningfu[ 
representation of hum1an thought-must be self-explanatory to a human being. 
If our descriptions of meaning are not anchored in something whlch i1s per se 
comprehensible-they would always be futile. (Wierzbicka, 1980: p.13) 



Chapter 1 

1n·troduction: Ethnopsychologies and the 

Linguistic Approach 

Harry Triandis opens his Foreword to The Handbook of Chinese Psychology (Bond, 

1996) with the following words: 

Almost all contemporary psychology is based on data obtained from the swiftly 

decreasing 6 per cent of humanity that lives in North America, north of the Rio 

Grande. Yet more than 20 per cent of all humans are Chinese. (Triandis, 1996, 

p.v) 

The glaring gap between the two figures mentioned in the above quote points to the 

reality that, given the size of the population, the psychology of the Chinese people is 

under-researched. The significance of the handbook, as pointed out by Triandis 

(ibid.), was that it could help correct the situation with Chinese data. 

This thesis seeks to rectify this imbalance, too. But it will do so with a new 

approach - a linguistic, in particular a semantic, approach. It hopes to add new 

empirical and conceptual knowledge to the study of Chinese psychology, and to 

illustrate, on the basis of the experience of this language- and culture-specific case 

study, that a linguistic perspective and approach can give us an important new 

insight into the psychology of people in a given society. 
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This introductory chapter sets the scene for the remaining thesis. It will explain the 

rationale and methodology of the thesis, as well as define its scope and intended 

readership, along with some caveats. 

1. The need for an indigenous Chinese perspective 

The starting point of this thesis is that the quest for understanding the universals of 

human psychology and experience requires an in-depth examination of what is 

culturally specific and salient in a wide range of cultures. That is to say, for cross

cultural studies of human experience to be truly meaningful, researchers have to pay 

attention to those ways of experiencing that are meaningful and important to the 

members of a given cultural group. 

This basic premise of the thesis aligns it very closely with the method that adopts 

an indigenous perspective to the study of human psychology, often referred to as the 

'emic' (as opposed to 'etic') approach. It "utilizes a culture-specific orientation" 

(Sue, 1983, p.584; see also Pike, 1967; Berry, 1969), with the aim of revealing the 

psychological constructs and, in general, ways of knowing, thinking, feeling and 

behaving that are characteristic of, and salient and in1portant to, a given cultural 

group. 

This 'emic' approach, which emphasises an indigenous or 'ethno' perspective, is 

seen as becoming all the more important and pressing in current psychological 

research programs, which tend to be dominated by the 'etic' approach. The 'etic' 

approach itself, with its goal of emphasising "universals" or "core similarities" (Sue, 

1983, p.584), is a necessary step in scientific inquiry. But when most of the data and 

tested universal models of human experience available to the iµtemational 
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intellectual community are derived from the English language and the cultural 

experience associated with that language (recall the staggering figures pointed out by 

Triandis above), it becomes so problematic that it significantly limits, and even 

gravely distorts, researchers' understanding of the similarities and differences that lie 

in human experience. To quote Kim: 

Although existing psychological theories and -concepts are assumed to be 

objective, value free, and universal, in reality they are deeply enmeshed with 

Euro-American values that champion rational, liberal, individualistic ideals ... As 

such, they can be characterized as imposed or pseudoetics and not as true 

universals. (Kim, 2001, p.52; original emphasis) 

If the raison d'etre of-cross-cultural psychology is, as Adamopoulos and Lonner 

(2001) describe, to "extend the range of variations of psychological functioning" 

(p.15), each cultural perspective, and not exclusively the 'Anglo-American 

psychological functioning', ought to be a legitimate source of knowledge and be 

worthy of a place in the search for the commonality of human psychology. 

Over the last two decades, many American-trained Chinese psychologists, 

speaking from their personal experience, have voiced their concerns with respect to 

the practice of uncritically applying American psychology to the Chinese social 

context. 

For example, Yang Kuo-shu, one of the most ardent advocates of adopting an 

indigenous perspective in the study of Chinese psychology, anµ the initiator of the 

'Sinicisation' movement of psychological research in Taiwan, describes in the 
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fallowing paragraph what made him tum to an indigenous Chinese psychology. He 

s.ays: 

After all those considerations and reflections, I finally found the reason why 

doing Westernised psychological research with Chinese subjects was no longer 

satisfying or rewarding to me. When an American psychologist, for example, was 

engaged in research,. he or she could spontaneously let his or her American 

cultural and philosophical orientations and ways of thinking be freely and 

effectively reflected in choosing a research question, defining a concept, 

constructing a theory, and designing a method. On the other hand, when a 

Chinese psychologist in Taiwan was conducting research, his or her strong 

training by overleaming the knowledge and methodology of American 

psychology tended to prevent his or her Chinese values, ideas, concepts, and 

ways of thinking from being adequately reflected in the successive stages of the 

research process. Research of this kind resulted in an Americanised Chinese 

psychology without a Chinese 'soul'. Research findings in such an imposed, 

'soulless psychology' would not do much good in explaining, predicting, and 

understanding Chinese behaviour, simply because the imported, Westernised 

concepts, theories, methods, and tools habitually adopted by Chinese 

psychologists could not do justice to the complicated, unique aspects and patterns 

of Chinese people's psychological and behavioural charact~ristics. (Yang, 1997, 

p.65; emphasis mine) 
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Based on his research experience of the Chinese personality, and with the aim of 

constructing a 'Chinese psychology with a Chinese "soul'", Y ~g made the 

following unequivocal call for an 'emic' approach: 

An 'etic' approach using universal categories or constructs, no matter how 

carefully executed, will be unable to unravel those psychol9gical characteristics 

that are unique to, and most representative of, Chinese people as a cultural group. 

In order to understand Chinese personality better, an 'emic' approach using 

specific Chinese categories or constructs should be given more weight in future 

research. (Yang, 1986, p.166; emphasis mine) 

David Ho, another prominent figure in the 'indigenous psychology' movement, 

voices a similar concern in his review of the available literature on Chinese 

socialisation. He writes: 

[W]hen cross-cultural comparisons are made, the group with which Chinese are 

. compared is, more often than not, American. Not surprisingly, some dramatic 

differences have been found between the two groups in the ways in which 

children are socialized. It happens that Americans have been the most intensively 

studied national group - to the point where they have almost come to be taken as 

a standard reference group against which other national groups are compared. 

The point should be made, however, that the American pattern may be more 

atypical than typical in a world-wide perspective. This is yet another reason why 
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other cultural or national groups should be included in cross-cultural studies. (Ho, 

1986, p.34) 

Over the last two decades, the 'Sinicisation' rnovernent has become an important 

force in studying Chinese psychology ( e.g., Centre for Chinese studies, ed., 1992; 

Gao and Yang, eds., 1991a, b, c; Hwang, 1987, 1999; Ho, 1988, 1998; Li and Yang, 

eds., 1988; Qiao and Pan, eds., 1998; Yang and Wen, eds., 1982; Yang, 1988a; Yang 

and Ho, 1988). 

Seen in a broader context, this movement forms part of the increasing 

'indigenisation' of psychological research in Asia, and, in general, around the globe, 

owing to similar dissatisfaction ( such as that voiced by Yang and Ho, see above) in 

applying pseudo universal models of personality studies - derived mostly from 

individualistic societies, such as that of America - to those where human relations 

take on a radically different form (e.g. Paranjpe, Ho, and Rieber, eds., 1988; Markus 

and Kitayama, 1991; Enriquez, 1993; Kim and Berry, eds., 1993; Sinha 1997; 

Triandis, 2001 ). 

This thesis represents an effort towards 'indigenous psychology'. By bringing in 

a linguistic perspective, it hopes to make a strong case for an integrated approach to 

the study of Chinese indigenous psychologies, and the study of human psychology in 

general. Furthermore, it will illustrate how this can be done. 

But exactly how is this linguistic perspective of relevance to the goal of 

researching indigenous psychologies? What does this perspective entail? How does 

it work? In order to answer these questions, we must first have a clearer idea of what 
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indigenous psychologies refer to and in what way language and meaning come into 

play. 

2. Indigenous psychologies, ethnopsychologies, and 

problems concerning meaning description 

There seems to be general agreement among researchers of indigenous psychologies 

that their central task is to uncover and analyse the psychologies of a group of people 

as they are understood by these local people. Ho's definition of 'indigenous 

psychology' represents such a view - "indigenous psychologies aim to study 

behavioural patterns and mental processes from the natives' own standpoint" (Ho, 

1998, p.94). Kim and Berry (1993), in their introduction to the volume Indigenous 

Psychologies, expressed a similar view with regard to the objective of studying 

indigenous psychologies: "to document, organize, and interpret the understanding 

people have about themselves and their world" (p.3). 

In this regard, the objective of studying indigenous psychologies, as espoused by 

psychologists, converges with that of ethnographic studies in anthropology in that 

both give primary concern to what Geertz (1984[1974]) calls "the native's point of 

view", that is, to how people within a culture interpret and make sense of their own 

behaviour, feelings and emotions, and mental processes. Speaking from an 

anthropological point of view, Heelas (1981 ), for example, defines 'indigenous 

psychologies' as "the cultural views, theories, conjectures, classifications, 

assumptions and metaphors - together with notions embedded in social institutions -

which bear on psychological topics" (p.3). "These psychologies", as Heelas further 
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explains, "are statements about the nature of the person and his relations with the 

world" (ibid.). 

'The native's point of view' reflects first-person knowledge of the actor rather 

than the third-person knowledge of the observer. Therefore, to pursue such a 

viewpoint is to pay close attention to the folk (i.e. non-expert) theories and beliefs of 

life. To quote Lutz (1985), "etbnopsychology is concerned with the way in which 

people conceptualise, monitor, and discuss their own and others' mental process, 

behaviour, and relationships" (p.36). And the task of etbnopsychological study is, as 

Lutz (ibid.) further explains, "to examine both what people say and do in everyday 

life which indicates that a cultural knowledge system for interpreting self and other 

is at work" (p.39). 

Given that researchers from different disciplines share a similar view of what is 

involved in researching indigenous psychology, terms that are often used by them, 

such as indigenous psychology (indigenous psychologies), folk psychology (folk 

psychologies) and ethnopsychology ( ethnopsychologies ), are treated as synonymous 

in this thesis, and they are therefore used interchangeably. 

It is one thing to recognise and appreciate the need for paying attention to indigenous 

psychologies and to understand them from an insider' s perspective, but quite another 

to acp.ieve such a goal. Two issues stand out. First, how can those modes of 

psychological functioning indigenous to a given people be identified in the first 

place? And second, how can this culture-internal understanding be explained in 

terms that will be clear and intelligible to outsiders from other language and cultural 

backgrounds? It is the purpose of this thesis to demonstrate that the use of linguistic 
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evidence and a well-developed semantic theory can provide solid answers to these 

questions. 

Linguistic evidence, which refers to language usage, includes cultural key words, 

conventional expressions and sayings, commonly used words and expressions, 

pbraseological patterns, and speech routines. 1 The practice of relying on linguistic 

evidence to study the psychology of a p_eople recognises the close link between the 

mental life of a people and the language spoken by it. The ways of thinking and 

feeling, and the ways of doing things of a people (their 'practices') are reflected in, 

and to some degree shaped by, language. This classic view of language as an 

expression of ways of life (i.e. culture) has been articulated time and again by some 

of the best-known students of language (see e.g. Humboldt, 1971; Sapir, 1949; 

Whorf, 1956; Wierzbicka 1992a). The following quote from Franz Boas in his 

famous introduction to the Handbook of American Indian Languages (Boas, 1911) 

provides an exarnple:2 

1 Wierzbicka (1997) defines 'key words' as "words which are particularly important 
and revealing in a given culture" (pp.15-16; see also Williams, 1976). She further 
gives several criteria for establishing key word status. They include a word being a 
common word, very frequently used in a particular semantic domain, central to a 
whole pbraseological cluster, frequently occurring in proverbs, in sayings, in popular 
songs and in book titles (ibid.). Forms of linguistic evidence characteristics of the 
Chinese language, which this thesis uses extensively, will be discussed in Section 5 
of this chapter. 

Phraseological patterns refer to distinctive lexical and grammatical collocations. 
Collocations constitute a powerful source of linguistic evidence, because, as aptly 
explained by Stubbs (2001 ), "our knowledge of a language is not only a knowledge 
of individual words, but of their predictable combinations, and of the cultural 
knowledge which these combinations often encapsulate" (p.3). 

2 We will leave to one side Boas' views regarding language evolution and mental 
development. 
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[L ]anguage seems to be one of the most instructive fields of inquiry in an 

investigation of the formation of the fundamental ethnic ideas .... Judging the 

importance of linguistic studies from this point of view, it seems well worthwhile 

to subject the whole range of linguistic concepts to searching analysis, and to 

seek in the peculiarities of the grouping of ideas in different languages an 

important characteristic in the history of the mental development of the various 

branches of mankind. (Boas, 1911, pp.70-71) 

There is no doubt that members of a society may not always think in the same way. 

However, despite variation across genders, education, class and so on, there are 

nonetheless certain fundamental ideas that members of a society are intimately 

familiar with. In other words, there are certain 'thought patterns' that are readily 

recognisable to the people of a given group, a point that will be further elaborated in 

sections 5 and 6. 

By studying the language that a people-use to talk about their experiences, in 

particular by studying those concepts that are frequently used, researchers can have 

direct access to, and gain valuable information concerning their thoughts, emotions, 

values, attitudes, as well as their ways of thinking about the world and about other 

people. This is especially so with regard to the lexicon of a particular domain, which 

revea:ls "the grouping of ideas" (ibid.). As succinctly put by Wierzbicka (1997), 

"some words can be studied as focal points around which entire cultural domains are 

organized" (p .16). 

In his explanation of the methodology of ethnopragmatics, an emergent and 

vibrant field of linguistic research, Goddard (2006a, pp.14-16) lists three important 
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reasons for basing ethnopragmatic study on linguistic evidence such as cultural key 

words, common words and expressions, phraseological patterns, and speech routines. 

Firstly, it is a plain fact that they form an important part of everyday life. Secondly, 

they are often used unconsciously. As Goddard writes, with references to Boas 

(1911), Whorf (1956) and Slobin (1996, 2000), "in a very real sense, linguistic usage 

functions as an 'index' of routine ways of thinking" (Goddard, 2006a, p.15). Thirdly, 

linguistic evidence, if analysed with appropriate tools, allows researchers to stay 

close to an insider perspective. Commenting on the differences between kinds of 

linguistic and nonlinguistic evidence such as those produced in ethnographic and 

sociological studies, Goddard further remarks that the latter "often 're-code' 

indigenous terms and viewpoints into those of the external observer, thereby losing 

touch with the indigenous viewpoint" (ibid., p.15). 

The above three reasons for attaching importance to linguistic evidence in 

ethnopragmatic studies apply equally to the present study- the study of Chinese 

indigenous psychologies. 

As a matter of fact, relying on the lexicon ( especially descriptors such as the 

emotion-describing adjectives like the English happy, sad, and angry) of a particular 

domain for developing research tools (for example, questionnaires and research 

questions) has its tradition in psychology. A primary example can be drawn from 

personality studies. As Yang and Bond (1990) note, psychologists often rely on the 

lexicon describing personality traits in a language for developing research questions 

in order to find out the fundamental dimensions underlying the ways in which its 

speakers perceive persons (p.1087). 
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Indeed, researchers interested in indigenous psychologies, in particular, recognise 

the guiding role of language, which leads them to concepts that are important to the 

people under investigation. They often base their studies and analysis around 

culturally important concepts and ideas. For example, many scholars have 

approached the Chinese personality by focusing on such 'famed' concepts as xiao *, 

which Yang Ku-Shu (1988b) describes as" 9=1 OOX1tJi:~t8 ITTt~B the most 

prominent characteristic of the Chinese culture" (p. 31) (see e.g. ibid.; Yang and Ye, 

1991; Ho, 1994; Hwang, 1999), and which is often known as 'filial piety' in English 

( see also Ho, 1996 for a synthesis on the literature of the psychological study of 

xiao ).3 They have also studied the psychological functioning of yuan ~ 

('predestined relationship'), another important cultural concept, as evidence pointing 

to a relation-oriented, rather than individual-oriented, Chinese social psychology ( e.g. 

Yang, 1988c; Yang and Ho, 1988). 

Whilst researchers of Chinese indigenous psychology recognise the important 

role that key cultural concepts play in accessing and revealing the psychological 

functioning characteristic of the Chinese people, it also appears that the concepts that 

have been included in research programs so far are largely confined to personality 

studies (cf. Li and Yang, eds., 1988; Yang, Cheung and Leung, 1998; Zhang and 

Bond, 1998; Cheung et al., 2001). Many more culturally significant concepts from 

3 From a linguistic point of view, xiao forms the focal point of a wealth of commonly 
used words, phrases, and sayings such as xiaodao [ xiao-principle] ** ('The Filial 
Way'), xiaojing *~ ('to show filial respect and action/to give presents to the 
elders'),jingxiaoxfn ~*Jli' [exhaust-xiao-heart] ('to fulfil one's filial duties'), 
xiaoshun *}l[W [xiao-follow/not against] ('be filial/to show filial obedience'), 
buxiaoshun ~*}l[W ('unfilial/not show filial obedience'), diaoxiao ** ('be dressed 
in mourning when one's elders die/in mourning'), xiaozz *r('a filial or dutiful 
son'), buxiaozz ~*-=f ('an unfilial son'), and Ef ~*A5t baishanxiaoweixian ('of 
the hundred good deeds, xiao comes first'). 
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other domains, such as 'emotions', 'memory', and cognitive style, remain to be 

uncovered and explored. A major goal of this thesis is to venture into the much less 

studied domains of Chinese psychology by undertaking a systematic investigation 

and analysis of the language that Chinese people use to talk about their and others' 

. 
expenences. 

Despite the fact that many scholars have stressed the importance of conceptual 

analysis that cannot be simply replaced by experiment-based, quantitative analysis 

(typically using university students as research objects) ( e.g. Kim, 2001; Matsumoto, 

2001; Yang, 1988b, c; Yang and Ho, 1988), and have approached Chinese 

psychology from the point of view of some culturally important concepts such as 

xiao mentioned earlier, the exact meanings of these concepts have still not been dealt 

with owing to a lack of a sound linguistic methodology. Yet an accurate 

understanding of the meanings of these concepts is indispensable if researchers want 

to fully understand the psychological functioning embodied in them. Given that the 

expression 'filial piety' - the usual gloss of xiao, which Ho describes as "an emic 

concept to which there is no real conceptual equivalent [ ... ] in non-Confucian 

cultures" (Ho, 1996, p.164) - is hardly mentioned or spoken about in everyday 

English discourse, it is clear that relying on labels supplied by the English language 

to understand the meaning of xiao is of little help to researchers from other language 

and c1:1ltural backgrounds. This is not simply a question of the validity and accuracy 

of the translation. 

It appears that researchers often have no other means but translation (in most 

cases into English) to explain the meanings of the concepts un1er investigation to 

researchers who do not have intimate knowledge of the Chinese language or of the 
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language spoken by the research subjects. However, relying on shorthand 

translations alone creates some major obstacles for arriving at an accurate and 

comprehensive understanding of indigenous concepts. 

For one thing, translations could give an inaccurate picture of the issues under 

investigation. As an example, in a survey that compared traditional Chinese and 

American cultural values relying on self-reporting data (Pan et al., 1994 ), indigenous 

concepts such as shunc6ngzunzhang J@Uflt* [not go against-follow-respect-senior], 

which is closely related to the notion of xiao, is translated as 'submission to 

authority'. From the point of the view of the English language, words like 

submission convey a strongly negative tone, and the attitudes reflected in this word 

are at odds with the egalitarian Anglo ethos ( and in the Australian context especially, 

against the anti-authoritarian cultural ethos, e.g. Wierzbicka, 2002b; Goddard, 

2006b ). However, from the point of view of the Chinese language and Chinese 

people, shunc6ngzunzhang does not convey any trace of negativity. On the contrary, 

it has a very positive meaning. 

Translations often tend to be too simplistic or too vague to capture the full, 

precise meanings of the concepts in question. Let us return to the example of ' filial 

piety', the conventional translation of xiao, in terms of which most English speakers 

come to know something about it. Even though ' filial' indicates that xiao refers to a 

relationship within a family- children to parents, it does not convey the sense of 

lifelong indebtedness on the part of the children to their parents for their very 

existence - the cornerstone of the concept of xiao. Neither can the word 'piety' 

convey accurately and faithfully the many aspects of the meaning encapsulated by 

xiao, which contains the elements of feeling, knowledge, intention, and action 
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( e.g. Yang, 1988b; a full definition of xiao will be given in the next section). Piety, 

as Wierzbicka' s analysis shows, is a concept restricted to the religious domain in 

everyday modem English usage and is primarily about feelings and behaviour 

towards God. As such, for many speakers of English, it is tinted with a pejorative 

tone (see Wierzbicka, 1992b, pp.184-186). Clearly, to describe the meaning of xiao 

through the prism of the English word piety is not just simplistic, but also erroneous 

and misleading. It goes against the very spirit of 'indigenous psychology'. 

The following example illustrates further the inadequacy of translations as a 

method for meaning description. It is drawn from the widely known project called 

the 'Chinese Culture Connection' (hereafter CCC) - a comparative survey of 

Chinese values conducted in 22 countries around the world with the aim of 

identifying pan-cultural dimensions of cultural variations that can add to and balance 

out those derived from Hofstede's (1980) classic study (CCC, 1987). In this survey, 

xiao is included in, and in fact, tops, the 40 values on the survey list. Commenting on 

this study, Ho (1996) made the following remark: 

One methodological difficulty encountered in this study was that the filial piety 

item (translated into English) was presented as: 'filial piety ( obedience to parents, 

respect for parents, honouring of ancestors, financial support of parents)'. The 

e~pressions within the parentheses were regarded as synonyms for the main term. 

Certainly, the item contains some components of filial piety; however, as I have 

taken pains to point oui filial piety is an encompassing ethic, much more than 

what the item expresses. This methodological point should be borne in mind 
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particularly when research on filial piety is conducted outside Confucian cultural 

contexts. (p.164) 

A central task of the CCC project, as the researchers stated, was to "develop a 

measure of values that reflect indigenous themes and concerns of Chinese culture" 

(CCC, 1987, p.145). To this end, "the survey was written in Chinese, using Chinese 

concepts", while an English version was given that was "as faithful a representation 

of the Chinese as possible" (ibid, p.146). 4 Well aware that there was no exact 

equivalent word of xiao in the English language and that using Chinese culture

specific concepts as pan-cultural variables to research universal dimensions of values 

would subject researchers to the same kind of "theoretical egocentrism" that the very 

CCC project tried to avoid, the researchers attempted to deconstruct the meaning of 

xiao into several components. This potentially provides a solution. However, as Ho 

(1996) points out, each isolated component only gives a partial picture of the 

meaning of xiao. His critique suggests that a unified definition is necessary in order 

to represent fully the meaning of xiao. At the same time, however, Ho fails to note 

that each proposed component of xiao is still explained via the English language, 

which cannot be culturally neutral because it carries with it the cultural values and 

attitudes associated with that language (see e.g. Wierzbicka, 2006). Words like 

obedi~nce, which is somewhat marginal in modem English and which does not 

always inspire a positive reading by native English speakers, distort the true meaning 

4 The value items of the survey list were compiled by asking a number of scientists 
to list at least 10 "fundamental and basic values for Chinese people" (CCC, 1987, 
p.146). The reliance on culturally important concepts by these ' informants ' again 
supports the point made earlier that language, in particular key words and 
expressions, play an important role in identifying indigenous psychologies. 
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of xiao, and convey the opposite attitudes to those expressed by it. Therefore, those 

components cannot be regarded as "culture-free dimensions of culture" that the CCC 

project claims to search for. Since it uses English as the metalanguage to represent 

and interpret Chinese indigenous concepts for cross-cultural investigation, the CCC 

project cannot be said to be free from the very methodological problem that it aspires 

to overcome. 

If the ultimate goal of indigenous psychologies is compatible with that of cross

cultural psychology, that is to search for pan-cultural variables underlying the 

commonality of human psychology (e.g. Berry and Kim, 1993), it is obvious that the 

measuring tool used to achieve such a goal cannot be dependent on any one human 

language or culture. A language spoken by a society carries with it ideas and values 

associated with that language. To use any language of a particular culture or society 

as a common yardstick for cross-cultural comparison is bound to produce biased 

results. 

It is clear that linguistic evidence alone is not up to the task of revealing the ways 

of living and thinking of a people if it is not assisted by an appropriate tool for 

meaning description and analysis. Such a tool should overcome the problem linked 

to the second question raised earlier: how can indigenous modes of thinking and 

feeling as they are reflected in language be explained to cultural outsiders without 

me~g loss? 

As we have seen, translation fails to provide a satisfactory answer to this question. 

The reason is simple and it was summed up succinctly by Bateson and Mead (1942) 

in the introduction to their book Balinese Character: "the words which one culture 

invested with meaning are, by the very accuracy of their cultural fit, singularly 
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inappropriate as vehicles for precise comment upon another culture" (p.xi; quoted by 

Miller and Hoogstra, 1992, p.94). 

It appears that the only solution lies in a culture-independent metalanguage 

because only such a metalanguage can allow meaning description to be carried out 

from a neutral position. It also appears that in the contemporary linguistic landscape, 

Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) is the only semantic theory available that 

has not only long been concerned with such issues as how to describe meaning from 

a neutral position, but also developed sophisticated techniques for dealing with 
' 

meaning and cultural notations based on three decades of empirical investigation of a 

wide range of languages. NSM will be used as the main method for meaning 

description in this thesis. How this linguistic method works will be explained in the 

next section. 

3. A linguistic methodology for a culture-internal perspective 

The theory of Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM), originated by Anna 

Wierzbicka and later developed in collaboration with Cliff Goddard and colleagues 

(e.g. Goddard and Wierzbicka, eds., 1994, 2002; Wierzbicka, 1972, 1980, 1996; see 

also Goddard, 2003), is the only existing semantic theory that can help to achieve the 

goals of the present study- analysing meaning from a culture-internal perspective, 

while at the same time making it clear and intelligible to people from other linguistic 

and cultural backgrounds. NSM makes it possible to achieve these twin goals largely 

because the set of semantic primitives - lexical units that are so basic that they 

cannot be further defined - that 1nake up the metalanguage are believed to be 

universal. Through continual investigation of a wide range of typologically different 
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and unrelated languages over a period of more than three decades, NSM researchers 

have discovered that approximately sixty primitives, such as I, KNOW, THINK, 

FEEL, GOOD, HAPPEN, SEE and BECAUSE, are universal. Because these 

semantic primitives are indefinables and are derived from natural language, they can 

form the building blocks of more complex ideas, and can be understood without 

explanation. The universality of the primes enables maximum translatability across 

languages. This means that the metalanguage can have its equivalent version in any 

natural language. 

In recent years, the search for universal primes has been carried out in tandem 

with the search for a 'universal grammar' that governs the combinatorial behaviour 

of these primes (see in particular Goddard and Wierzbicka, eds., 2002). In a sense, 

the sixty or so primes and their canonical use form a mini-language that can be 

matched across languages. Being the irreducible core and conceptual intersection of 

all languages, the Natural Semantic Metalanguage, as the distinguished 

anthropologist Roy D 'Andrade (2001) put .it, "offers a potential means to ground all 

complex concepts in ordinary language and translate concepts from one language to 

another without loss or distortion in meaning" (p.246).5 

Investigation of the (Mandarin) Chinese version of the metalanguage - both the 

primes and their syntax -has been undertaken by Hilary Chappell (1994, 2002). Her 

studi~s have shown that the exponents of proposed primes and their universal syntax 

can be successfully identified in Mandarin. Chappell (2002) remarks that "the fact 

that the predicted syntactic frames are available in Mandarin for each prime indicates 

5 For recent reviews ofNSM theory and its related work, see the special issue of 
Theoretical Linguistics, 29 (3) on 'Natural Semantic Metalanguage' (Krifka, 2003), 
Lander, 2005, and Lehrman, 2006. See also Mccawley (1983), Matisoff (1996), 
Palmer (2000), and Allan (2001, pp.275-281), 
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strongly that it is feasible to find cross-linguistically valid statements about universal 

syntax based on patterns of meaning combination" (p.312). Table 1 below lists the 

full set of semantic primes in both English and Mandarin Chinese. 

TABLE 1: SEMANTIC PRIMES - ENGLISH AND MANDARIN CHINESE 

EXPONENTS (after Goddard, 2006c and Chappell, 2002)6 

I ' 
WO ft, 

YOU, nI1$, 

Substantives: 
SOMEONE/PERSON, shei it ,..__, youren ~ A, 
SOMETHING/THING, shenme 1t ¼ ,...., youshi 

~*,...., dongxi *®, 
PEOPLE, renmen A f!'J ,...., ren A, 
BODY 

shentI ~~ 

Relational KIND, zhong lrr, 
Substantives: PART bufen {ffl;t ,...., 

X you y PART x~ y 

THIS, zhe J!, 
t6ngyang [P.} tt ,..__, t6ngyi Determiners: THE SAME, 

[Pj- ,..__, yiyang -tF, 
OTHER/ELSE bie (de) JIU (a"J) 

ONE, yi (ge) - (1'), 

TWO, liang M,...., er=, 
Quantifiers: MUCH/MANY, (hen)duo (1~) $,...., xuduo ilf$, 

SOME, youde ~ ITT ,...., youxie ~ llli 

ALL 
,...., yixie -.i.t!J, 

dou t~ ,..__, suoyou( de) ?Jr~ (ITT) 

6 This Table is an updated version of the one presented in Goddard (2002a). The newly 
proposed primes - BE (SOMEWHERE) (' be of location') and BE 
(SOMEONE/SOMETI-IlNG) (' be of specification'), TOUCH ('contact') and MOMENT -
are marked with an asterisk(*) (see also Goddard, 2002b ). Some key points to note 
about the primes are that ( a) primes exist as the meanings of lexical units (not at the 
level of lexemes), (b) exponents of primes may be words, bound morphemes, or 
phrasemes, ( c) they can be formally, i.e., morphologically, complex, ( d) they can have 
different morphosyntactic properties, including word-class, in different languages, ( e) 

. they can have combinatorial variants (allolexes), (f) each prime has well-specified 
syntactic ( combinatorial) properties (see, e.g. Goddard, 2006a). 
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Evaluators: GOOD, hao -p;f, 
BAD huai ~ ,__, buhao /fZPf 

Descriptors: BIG, daJc, 
SMALL xiao ;J\ 

/ . - if§ 
THINK, 

x1ang ,~,, 
zhidao JQ J1!, KNOW, 
yao~, Mental Predicates: WANT, 

FEEL, ganjue ~%, 
SEE, kandao ~iU, 
HEAR fing dao ll)r iU 

SAY, shuo iR, 
zi * ,__, hua i!, Speech: WORDS, 
zhen~ TRUE 

Actions, DO, zuo {(N, 
events, HAPPEN, fiisheng 1st±, movement, MOVE, 

dong~' contact: *TOUCH 
* j iechu fl(ffiER 

*BE *zai ft, 
(SOMEWHERE), 

Location, THERE IS/EXIST, you~, existence, HAVE, 
you~, . 

*BE possession, 
*shi ¾ specification: (SOMEONE/SOME-

THING) 

Life and death: LIVE, shenghu6 ±.$ ,__, hu6 :fr§-, 
sIJE DIE 

WHEN/TIME, shi'hou st{~, 
NOW, xianzai :EJl fr, 
BEFORE, yiqian Ll iw, 
AFTER, yihou LlJ§, Time: A LONGTIME, 

henjiu f~~' A SHORT TIME, 
yihuir -~ JL, FOR SOME TIME, 
youyiduanshijian ~-¥xst !'sJ, *MOMENT 
*yisha -~Ll 
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WHERE/PLACE, shenme difang 1t ¼ :L~jj 
r--J nar P]~) L / dirang ±1!11J 

r--J nar J3~)L, 
HERE, zher ~)L, 

Space: ABOVE, shangmian _tffir--J -shang _t, 
BELOW, xiamian rffi r--J -xia r' 
FAR, ,-yuan~, 
NEAR, j in ili r--J de shenbian ITT~ m, SIDE, -bian mr--J pangbian ~m, INSIDE 

-li £r--J limian £ ffi 

NOT, bu ~r--J mei ~' 
Logical concepts: MAYBE, keneng PT Fig, 

h 'A-7 CAN, Ul zs:, 

BECAUSE, yinwei IE!n, 
IF rugu6 :tm* 

Augmentor, VERY, hen 1i, 
intensifier: MORE duo$ 

Similarity: LIKE xiang 1i r--J zheyang ~ff 

7 Chappell (2002, p.306) proposed neng Fig to be the exponent of CAN. It seems that 
although neng can readily combine with prototypical agentive predicates such as do and 
move, it cannot be readily combined with HAPPEN (e.g.? Huaishi nengfiisheng zai w6 
shengshang [Bad things can happen to me]). The use of neng seems to be restricted to 
human subjects. With non-human subjects, hui, which can also be combined with 
prototypical agentive predicates, is more appropriate. This may explain why neng is 
questionable in sentences like ?Zhege dongxi neng dong ('This thing can move'). 
Further investigation into this matter concerning the Mandarin exponent of can is 
required ( cf. Tien, 2005). 
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The English version of the metalanguage based on this set of primes will fulfil two 

functions in this thesis. The first is to write explications. Meanings of numerous 

complex concepts can be explicated as configurations of these primitives. As an 

illustration, the contemporary meaning of xiao can be explicated as follows: 

[A] Semantic explication for xiao ('filial piety') 

(a) everyone can think about theirfamu ('father and mother') [MJ like this: 
"I exist because of them 
because of this when I think about them I can't not feel something very good" people cannot think about other people like this 

(b) it is good if a person thinks about their faniii [M] at all times 
it is good if this person feels something because of this 

( c) it is good if a person thinks about their famii [M] like this: 
"I want them to feel something very good at all times 
because of this I have to do many good things for them 
I want to do these things 
I don't want these people to feel anything bad at any time 
because of this I cannot do some things 
I don't want to do these things" 

it is bad if a person doesn't think like this about theirfamu [M] 
( d) it is good if a person does many things 

because this person think like this about their famii [M] 
( e) when a person is with some other people, if these other people are like this 

person's faniu [M] because they have lived for a long time 
like this person person'sfamu [M] have lived for a long time 

it is good if this person thinks about these other people in the same way 
it is good if this person does many good things for these other people 

because of this 

At the core of xiao is the notion that a person owes a unique lifelong debt to his or 

her parents. The components grouped under (a) establish the focus on one' s parents 

and on their special role in bringing an individual into the world and sustaining his 

or her life. It is this paramount 'precondition' upon which the concept of xiao firmly 

rests, and it forms the basis on which the individual has a special emotional attitude 

towards them. The two components in (b) state that a person should always keep 
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one's parents in mind and maintain a certain attitude towards them, the content of 

which is spelt out in (c). Overall, the components in (c) show a deep concern for the 

parents' satisfaction and peace of mind, such that one feels compelled to do certain 

things to make them feel good, and to refrain from doing certain other things which 

could make them feel bad. The components in ( d) specify that it is considered good 

if a person puts this attitude into practice in a substantial way. The components in (e) 

indicate that xiao serves as the model for one's appropriate attitude and behaviour 

towards elder people (that is, people who are like one's parents). They can be either 

family or non-family members. 

Notice that the explication does not specify which particular kinds of action are 

to be pursued or avoided. These could vary from situation to situation, ranging from 

looking after the parents' material well-being to things that can bring mental 

satisfaction and peace of mind, such as achieving success in business and 

scholarship, bringing honour to the family name, and so on ( cf. Yang, 1988b ). 

The contemporary meaning proposed.here for xiao is consistent with findings 

from psychological research, such as that carried out by Yang (1988b ), whose study 

shows that xiaozhz #~r:i ('filial knowledge'), xiaogan # ® (' filial feeling and 

attitude'), xiaoyi #~ ('filial intention'), and xiaoxing # 1T (' filial behaviour/action' ) 

are the four key elements that constitute the folk understanding of the meaning of 

xiao_. In this light, speaking of xiao in terms of indebtedness can therefore be 

misleading, because xiao is not just about feeling and attitudes. It is in essence an 

action. 

The explication contains not only semantic primes, but also Chinese semantic 

molecules - fomu )(.£3: [father-mother] ('parents ' ), noted by the subscript [M]. The 
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meanings of semantic molecules can be further defined in terms of semantic 

primitives. They function as chunks or units in a larger explication (see Wierzbicka, 

1996, p.221; in press b ), and reflect the hierarchical structure of explications. For 

example, in the Chinese people's conceptualisation of the contemporary meaning of 

xiao, the concept offamu ('one's parents') plays a prominent role. Throughout the . 

thesis, semantic molecules will also be used in the description of the meaning. 

From. a language-internal point of view, the advantage of formulating the 

meaning of xiao in universal prim.es lies in the fact that it can not only state its 

semantic content fully, clearly, and precisely, but also avoid notional circularity. 

From a cross-linguistic point of view, it ensures maximum. translatability. In 

principle, the explication should be able to be translated into any natural language 

without alteration in meaning. The Chinese version of the explication can be set out 

as follows: 

* (a) A 1fJft:~ff~1=!r1m1fJITT:X:-B3:: 
"ftZ¥1=E¾ I!! 7'11m 1n 
?fr~, 3Jtjl!JU1tE.1fJITTB11~, ft~~~~ffITTW1Jt" 

A 1fJ~~~tt~1=!r:1t1mA 
(b) !lll~--,t, AJ~tt& jl!~ 1m 1fJ ITT :X:-BJ, ¾ 1Lt~f ITT 

tJQ*~-1'-AEl3ll:tw'.i¼tiU1t¼, ¾1i:tlfITT 
(c) !JQ*--1'-A,e,¾~ff~1=!r1m1fJITT:X:£3:: 

"ft~1m1n,e,¾~1R:»-1¥J~'.i¼t 
foJr~, ft-5E~j]1m1n1titi:$-p:f-$ 
ft~ ft!x: ~ _u:I:, $ ti 
ft~~1m 1!'J tE {f 1PJ B1 f~~~ -p:f ITT®~ 
?fr~~ .11:1:,JJft~~ft 
ft~ ~ft~ _u:I:, $" 

~!!-p:f-1¥J 
:tm*--1'-A~JZff~i=!r:X:-BJ:, ¾1R~tif 1¥J 

( d) :!lQ *--1'-A !!I~ ff 7@" 1=!r :X: £3: rm 1* T iq: $ $, ¾WITT 
(e) 3-,t-Al!JJJ!JAtE-~Bt, !l!J*~.11:b A 1t~-1'-Al¥J:X:-BJ:-t¥m T1R*Btr'§J 

jj~ ¼, :tl!J * ~ -t-A~ iPJ ff l¥J 1J A~ 1=!r 1t 1fJ, ¾tif ITT 
:tl!J * ~ -1--A:h 1m 11'J ftiq: $-p:f JJ, ¾W s<J 
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Like any other explication, the formulation of the meaning of xiao is arrived at 

through experimentation and by examining its range of use carefully. The 

explication can be tested against native speakers ' intuitions, verified against 

empirical data, and revised when its components do not seem to be able to account 

for some usages as shown in specific examples. Each of the chapters that follow will 

demonstrate how the meaning of the concepts in question is explicated with detailed 

explanation and justification. 

Here, a clarification of the differences between a word's meaning and its use is in 

order. There is no doubt that ways of revealing folk knowledge through language can 

vary. Undertaking a semantic analysis of the meaning of frequently used words and 

phrases is one common way; another is a pragmatic analysis of the way people use 

phrases in their everyday discourse. The latter approach is tied to the view that 

meaning changes with ever-changing contexts, a view that is closely associated with 

Wittgenstein's famous dictum: "the meaning of a word is its use in the language" 

(Wittgenstein, 1958, sec 43). 

By focusing on the meaning of culturally salient concepts and ways of speaking, 

this thesis adopts the first approach, and views meaning as fundamental to the 

understanding of the folk knowledge shared by a linguistic community. Even when 

one approaches meaning as something located in 'real ' talk between people, the 

fundamental question of 'what' still remains. What does a particular word or phrase 

mean when it is used by the speaker? And what are the (subtle) meaning differences 

that underlie the user' s choice of one word or phrase over another? Meaning cannot 

simply be explained or replaced by use. This is not to say that the study of 
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heterogeneity of language use is unimportant, as there may be individual differences 

in speakers' experiences of a particular word or phrase. But there is a level at which 

members of a given speech community all come to understand each other. As 

Strauss and Quinn (1997) remark: 

[T]he meaning of an expression is not an abstract definition or interpretation that 

resides nowhere in particular but is simply its use. But this is not the way n1ost 

anthropologists would think about it: most of us would say that people use words 

or other signifiers in a certain way because of the cultural meanings of these 

things. Meanings lead to uses; if that is not the case, then people are just -

mechanically acting and meanings are only a way for outsiders to describe the 

pattern of others' behaviors. (Strauss and Quinn, 1997, p.17; my emphasis) 

While recognising that contexts influence the messages conveyed by expressions, 

Jackendoff (2002) sees meaning as something more basic, in that it is the bedrock 

upon which context is made possible. He argues that 

expression must convey something with which the context can interact. If it did 

not, a hearer could in principle know from the context what message was 

intended without the speaker saying anything at all! It is important to factor out 

the respective contributions to understanding made by linguistic expressions and 

by context; this cannot be done by focusing on context alone. (J ackendoff, 2002, 

p.280) 
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What this study is interested in is the meaning of words and expressions. By 

focusing on meaning, this thesis is ultimately concerned with the shared level ( what 

Strauss and Quinn [1997] call "shared understandings"), which provides a common 

conceptual link among a speech community. In doing so, this thesis ultimately 

strives for the meaning-centred psychology that Jerome Bruner calls for (Bruner, 

1990). 

4. Cultural scripts and Chinese cultural models 

The second function fulfilled by the Natural Semantic Metalanguage in this thesis 

concerns the theory of 'cultural scripts', which Wierzbicka (1998) defines as 

"representations of cultural norms that are widely held in a given society and that are 

reflected in language" (p.401 ). This is an approach to cultural description which uses 

the set of lexical universals for linguistic and cultural notation. 8 Two methodological 

principles are central to the cultural script approach, which distinguish it from other 

approaches to cultural notation. Firstly, postulation of cultural scripts is thoroughly 

grounded in and supported by linguistic evidence such as cultural key words, 

common words and colloquial phrases, conversational routines, and distinctive 

lexical and grammatical collocations. Grounding cultural description firmly in 

linguistic evidence is conducive to the practice of adopting an insider's perspective. 

Secondly, scripts are formulated exclusively in universal human concepts (and the 

semantic molecules mentioned earlier). This makes them translatable into any 

natural language. The universality of the descriptive language instantly ensures that 

8 The theory of cultural scripts has been applied to the study of a range of languages 
and cultures (see in particular Goddard and Wierzbicka, eds. , ~004 and Goddard, ed., 
2006) 
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the insider perspective and norms that make sense to the people within a given 

culture are both accessible and intelligible to cultural outsiders, while at the same 

time it avoids reliance on ideas and concepts that are alien and external to the culture 

under study. For example, a Chinese communicative norm, which is reflected in the 

speech act verb da zhaohu 1T1i3 0-P (' greeting' ) ( discussed in detail in Chapter 2), can 

be described in terms of lexical universals as follows ( all the scripts below are 

accompanied by their corresponding Chinese translations): 

' ... . ;.·: 

[B ]_: A Chinese cultural script for the da zhaohu routine 

[ many people think like this: ]9 

when I see a shuren ('a person one knows ' ) [M] , if I have not seen this person 
for some time 

I have to say something like this to this person: 
"I see you now 
because of this I know that you are doing something now 
I want to know more about it" 

if I say this, this person can think because of this that I feel something good 
towards this person 

if I don' t say this, this person can think that I feel something bad towards this person 
I don' t have to say something like this to a person if this person is not a shuren [MJ 

[A 1i'J ~fffll : J 
3 ft~ i!J1AA ITT Bt1~, -y_o *ftff-~ Bt fsJ ~,Wii!J~ ~A, 
ft~zt~xt~~ AiR~ffITT~: 

"fJJltEft~i!J1fF 7 
ft~Q :i]t 1/FfJRitE tE 1~ ft ,z, 
ft tll ~ J! 1G ifil~o :i]t 11:~ 1/Ftt fiif ITT$ 'fl" 

~nm~~~~!~ ~~A l Affl~~~*~~~~ ;,I-H7KiX..!61'-t-¾, .!6 I / \.. -zs;,~-. 1)(./l 'j .,, .... ✓ F3 )(Tf::J'J,c:,, _% 

~*ft~~ffiR, ~~A~~ftxt~ff~*ITT~~ 
~*~~A~~~A, ft~~iR~ffITT~ 

9 An optimal way of framing cultural scripts is still under investigation. According 
to Goddard (2006a), an alternative phrasing could be 'people know that many people think like this ' . 
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The formulation of this script is based on the salient speech routine of 'asking the 

obvious' (For detailed discussion of this cultural script, see Chapter 2). 

The above script spells out, in a precise and concrete way, the content and 

underlying motivations of the Chinese speech routine, making it clear that the 

Chinese dii zhiiohu 1J1£rlt is fundamentally different from the English speech 

practice of greeting. Indeed, from the point of view of social pragmatics linked with 

the English language, the dii zhiiohu 1T1£ rlt could be thought of as downright 

intrusive. 

Apart from communicative practices and norms, cultural scripts are also 

employed to describe, articulate, and spell out widespread values, beliefs, attitudes 

and assumptions of a given culture and society as they are reflected in language. For 

example, the following 'Middle Way' script (from Wierzbicka, 1993a, based on 

Bond, 1992) captures the traditional Chinese way of thinking about good and bad 

happenings in life: 

[C] A Chinese cultural script for the philosophy of the 'Middle Way' 

[many people think like this:] 
when something very bad happens to a person, it is good if this person 

thinks like this: 
"something good can happen to me afterwards because of this" 

if a person thinks like this, this person will not feel something very bad 
this is good"" 
whep something very good happens to a person, it is good if this person 

thinks like this: 
"something bad can happen to me afterwards because of this" 

if a person thinks like this, this person will not feel something very good 
this is good 

[A ffJJK*jl!: J 
31ti~s<J$·~tt±iE-~ A~ -1.s<JBt{[Jc, :tl!J*JK~ )\jl! 

" lJJ§jJ$ ~ llt~ ~ ± iE ft~ J: ", ~:;@JJ ITT 
:tl1J*-~ A~*jl!Er-J1!, ~~ Ai4J-~~~1EitfITT®'.% 
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~ 7~jfl¥J 
31iffl¥J$Jt±:t£-~ A~ _t!¥]st1~, ilD*~~ A~! 

"~]§~$1!111:t~Jt±tEl!t~ _t" '~~frfa{] 
ilD*-~ A~tt1'!1¥Ji!, ~~ A~~~~~1ifrfl¥J~'.% 
~¾:ffl¥J 

There is of course a great deal of variation among Chinese speakers, who may differ 

in their individual attitudes, values and assumptions. Nevertheless, a cultural script 

such as the one formulated above is readily recognisable to the Chinese people, who 

by and large not only are familiar with it, but also routinely think in these terms. 

Above all, the way of thinking reflected in the above script is embodied in the 

commonly used set phrasefuhuoxiangyf ~sff~1§1t [fortune-catastrophe-each other

depend on] associated with the legendary story of saiwengshfma •~:x:"fh ('The old 

horseman lost his horse'). 

Despite variation across gender, class, education, generations, and other factors, 

each society has a shared core that holds its members together. And "each people 

share a large body of basic, common ideas, attitudes and expectations which provide 

the average man with his bearings in dealing with his fellow countrymen and which 

hold the society together, contemporaneously and over time", to quote the late 

Francis Hsu, the distinguished psychological anthropologist (Hsu, 1972, p.5). 10 It is 

10 Recognising what he describes as "internal variation" (p.4), Francis Hsu (1972) 
argues convincingly that at some point it is not only necessary but also important to 
mak~ certain generalisations about a culture. Hsu says: 

[ A] departing male American who for gets to kiss his wife at the airport is in for 
trouble when he returns. A Chinese father who boasts about his son's 
achievements to his friends will be ostracized. An American guest who brings 
someone else to dinner unh,eralded is not likely to be invited again. A Chinese 
visitor who compliments his hostess on her beauty comes close to being 
immoral. ... Those do's and don'ts are but a few of the countless culturally 
prescribed rules of individual behavior so clear to the adults of each society that 
they seem to be part of the order of nature. (Hsu, 1972, p.4) 
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obvious that that there are key cultural elements that contribute to a characteristic 

'Chineseness', and with which members of the Chinese society identify ( cf. Creel, 

1953; Hsu, 1972; Sun, 2004/[1988]; Wang, 1991; Yu, 1989, 1992; Tu, ed., 1994). 

What makes this study different from previous attempts to understand Chinese 

culture lies in the very approach it adopts. This study approaches the Chinese way of 

life from a systematic examination of cultural key concepts and expressions and by 

undertaking a rigorous and careful analysis of their meaning using a well-grounded 

linguistic semantic theory.· 

· The employment of the theory of cultural scripts will allow this study to identify 

and articulate some basic ideas, attitudes and norms that Hsu referred to and that the 

average Chinese people are familiar with and identify with. As the thesis will show, 

the transparency and explanatory power of the scripts will also help to pinpoint the 

intrinsic connections between different elements of culture. 

By using cultural scripts to study the 'shared understandings' or the shared 

cultural knowledge of the Chinese people from within, this thesis helps to identify, 

reveal and describe the 'cultural models' that provide both interpretive frames and 

directive force for action for the Chinese people (which is largely taken for granted 

by the Chinese people). In recent years, anthropologists have paid considerable 

attention to the idea of 'cultural models' - culturally formed cognitive schemas or 

shared 'internal representations' (e.g. Holland and Quinn, eds., 1987; D'Andrade 

and Strauss, eds., 1992; Shore, 1996; Strauss and Quinn, 1997). A cultural model is 

at the same time also understood as 'a folk model of the mind' (e.g. D' Andrade, 

1987, 1995). For example, the cognitive anthropologist Roy D'Andrade writes: 
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A basic cultural model in all cultures is the representation of what happens inside 

people - in their minds, or psyches - this results in their doing what they do ... 

This model can be called a folk model because it contrasts in a number of ways 

with the expert modes of the mind found in psychology and philosophy. 

(D'Andrade, 1995, p.158) 

In this light, the goal pursued by this study, which is to reveal insiders' 

understanding, is fully compatible with that pursued by 'cultural model' or 'folk 

model' approach. The ref ore, the thesis seeks to demonstrate that the theory of 

cultural scripts, which supplies a culture-internal perspective through empirically 

established lexical universals, also provides a useful descriptive and conceptual tool 

for such folk models to be articulated and elucidated, and to be appreciated by 

cultural outsiders. 

-5. Scope, data and readership 

As mentioned earlier, this thesis will not be confined to the themes of personality 

studies, which so far appear to have attracted the most attentiqn from researchers of 

Chinese psychology. It includes a much broader range of topics, including the 

categorisation and conceptualisation of social organisation, emotions, sensory and 

conceptual experience, and memorisation and its relation to learning. 

Chapter 2 explores the conceptual basis of Chinese social interaction. It delves 

deep into the meanings of key social categories such as shengren [raw/uncooked

person] ('stranger' ) and shuren [cooked-person] (' a person one knows ') and 

examines how these fundamental categories affect ways of Chinese social interaction. 
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Chapter 3 examines the meaning of facial gestures that are characteristic of the 

Chinese people, and spells out the norms for Chinese facial expressions. Of 

particular interest to this chapter are the Chinese 'emotional scripts' and the interplay 

between values ( or a hierarchy of values) and emotion expression and emotional 

attitudes. While Chapter 3 focuses on the non-verbal aspect of emotion expressions 

as a means of social interaction, Chapter 4 examines a habitual means of verbal 

expression of emotion, the use of taste-related vocabulary such as ku ('bitter') and 

suan ('sour'). Building on Chapter 4, Chapter 5 examines generic 'taste'-words and 

investigates how the sensory experience contributes to the formation of a conceptual 

system in Chinese. Chapter 6 focuses on the highly prized cultural practice of 

'remembering' - bei ('auditory memorisation'), which plays a prominent role in the 

Chinese learning experience. It undertakes a detailed analysis of its meaning and 

explores the linguistic, cognitive, cultural and historical reasons that could explain 

such a practice. A key question that the chapter attempts to address is why 'auditory 

memorisation', which exhibits some key features of knowledge transmission in oral 

cultures, is so highly prized by the Chinese people, who possess a long written and 

print history. Chapter 7 discusses the implications and theoretical insights that 

emerge from this thesis. 

The wide-ranging topics of the thesis, however, are united by a common 

objective of reflecting a culture-internal perspective, a common linguistic 

methodology based on three decades of cross-linguistic investigations - the Natural 

Semantic Metalanguage, and a common concern for grounding empirical analysis in 

solid linguistic evidence. In the context of the Chinese language, the linguistic 

evidence will draw heavily on chengyu (set phrases usually four characters long), a 
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linguistic form characteristic of the Chinese language, which embodies indigenous 

ways of thinking in an unusually succinct way (e.g., Harbsmeier, 1995).11 Often, 

traditions are kept and transmitted through proverbs and chengyu. In each of these 

chapters, theoretical and methodological implications in relation to each topic will be 

discussed to reflect the central concern of this thesis, which is both theoretical and 

methodological. 

While most of the linguistic data is drawn from popular magazines, newspapers, 

dictionaries, and on-line sources such as the Chinese Yahoo 

[http://www.yahoo.com.cn], Chapters 3 and 4 mainly rely on other sources. In 

Chapter 3, linguistic data are drawn from the most popular novel H6ngl6u1neng 

(HLM), which has a canonical status in Chinese language and literature. The reasons 

for choosing this novel are discussed there. The main source of linguistic data for 

Chapter 4 is autobiographical writings, a new genre that has emerged over the last 

ten years ( cf. Ye, forthcoming). Given the nature of the topic, which concerns 

emotion description and expression and which relates to the subjective experience 

and inner life of a person, data of an autobiographical nature is most appropriate and 

revealing. 

Arguably, 'Chineseness' is best borne out when it is in contact, or in conflict, 

with other cultures or is seen from the eyes of the Other (e.g., Meadows, 

1970/[1847]; Smith, 1890; Wang, 1991, 1994; Hessler, 2002; see also Ye, 2004d, in 

press b ). The use of hard linguistic evidence will be complemented by what 

11 Chinese pupils are usually equipped with two essential dictionaries, the characterword dictionary Xfnhua Zidian (OJ$~~)) (Xfnhua Dictionary, first published in 1953, and since had ten editions with a circulation of four billion; XZ, 2004) and a chengyu dictionary. An ordinary chengyu dictionary, such as the popular Hanyu Chengyu Xiao Cidian «vz. i-B-fi½i-B-/JYi,PJ~» (The Little Dictionary of Chinese Set Phrases), includes 4600 entries (HCXC, 2004). 
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Wierzbicka calls 'soft linguistic evidence' - observations, reflections and 

testimonies offered by bilingual and bicultural people based on their own experience 

( e.g., Wierzbicka, 2003d, 2004, 2005a, b, c; cf. Besemeres, 2002; Pavlenko, 2005) A 

comparative perspective that is naturally built into these people's 'looking-glass' 

places them in the best possible position to discern and testify to different ways of 

living. 

Throughout the thesis, explications and cultural scripts will be presented in the 

English version of the Natural Semantic Metalanguage. Since it is a local realisation 

of the universal set of primes, which matches the lexical and grammatical common 

core of all languages, the English NSM can be simultaneously deemed as a "culture-

free 'nuclear English"', or as an "auxiliary lingua franca" that is "trimmed to the 

bone and freed from its historical and cultural baggage" (Wierzbicka, in press a). 

The Chinese (character) versions of all the explications and cultural scripts will 

appear in the appendix at the end of the thesis. 

With its wide-ranging topics concerning the ways of speaking, feeling, and 

thinking of the Chinese people, this thesis connects to various other disciplines that 

have an interest in human psychology, experience, and cognition, such as 

psychological anthropology, cognitive science, and cognitive and social pragmatics. 

Given that meaning and culture are central to anthropology, this thesis falls naturally 

under that rubric. Obviously, the subject of this thesis will be of interest to 

sinologists and anyone interested in Chinese language and culture, especially 

Chinese language learners. 12 

12 Recently, Geremie Barme put forward the notion of a 'New Sinology'. He 
describes it as "an unrelenting attentiveness to Sinophone ways of speaking, writing, 
and seeing, and to the different forces that have shaped the evolution of Sinophone 
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From the outset, the thesis makes it clear that this study of Chinese 

ethnopsychologies is driven by the need in an increasingly globalised world to come 

to a nuanced understanding of Chinese people and the Chinese experience. Therefore, 

this thesis is ultimately placed in the broader context of intercultural communication, 

which could be thought of as an underlying theme of the thesis. This theme is most 

directly addressed in Chapters 2 and 3. 

6. Caveats 

The term 'Chinese' in this thesis represents a psychological category that is not 

bounded by geography or ethnicity. Although it can be understood as encompassing 

people from the first and second universes of the 'cultural China' proposed by Tu 

Wei-ming (1994b), which refer to mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and 

Singapore (the first universe), and overseas Chinese communities throughout the 

world (the second universe), in this thesis 'Chinese' primarily refers to people from 

Mainland China, for the collected linguistic data mostly concern them. 

Although referring primarily to Mandarin Chinese in this thesis, ' Chinese 

language' is a convenient cover term that also includes dialects (or languages) 

spoken in Mainland China that share a common written script - hanzi [ sinograph] 

('characters'). It has been a widely held view that hanzi not only are psychologically 

real for the Chinese people, but also are one of the most enduring forces that 

contribute to the continuity of Chinese culture and civilisation. 

texts and images, as well as Sinophone ways of sense-making" (Barme, 2005, p.6). 
This thesis is very much in that spirit. 
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Paying attention to the generality of Chinese culture does not mean that the 

author regards it as unchanging and uncontested (yet any change will inevitably be 

reflected in the language). At the same time, however, as many scholars contend, 

there are enduring cultural themes or in Benjamin Schwartz's (1985) words 

"persistent or dominant orientations" that have contributed to the continuity of 

Chinese culture and civilisation (e.g. Creel, 1953; Wang, 1991; Yu, 1989, 1992; Tu, 

ed., 1994). Despite his many reservations regarding a more 'macro' approach 

towards Chinese culture, the late Benjamin Schwartz (ibid.), a distinguished Chinese 

historian, found it useful in his discussion of Chinese culture and set out to identify 

these 'persistent orientations' in the religious and political domains. As he noted, 

"such persistent orientations are by no means incompatible with the kind of 

emphasis on historic change and on internal conflict mentioned above. They operate 

on such a level of generality that they do not preclude change or unforeseen conflict" 

(p.4). Referring to King's (1994) paper on the culturally important concept guanxf, 

Tu Wei-ming (1994a) commented, "perhaps a deep structure underlies the 

psychocultural life of the Chinese, a structure that is so ingrained in the "habits of 

the heart" that, tumultuous modem transmutation notwithstanding, it has not lost its 

enduring strength" (p.ix). This thesis can be seen as an effort to identify those 

aspects of Chinese culture that are so ingrained in the Chinese 'habits of the heart' 

( cf. Bellah, et al., eds., 1996). 

While agreeing with the view that culture is not unchanging, Strauss and Quinn 

(1997) firmly reject the view that culture is constantly changing and that there is no 

'sharedness' about a culture. For them, the most important thing is to construct a 

theory that can explain the change and continuity, the 'shared W1derstandings ' and 
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the diversity. To this end, they argue for a psychologically oriented theory that 

explains how people learn from experience. In particular, they emphasise the 

importance of examining the way people's experiences are internalised. Several 

chapters in this thesis also attempt to draw on material illustrating socialisation 

experiences of the Chinese people. 

Given the abundant cultural heritage in the contemporary life of the Chinese 

people, the past is very much alive in the present collective consciousness. Although 

this thesis studies Chinese psychology and culture reflected primarily in the 

contemporary use of language and discourse, an effort is also made to discuss their 

historical roots where necessary. 

It should be pointed out that cultural scripts can operate at different levels of 

generality. They are capable of describing more general, common underlying 

principles, which are often deeply embedded in shared cultural knowledge, and 

therefore more invisible to the people of a given culture, reflected in higher-level or 

master scripts (see e.g. Chapter 2, 3 & 4\ They are also able to deal with specific, 

local situations and contexts, such as nom1s for greeting (see e.g., Chapter 2), which 

can be spelt out in lower-level scripts. It is their explicitness, as well as their inherent 

hierarchical structure, that helps researchers to discern and pinpoint the relatedness 

and connections between different elements of a culture, as will be amply 

demonstrated throughout the thesis. Above all, being firmly grounded in linguistic 

evidence, cultural scripts are not abstract constructs, stereotypes, or baseless 

generalisations, but something real and tangible that members of a given society are 

intimately familiar with and, to a large extent, cannot live without. 
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Chapter 2 

The Conceptual Basis of Chinese Social 

Organisation and its Implications for· Chinese 

Social Interaction 

This chapter explores the conceptual basis of Chinese social organisation, and 
examines how the fundamental Chinese categories of interpersonal relationships 
affect Chinese ways of speaking and social interaction. Firstly, the chapter will 
analyse the full meanings and interrelationship of two of the most distinctive 
(complementary) dyads of Chinese social categories, namely, shengren (lit. 
'uncooked person', 'stranger') vs. shuren (lit. 'cooked person', 'an old 
acquaintance'), and zijiren (lit. 'oneself person', 'insider') vs. wairen (lit. 
'outer/outsider person', 'outsider'). It will then put forward two master scripts -
general principles underlying norms of social interaction - in Chinese culture that 
are governed by the demarcations of these fundamental categories: neiwaiyoubie 
('difference between the insider and outsider') and y6ushuzhiqin (from far to 
close'), and illustrate aspects of Chinese language use that are guided by these 
principles. They include da zhaohu ('greetings'), the use of tong X (fellow X) 
and la.o X ('old X), and a discussion of the value of not being polite in Chinese 
culture. On the one hand, this chapter demonstrates the need for treating 
interpersonal relationships as a theoretical variable in the study of human 
interaction and shows the importance of an indigenous perspective; on the other, 
it relates theoretical discussion of human interaction to practical needs of 
understanding Chinese interactional style for the purpose of language teaching 

· and political and commercial negotiations. Both goals can be attained by the use 
of the Natural Semantic Metalanguage and 'cultural scripts' theory. 
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[T]he meaning of being human is found in interpersonal relationships. (Hsu, 
1985, p.27) 

Individuals in a W estem society of individualism are akin to wooden sticks, 
which may be bound together by their social organization in a bundle. The 
structure of Chinese society is like ripples caused by throwing a stone into a 
pond. Each person is situated at the center of a set of concentric rings of 
water, which extend to the edges of that person' s social influence. No matter 
when and where one finds oneself, one is always situated at the center of 
flexible social network. (Fei, 1937, pp.23-25, translation in Hwang, 2000, 
158). I 

1. Some fundamental categories in the Chinese 

conceptualisation of interpersonal relationships 

In a rare and highly revealing ethnographic study of Chinese face-to-face 

interaction using a situation-based approach, the author Pan Yuling comes to the 

conclusion that "Chinese tend to employ different politeness strategies depending 

first on their knowledge of the addressee and then on the situation" (Pan, 2000, 

p.20). In studies on the psychology of the Chinese people ( e.g. , Gao, Toomey, and 

Gudykunst, 1996), "insider effects" are cited as playing an important role in 

Chinese social interaction. But what does the phrase "insider effects" mean? What 

does "the knowledge of the addressee" entail? This section seeks to answer these 

two questions by examining in detail the meanings of two of the most distinctive 

dyads of ( complementary) categories of interpersonal relationships: shengren 1:.A 

1 1ffi it ITT t±~ ff i!:bft :fit 1n fr rn ~Jm ~ , 11A& tir~*m-re, J1 tE}RJ5½-tL J1 tL*mtm , J1ffil}Rm-j:jEo !§J:-1&~frJl1'-j:jE~~~r-~ITTM -- tL-- tEo !§J:-1&~fil~~ftlLl 
~ re '\ jPJ tL '\ ~ ti!! ITT~ ' 71" tL ffl m ~ ::f ~ JSL ITT O fr*±~ ' JK i!:b ~ 1il. mt:;@: ~ ~ 0 • • • ft 1!'J ITT if.tr ~::f:;@:-tm-MtLm~ITT~, W:;@:*~re-~~~*fr*®~Yr~±ITT-~~*ili*ITTtt tt 0 !§J:1'-A~:;@:fmf±~~OjPJJiJTmili*ITT~-rITT~Jl;\o ~~-rITTttttmmRmt~±EtR*o !§J: -t Afr~-S1faJ~-±-th,BmZ9Jffl ITT ~-r:;@:::f-~ffi ~ ITT o .. . (~~iffi., 1937, pp. 23-25 ). 
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('stranger') vs. shuren 1~A ('acquaintance'), and zijzren § DA ('one of us') vs. 

wairen j~ A (' outsider'). 

1.1 Shengren 1:A ('stranger'} vs. shuren l~A ('acquaintance'} 

Shengren [uncooked/unripe/unfamiliar-person] ('stranger') and shuren 

[ cooked/ripe/very familiar-person] ('an old acquaintance') is a highly salient dyad 

of concepts in the Chinese language, reflected in commonly used idioms such as 

the following: 

( 1 ) - f"i:i1 f-1- - f"i:i1 ~ ~_:.::t:., - ~~o 

Yi hui sheng, ' er hui . shuo 

one CL:round uncooked/unfamiliar two CL:round cooked/familiar 

'Strangers at the first meeting, but friends at the second.' 

The meanings of this dyad of concepts can be explicated as follows: 

[A] Semantic explication for shuren 1~A ('a person one knows' ) 

(a) people can think about some people like this: 
(b) "I have known for some time who this person is 
( c) this person has known for some time who I am 
( d) some time before, I could not think like this 
( e) after this, when I saw this person, I said some things to this person 
( f) · · . at the same time, this person said some things to me 
(g) it happened like this for some time 
(h) because of this, I can now say things to this person like people say things to 

someone when they know who this someone is" 
(i) people can't think about all people in this way 
G) they have to think about some people in another way 
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[B] Semantic explication for shengren ~A ('a stranger') 

(a) people have to think about some people like this: 
(b) "I don't know who this person is 
(c) I can't say things to this person like people say things to someone when 

they know who this someone is" 

As mentioned, shengren ('stranger') and shuren ('acquaintance') are a dyad of 

complementary concepts. This means that these two concepts evoke each other, 

sharing a common, shifting boundary. Together, they form the whole of a non

kinship group: outside the circle of family members and relatives, one is either a 

shuren or a shengren to the central figure, depending on whether the central figure 

has had previous, mutual face-to-face communication with the referent person, as 

a result of which these two people have 'got to know' each other. For a Chinese, 

someone who looks mianshu· 001ft [face-familiar] but to whom one has never said 

anything, is still a shengren ('stranger') ( cf. [ d]-[g]). 

From sheng [uncooked/unripe/unfamiliar] to shu [cooked/ripe/familiar], it is 

apparent that duration of time is seen by the Chinese people as the basis of 

conceptualising human relations. 2 Over the course of time, people become familiar 

with each other. This 'time factor' is easily discernible in the following exchange 

between the interviewer and the interviewee (see also §3.3): 

2 It is interesting to note that, in anthropological terms, 'raw' and 'cooked', as 
a pair of oppositions, are famously associated with Levi-Strauss' (1969) 
seminal work The Raw and the Cooked, symbolising the opposing forces of nature 
versus culture. As Levi-Strauss writes, "the individuals who are 'cooked' are those 
deeply involved in a physiological process: the newborn child, the woman who has 
just given birth, or the pubescent girl. The conjunction of a member of the social 
group with nature must be mediatized through the intervention of cooking fire, 
whose normal function is to mediatize the conjunction of the raw product and the 
human consumer, and whose operation thus has the effect of making sure that a 
natural creature is at one and the same time cooked and socialized'' (Levi-Strauss, 
1969, p.336; original emphasis). Therefore, in the view of Levi-Strauss, the 
transformation from 'raw' to ·'cooked' symbolises a cultural transformation. 
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(2) !'oJ: JJ~1$X~~ ¾ 1tJJt3Z£ Ef']~fpj~ 7 Pft? 

tm: %¥~1§, ftJZ.~7-*tfllf, ~Jt£1iili:o 1mJJ~BtfxJU~7~@, -,,t 

A ff, 1it1it¥Uft11'Jllf £*Pzffi' ~ -['§]~ Tmt1~ 7ffl··· mtJZff T P]f 0 

Interviewer: So, how did you become the boss here? 

Yang: After I resigned, I went to work in another restaurant, which was closer. 

He just got divorced then and lived alone. He often came to eat noodles. With 

the passage of time, we got familiar [shu] . . .It was just like that. (Chen, ed., 

2003, p.230) 

A shuren might be rendered in colloquial English as 'a person one knows', and a 

shengren as 'a person one does not know'. However, these are English-specific 

expressions, thus they are avoided in the explication. Firstly, the phrase 'know 

some_one' is problematic in English (cf. Wierzbicka, 2002a). Furthermore, there is 

not one-to-one matching with the Chinese expressions. In the Chinese language, 

there are three words - zhzdao ~QJJ!!, renshi iA i,,R, and liaojie T f@f - that can all be 

translated as 'know' in English. Zhzdao is used for 'factual knowledge' (e.g. 'I 

know that ... '). Rens hi has more to do with recognition ( of identity) based on 

previous experience or contact. Thus to say Wo renshi zhege ren I difiing ftiA i,,Rjz 

-'t A / ifujJ ('I know this person/place') implies that I have said something to this 

person when I was with this person or have been to this place before (therefore 

when I see this person/this place again, I can say who this person is or where this 

place is). Liaojie is to 'know' in the sense of 'knowing something/someone/some 

place well', closer to the meaning of understand ('I know whit it/this person/this 

place is like; I can say many things about it/this person/this place; I can say why 
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this something/this person/this place is like this'). Thus, expressions like I know 

this person, though simple, are avoided in the explications, because they are 

English-specific, and can be further explained via simpler concepts on the basis of 

how personal knowledge is constructed and understood in a culture. The KNOW 

used in the explications is in the sense of 'factual knowledge' only, whose 

universality is well-established in the NSM framework ( see Goddard and 

Wierzbicka, eds, 2002). 

1.2 Zijiren § 2A {'insider/one of us') vs. wairen jr A {'outsider') 

Another important dyad of complementary categories which has a decisive effect 

on Chinese social interaction is zifiren [self/oneself-person] ('insider'; 'persons 
' 

within the same circle'; 'persons closely related with each other'; 'one of us') and 

wairen [outside/outer-person] ('outsider'). Their meanings can be explicated as 

follows: 

[C] Semantic explication for zijiren § DA ('insider/one of us') 

(a) people can think about some people like this: 
(b) "these people live in one place 
(c) I am one of these people 
( d) I do many things with these people 
( e) these people can know many things about me 
(f) I can say many things to these people 
(g) I can't say all these things to other people 
(h) when I think about these people, I feel something good 
(i) when these people want me to do good things for them, I have to do 

something good for these people" -
G) other people are not like this, I have to think about them in another way 
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[D] Semantic explication for wairen J~ A ('outsider') 

(a) people think about some people like this: 
(b) "I can't think about these people like I think about zijzren 
( c) I can't say things to these people like I say things to zijzren 
( d) I don't have to do good things for these people like I have to do good things 

for zijfren 
( e) I don't want these people to know many things about me" 

A zijzren ('insider') is someone who lives in one place and is a part of a group 

(b )-( d), whom I can trust ( e )-(g), have good feelings about (h), and who has certain 

obligations (i). 

The demarcation between zijzren and wairen is fundamentally a psychological 

one, unlike that of shengren and shuren, which is experientially based. The zijzren

wairen distinction is demarcated by whether 'these people' are like a group living 

together in one place. Arguably, the prototype of people living in one place as a 

group in traditional China are family members - jiaren 'ff.A [ extended family

person ], who are also related kinship members at the same time (bound by blood 

relation or marriage). It is not surprising that the default zijzren is ajiaren 

('extended fan1ily-person'), and that a variant of zijfren is zijiaren § '$.A (in 

whichjia 'fl,. means extended family). Thus the mere mention of wairen means 

so1neone who is outside one's family circle. All these considerations suggest that 

no matter how large the zijfren circle is, it is always modeled after the implicit 

family. 

In a sense, shengren and shuren can always exist independently: a shengren 

can become a shuren to the speaker, who a shengren is is not determined by who a 

shuren is; whereas the notion of a wairen (' outsider' ) is always dependent on who 

a ziffren ('insider') is. A wairen cannot exist without some implicit reference to a 

zijzren. Therefore, in the wairen-zijfren continuum, they are rylative and relational 
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concepts: wairen not only evokes zijzren, but is heavily dependent on it, and is 

marked. 3 This dependence is reflected in the above explications, in that the concept 

of zijzren is present and embedded in the explication of wairen. And the 

explication of wairen ('outsider') clearly shows that the central figure adopts a 

different attitude (such as mistrust, indifference) towards wairen. 

Arguably, psychological affinity and category based on related people (kinship 

members) living in one place is often stable, deeply-rooted, and resistant to 

change.4 With the passage of time and more contact, a shengren ('stranger') 

automatically becomes a shuren ('acquaintance'), but does not necessarily move 

along the wairen-zijzren continuum, where the boundary is more fixed. A wairen 

may forever remain an outsider. 

Fei Xiaotong, the first Chinese anthropologist, describes one of the features of 

Chinese social networking as chiixu gejit &ff~ fiD ( often translated by social 

scientists as 'differential order'), where each person is at the centre of his or her 

concentric social network (Fei, 1937; see the quote at the beginning of the chapter). 

The above analysis and explications show that zijTren is 'my' immediate inner 

circle, that shuren fills the next intermediate ring of the circle, and that shengren 

occupies the outer or peripheral circle, which is farthest from 'me' (see Figure 1). 

3 Ref erring to an argument put forward by Joseph Needham in his series Science 
and Civilization in China that the main line of development in Chinese philosophy 
is towards a "philosophy of organism", Angus Graham ( 1992) writes in the 
preface of his book, Two Chinese Philosophers: The Metaphysics of the Brothers 
Ch 'eng: "On the whole I agree with this generalization and the present book 
contains many illustrations of the Chinese tendency to think in terms of the 
interdependent rather than collections of units, of opposites as complementary 
rather than contradictory" (p.xi). Toe empirical findings yielded in this study point 
to the same direction. 

4 Xueyuan lfiL~ ('blood affinity') and diyuan ±~~ ('place affinity') are two of the 
most important cul_tural 'complexes' that grow out of the traditional agrarian 
Chinese society. They deserve a separate, detailed study. 
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Figure 1: Chinese Social Organisation 
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1.3 Why are 'insider', 'outsider', 'in-group', and 'out-group' not good 

descriptions? 

It is easy to gloss the above-mentioned Chinese social categories as 'stranger', 

'acquaintance', 'insider', and 'outsider', or to use the more technical terms ' in-

group' and 'out-group'. However, these terms do not reflect the interrelationships 

of these categories, or reveal anything of their deep conceptual structures. Nor do 

they reflect their keyword status in Chinese culture. 

2. Two 'master scripts' of Chinese social interaction 

The distinctive categories discussed above and their conceptual interrelationships 

have a decisive effect on Chinese interactional styles. This section will focus on 

two of the 'master scripts' - general principles underlying Chinese social 

interaction that operate on these categories. 

2.1 Neiwaiy6ubie pg ;,~if JJtl ('insider and outsider have difference') 

The first principle is captured in the Chinese set phrase neiwaiyoubie 

[insider/inner-outside/outer-have-difference]: 

[E] A cultural script for neiwaiyoubie l7'J J~lf :931J ('insider and outsider have difference') 

[many people think like this:] 
I can't say things to all people in the same way 
(because I can't think about all people in the same way) 
I can say things to shuren in some ways 
I can't say things to shengren in the same way 
I have to say things to shengren in some other ways 
I can say things to zijzren in some ways 
I can't say things to wairen in the same way 
I have to say things to wairen in other ways 
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This script shows that social categories are embedded in the shared knowledge of the 

Chinese people as to the ways in which they should interact with other people. The 

differentiated way of interacting with shengren and shuren is reflected, for example, 

in the following article title: shuren xuhanwennuan, shengren aidabulz 1~,AJ~* lnJ S~, 

~A~t!~W ('acquaintances warmly welcomed, strangers indifferent', 

[http://www.cityclassic.com ~m~~, last accessed on 9 April 2004]). It is also 

reflected in commonly used idioms such as jiachou buke waiyang ]Cfl~PJ ~~~ 

('family scandals should not be known to the outsiders'). A final example, which is 

taken from a personal account of a non-local worker in Shanghai, reflects the principle 

embodied in script [E] from another angle: 

It is after all their territory here. We, the non-local (waiaz, lit. 'outsider/other

place') workers, will not be treated as 'one of us' [zijzren] by them. Although they 

are very polite [kekeqiqi, see §3.4] on the surface, I can s~nse that they are cold 

and indifferent. (Chen, ed., 2003, p.230)5 

5 Scholars and commentators on Chinese culture have often pointed out the 
indifference of the Chinese people towards strangers and lamented their lack of 
public spirit. This often leads them to depict Chinese people as individualistic or 
'egocentric'. 
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2.2 Y6ushuzhiqin ES ifnL~* ('from far to close') 

Because of the axiomatically different attitude towards different categories of people, 

it can be expected that, in social interaction, a great deal of effort is invested on the 

part of the interactants to work towards or to display a closer relationship: from 

'strangers' to 'old acquaintances', and ultimately to 'us', the inner circle (like 

members of family). Thus the driving force of Chinese social interaction is to move 

along the wairen-ziffren continuum, so as to shorten the horizontal distance between 

interactants, so that the relationship between the central figure ( the speaker) and the 

referent person can move from being shu ('far/distant/thin') to qzn * 
('close/intimate'). Note that shu ('far') and qzn ('close') is a set of opposites used 

exclusively to describe relational (not physical) distance and to modify guanxi ~* 
('relationship'). The existence of such specialised words shows the importance of the 

role of relationships in the Chinese social realm. The second master script on Chinese 

social interaction can be formulated as follows: 

[F] A cultural script for y6ushuzhiqzn EBifriE~* ('from far to close') 

[many people think like this:] 
it is good if some people think about me like this: 

"this person is a zijzren 
because of this, it will be good if I say things to these people in the way like I 

say something to a zijzren" 

In order for the relationship between interactants to draw closer towards the central 

figure ( as indicated by the solid arrow in Figure 1 ), one essentially extends the 

model of social interaction adopted within the Chinese family (where kinship 

members live in one place) to non-family (non-kinship) members [like I say 

something to a zijzren] . This is done through linguistic strategies (the perforated 
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arrow in Figure 1 shows this direction of linguistic extension). The next section 

will highlight and examine some of the 'pragmatic acts' (Mey, 2001) employed to 

achieve this goal. 

3. How does Chinese conceptualisation of interpersonal 

relationships affect Chinese social interaction? 

The purpose of this section is to discuss lower-level, more specific scripts 

governing Chinese language use, which are guided by the master scripts discussed 

in the previous section. In particular, it will examine the following four aspects of 
/ 

language use in Chinese: da zhaohu 1J1-B ~ (' greeting'), the use of tong IP.] X 

('fellow X') and lao ~ X ('old X'), and the 'not-being-polite' phenomenon. 

Because the shuren (' acquaintance') form the immediate, transitional circle, it can 

be expected that this is where the dynamism of Chinese social interaction lies. 

3.1 Da zhaohu 1T1-H U5¥ ('greeting') 

The first 'pragmatic act' that this paper investigates is da zhaohu (' greeting'). 

Chinese babies from a very early age begin to be socialised to perform this act. 

The following excerpt translated from an article entitled Liugeyue de baobao hui 

shenme? 1\-1' J1 ITT~~~1t-z.? ('What can a six-month baby do?'), which 

app~ared on Chinese Paediatrics Web, an authoritative website run by the 

Department of Paediatrics, Beijing University, provides a good example: 
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(4) iAA~JL~rlTM AB<JizttiA iRJ§, ~m~T 0-tts<JiA iR, ff~f!itefl'~±B"J*flo 

~¾~JLl¥J:i!~ o Jl:LBt~$~~JL~MAl¥JfJl~, x~~1t!?. CPtB) M1~A-- 1:A~ 

~1¥J&B, ~~~M~Affl~~~~~*nm~,M±A~M~B0 

Babies begin to have differentiated recognition of people after a period of 

general recognition. They start to show shyness or timidity. This shows 

improvement on the part of the baby. At this time, more opportunities for 

contact with other people should be encouraged, and parent should observe his 

or her reaction to shuren and shengren. Parents should teach the baby to use 

smiles or vocalisation to greet [dii zhaohu] shuren and get more used to 

shengren. (http://ek.m.ed618.com..cn, last accessed 9 April 2004 ~$)Ll41xxJ) 

This example shows clearly how the cultural script shown in [E] operates in the 

socialisation of very young children. The cultural pressure is to greet shuren 

('acquaintance'), verbally and/or non-verbally, obligatorily. I will adduce 

examples from. the internationally well-known Chinese film. Qiuju Diiguansi 

tlc~:IT'§ §'J (The Story of Qiuju, hereafter QJ) to further illustrate this point. 

Throughout this film, dii zhaohu never takes place between strangers, not even in 

the situations where 'greetings' are expected by Anglo cultural norms. A telling 

example is at the beginning of the film. when the protagonist, Qiuju, takes her 

injured husband to see a physician at a country clinic. There was no exchange such 

as 'hello' or 'how are you' between doctor and patients when they come into each 

other's field of vision. The doctor simply asked 'Zenmele ~¾ T?', which means 

'What happened (to you)?'. 
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What do shuren ('acquaintance'), or participants (in the sense of P in Hymes' 

[1962] SPEAKING model), say to each other in this 'greeting' act? The following 

examples from QJ are highly representative: 

( 5) [Entering the inner room of the village head's house and seeing his mother 

eating noodles on the kang. A: Qiuju, B: village head's mother] 

A: QzTiiJ? 

Chf mian? 

Eat noodle 

'You are eating noodles (aren't you)?' 

Chf . ' mzan. M ch~ 
..., 

WO gei 
..., 

nz chengo 

eat noodle. You eat 1 SG give 2SG ladle 

'I am. Have some. I'll ladle them out for you.' (Giving the bowl to Qiuju). 

W6 chz-guo le. M chzo 

lSG eat:EXP PFV 2SG eat 

'I have eaten. You eat.' 
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(6) [A: Policeman Li, B: village head] 

B: [seeing Policeman Li coming in] _l_* 7? 

shanglaile? 

up:come:PFV 

'You've come (haven't you)?' 

Eh, shanglaile. M6gu a? 

Yes up-come-PFV grind:crop PART 

'Yes, I've come. You are grinding the grain (aren't you)? (Old Wang, as 

to the matter of ... ) ' 

What is common to these examples is that participants in the act of 'greeting' ask 

the obvious about what the other person is doing. 6 The question is often met with 

an affirmative answer (but can be negative or, sometimes, it does not anticipate an 

answer such as in (6). For example, seeing a fellow colleague returning to the 

office, one can greet him or her with something like 'You've come back, haven't 

you' and then go on to some other topic. Walking into another colleague's office 

and seeing that this colleague is busy writing, the speaker can say something like 

'You are busy writing, aren't you'. One of the functions of 'asking the obvious' is 

surely to acknowledge the presence of the other person (Firth, 1972, pp.9-11). 

6 Questions in 'greetings' are formed by rising tone or by adding those sentence
final particles that function like tag-questions. 
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However, by observing and paying attention to what the other person is doing, and 

seeking further confirmation of information concerning the other party, the 

speaker reconfirms his or her relationship with the addressee. Each time such a 

communicative act is performed, the relationship between the interactants 

naturally becomes a step closer, and more and more shu ('familiar'). 

Having been immersed in the 'how are you?' type greeting in Australia, I was 

always struck by what Chinese people say to acquaintances in similar situations. 

Common exchanges could include (the Chinese equivalents of) (a) "Aunty Zhang, 

you are going (grocery) shopping?" ("*~PJ~, 1~te¾~*®OlfnJ? "), (b) "You are 

going out?" (" 5f ~5.J ~]{, 1~ te ¾ OlfnJ? "), ( c) "Teacher Zhou, you are going out with 

your daughter?" ("fitJ~Yrn,1~1ilt~JL-,mtl1¾0lfnJ? "), (d) "Master Li, you are 

coming back from work?" ("*Yrn1J#,1~rJj}I@J* 7?"). The corresponding answers 

could be (a) "I am going to the supermarket to buy some meat, my daughter is 

coming for dinner" ("ft¾~TIJ~,B ~,}(JL~::kst-1.@J*QzJJx"), (b) 'The weather 

is nice, I am going out just to look around" ("::k~1[~f,ftt8¾5l5l~~"), (c) ''I 

am taking my daughter to buy some clothes" ("ftw3ZJL-~te¾~*®"), and (d) 

"I am coming back from work" ("ftrJj}I~Ll@]*"). On campus in Australia, I often 

had the urge to say something like "you are going to the library (aren't you)?" 

upon seeing an acquaintance or "you are reading a book (aren't you)?" if inside the 

library. But I held back because I knew it was not the Anglo way of greeting. 

The fact that Chinese people ask the obvious about what the other person is 

doing also makes Chinese 'greetings' less formulaic, but more creative, depending 

on what the other person is doing at the time of speaking ( and the answers could 

be elaborated). Duranti (1997) points out that greetings are not necessarily devoid 

of propositional content, as is often assumed in pragmatic studies. He considers it 
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important to examine what people say in 'greetings'. The analysis in this section 

supports Duranti's position.7 The following is a script proposed for dii zhaohu 

(There is a non-verbal script which accompanies script [G], see script [I] in §5.1.1 

of Chapter 3): 

[G] A cultural script for da zhaohu 1Tt-BOSf ('greeting') 

[many people think like this:] 
when I see a shuren, if I have not seen this person for some time 
I have to say something like this to this person: 

"I see you now 
because of this I know that you are doing something now 
I want to know more about it" 

if I say this, this person can think because of this that I feel something good 
towards this person 

if I don't say this, this person can think because of this that I feel something bad 
towards this person · 

I don't have to say something like this to a person if this person is not a shuren 

Dii zhaohu has to take place in face-to-face interaction [when I see a shuren]. One 
a. 

can put greeting in the email subject column, but one cannot do so with diizhaohu. 8 
A . 

In Anglo culture, a person greets someone they know. But the interesting thing is 

that it is also considered friendly to greet a stranger, thus the encouragement of 

'How are you?' in service encounters. One can imagine how a Chinese used to the 

above script will react to the quasi-obligatory "How are you?" in supermarkets in 

Australia; and conversely, how a native English speaker used to greetings in 

service exchanges (including in hospitals) would feel without the 'How are you? ' 

or smiles in the comparable situations in China. 

7 Dii zhaohu is polysemous. Shen (1998, p.70) explains the other sense as "to 
notify those concerned before or after some work or problem to be dealt with". 
The two senses are related to what interactants say. 

8 Instead, wenhou can be used, which is more like the 'greeting' in the sense of 
'New Year Greetings'. Wenhou is mostly concerned with health. 
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In a changing China, weixiao fuwu V1i~]f£* (' smile service' ) is being 

increasingly advocated, especially in cosmopolitan cities. But people generally 

take it with a grain of salt. Instead, the impersonal, unsmiling huiiny ing guiinglin 

x_xiffin;I[~ ('welcome to come here' ) fulfils such a need in public service encounters. 

This, from another angle, affirms the shared knowledge of not greeting a shengren 

implied in the last line of the script. 

3.2 Tong X IPJ X ('fellow X') 

A shuren ('acquaintance' ) is not automatically qualified as a zijzren (' insider/one 

of us ' ). As mentioned earlier, zijzren is a psychological category, usually 

predetermined by some pre-set shared traits such as blood or place relations (that 

is, people who are from the same place). For a non-kinship member to be 

considered as a zijzren, Chinese people have to appeal to some ' sameness ' shared 

by the interactants. This is why they often refer to each other as tong X, which 

could roughly be translated into English as ' fellow X'. Not surprisingly, there is a 

proliferation of tong [same]-related phrases to refer to such ' sameness ' in the 

Chinese language. Some most commonly used ' referents ' are as follov-.rs (all from 

ABC, pp.600-604): 

t6ngxiiing [P.) ~ [same-to\Alll] (' fellow villager/townsman') 

t6ngxue [P.)$ [same-study] (' fellow student' or 'people once in the same 

school') 

t6ngbiint6ng>,.,--ue tPJ JJI [P.] ?t [same-class-same-study] (' classmates of same 

department and year ') 

t6nghang ~ 1T [ same-trade J (' person of same profession') 
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t6ngshi [P]:J= [same-matter] ('colleague', i.e. 'people who do the same thing'), 

t6ngbao [P]]Jfil [ same-afterbirth/sibling] ('offspring of same 

parents/compatriot'). 

When a Chinese finds out that another person is t6ngxing [A] ~i (' of the same 

surname'), they will immediately say Women wubainianqian shi yijia ft1!'Jnsi¥ 

-mY ~-%('Weare of the same family five hundred years ago'), which is a 

formulaic expression in situations like this. It is also very common to hear people 

refer to each other as being t6ngnian ln]if, t6ngsui In]~ ('of the same year') or 

tangling fPJt!It ('of the same age'). 9 Fellow in English is probably a near equivalent 

of tong. But English speakers do not commonly refer to each other as 'fellow X', 

where X can be place, age, or activity (so that similar experience is implied). A 

script for the use of tong Xis as follows: 

[H] A cultural script for tong X In] X ('fellow X') 

[many people think like this:] 
when I say something about another person to someone 
it is good if I can say something like this: 

"I think about this person like this: 
'I know something about this person 
this person can know the same thing about me' 

when I think about this person like this, 
I feel something good towards this person because of this 
this person can think about me in the same way 
when this person thinks about me like this, 
this person can feel something good towards me because of this" 

9 The only exception is t6ngzhi In]~ [same-purpose/aspiration] ('comrade'). It can 
only be used as a form of address. 
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Some of the above-mentioned tong X expressions can be modified by lao ('old') to 

make the relationship between the speaker and the referent sound even closer. This 

brings our discussion to the use of lao X ('old X') in the next section. 

3.3 Lao X ~ X ('old X') 

In a highly interesting and revealing book on Chinese (political) negotiation 

entitled Chinese Negotiating Behaviour: Pursuing Interests Through 'Old Friends', 

the author, a former American ambassador to China, writes that "within that 

relatively brief period, Kissinger found himself characterised as an 'old friend' by 

his new Chinese counterparts" (Solomon, 1999, p.x). Calling a foreigner "an old 

friend of China" during initial encounters can be baffling and striking for cultural 

outsiders. But it is such an established conventional practice that no book on 

Chinese negotiation styles fails to mention it. The intended message is clear from 

the Chinese side: we regard you as someone who has a close relationship with 

China-us; you are like one of us (thus all the culturally-loaded obligations of 

zijzren, § 1.2). This is because once the relationship between the two sides reaches 

this 'threshold' of being 'old', they are like zijzren. In the Chinese language, the 

expression of lao X stands almost side-by-side with zijfren. For example, one 

would often hear people saying "Women shi laot6ngshi le, zijfren ft{!'J~*Pl*T, 

§ 2A" ('We are fellow colleagues since a long time ago, we're insiders [thus we 

do not have to be polite to each other]'). 

It is clear that calling Kissinger an "old friend" (when he obviously was not) is 

a strategic move employed by his Chinese counterpart to "draw the foreign 
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negotiator into a personal relationship, establish ties of friendship" (Solomon, 

1999, p.21), which, as the author puts it, is "a clear projection of Chinese social 

practices" (p.25). 

It is important to note that pengyou ~E 1§.., which is often translated as friend in 

English, does not mean the same as friend ( see Wierzbicka, 1997 for the meaning 

of English friend). Pengyou is a vague category which says little about the nature 
µlf,/ tn<.Me /j1,,f /t71. ,ra,,4 ar<.tJ 

of the relationship, since there are so many specific categories referring to human 
I\ 

relationships in Chinese culture that are formed on the basis of their shared 

'sameness' (§3.2). (Little wonder that kids are addressed and referred to by adults 

as xiaopengyou /J\~EJ§.., which means 'little friend'). Foreigners are referred to as 

pengyou precisely because of the little shared common ground that they have with 

the Chinese people. The most important message conveyed by the term pengy6u is 

rather that it is the opposite of enemy. 

Clearly, the time factor is at work in the use of' old' ( cf. § 1.2). Becoming shu 

('cooked/familiar') or shuren ('acquaintance') is an important step towards being 

seen as 'one of us'. When interactants have little in common, time becomes the 

only thing that can be appealed to in the effort to forge a closer relationship. 

Furthermore, the 'depth' of the interpersonal relationship naturally follows the 

'length' of 'knowing the other person'. 

The script for the use of lao X (where X refers to person) is proposed as 

follows: 
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[I] A cultural script for use oflao X * X (' old X') 

[ many people think like this:] 
when I say something about another person to someone 
it is good if I can say something like this: 

"I think about this person like this: 
'I have known for a long time who this person is 
I have often said things to this person when I saw this person 
because of this, I can say I know many things about this person 
this person can say the same about me' 

when I think about this person like this 
I feel something good towards this person because of this 
I can think about this person like I think about a zijzren" 

3.4 To be or not to be 'polite' '~E(' ff:lik '~~1=('? 

The distinction between zijzren ('insider') and wairen ('outsider') is so deep-

rooted that it is ubiquitous in Chinese social exchanges and closely tied up with the 

Chinese notion of 'politeness'. For example zijzren biekeqi § t3,AJ}lj~1==( ('We are 

insiders, do not be polite') or zijzren bie Jianwai § t3AJJIJJJiI31
~ ('We are insiders, 

do not see outside') are among the most frequently used formulaic expressions, or 

what Kecskes (2003) calls "situation-bound utterances", exchanged in (informal) 

social settings. They roughly mean something like this: 'Do not stand on ceremony. 

Forget about the formality. Insiders don't need that'. This is because Chinese 

family members do not usually observe ketao ~~ ('polite formula, civilities', 

ABC, 1997, p.339), don't say ketaohua ~~i! [ketao words] ('polite formula'), 

p.340) or keqihua ~'7i"G ('polite words/utterance'), such as "thank you", or 

"please", and don't pay compliments to each other, or ask each other's permission 

to do something (cf. Ye, 2004). Thus a request such as "Would you please take the 

camera to the garden, it is photo time, thank you" from a husband to his wife 
; 

would be unthinkable from a Chinese point of view. 
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To be keqi is to observer courtesy and to fulfil the requirements of decorum in 

social encounters. It is a good thing to be keqi. However, the catch is that being 

keqi inevitably implies a non-zifzren, 'far' relationship. It goes against the 'from 

far to close' principle as described in master script [F] (see §2.2). Thus to say 

words to the effect that "we are insiders, keqi should be spared" is a pragmatic act 

intended to shorten the social distance between the interactants. The following 

script describes this general rule of saying 'don't be polite' as a 'polite' rule in 

Chinese social encounters: 

[I] A cultural script for biekeqi ~U~~ ('do not be polite') 

[many people think like this:] 
people have to do/say some things in some ways when they are with other people 

if these other people are not zij'fren 
people don't have to do/say these things in these ways when they are with zij'fren 
when a person is with someone else 
if this other person is not a zij'fren, 
it can be good if this person says something like this to this other person: 

"when you are with me, I want you to do/say things like you do 
when you are with zij'fren" 

Being keqi ~~ ('polite') is a notion that is situated and applied in the wider 

interactional realm of 'outsiders'. This is hinted in the meaning of ke 

(' guest/stranger/alien'). So far, keqi, this important value in Chinese informal 

social encounters, has not been discussed in the literature on Chinese 'politeness'. 

Instead, l'fmao *L{~ has been treated as the Chinese first-order politeness (i.e. 

politeness 1, after Watts, Ide, and Ehlich, 1992), which was first proposed by Gu 

(1990; see also Mao, 1994, Lee-Wong, 2000). However, Gu (1990, p.239) rightly 

pointed out the moral dimension that characterises l'fmao, reflected in the very 

word l'f - "referring to social hierarchy and order". But, Gu fails to point out that 

l'fmao is used prototypically to .describe children's behaviour towards adults (thus, 
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respectful behaviour towards senior members of society). Lzmao is essentially 

located in the moral world, where hierarchical, asymmetrical relationships are pre

established and fixed; whereas keqi is applied in the adult, informal social world 

between shuren. It is more of an attitude than social conduct, built into routine 

conversations and formulaic talks between people, whose relationships are 

negotiable. This is supported by the informants' observation in Pye's (1982) study 

that the hierarchical relationship within a Chinese negotiation team seems to 

succumb to an insider relationship. It seems that for the notion of Chinese 

'politeness' to be at least plausible, the salient folk notion of keqi has to be 

included and dealt with. 

4. Theoretical and practical implications 

An ethnopragmatic perspective afforded by linguistic evidence and examples from 

real-life intercultural encounters, and a culture-independent semantic theory NSM, 

has allowed this study to reveal the cultural logic inherent in Chinese social 

interaction, which moulds Chinese cultural patterns and social practice. It has 

yielded fruitful results on two fronts. On the theoretical side, it has shown that 

knowledge of the fundamental categories of Chinese interpersonal relationships is 

crucial for a full grasp of the cultural mechanisms that govern Chinese ways of 

speaking. Thus, this study has made a strong case for treating interpersonal 

relationships as a theoretical variable in studies of pragmatics and human 

interaction. The conceptual foundation of Chinese social interaction is 

fundamentally different from the one upon which Brown and Levinson's (1987, 

hereafter B & L) model of social interaction is built, in that the key force in 

Chinese social interaction is along the 'outsider-insider' continuum, pulling the 
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relationship between interactants towards the central figure. This explains the 

confusion and inconsistency that surrounds the characteristics of Chinese 

communicative styles as described in the existing literature, which some studies 

describe as oriented towards 'negative politeness', and other describe as oriented 

towards 'positive politeness'. This study dispels such confusion. A corollary of 

unveiling the conceptual basis of Chinese social organisation and uncovering the 

cultural logic of Chinese social interaction is that 'face', the pillar concept in B & 

L's theory of politeness, and the focus of most, if not all, Chinese studies on 

pragmatics and social interaction, does not play such an important role as is often 

assumed (niianzi ['face'] is an important concept in Chinese culture, but not the 

key intersection of the general design of Chinese social pattern). Thus, Lim's 

(1994) attempt to use the variable of face to explain interpersonal relationships is 

like 'putting the cart before the horse' .10 It is obvious from this study that Chinese 

people do not have the need to attend to another's face wants or needs if this 

person is seen as an 'outsider'. This speaks volumes of the importance of 

discovering what is basic, important and fundamental to the actors in their social 

reality, not only in theory-making but also in practice. 

On the practical side, this chapter has shown that theoretical discussion and 

empirical study can feed each other. Discussion throughout the paper has drawn 

observations and insights from studies of Chinese interactional style and social 

behaviour driven by the practical needs of trying to understand and make sense of 

Chinese interactional behaviour in political and business negotiations. These 

studies offer hands-on advice and manual-like instruction that people in real life 

10 Pan (2000, p.6) describes how over-emphasis on the concept of face spells 
disaster for students in social encounters in China. Pan' s concern is shared by 
many language teachers. 
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can apply immediately. Most interestingly, they unanimously point out that failure 

to understand the meaning of Chinese ' friendship' and the role that relationships 

play in Chinese social organisation lies at the heart of n1iscommunication and 

unsuccessful negotiation outcomes. This study has shown how conceptual analysis 

can provide an explanation for common social practices. 
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Chapter 3 

Why the 'inscrutable' Chinese Face? 

Facial Expressions, Cultural Values and 

Emotion Scripts in Chinese 

'Why the "inscrutable" Chinese face?' 1 The question posed in the title of this 
chapter is meant to be interpreted in two ways. Firstly, why is the Chinese face 
perceived as being 'inscrutable'? Secondly, why has the 'inscrutable' Chinese 
face itself become the subject of inquiry of the present study? Both of these 
questions relate to the objectives of this chapter, and form its underlying themes. 
In purs1ng the first question, the chapter challenges the long-held, unquestioned 
stereofypes of the 'inscrutable' Chinese face ( and the 'oriental face' in genera[), 
and probes the various factors - perceptual and cultural - that give rise to such 
stereotypes, which have almost become a kind of 'truism' in the eyes and minds of 
others. Simultaneously, a Chinese cultural model of facial expressions is revealed 
through a detailed description and analysis of idiomatic Chinese phrases that 
refer to the face, along with an in-depth discussion of the cultural norms and 
values that influence Chinese facial behaviour. The second question is related to 
theoretical and methodological considerations, which are the overarching concern 
of the study. By taking up this question, it exemplifies the methodological issues 
confronting the study of the Other and demonstrates the usefulness of the Natural 
Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) in 'demystifying' certain persistent and mistaken 
beliefs about the Other, ultimately striving towards a better understanding 
between members from different cultural groups with implications for studies in 
intercultural communication. 2 

1 A personal note is of relevance here. My own experience in Naples convinced me 
more than ever that understanding the meaning of the face, as well as the rules for 
its expression, is crucial for smooth interaction between people from different 
cultural backgrounds. AN eapolitan face, rich in its expression even by Italian 
standards (e.g. Jorio, 2000/[1832]), often appeared 'inscrutable' to me. The 
meanings of and norms for facial expressions that are specific to a culture have to 
be learned by a cultural outsider. 

2 I make a sharp distinction between images of the Other and understanding of the 
Other. The former implies impressions at a surface level, and in my view, reflects 
and reveals more of the values and beliefs upheld by the image creator than the 
Other, and itself forms an important, independent line of research (for an excellent 
essay scrutinising the image of China and the Chinese people in Western literature, 
see Zhang, 1988; see also Spence, 1998). The 'inscrutable' Chinese' face is 
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' ... When I heard, I felt like crying'. She smiled as she spoke, but it was the 
Chinese smile that served as a mask against deeper feelings. Those smiles 
could hide many emotions - embarrassment, anger, sadness. When the people 
smiled like that, it was as if all of the emotion was wound tightly and 
displaced; sometimes you caught a glimpse of it in the eyes, or at the comer of 
the mouth, or perhaps in a single wrinkle stretching sadly across a forehead'. 
(Hessler, 2002, p.131) 

What makes all such scenes more intensely fascinating is perhaps the 
transparency of Italian faces .... You can read joy, sorrow, hope, anger, relief, 
boredom, despair, love, and disappointment as easily as large-printed words 
on a wall poster .... Italians are often disconcerted, unhappy and lonely in the 
north of Europe, and seldom know what is going on, surrounded as they are by 
blank faces on which little can be read and that little seldom exciting. They 
wrongly conclude that, as the people show no feelings, they have no feelings 
worth showing. (Barzini, 1996/[1964], p.61) 

As soon as the sun went down on the first day after her death, the entire family 
formed a procession. Everyone cried loudly all the way to a temporary 
miniature temple, about ten minutes away from other house .... On the day of 
the funeral, the procession began from Na-na's house, with my eldest uncle 
carrying a big clay pot on his head. At one point he had to drop the pot on the 
ground. The pot broke into pieces, the signal for everyone to begin crying, one 
of the only occasions when crying in public was acceptable. (Li, 2003: p. 77) 

1. What makes the Chinese face 'inscrutable'? 

A face is regarded as 'inscrutable' only when seen as operating under rules that are 

different from those of the observer. In other words, the notion of an ' inscrutable' 

Chinese face is invoked always in some context and with some reference point 

against which the Chinese face is judged. Quite often, it is judged against a 

'Western' face. Generally speaking, the following three factors are identified as 

contributing to conceptions regarding the 'inscrutable' (Chinese) face. These are (a) 

characteristic (Chinese) facial expressions that are either absent or less salient in 

fundamentally an image in the eyes of the West. By unveiling this image and 
delving into the reasons that give rise to such an image, this chapter also implicitly 
probes underlying perceptions-and cultural norms in the (Anglophone) West. 
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other cultures: (b) similar facial movements across cultures that have culture

specific interpretations; ( c) (Chinese) culture-specific rules governing the 

production of certain facial expressions in situations where different responses 

may be expected by people from other cultures. 

The rest of the chapter will illustrate each of these three points in detail. But 

each point also raises the fundamental question of how culture-specific messages 

surrounding the face - expressions, interpretations, and rules for facial expressions 

- can be decoded so that people from other cultural backgrounds can make sense 

of them. It is therefore necessary to · first turn to broad methodological issues 

before proceeding to examine each of these factors more closely. 

2. Methodological issues 

This section explains the methods that this chapter adopts in examining the 

Chinese face. It focuses on the following three points: (a) using linguistic evidence 

as a gateway to the comprehension of facial expressions as a non-verbal language; 

(b) using a culture-independent metalanguage for the presentation of meanings 

conveyed by the face; and ( c) using literary sources for the provision of the 

contexts where certain facial expressions occur. 

Facial expression forms a powerful nonverbal communicative language, 

especially for conveying feelings and emotions. Knapp (1972) describes the face • , 

as the "primary site for communicating emotional states" (p.68). Its inherent 

communicative function plays an important role in social interaction. Klineberg 

(1940) considers facial ( emotional) expression as a means of "social 
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communication" (pp.188-200; see also Fridlund, 1997).3 He explains that 

emotional expression is analogous to language in that it functions as a means of 

communication, and that it must be learned, as least in part (Klineberg, 1940, 

pp.188-200). 

This chapter treats the facial expressions of a people in a given culture as 

forming a codified linguistic system that is an integral part of the semiotic system. 

In this context, the question that needs to be addressed at the outset is how this 

important and powerful 'gesture language' for communicating wants and feelings 

can be understood in a non-arbitrary fashion across cultures? 

Curiously, while psychologists are increasingly making an effort to understand 

the communicative role and function of the face, linguists in general seem to have 

rarely shown interest in a systematic understanding of this important gesture 

language. 4 The general silence among linguists may have much to do with the 

difficulties they face in decoding this nonverbal language, which are intrinsically 

3 In psychology, one of the heated debates surrounding the study of facial 
expressions over the last decade has centred on whether facial expressions are 
'read outs' of internal experiences or 'social signals' (see Russell and Femandez
Dols, 1997 for details of the debate). Both standpoints acknowledge the 
communicative function of the face while differing mainly in the important of the 
communicative function that each attaches to it. The 'read-out' view considers the 
communicative function of facial movement to be secondary to its expressive 
function, while the 'social signal' view sees it as a primary (cf. Fernandez-Dols, 
1999; Manstead, Fischer, and Jakobs, 1999). It can be said that the communicative 
function of facial expression is an intrinsic feature of the face. 

It is interesting to note that, although Ekman was the main advocate of the 
'read-out' view ( e.g. Ekman, 1972), in his recent preface to the third edition of 
Darwin's (1998[1872]) The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals, he 
states that "We don't have to choose whether an expression is part of an emotion 
or a communicative signal. In reality, it is both" (Darwin, 1998[1872], p.xxx). 

4 Anna Wierzbicka seems to be one of the few linguists who have shown deep 
interest in the human face. This study has been inspired by her groundbreaking 
work in this field (e.g. Wierzbicka, 1993, 1995). 
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linked with the double-sided nature of the face: it connects and relates to both the 

inner self and others, at one personal and social. 

This chapter sets out to demonstrate that the following two steps are 

indispensable in arriving at an accurate understanding of the facial expressions of a 

people in a given culture or across cultures. First, an immediate avenue for 

accessing and reading the message conveyed by the face is by documenting and 

analysing codified linguistic descriptions in a given language that refer to facial 

expressions, and relying on a culture-independent metalanguage to explicate the 

messages coded in them. Linguistic descriptions of facial expressions, which 

represent a local facial encoding system, provide valuable resources for us to gain 

a culture-internal view of the face. 

Second, the visible information conveyed by the face (i.e. the semantics of the 

face (relating to the factors [a] and [b] mentioned in § 1) and the hidden social rules 

and norms that govern facial expressions (i.e. the pragmatics of the face, relating 

to factor [ c] mentioned in § 1) should both be understood. This is because of the 

simultaneously personal and social nature of the face. 5 

As just mentioned, the gateway to the comprehension of the communicative 

language of facial expression is through linguistic evidence - descriptions that 

have explicit references to the face or parts of the face. In particular, this chapter 

draws upon conventional, commonly used lexical items, phrases and idioms, such 

as chengyu ~iB- (set phrases, usually four characters long; cf. §5 of Chapter 1 ). 

According to X. Yang (1998), among the 860 or so set phrases in Chinese that are 

5 These two levels of inquiry parallel central issues in the research of facial 
expressions - whether the recognition of emotions from facial expressions is 
universal and what the cultural variables are in the 'display rules'. To a great 
extent, linguistic inquiry along this line of research will shed new light on these . 
issues. 
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related to body language (facial expressions, body gestures and movements, voice, 

and costumes), 48.8 per cent refer to facial expressions (including references to the 

face and components of the face). These conventional descriptions serve as 

valuable linguistic evidence for understanding how Chinese facial expressions are 

produced, perceived, and interpreted. The lexicalisation of these descriptions is a 

strong indication that certain facial behaviours are salient in the eyes of the 

Chinese people (see Ye, 2004a). 

How can the meanings of linguistic descriptions of the face be understood in an 

accurate and systematic manner? The present study does not rely on ordinary 

translations, because these often do not do justice to the original meaning, and 

quite often, they represent instead the categories belonging to the language of the 

translator. Sometimes, an emotion concept is simply culture-specific and does not 

have its equivalent in other languages (see e.g. Athanasiadou and Tabakowska, 

eds. , 1998; Goddard, 1997; Harkins and Wierzbicka, eds. , 2001 ; Lutz and White, 

eds,1986; Rosaldo, 1980; Russell, 1991 ; Shweder 2003 ; Shweder and Le Vine, 

eds., 1984; Vl ierzbick~ 1986, 1999, 2003c; Ye, 2001a, in press a). Furthermore, 

the large store of conventional phrases used by Chinese people to describe facial 

expressions implies that they do not simply correlate facial expressions one-to-one 

with a discreet emotion category .. It is possible that there may not be a single 

discr~emotion category to match a facial expression .. It is misguided to expect 

that one simply label a facial expression ~rith a presupposed emotion category. 

Finally, to the question of conteA.1:. Nonverbal behaviour cannot be fully 

understood without taking conteA.rtual information into consideration. In the present 

study, situational contexts are supplied by popular literary sources. Wbile it is also 

desirable to have in situ recordings of actual facial expressions v-irhen they occur, 
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one cannot overlook narrative works either. A recognition and understanding of 

facial expressions captured on video relies on a translation into their descriptions 

which may be problematic. A literary work, with their inherent goal of capturing 

'an element of life' that readers can relate to (Spackman and Parrott, 2001, p.554), 

can provide a valuable source for capturing prototypical situations when facial 

expressions occur. Furthermore, they also enjoy a widely recognised social basis.6 

3. Data 

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to investigate the entire corpus of Chinese 

descriptions of facial expressions, which numbers iJ"ttndreds. The linguistic data 
/\ 

discussed in this chapter are extracted from one of the most popular and important 

novels in China-H6ngl6umeng «£I~~» (A Dream of Red Mansions, hereafter 

HLM). The reasons for drawing data from this text are many and apt. The three 

most important ones are as follows. 

Firstly, the choice of HLM as a source of expressions is an attempt to reflect an 

indigenous way of describing facial expressions from a time when China was still 

pre-industrial and had little contact with the Western world. The consideration of 

this aspect was influenced by the rationale behind Ekman and Fiesen's extension 

of their research on facial expressions to the pre-literary society of tribes in Papua 

New Guinea (Ekman, 1972; Ekman and Friesen, 1971). 

Secondly, although the text belongs to the late-imperial period of China, its 

language belongs to modem Chinese and has a 'canonical status' in the Chinese 

language. This is reflected by the fact that linguistic data from HLM has always 

6 The need to translate recorded facial expressions into verbal labels and 
descriptions compels even psychologists to tum to literary texts (see e.g. Klineberg, 
1938). 
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been a foundation and a rich source for grammars of modem Chinese ( e.g. Lu, 

1941; Wang, 194 7), and words and expressions from it not only form dictionaries 

of their own ( e.g. HLMYC, 1995), but also become entries in various other 

dictionaries, such as the most authoritative Chinese dictionary, Xiandai Hanyu 

Cidian (A Dictionary of Modern Chinese, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 

ed., 1998, herafter XHC; See also, Lu and Ma, 1999; XHXC, 1999; ZHXC, 1984). 

In this sense, the choice of the linguistic data under examination here ensures both 

indigenousness and current usage. 7 

Thirdly, as stated by Otto Klineberg (1938), who also examin~the same text in 

his study of Chinese emotion expression, "among the various techniques employed, 

it seemed valuable in the case of a civilization as articulate as the Chinese to 

examine at least a portion of the Chinese literature for the light it might throw on 

this problem [emotional expression]" (p.517). The popularity of the novel ensured 

a common social recognition of descriptions under discussion. 

A near exhaustive examination of the novel found the following phrases that 

refer to the movement of the face or parts of the face as expressions of emotions. 

They are grouped into the following four categories: 

(i) Descriptions -with reference to the whole face: 

chunfengmiinmian ~Jxl.mffi [spring breeze whole face] ('beaming') 

manniianduzxiao mffi tt~ [ whole face pile up smiles] 

miandaiweixiao ffiw~~ [face carries smiles] 

7 The popularity of HLM is also reflected in the scores of films , operas and TV 
series that have been adapted from. this novel, with the recent 36-episode TV series 
becoming a national hit. Also, this novel is included in the list of compulsory 
extra-curriculum readings for middle school students by the Chinese Ministry of 
Education. A simplified pznyfn version of H6ngl6umeng for primary school pupils 
is also available (see Kang, 2001). 
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liao/la/fangxialianlai 111~/n~r~* [put down one's face] ('put on a 

stone look') 

chenxialianlai mr~* (lit. [sink/lower down face] ('cloud over') 

bianlian ~~ [change face] ('become angry') 

(ii) Descriptions with reference to both the upper and lower parts of the face: 

mudengkoudai § Mi D * [ eyes wide open, mouth dumb] 

(iii) Descriptions with reference to the lower part of the face: 

a. The mouth: piezuztii&~ [move the comer of the mouth to one side] 

juezu'f P~~ [purse one's mouth] 

zazuf Ollif OJ [ smack one's mouth] 

b. The tongue: tu/shenshetou ll±/1$%~ [thrust out/stretch one's tongue] 

c. The teeth: yaoyaqiechf ~~Ww [bite the molars and grind the teeth] 

(iv) Descriptions with reference to the upper part of the face: 

a. The eyes: fengyanyuanzheng ~§~12Ii§j- [almond-like eyes opened round] 

dengzheyan Mi;g§~ [stare one's eyes] 

yzzhanyan -)i:§~ [at once unfolding eyes] ('suddenly open 

one's eyes') 

zhengyanbukan iE§~~~ [straight eyes not looking] 

miexie --t1j4 [ squint look] 
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b. The eyebrows: 

xzshangmeishao .:g _tJ§! 1MJ [ delight/joy to the tip of the brows] 

yangmeituqi jpjJ§! P±E( [raise eyebrows, utter breath] ('to feel 

elated') 

meili }§I iL [ eyebrows standing ( on their inner tips)] 

shitquiangdaomeimao ~;m M J1!m-=B [ erect two eyebrows] 

enieidaoli ~m1fUiL [moth-like eyebrows stand upside down] 

ch6umeikulian Jtm-i5filz [sad/worried eyebrows, bitter face] 

zhoumeilzhouzhoumei Mm!M§ltm [ wrinkle eyebrows] 

c. The eyebrows and the eyes: 

meimuchuanqing }§I § {~'Ii [ eyebrows and eyes convey feelings] 

meilaiyanqu )§ *§~ -:t: [ eyebrows fro, eyes to] ('to converse with 

eyes and brows') 

jzmeinongyan :tff )§*§i [squeeze the brows, play with the eyes] 

meigaoyandf )§~§~1~ [eyebrows high, eyes low] ('adopt 

different attitudes and measures under different circumstances') 

meikaiyanxiao )§ 3f§~~ [(the space between) the eyebrows are 

open and the eyes are smiling] 

limeiliyan ir.m ir.§~ [ erect brows, erect eyes] 

limeichenmu ir.)§ ~ § [ standing eyebrows, angry eyes] 

szmeidengyan YEmm§~ [dead brows, staring eyes] 

d. The eyebrows and the face: 

meifeisewu m~En [eyebrows fly, facial expression dances] 
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All of these expressions are commonly used and can be found as entries of 

contemporary dictionaries such as XHC. Other contemporary texts such as 

Gushihui «it-$~)) , the most widely read magazine targeted at the working class 

with a circulation of approximately six million copies in Mainland China 

(hereafter referred to as G), are also used to provide situational contexts. 

4. Reading the messages conveyed by the face on a semiotic basis 

Since emotion concepts do not necessarily correspond between Chinese and 

English (e.g. Russell and Yik, 1996),8 and since there may not be a one-to-one 

relationship between a description of a facial expression and an emotion term, the 

aim of this section is not to match a facial expression with a particular emotion 

category. Rather, it focuses on reading the messages a particular facial expression 

conveys on a semiotic basis, that is, finding the link between the forms and 

meaning of facial expressions ( cf. Cole, 1998; Wierzbicka, 1993b, 1995), much in 

the spirit of Charles Darwin's (1998[1872]) The Expression of the Emotions in 

Man and Animals. 

In explicating a descriptive item referring to facial expression, an explication 

airns to spell out the feelings and thoughts that people attribute to a person X when 

they say that that person has a facial expression of Y. In the following discussion, 

facial expressions that are characteristic of the Chinese people will be discussed 

first, followed by those that may be observed cross-culturally, but with Chinese

specific interpretations. In each of the succeeding sections, the discussion will 

8 Ye (2001a, b, in press a) has tried to show that if a table of 'basic emotions' were to be proposed from the prism of Chinese language (and based on the traditional approach to emotions), its contents would be completely different. Indeed, as pointed out by Shweder (2004 ), taking English basic emotions as universals leaves little room even to test the validity of such a claim. 
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proceed from expressions relating the lower part of the face to those relating to the 

upper part of the face. 

4.1 Characteristic Chinese facial expressions and their meanings 

4.1.1 TD/shen shetou P±/1$%* ('put out/stretch one's tongue'). 

Tu shetou ('put out one's tongue') or shen shetou ('stretch one's tongue') is a 

quick gesture. It is often accompanied by wide-open eyes and, possibly, a duck of 

the head. The fallowing textual examples indicate that, for the Chinese people, 

sticking out one's tongue is linked, prototypically, with the thoughts 'I want to say 

something; I don't know what I can say now': 

(1) ~~¥~=)Jiui ~Qf T - filJ~, i~: "5z¾1t¾~i3z?" * Hi~~1J~l¥J$ , - - E 

i!F1m= Ao " = At~Q±TP±%*JLiJt "JZPT~£~}11¥J ! 1$1fJ~¾~EiJF~j\j\ 

~? JZ:tt T 1~ ! " (HLM, Chapter 82, p.1163) 

When they heard that Daiyu vomited blood, Cui Lu and Cui Mo thrust out their 

tongues in dismay. "This is no small matter! Why haven't you reported it to the 

old lady? This is a really serious matter!" 

(2) ~lj~~ qFf T, fffi* P±Ei,£)]1 : "fJtl¥J1~t£i ! fiu1i+ ,Rxt*Wc1m, 'E!J]lJZ~~J L ! " 

(HLM, Chapter 41 , p.550) 

(when she found out that the eggplant dish was made from ten chickens), 

Granny Liu shook her head and stuck out her tongue in amazement. 
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(3) The door opened and Manna's roommate Nurse Hsu came in, humming 'On 

the Sun Island', a popular song. Seeing Lin sitting on the edge of her bed, 

which was opposite Manna's, Nurse Hsu stick out her tongue and made an 

apologetic face at the couple. (Ha, 1999, p.16) 9 

Sticking out one's tongue may indicate, iconically, that the experiences want to 

say something now, but they do not know what to say, as if they were still in a 

state of disbelief. 

The message conveyed by tu/shen shetou ('putting out/stretching one's tongue') 

can be interpreted as follows: 

[A] Semantic explication for tii/shen shetou P±/1$%~ ('put out/stretch one's 
tongue') 

(a) I now know something 
(b) I didn't lmow that something like this could happen 
( c) I feel something bad because of this 
( d) I want to say something because of this 
( e) I don't know what I can say now 

Klineberg (1938, 1940) also noticed the culture-specific character of sticlcing 

out the tongue among the Chinese people. In Social Psychology, he commented, in 

regard to an experiment comparing Chinese and American emotion expressions 

with still photographs, that "in surprise, for example, it is common for the Chinese 

to stick out the tongue; since this pattern is rare among Americans, the picture 

corresponding to it was more easily recognised by the Chinese" (Klineberg, 1940, 

p.197). 

9 'An apologetic face' in this-context is a smiling face (cf.peixiao in 5.1.3). 
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Klineberg is largely correct in pointing out that Americans are not familiar with 

the facial gesture of sticking out the tongue to indicate surprise. However, it seems 

arbitrary to simply equate this expression with surprise. The examples above 

demonstrate that there is an element of disbelief in the meaning associated with 

tu/shen shetou. This element, however, is absent in the meaning of surprise. 

4.1.2 PiezuT~~ ('corner of the mouth falls to one side'). 

The term pie ff is a -stroke in character writing made in the lower left direction, in 

a shape similar to the vertical stoke of an italic f XHC explains the facial gesture 

of piezuf ('comer of the mouth falls to one side') as "the lower lip protrudes, and 

the comers of the mouth are drawn down. It indicates disapproval of something; or 

sulking" (p.976). ZSHC translates it as "to purse the mouth (in contempt, or to 

resist an impulse to cry)" (p.424). 

The XHC (p.974) gives two examples: one is piezuzyaot6u fm{~1re~ ('to pie 

the mouth and shake the head') and the other is xiaohai piezuf yaoku 1J,Ji1IUI~§@: 

('a child with a pie mouth about to cry'). This gives us a hint that piezuz is 

polysemous. Piezuf1 describes a lasting facial expression of one about to cry. A 

classic picture from Darwin (1998[1872], p.180, Plate II, No. 7) with a child 

tightly closing the lips, and moving them towards the left comer depicts such a 

facial gesture. The protruded lower lips are accompanied by corresponding 
.. 

gestures involving other parts of the face that also indicate unhappiness. 

The gesture described as piezuz2, however, is a quick motion, often 

accompanied by downcast eyes. In the expression of 'to pie the mouth and shake 

the head', the lips can either move upward consistent with the direction of the tum 
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of the head, or move in the opposite direction. The following discussion focuses 

onpiezuz2. 

There does not seem to be a single lexical item in English that corresponds 

exactly to the facial expression of piezuz2. It is not a sneer because it does not 

expose the teeth, and neither can it be equated with a snort. With piezuz, the 

speaker shows that he or she considers the other person's action or speech to be 

incorrect or unacceptable. The speaker disagrees with the other person or 

disapproves of what the other person did, yet they refrain from arguing, instead 

showing disdain, as if to say 'I am not going to argue with you'. The interpreted 

meaning associated with the expression of piezuz2 can be presented as follows: 

[B] Semantic explication for piezuI2 ffl&UI ('comer of the mouth falls to one side') 

( a) I now know that this person did something 
(b) I think like this about it: "this is not good" 
( c) I want to say something because of this 
( d) I don't want to say any words now 

Component (b) implies the experiencer' s disdain. Component ( c) is proposed on 

an iconic basis of the movement of the mouth, as if one wants to say something. 

The experiencer, however, does not say it out loud, thus 'I don' t want to say any 

words now' ( d). 

4.1.3 STmeidengyan %mm§~ ('dead eyebrows and staring eyes'). 

For Chinese people, eyebrows play an important role in emotions even when they 

are 'dead' (that is, when they are, apparently, immobile). 'Dead brows' , along with 

wide-open, staring eyes indicate antipathy, uncooperativeness, hostility, and slight 
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anger (often over petty things). ABC (p.569) translates this expression as 

'deadpan'. This suggests an emotionless face, a 'poker face', indicating a vague 

inner state that the observer cannot easily interpret. The Chinese expression 

however, does disclose information relating to a certain specific inner state. The 

message conveyed by szmeidengyan (' dead eyebrows and staring eyes') can be 

represented as follows: 

[C] Semantic explication for szmeidengyan %}iHif§i ('dead eyebrows and staring eyes') 

(a) I know now that something has happened 
(b) I think about it like this: "this is bad" 
( c) I didn't think that something like this could happen 
( d) I don't want things like this to happen 
( e) I will not do anything because of this 

Szmeidengyan lacks urgency of action. The experiencer is merely an 

antipathetic on-looker who cannot really comprehend the situation, as if thinking: 

'how can this happen; I think: something like this should not happen'. The inaction 

reflected in component (e) 'I will not do anything' may account for the 'deadness' 

of the eyebrows in contrast to their 'standing action', which is usually regarded as 

a sign of' anger'. This is why szmeidengyan can be related neither to nu (' active 

anger'), nor to qi ('personal and offended anger'). Both *nude szmeidengyan *~1f 

%J§!lffi:§i ('nu to the point of having dead eyebrows and staring eyes') and *qide 

szmeidengyan *'7i1i%J§!lffi:§i ('qi to the point of having dead eyebrows and staring 

eyes') are unacceptable. Component ( c) conveys incomprehension. As a specific 

character trait, people who always wear faces with 'dead brows and staring eyes' 

are considered stiff, rigid, inflexible and uncooperative. 
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4.2 Facial expressions with culture (Chinese)-specific interpretations 

4.2.1 Mudengk6udai §!Ji • * ('eyes wide open with strength, mouth 

dumbstruck'). 

When wide-open eyes are accompanied by a slackly opened mouth, the facial 

expression is described as mudengkoudai, often translated as 'dumbstruck, 

stupefied'. Photographs produced by Ekman and Friesen (1975) and Ekman 

(1973), which are considered to be universal facials expressions of surprise, can be 

described as mudengkoudai. However, mudengkoudai is associated with a wide 

range of emotions in Chinese, from chzffng Pz''fg ('shocked/amazed'),jfng ·,~ 

('startled/shocked'), to xza Pf ('frightened/shocked'). In fact, Chinese people 

would simply use mudengkoudai de yangzi, § §! D *B"JttT ('the appearance of 

eyes wide open [with strength], mouth dumbstruck') to avoid specifying any 

particular emotion. This is probably because, for Chinese people, mudengkoudai 

signals a mixture of emotions other than surprise. In the following textual 

examples, surprise does not fit in at all; mudengkoudai may indicate a mixture of 

'stupefied', 'startled' and 'scared'. 

(8) 1m7JJJ~~,l!IU~~t~ _tJ~~~10i)J E!<JI~, %~Wit 7 mt-t _m_ ... ~%Mt 

131:ts, §!Ii • *, 1tff1igl, 1f~:&14, -ww±-&11mm.£0 (G, 1999, 

Jan. p.93) 

He did not have the slightest thought that the gem on his ring would drop into 

the coffin. Jinliang went pale, stupefied with mouth aghast [ mudengkoudai], a 

cold sweat, and shivering all over, backing up one step after another. 
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Zhao, 1992, p.300) 

When Zhang Quanyi and Chen Yuyin's secret affair was revealed in front of 

her, Jin Xiu was stupefied [ mudengkoudai]. After this, a sense of betrayal and 

indignation arose. 

In other cases, mudengkoudai can convey a meaning similar to 'dismay', 'shock', 

startle', and so on and so forth. 

Most strikingly, the face of mudengkoudai suggests a total blankness, as if 

one's thoughts had gone blank: 'I can't think now'. The mouth opening suggests 

that 'I want to say something', but owing to the blankness of the mind, the 

experiencer loses the ability to say anything. The open inarticulate mouth 

immediately suggests, iconically, a component like 'I can't say anything'. 

Nevertheless, the facial expression described by this set phrase is always 

associated with a negative feeling: 'I feel something bad'. The message conveyed 

by mudengkoudai can be explicated as follows: 10 

[D] Semantic explication for mudengkoudai § Im D * (' eyes wide open with 
strength, mouth dumbstruck'). 

(a) I know now: something bad happened 
(b) I didn't think that something like this would happen 
( c) I feel something bad because of this 
( d) I want to say something because of this 
( e) I can't say anything now, because I can't think anything now 

10 In mudengkoudai, the word deng 'eyes popping out' does not suggest a tense and penetrating look, but only that the eyes are wide open. It can be with or without the whites of the eyes exposed above the iris. It is worth noting that the eyebrows are not mentioned in this configuration of facial expression. 
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4.2.2 YaoyaqiechT ~~Ww ('bite the molars, gnash the teeth'). 

This facial expression shows a slightly square-shaped mouth, partially bared, 

clenched teeth and tense lips, often accompanied by a hard stare. A photograph 

offered by Ekman and Friesen (1975, p.187, No.27) shows exactly such an 

expression. In contrast, if the lips are tightly closed, it shows a certain 

determination (Wierzbicka, 1999). If the teeth, especially the canines, are 

uncovered, it suggests, iconically, a desire to attack (Darwin, 1998(1872]). This 

ready-to-bite gesture, and the pressing of the upper and the lower lines of teeth 

may be decoded on a semiotic basis to express a general message - 'for some time, 

I think about something like this: I want to do something bad [to this person]; I 

know I can't do it now' - showing a determination to do a 'bad action', which is, 

however, 'constrained'. The message can be interpreted as follows: 

[E] Semantic explication for yaoyaqiechz ~~W-& ('bite the molars, gnash the 
teeth') 

(a) I think about someone like this: 
(b) "this person did something very b_ad" 
( c) I did not want this person to do something like this 
( d) when I think about this person, I feel something very bad because of this 
( e) because of this, for some time I think something like this: 
( f) "I want to do something bad to this person if I can". 
(g) I know that I can't do it now 

The semiotic basis for the 'for some time' specification in ( e) comes from the 

grinding action of the teeth, as if the experiencer were plotting and preparing for 

the final attack. The time frame may explain why yaoyaqiechz is collocated with 

the emotion term hen t~ ('regret/hatred') rather than nu~ ('active anger'), as 

exemplified by the common collocation of hende yaoyaqiechz t~1f~~W-& ('hate 

to the point of gnashing one's teeth')(* nude yaoyaqiechz *~1i~~t:JJw). The 

fact that the behaviour of the teeth in yaoyaqiechz is not easiiy discernible seems to 
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symbolise the 'constrained' and 'frustrated' character of Chinese hen 

('regret/hatred'). In contrast, nu ('active anger'), one of the basic emotions in 

traditional Chinese texts (cf. Russell and Yik, 1996; Komacki, 2001), is a 

momentary storming shaft of easily released rage. 

Ekman and Friesen (1975) attribute anger to the facial expression described as 

yaoyaqiechz and consider the English anger to be a universal emotion. It seems 

likely, however, that what is universal about a particular facial expression is not 

the emotion category based on English emotion terms, but the meaning behind 

certain universally recognised facial expressions, which can be spelt out on a 

semiotic basis. 

4.2.3 Dengyan §i§fl ('open eyes wide, stare, glare'). 

The XHC (1998) explains dengyan as 'open one's eyes big and look; open one's 

eyes big and stare, showing dissatisfaction' (p.266). Deng ('stare/glare') always 

has an emotional meaning. With the durative aspect marker zhe after the very deng 

('staring/glaring'), dengzheyan §iif§i suggests staring in a penetrating fashion for 

some time. Implicit in the description of dengzheyan ('having glaring eyes') might 

be that the experiencer wants to do something about the situation or do something 

bad to another person, but is helpless to do anything save glaring. The message 

could be interpreted as follows: 

[F] Semantic explication for dengzheyan mif§i ('open eyes wide, stare, glare ' ) 

(a) someone did something bad 
(b) I don't want people to do things like this 
( c) I feel something bad because of this 
( d) I want to do something now because of this 
(e) I don't know what else I can do 
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Tue components associated with dengyan ('staring/glaring') may be justified on an 

iconic basis, in that the deliberate action of opening one's eyes wide with strength 

signifies volition to do something. Often, this gesture lasts for some time without 

any other accompanying actions, suggesting that, apart from 'glaring', the 

experiencer does not seem to know what else he or she can do. 

Klineberg (1940) makes an interesting comment that "the Chinese find that the 

faces of European people seem to constantly express anger or irritation; this is 

probably due to the fact that the normally larger and rounder eyes of the European 

resemble the Chinese eyes in anger" (p.189). The meaning associated with the 

facial gesture of wide-open, staring eyes may influence the Chinese people's 

judgment of the emotional meanings present in naturally round eyes and may 

explain the much higher rate of Hong Kong Chinese recognising anger or rage in 

the photographs of Caucasian faces expressing emotions (Chan, 1985). It seems 

that the knowledge of the message encoded in the lexical item dengzheyan can 

almost predict the experimental result. 

4.2.4 Ch6umeikulian rt!§~Mz ('sad/worried eyebrows, a bitter face'). 

Ch6umei ('sad/worried eyebrows') typically refers to the inner comers being 

drawn together upward or downward. XHC explains it as ''jach6u shi zhou zhe de 

meit6u Jtrts~-~;gl¥]}§~ ('the knitted inner ends of eyebrows when one 

worries')", and then gives two more set phrases, ch6umeikulian [sad/worried 

eyebrows, a bitter face] and ch6umeijznsu6 ~)§ ~tffi [ sad/worried eyebrows 

tightly locked]' (p.179). These phrases reflect the nature of ch6u brows, which is 

often thought of as accompanied by an expression over the whole face. Many of 

the photographs which, in Ekman and Friesen (1975) and Izard (1991), are labeled 
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as sadness can be described as ch6umeikulian. A central feature of these 

photographs is a droopy face, with the comers of the mouth pulling downward, 

and the eyebrows being drawn together. In the view of Cpinese people, ch6un1ei is 

the most notable feature of facial gestures of this kind. 

Translations of ch6umeikulian offered by bilingual dictionaries range from "a 

sad look; a distressed expression" (ZHSC, p.336) to "look worried and miserable; 

have a worried look; pull a long face" (JXHC, p.69). The inconsistency is due to 

the fact that ch6u not only responds to a recent event, but is also future-oriented, 

corresponding both to 'sadness-like' and to 'worry-like' emotions: misery before a 

distressing situation, the wish to do something to change the situation, the 

confusion of not knowing what to do, and the person's dwelling on the situation 

and their own helplessness. These are all crystallised in the meaning conveyed by 

the eyebrows being drawn together: "I am thinking now: I want to do something 

now; I am not doing it now" (Wierzbicka, 1999, Chap.4). Chou brows attribute 

profound concentration to the experiencer: seeking for a solution, while caught in 

confusion. 

Ch6umeikulian, as a set phrase, often suggests a long-lasting facial expression 

like the meaning of ch6u ('sadness/worry/melancholy') - 'feeling something very 

bad for a long time'. This feature is also reflected in ch6umeibuzhan ~}§~M 

[ sad/worried eyebrows do not unfold], and descriptions such as Zhengtiiin 

ch6.umeikuliiin ~:xr6!§=gMz ('wearing a sorrowful/worried face all day'). Since 

the meaning of both ch6u and ku has been treated in detail elsewhere (Ye, 2001 a 

and Chapter 3), the explication of ch6umeikulian will not be presented here. 

It should be noted that in the psychological literature on facial expressions, a 

'worried' face is hardly mentioned. For Chinese people, however, it seems that a 
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'worried' face is a very salient facial expression, and that 'sadness-like' emotions 

and 'worry-like' emotions overlap (cf. Ye, 2001a). One may speculate that 

Chinese people, influenced by their descriptive label with an emotion term and the 

meaning that has been built into it, may have scored highly in experimental studies 

of perceptions of 'sadness-like ' and 'worry-like' emotions (cf.Niemeier and 

Dirven, eds., 2000). Shaver, Wu and Schwartz (1992) also noted that 'sadness' is 

embedded in the love-related emotion cluster in Chinese (see also Ye, 2000). The 

wide distribution of 'sadness' over a range of emotion categories in Chinese may 

have an influence on the results of experiments analysing the perception of 

emotions in certain facial expressions. 

It is also interesting to note that the English expression sad eyes seems to 

suggest that, for English speakers, sadness is registered in the eyes rather than the 

brows. 

4.2.5 Yangmei~]§ ('raising eyebrows'). 

Chinese people consider the facial gesture of yangmei ('raising eyebrows') to be 

'typically Western'. However, yangmei is understood in the set phrase 

yangmeituqi ~]§IJ±~ [to raise one's eyebrows and vent one's pent-up feelings] to 

mean "feel proud and elated" (ABC, p.701). This meaning associated with the 

raising of the eyebrows may seem baffling from the point of view of the English 

language, yet it makes sense iconically. There are several different verbs in 

Chinese for 'raise'. Yang ('to raise') implies a short duration for the act, and is 

especially used for something that can spread (such as a sail). Yangmei thus 

suggests that raising both eyebrows in a wave spreads the movement from one end 

of the brows to the other. It can be inferred that the initial state of the eyebrows 
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was 'subdued', and that the elevation of the eyebrows, like the lifting of a lid, is 

releasing the pent-up feelings. The meaning of yangmeituqi ('raise eyebrows, utter 

breath') can be presented as follows: 

[G] Semantic explication for yangmeituqi ml§JP±~ ('raising eyebrows, utter 
breath') 

(a) for some time, I felt something bad because I couldn't do many things 
(b) I can do something now 
( c) Because of this, I feel something good now 

Components (a) and (b) contrast the 'subdued' and 'exuberant' states. It seems that 

raising the eyebrows in the Western sense is rarely observed in Chinese culture. 

4.2.6 MeifeisewiJ J§J ~ 'B~ ('eyebrows fly, facial expression dances'). 

The dramatic facial expression of meifeisei,vu is linked with a good feeling, as if 

one could not contain oneself. This expression often accompanies one's speech. Its 

interpreted meaning can be portrayed as follows: 

[HJ Semantic explication for meireisewu J§J~'B~ ('eyebrows fly, facial 
expression dances') 

(a) I know that something good happened 
(b) I feel something good because of this 
(c) I want other people to know this 
(d) I want to do something because of this 
( e) _people think: it is not good if a person often does something like this 

In this case the semiotic relationship between the facial expression and the 

meaning is difficult to identify. However, it is unlikely that one would have this 

facial expression without an audience, given that it always a~companies speech. 

The deliberation and exaggeration of the facial gesture may be linked with ( c) and 
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( d), but this requires further investigation. This description suggests that Chinese 

people are capable of raising their eyebrows deftly. On the surface, this seems to 

contradict the general impression of the 'inexpressive' Chinese face. The 

following quote from the Zhonggu6 Yzngyong Lzyi Daquan « q:i 00miffl*Lft:k1::» 

(The Compendium of Chinese Social Etiquette, Hao and Sun, 1991) sheds some 

light on these seeming contradictions: 

r=t-1 OOmi-=g-~fi@~'B~, ~tfi@::fM~iRY!o ~m~--t-AITT!i@§iim*iE-$~B<J~ 

mo~~~~, ®W*m&~W~rl*o-~*iR, iR~~~~~~*~~ 

§~, ~~1~~J»~A-~~1m:fFlP~@:mITT~~o 

Chinese set phrases such as meifeisewu [ eyebrows fly, facial expression dances] 

and ch6umeibuzhan [ ch6u eyebrows do not unfold] show that the eyes and the 

eyebrows can convey rich emotions. However, such expressions of emotion are 

discouraged. Thus, when one speaks, one generally should not move one's 

eyebrows or one's eyes, otherwise, they risk being considered frivolous. (Hao 

and Sun, 1991, p.24) 

Component ( e) 'people think: it is not good if a person often does something like 

this' at the end of explication [H] is supposed to reflect this rule of Chinese facial 

expressions. It is clear that there are social pressures in Chinese culture that 

discourage people from having very dramatic facial expressions. Eibl-Eibesfeldt's 

(1972) thesis that an eyebrow flash occurs before the initiation of a conversation as 

a universal gesture of recognition and greeting ( as well as wrinkles across the 
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brows) is called into question when Chinese culture is analysed. Neither the 

gesture not its message would be recognised as a greeting by Chinese people. 

The eyebrows, being the most mobile part of the face, are full of expression and 

can create dramatic effects on the face. Lack of eyebrow movement immediately 

makes the face appear expressionless. This may partially account for the so-called 

'inscrutable' Chinese face. The existence of the description meifeisewu, as well as 

the negative connotation associated with it, highlights the role that culture plays in 

facial expression. With facial expressions, as with language, the difference may be 

not in what people can do, but in what they must do in any given culture ( cf. 

Jakobson, 1971). 

The exceptionally rich cluster of expressions referring to the eyebrows and the 

eyes shows that, in Chinese people's perception, the upper face plays an important 

role in conveying feelings and emotions. However, culture discourages them from 

having very expressive and dramatic facial expressions. Hence, it follows that the 

lower part of the Chinese face is where most of the culturally prescribed facial 

movements occur for the Chinese people. This constitutes an important part of the 

Chinese cultural model of facial expressions, and is in stark contrast to most 

Western cultures, where the expressivity of the face is generally registered in its 

upper half ( cf. Ye, 2004a). 

The recognition of the cultural differences brings us next to the discussion of 

culture-specific rules for facial expressions in Chinese culture. 
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5. Understanding cultural rules for Chinese facial 

. expressions 

Clearly, it is not the case that Chinese people are incapable of expressing emotions 

on their faces. Rather, there are culture-bound rules associated with a set of core 

Chinese cultural values that discourage Chinese people from doing so. The first 

part of this section attempts to spell out some of the rules for xiao ~ 

('smile/laugh') using the method of cultural scripts. The second section adopts a 

broader perspective, endeavouring to 'position' some of the main Chinese attitudes 

towards facial expression in the larger context of certain key cultural values. The third 

section takes up the rules for kii §@: ('cry'). 

It is well established that the behaviour of an individual in society is governed 

by social norms (cf. Sherif, 1965; Smith and Bond, 1998). An individual's 

emotional life is no exception. There are culture-specific norms that govern and 

underlie an individual's emotional experiences and emotional behaviour (cf. 

Kitayama and Markus, eds., 1994; Philippot, Feldman and Coats, ed., 1999; 

Wierzbicka, 1994, 1999, 2003c). In the last decade, the resurgence of interest in 

emotion studies and the recognition of the importance of nonverbal behaviour in 

interpersonal communication have seen psychologists placing an increasing 

emphasis on the need to understand the context of facial ( and emotional) 

expressions in social interaction, and to develop a 'cultural framework' that can 

explain norms that govern individuals' emotional behaviour in a society. For 

example, Markus and Kitayama (1994), on the basis of their studies on cultural 

differences in emotional expression between Japanese and Americans, explain a 

cultural framework as "an interpretive grid, or meaning system", which is made up 

of "language" and "a set of tacit social understandings", as well as "the social 
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representation and practices that reflect and enact these understandings in daily 

life" (p.95). They explain that a cultural framework should include a cultural 

group's attitudes towards emotions, including "what emotions or feelings are, why 

they are experienced, and what their significance is in social life, as well as 

implicit answers to questions like when does one feel, where does one feel and 

how does one feel" (p.98, original emphasis). 

More recently, in their comprehensive review of nonverbal expressions of 

emotions in the past three decades, Kupperbusch et al. (1999) argue that various 

cross-cultural studies of facial expressions attest to the fact that subjects act 

according to display rules that are culturally learned. Therefore it is not sufficient 

to just focus on the mechanism of facial expressions. One must also study and 

analyse the cultural determinants that impact on the social norms of facial 

expressions. Kupperbusch et al (1999) contend that "the time is right for this area 

of inquiry to be guided by some kind of theoretical framework, if cross-cultural 

research is to go beyond mere 'fact' compilation" (p.33). 

Although different models are proposed ( e.g. Kitayama and Markus, eds., 

1994 ), there are still few ethnographic depictions of exactly how members of a 

cultural group function from a native's point of view- i.e. a culturally internal 

view and understanding. The theory of cultural scripts fills such a gap. 

The Chinese face is not only commonly regarded as 'inscrutable', but its 

behaviour is also often interpreted either erroneously or in a pejorative way. In 

spelling out the norms that govern the emotional behaviour of xiao ('smile/laugh') 

and ku ('cry') in Chinese social interaction and discussing the associated 

underlying values, this chapter also aims to show how cultural scripts can provide 
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more objective and accurate descriptions of the emotional behaviour of a people in 

a given culture. 

5.1 Showing good feelings in Chinese - xiao * ('smile/laugh') 

Xiao ('smile/laugh') is vague in its meaning. It is a generic term representing a 

continuum between a smile and laugh. ZSHC explains xiao as "to laugh, to smile, 

to grin, to giggle, to titter, to chuckle, to snicker, to guffaw" (p.802). Its distinctive 

feature is that the comers of the mouth are raised, conveying the message: 'I feel 

something good now'. In Interpersonal communication, it may signal a message of 

'I feel something good towards you', or 'I think something good about you'. For 

the meaning of the English counterpart 'to smile', the modifier wei [minute] needs 

to be added before xiao ( cf. French sourire ). The interpretation of the exact 

openness of the mouth- the degree, the style or way of xiao ('smile/laugh') 

depends on the context and its collocation with other expressions. 

In HLM, there are over two thousand occurrences of xiao or xiao-related 

expressions in a wide range of contexts. The most remarkable aspect about xiao is 

that there is a group of lexicalised items specifically describing putting up a xiao 

('smile/laugh') in the presence of other people. The lexical evidence is like an 

archive that contains rich contextual information on emotional norms. A close 

examination of the lexical evidence would unpack the emotion norms in a culture. 

In the following sections, duzxiao :hi* ('piling up smiles'), peixiao ~* 
('accompanying with a smile'), and lJl:S:* (' compensating with a smile') will be 

discussed to illustrate how a culture-internal perspective is indispensable for an 

accurate understanding of the Other. 
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5.1.1 DuTxiao tt~ ('piling up smiles') as a greeting to people one knows. 

Dufxiao ii~ ('piling up smiles') or the set phrase manlianduzxiao mMitt~ 

('piling up smiles all over the face') typically describe the way Chinese people 

greet each other, as exemplified by the following textual examples: 

(6) JX!i1ili:itE*, '.i:iJ[~JJ,£r~, ~rl5J*, moott*il: "%.Jp_§_ffl~o " %.Jffffl%!¥J 

fil'rt~~fi:tl: "~t~&B-?" (HLM, Chapter 7, p.103) 

When she saw her coming in, Bao Chai put down her brush, turned around, 

smiled ear to ear [ duzxiao] and let out a seat, "Sister Zhou, sit". Mrs. Zhou 

immediately returned a smile [peixiao] and asked, "Are you well, Miss?" 

(7) "PJrw, ~1Km-if! 1E*f-{fiSJ;Jt~B11~ ! " 1m~~iMztt~ ... (Chen and 

Zhao, 1992, p.124) 

"Oh, it is you, Old Zhang! You came at the right moment!" Mother Yang 

greeted him with smiles piling up on her face [ duixiao] ... 

The existence of lexical items such as duzxiao ('piling up smiles') in the Chinese 

standard vocabulary is significant, in that they highlight the need and the 

importance of such facial displays in Chinese culture. The g~neral emotional 

attitude reflected in duzxiao can be represented in the following script: 
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[I] A cultural script for duixiao ** ('piling up smiles') 

[many people think like this]: 
when I see a shuren, it is good if this person thinks that I feel something good 

towards this person 
because of this, it is good if when this person sees my lian ('face') [M], 

11 

this person thinks that I feel something good towards this person{ ~- -{··: r:' 

This script suggests that Chinese people do not display good feelings to all people 

regardless of relationship, but only to shuren [cooked/ripe/familiar-person] ( cf. 

Chapter 2), namely, those they know. As shown in Chapter 2, such fundamental 

social categories are embedded in the shared knowledge of the Chinese people, 

and influence how they should interact with each other. Here, smiles that 

accompany or substitute for greetings can be seen as akin to a 'pragmatic act' 

(Mey, 2001 ), which is used to bring the relationship between the interactants 

closer. Generally speaking, it would be considered strange or frivolous if one 

smiles at a shengren [uncooked/raw/unfamiliar-person] (' stranger') ( cf. Chapter 2). 

This is different from many Western cultures, where it is acceptable to greet a 

stranger, either verbally or nonverbally; and indeed where people are encouraged 

to greet a stranger, as a gesture of friendliness. Thus, a script for the norm of 

greetings in many W estem cultures may not have a conditioning element like 

'when I see a shuren '. As we will see, script [I] can be regarded as a general rule, a 

master script, which has a wider application and generates other more specific 

rules. 

11 Lian ML (in the sense of the physical face) is not a prime. It is used here as a 
semantic molecule. Its meaning can be explicated as follows ( cf. Wierzbicka, 1996, 
p.218, for the meaning of 'face'): 

a part of a person's t6u ('head') [M], it is on one side of the t6u ('head') [MJ, 
it has many parts, these parts can move, people can see these parts 
when a person feels something, these parts can move in some way 
because of this, when these parts move in some way, 
people can think they know how a person feels 
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5.1.2 Peixiao ~if~ ('to accompany with a smile/laughter') as 'respect' and 

'compliance'. 

Peixiao ~~ ('to accompany with a smile') or peizhexiaolian ~if ;g~~ (' to 

accompany with a smiling face') also reveals something of Chinese culture. 

ZSHC' s explanation is "to put up a smiling face in order to please someone" (p. 

1179). The word pei ~if (' accompany') suggests that the person who bears this 

expression is in a lower position in certain social circumstances, and that the 

person does the same thing as their superior, as a means to show their ' respect' and 

'compliance'. They may feel unpleasant feelings, as suggest~d by the fallowing 

example, but they use the nonverbal statement of' I agree with you' to 

acknowledge and promote social relationships. 

(8) ~-lf~*~3g , ,~ ikJ$¾o *3::x.xtE!fil~;gp;}jf_fL~AtE~ , ~~fm11'J § c ;trfb 

ff tf]jz:~£!¥Fe~f¥1Eo (Chen and Zhao, 1992, p.127) 

Old Zhang smiled and nodded ... The couple also accompanies the two old men 

with smiles (peixiao ). Only the couple themselves could taste the miserableness 

in their smiles. 

Although the authenticity of the xiao (' smile/laugh') is in question, it 

nonetheless has an element of willingness. It is also often audible, thus, in this 

sense, it is closer to ' laughter' . The rule implied by peixiao ('to accompany with 

smiles/laugh' ) can be spelled out as follows: 
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[J] A cultural script for peixiao ~if~ ('to accompany with a smile/laughter') 

[ many people think like this:] 
(a) I can think about some other people like this: 

"these people are above me 
these people can say to me things like this: 

'I want you to do this 
I don't want you to do this' 

I can't say things like this to these people" 
(b) when I am with a person like this, if this person feels something good 

because this person thinks something about something 
it is good if when this person sees my lian ('face') [M], this person can think 

that I feel something good because of this 
(it is good if at the same time this person can hear something, because of 

this, this person can think that I think the same) 

5.1.3 Peixiao ,m:g:~ ('to compensate by a smile') as an 'apology' to one's 

Superior. 

Chinese people not only display good feelings in pleasant situations, but also in 

unpleasant situations where people show 'ill' feelings towards them. This is 

reflected in peixiao ('to compensate by a smile'; although homophonous with the 

expres_sion just discussed, this pei is written with a different character and hence 

has a different interpretation). ABC's translation is "to smile 

obsequiously/apologetically" (p.450). 'Obsequious' has a very strong negative 

connotation in English implying a certain servility, which is absent in the mean~f 

peixiao. Far from it, the translation provided by ZYWBC, a dictionary of Chinese 

culture-specific words - "to smile in order to please others or appease their anger" 

(p.296) - suggests that the action of peixiao has a positive evaluation in Chinese 

culture. Furthermore, the Chinese language does have an expression involving 

xiao that is closer to English obsequious. That is xiejianchanxiao ~1.J'mi§~, which 

ZYWBC glosses it as "to cringe and smile obsequiously" (p.443) 

In Chinese society, there is strong social pressure forcing people to display 

good feelings towards the people they know, even when they are being blamed, 
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scolded, or criticised. In relation to this, Klineberg (1940) made the following 

comments: 

In China, as we have noted, it [ a smile] accompanies anger much more 

frequently than among ourselves. In China also, ... the smile is the correct 

expression for a person who is announcing to his superior some calamity that 

has befallen him. He smiles in order to minimise the importance of his 

misfortune, so that the other should not be troubled by it. The Chinese servant 

smiles also when he is being scolded, apparently so as to reduce the 

actompanying unpleasantness. (Kline berg, 1940, p.194) 

In a similar vein, Brick (1991), speaking from the context of cross-cultural 

communication in language schools in Australia, points out that Chinese people 

often use smiling, laughtBng and giggling to mask more negative emotions, and 

that this may mislead Australians. She then gave the following real life example: 

A Chinese student was rebuked for walking straight into the director's office 

without knocking. The student's reaction was to laugh. The teacher felt that 

she was being laughed at and became extremely angry, much to the 

amazement of the student who was not sure why she had been criticised in the 

·first place and had absolutely no idea what had provoked the anger, her 

laughter was an expression of embarrassment. (Brick, 1991, p.123) 

Whether the peixiao ('compensation by a smile'), resulting from the above

mentioned situation was to reduce the interpersonal unpleasantness, or to show 
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embarrassment, the example and the comment clearly reveal certain emotional 

norms that Chinese people, especially those in lower positions, abide by when they 

are in a situation of potential social conflict. The emotional norm reflected in the 

'apologetic smile to one's superior' can be captured as follows: 

[K] A cultural script for peixiao ~~ ('to compensate by a smile') 

[ many people think like this:] 
(a) I can think about some other people like this: 

"these people are above me 
these people can say things like this to me: 

'I want you to do this 
I don't want to do this' 

I can't say things like this to these people" 
(b) sometimes a person like this can say something bad to me 

because I did something, 
at times like this, it is not good if this person thinks like this about me: 

"this person feels something bad towards me because of this" 
at times like this, it is good if this person does not feel something bad 
because of this, it is good if when this person sees my lian ('face') [M], 

this person can think that I feel something good towards this person 

In script [J], the function of xiao ([to smile/laugh]) is to promote the relationship. 

In [K], it is used as a resolution tool to smooth over a situation of potential conflict. 

The emotional norm stated in script [K] is further validated from another angle by 

the set phrase of renqitunsheng Jg~;{¥ F [tolerate anger/offence, swallow sound] 

('swallowing one's anger'). The message behind this phrase is compatible with 

and can be explained adequately by script [K], in which cultural norms pressure 

people at lower positions on the hierarchical scale to hide their negative feelings 

and to wear 'good feelings' on their sleeves, even to the point of bowing to a 

higher power by accepting unfair treatment. 
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It is clear that unawareness of such cultural scripts would naturally lead to 

misunderstandings between Chinese people and cultural outsiders, as illustrated by 

the example of the language school. 12 Both scripts [J] and [K] can be considered 

extensions of the overarching master script [I], which underlines the general 

, 

Chinese emotional norm of displaying good feelings towards people one knows. 

5.2 Facial expressions and cultural values 

5.2.1 Ren PJ ('tolerance/endurance') as a key Chinese emotional attitude and 

its related cultural scripts. 

It is possible to position the Chinese norms discussed in the previous section in a 

broader cultural context, if certain key Chinese cultural values are understood. To 

do this is the goal of this section. 

The attitude of 'swallowing one's anger' has long been considered a key trait 

of the Chinese people, and is linked closely with the Chinese cultural value of ren 

('to tolerate/endure'). Lin Yu-tang (1935) described it as "patience", considering it 

one of the key national characteristics of the Chinese people: "this capacity for 

putting up with insults has been ennobled by the name of patience, and 

deliberately inculcated as a cardinal virtue by Confucian ethics" (p.47). Neither 

'tolerance', 'endurance', nor 'patience' is an exact match for ren. The cultural 

value reflected in ren can be presented in [L]: 

12 In a recent documentary film entitled The Turandot Project directed by Alan 
Miller (about the inside story behind the multi-national production of the opera 
Turandot in Beijing), a Chinese costume designer made the following comment 
when referring to an American soprano's behaviour: "when she had a temper, we 
tried our best to smile to her, to appease her." Obviously, in the designer's mind, 
smiling was a right and good thing to do in such a situation. One can imagine the 
possible consequences. 
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[L] Semantic explication for ren f'J ('tolerance/endurance/forebearance') 

(a) all people can think like this about some things: 
"I want these things to happen 
I know that they can't happen if I don't do some things 
I want to do these things because of this 

_ if I have to do these things for a long time 
I don't want not to do them because of this 

if I feel something bad because of this 
I don't want not to do these things because of this 

(b) it is good if a person always thinks like this 
it is good if a person thinks about this when this person feels something bad 
it is good if a person thinks about this when someone else does something 

bad to this person 
( c) it is good if a person does many things because this person thinks like this 
( d) it is good if a person can be like this 

Ren is essentially an attitude one should uphold in the interestes of one's long-, 

term goals or 'great plans', reflected in the components bundled under (a). In other 

words, ren is an 'instrumental value'. 

As a highly prized emotional attitude and emotional behaviour in Chinese 

culture, ren is not only viewed as such within the context of interaction with others, 

but is also considered a virtue, a source of inner strength that is pertinent to the 

Chinese idea of a moral person. This is reflected in the Ip.st component of [L]: 'it 

is good if a person can be like this'. Externally, in the context of Chinese social 

interaction, ren is an assurance to achieve the ideal value of he 5¥• (' group harmony 

and non-conflict/accordance'). The archetypical 'group' in Chinese culture isjia 

%, which should be best understood as 'extended family' ( cf. § 1.2 of Chapter 2). 

It has been suggested that the traditional Chinese family system is the soil out of 

which such a ren character grows (e.g. Lin, 1935; Hsu, 1972; Tu, 1985a; Bond, 

1991). This is because in such a system not only several generations, but siblings 

(in particular male) and their spouses and children live under one roof. Conflicts 
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between family members, especially those of the same generation, are inevitable. 13 

-1-he Thus dealing effectively with conflicts between family members is key to an 
A 

undivided family. The cultural value of ren, which helps people to 'put up with 

others', fosters the peaceful co-existence among family members, but it also 

means requiring the self to be subservient to the needs pf other family members. 

Gao, Ting-Toomey, and Gudykunst (1996) explain that he denotes "harmony", 

"peace", "unity", "kindness" and "amiability" (p.18; see also Gabrenya and 

Hwang, 1996). The exact cultural value embodied in he can be represented as 

follows: 

[M] Semantic explication for he to ('harmony/concord~) 

(a) everyone can think about some people like this: 
"these people live in one place, they do many things in this place" 

(b) it is good if one of these people thinks like this abo1,1t the other people: 
"when I know that one of these people wants me not to do something, 

I won't do it 
when I know one of these people wants to do something, I won't say: 

'I don't want you to do this' 
when I feel something bad because one of these people did something, 

I will not do something bad to this person beyause of this" 
( c) it is good if all these people can think like this 

it is good if all these people can live like this 
( d) if they can live like this, other people can think like this about these people: 

"these people are like one thing" 
( e) if they can live like this, these people can live well in one place 

if they can live well like this, good things can happyn to these people 
this is good for all these people ' 

(f) when a person has to be in one place with some othyr people for some time 
it is good if this person can think about these peopl~ in the same way 
if they can all think like this, they can do many things well in one place 

because of it 
this is good for all of these people 

13 He is an ideal state to be achieved most often by people or groups of equal status, 
because seniority rules in intergenerational conflicts. . 
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He is an ideal state to be achieved and maintained within a family. The 

components in (a) are suggestive of the prototypical Chinese social setting for he, 

the 'family' (where people live in one place). The sub-~omponent, 'in one place' 

can also be considered as characterising a form of in-m--oup' (cf. §1.2 of Chapter 2). 

Components in (b )-( d) suggest that a key feature of he is that the family should be 

presented as a unified group. Thus, members of a family should avoid conflict 

caused by antagonistic behaviour. At the same time, when faced with conflicting 

wills and behaviour, they should rang il: ('to let, give way to') or renrang PJ il: 

('to endure and let') - to yield and give way to other's wishes so as not to cause 

conflict or worsen the situation. All members of the group also help to create an 

amiable atmosphere by displaying good feelings. The components in ( e) show the 

benefit of he, as reflected in the phrasejiahe wanshi xzng *lQ]J~~ ('when a 

family is he, everything prospers'). The social environments where he should be 

upheld can be extended to one's neighbours, one's work place, and beyond, indeed 

to anywhere one 'co-exists' with others. 14 This is refle9ted in (f). 

Explication [M] shows that Chinese group harmony, which is built around the 

extended family is different from Japanese wa ('unity'), a cognate of he written 

using the same characters (see Wierzbicka, 1997, p.253 for explication of Japanese 

wa). The key difference is that the Chinese group harmony does not require its 

men1bers to do the same thing or to think or feel the same way. Rather, it 

presupposes differences among individuals in a group and aims to avoid any 

potential conflict that may arise as a result. Neither is he about forging deep 

feelings. It is about maintaining good relations. This is most distinctively reflected 

14 Research by Shek and Mak (1987) suggests that ren is an important strategy that 
Hong Kong adults use to deal with problems betwe~n spouses, and generations 
and conflicts between friends and colleagues. 
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in the phrase heerbut6ng lllfm~ IP] [he but not the samy] 'harmony without being 

the same'. He is the ultimate goal in Chinese social int~raction. It is for this goal 

that ren ( and also rang, 'to let, give way') is inculcated, and that 'anger is 

swallowed'. 

In the interests of he 'group harmony', and consistent with ren 

'tolerance/endurance', an important aspect of 'self-cultiyation' in Chinese tradition 

is hanyiing 1ffi~ ('the capacity of containing oneself, ZYWBC, p.150). This ideal, 

which has immediate implications for emotional expression, can be captured in the 

first instance by the 'master script' in [NJ. 

[N] A cultural script for hanyang 1ffi~ ('the capacity of containing oneself) 

[many people think like this:] 
when a person feels something, it is not good if other p~ople can know this 

when they see this person's liiin ('face') [M] 

The master script predicts and spawns the following two scripts applying to both 

'feeling good' and 'feeling bad' situation. 

[O] A cultural script for concealing displays of 'feeling good' 

[ many people think like this:] 
when a person feels something very good because something very good 

happens to this person 
it is not good if other people can know this when they see 

this person's liiin ('face') [MJ 

[P] A cultural script for concealing displays of 'feeling bad' 

[many people think like this:] 
often when a person feels something very bad because something very bad 

happens to this person, 
it is not good if other people can know this when they sye 

this person's liiin ('face') [MJ 
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Script [O] suggests that any overt joy over one's gopd fortune is discouraged in 

the eyes of the public. A public showing of such feeling is regarded as self

indulgent. This script is also closely linked with the cultural value of hanxu ~il 

('implicit, contained') (cf. Lin, 1935; Gao, Ting-Toomyy, and Gudykunst, 1996, 

pp.283-284) and qiiinxu ilm ('modesty'). Script [P] is responsible for a cluster of 

expressions centering on xiao, which is used to describ~ hiding one's sad feelings, 

such as qiangx,iao 5Ji~ or qiangyanhuanxiao 5Ji~x_x~ ('force a smile', ABC, 

p.468; XHC, p.1019), ciinxiao '~~ [miserable smile] ('bitter, forced smiles from a 

heavy heart', ZYWBC, p.36; XHC, p.121), and ku xiaa ~~ [bitter smile; forced, 

wry smile; ABC, p.350; XHC, p.728). 

The cultural idea of discouraging overt emotional displays certainly creates 

difficulty for cultural outsiders to decipher, and could lead to the impression of 

deception or insincerity, especially if viewed from the standpoint of cultures where 

spontaneous emotional expression is highly valued or where similar social or 

situational contexts require different emotional respons,es. Probably in these 

cultures a 'forced smile' would not have such positive or neutral connotations 

implied in the xiao-related expressions listed above. T4ese Chinese expressions 

themselves are valuable linguistic evidence, pointing tq the reality of the common 

emotional behaviour of the Chinese people. 

What these scripts and explications reveal is that the Chinyse self is not only 

other-oriented, but also places more importance on values such as he (' group 

harmony') and hanyiing (' capacity of containing oneseif) than on the expression 

of one's true feelings. In the hierarchy of the Chinese value system, true feelings 

are ranked low compared to other values. The shaping of these emotional norms is 

deeply rooted in the Chinese social system, particularly the family system, and the 
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transmission of emotional norms is ingrained during sopialisation. Wu (1996) 
' 

points out that cultivating ~ffective self-control forms an important part of 

socialisation in traditional Chinese culture: "to train a person to be bugou yanxiao, 

to never reveal his or her thoughts and feelings" (pp. 145-146; cf. Hsu, 1972; 

Greenblatt, 1982; Tu, 1985a; Bond, 1991). 15 

Nevertheless, there are certain contexts when emotional displays are expected. 

5.3 Showing bad . feelings - ku * ('cry') 

Many scholars and social commentators have commented on how seemingly the 

placid Chinese people are in their attitudes-towards emotions. Hsu (1972) wrote in 

the prologue of this book Americans and Chinese that "the second most prominent 

contrast [between Americans and Chinese] is the promipence of emotions in the 

American way of life as compared with the tendency of the Chinese to underplay 

all matters of the hear4" (p.10). Brick (1991) represents a similar view: "The open 

expression of strong emotions is not encouraged in Chinese culture ... particularly 

negative emotions such as anger, impatience and grief' (p.113 ). This, however, is 

only partially true, for there are situations in which Chin~se people are expected to 

outwardly display their 'negative' emotions. Such an example occurs when 

tragedy ( death in particular) befalls another person. In other words, iii .:& 

('grief/mourning') is an emotion that is permitted to be openly displayed according 

to Chinese 'emotional scripts'. The linguistic evidence r~volving around the facial 

expression of ku (' cry') substantiates this claim. 

15 It would be interesting to investigate at what point Chinese babies start to learn 
these rules. Research in developmental psychology seems to indicate that Chinese 
infants aged 11 months old have already begun to learn to mask negative feelings 
(e.g. Camras et al., 1998). 
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Ku is a general word for 'cry', and crying signals that 'I feel something bad'. 

Interestingly, there is a special group of ku-related words having to do with other 

people's deaths. This group of words has very strong modifiers, such as hao 

('howling'), da ('big'), or tong ('bitterly'), exemplified by the following 

expressions used in both death and funerary situations (for both men and women): 

haoku •J:!}@: ('break into loud and prolonged lamentation'), tongku Yl:!}@: ('wailing 

bitterly [over someone's death]'), kushengzhentian :!}@:rf!t7( [loud wailing that can 

shake the heavens],fangshengdaku -J5!£Jisjc~ [crying loudly], and daku jc~ 

('burst out sobbing'). 

The following description of a funeral, from HLM, ~pitomises a classic wailing 

ritual. One of the sons of the old lady had died: 

,R OJr %£ 00 ~ F .7(' I,ffi ~ M ~ MIJ!~ M-BJ: iU * ep jj_j~jn_* T O 3 r M -BJ:ifrA 
£00, ~~M~MIJ!$~~~A~~~Tlli*o~~r-~-~~TM-BJ:, ~ 
~JZlW, X~M~MwlEfe:~t~AM-BJ:'~~Yl~o M-ffj:~!rf.A, JMllt7't~, zf.F~ 

T~w~Yl~~BaM~MIJ!ft~3~, jj~~K~oX.~~~~, ~TX~ 
~i;JJJ, ~%X.ffit~jcJ;-:f:mo ~*' AA7J _tmr--if~fciJ-Jifo (HLM, Chapter 

64, p.894) 

They heard loud wailing [kilshengzhentian] inside; for as soon as Jia She and 

Jia Lian had brought the old lady home they had come over. When the old lady 

entered, Jia She and Jia Lian and other members of the clan had come out to 

meet the old lady, shedding tears [kil]. Jia She and Jia Lian, each holding her 

by one arm, helped her to the shrine, while Jia Zhen and Jia Rong approached 

on their knees, and threw themselves into her arms, wailing bitterly [tongku]. 
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At this sight, the old lady clasped them to her, giving way to a storm of grief 

[tongkubuyi], until finally, Jia Zhen, Jia Lian and the others encouraged her to 

stop weeping. She then went to the right side of the shrine to see Madam Yu 

and her daughter-in-law, and inevitably, as they embraced they started wailing 

[ datongyichang] again. When these lamentations [ku] finished, the others went 

forward to pay their respects in return. 

The ritual of the Chinese funeral requires loud and dramatic wailing. This is 

consistent with Klineberg's (1940) observation that "in China, ... there were 

elaborate c;eremonial rules which made certain that the grief would be expressed in 

a manner acceptable to the society", and that "in China, men weep as readily as 

wo1nen on these occasions" (p.185). 16 In this regard, Chinese people often find it 

strange when witnessing quiet funerals in some European countries, where people 

appear to control their grief. Open wailing is not common in Anglo and northern 

European cultures. From a Chinese point of view, it is unthinkable not to display 

one's ai feeling when one's family member dies. This culturaJ script that reflects 

the 'unusual' Chinese cases of open displays of wailing can be formulated as 

follows: 

16 The emotional scripts proposed in this study apply equally to men and women. 
This, however, does not mean that there are no gender differences in Chinese 
emotional expressions as reflected in the Chinese language. For example, the word 
chen llJl, which describes a particular facial expression with round, glaring eyes 
and which is associated with anger, typically refers to women. In recent years, 
research on the role that gender plays in emotional expressions has attracted much 
attention among psychologists ( e.g. Fischer, ed., 2000; Shields, 2002). Further 
investigation of language in relation gender differences ii+ emotion expressions 
will enrich research in this area. 
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[Q] A cultural script for open displays of wailing 

[many people think like this:] 
(a) all people can think about some other people like this: 

"these people are like a part of me 
I am like a part of these people" 

(b) when something very bad happens to one of these people 
( when one of these people dies) 

it is good if when other people see my lian ('face') [M], they can know that I 
feel something very bad (like people do at times like this) 

it is good if at the same time other people can hear something, like people 
can hear when someone feels something very bad because something 
bad is happening to this person 
(it is good if I feel iii) 17 

As suggested by script [Q], there is a public element in the ritual wailing, 

which involves 'other people' and also the sound that other people can hear. Tears 

may not be essential, but the loud sound should be heard. These key elements are 

also consistent with Harbsmeier's (1998) analysis of the semantic differences 

between ku ('cry/wail') and qi N ('weep'). The emphasis of the script is on the 

prescription of such emotional behaviour at the death of a family member in 

Chinese culture. It is not an issue here whether ritualised wailing is premised on 

17 The explication of iii is as follows (cf. Ye 2001a, b): 

al 
(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks about another person like this: 
( c) "this person died 
( d) this is very bad for this person 
(e) I don't want things like this to happen to this person 
(f) I want to do something good for this person because of this 
(g) I want to think about this person for a long time" 
(h) when this person thinks like this this person feels something very bad 

for a long time 
(i) x felt like this 
G) because x thought like this 
(k) when something very bad happens to another person 
(1) a person feels like this 
(m) because a person can think like this 
(n) (people think: it is good it a person can feel like this 

when another person dies) 
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genuine grieving feelings or not ( although the mourners often do). The main issue 

is that culture requires such behaviour in such social situations; by not observing it, 

one breaks the rule. It may also be said that the Chinese culture requires mourners 

to feel the ai emotion at a funeral. The act of open wailing reinforces what 

Hochschild (1983) calls "feeling rules" - social norms that prescribe how people 

should feel in specific situations. 

Ai is a 'moral feeling' that people ought to feel in situations when another 

person dies. 18 As one of Confucius' disciples once said: "One can, perhaps, be 

satisfied with a gentleman who is ready to lay down his life in the face of danger, 

who does not forget what is right at the sight of gain, and who does not for get 

reverence during a sacrifice nor sorrows [ai] while in mourning" (-=f-*El: "±~ 

A considerable portion of the ancient Confucian text Lz .Fz « *L 12)) (The Book of 

Rites, see e.g. Chai and Chai, 1967) is devoted to mourning etiquette, procedures 

to be fallowed so that the expression of ai would be social acceptable. Wailing for 

someone's death is an open manifestation of sorrow and grief (ai) while mourning. 

Many anthropologists and sociologists have observed an unusual phenomenon 

in Chinese culture - the high level of uniformity in rituals concerning death such 

as wailing and mourning throughout China ( e.g. Watson and Rawski, 1988). They 

treat the rituals of death as something that holds Chinese culture together and 

defines the identity of the Chinese people. Scholars marvel at this universal 

cultural phenomenon in China and are puzzled by the forces behind such 

18 Unlike other basic Chinese emotions, such as xz :g. ('joy'), nu 1'l ('rage'), and 
bei ~ ('tragic sadness'), which are spontaneous inner responses and feelings 
towards external events, and which are closely associated with tears, ai :& is, 
fundamentally, a 'moral feeling' (see Ye, 2001a, b). 
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uniformity and standardisation. It seems that it is not only the visible rituals 

performed at death and their codification that holds the Chinese people together, 

but also the deeper moral values associated with another person's death that 

prompts and cultivates the outward lz *L ('rites/ceremony/propriety')- one of the 

key Confucian values - to map the moral feelings. 

It is also interesting to not that, in connection with grief in the modem W estem 

( or perhaps more specifically, Anglo) culture, the emphasis is placed on 

expressing one's emotions through talking. The specialised field of 'bereavement 

counselling' is targeted at such a public attitude towards grief The purpose and 

function of 'talking through one's grief are therapeutic. Talking is a way of 

coping, since grief is regarded as a negative emotion (cf. §3.1.1 of Chapter 4). In 

contrast, in Chinese culture the function of 'ritual wailing' seems to fulfill a moral 

function - to reinforce an 'ethical' feeling that one should feel at a funeral. 

When Anglo people do not wail loudly at funerals, it does not of course mean 

that they do not experience sadness. Instead, it is simply that the rules at funerals 

are different from those found in Chinese culture. 19 Culture develops and 

encourages different emotional styles in accordance with a given system of values 

and beliefs. 

19 Ritual wailing is perhaps not that uncommon around the world. On the contrary, 
extensive ethnographic studies of emotional life of people in other cultures suggest 
that wailing is possibly an important component in most funeral practices around 
the world (but it may fulfill different functions in different cultures). It is not 
surprising that some earlier anthropological studies of the other from the point of 
view of 'Anglo' culture (e.g. Spencer and Gillen, 1927) portrayed the wailing of 
mourners as reflecting the mentality of a child who lacks self-control. 
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6. Looking beyond the 'inscrutable' Chinese face 

Westerners, operating under a different social logic, will often be amazed, 

appalled, or impressed by apparent Chinese control in the face of events they 

would find arousing. Thus probably arises the designation of the Chinese as 

'inscrutable'. (Bond, 1991, p.41) 

Our discussion has raised three important theoretical and methodological issues 

that take us beyond the Chinese face, to which I now turn. Firstly, it has become 

evident that simply relying on global labels to describe the emotional life of a 

culture is far too simplistic, and often misleading and contradictory. On the one 

hand, Chinese people are reputedly known as being emotionally flat, while on the 

other hand, the Chinese character has also been described in terms of its 

M 'emotionality' (e.g. Lew, 1998). Chinese people are often perceived unemotional 

" when compared to Western ('Anglo' and northern European) people. Yet, in the 

eyes of the Chinese people, it is Western people who are perceived as non

emotional, even to the point of being cold. A more satisfying and fruitful way of 

describing the emotional lives of.other cultures is through detailed cultural scripts, 

which are not dependent on the concepts peculiar to any one culture, and which 

can be supported and verified through the analysis of linguistic evidence (such as 

expressions like peixiao 'to accompany/compensate with a smile'). These scripts 

spell out the full content of the rules, and reveal the connections and ' logic' 

between such rules and cultural values. 

Matsumoto (1996; see also Smith and Bond, 1998), in line with Hofstede' s 

(1980) tradition of defining the dimensions of culture-related values, has identified 
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certain cultural determinants on the effect of facial expression, such as 'Self

Ingroup' and 'Self-Outgroup' relationships. The cultural scripts formulated in 

section 5 above bear testimony to the operation of these variables in Chinese 

'display rules', and moreover, they make explicit what exactly constitutes the in

group or the out-group. The illustrative examples in this chapter show that, in 

Chinese emotional life, people whom one knows (i.e. shuren) and people who 

together live in one place are considered to be like an in-group ( cf. § 1 of Chapter 

2). The cultural scripts show the actual constituents of the "situational contexts", 

"social relationships", and "cultural conventions" ( cf. Philippot, Feldman, and 

Coats, eds., 1999), clearly and concretely. 

Secondly, the emotions that are permitted for display in a society depend on 

their nature in conjunction with the underlying cultural values associated with 

them. The 'emotional scripts' formulated in this chapter are intricately related to 

cultural values such as ren ('forbearance'), he ('group harmony'), hanyang 

('cultivated'), and ai ('empathetic mourning'), and reveal Chinese cultural 

attitudes towards emotional self-control. This demonstrates that emotional lives 

are shaped by culture, and that cultural scripts can reveal these intrinsic and 

diverse connections between emotion and culture. 

Thirdly, the stereotypyical label of the 'inscrutable' face often disguises the 

rich inner world of the Chinese people, leading outsiders to assume that because 

Chinese people do not show their emotions, they do not experience such emotions 

(recalling Barzini's comments, quoted at the beginning of the chapter on Italians' 

perception of Nordic people). Such an assumption is proven false when one looks 

at the wealth of resources in the Chinese lexicon for describing and expressing 

emotions, which speaks volumes about the rich emotional universe of the Chinese 
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people (e.g. Ye, 2001a, 2002, 2004b, and the next chapter). It is not an 

exaggeration to say that there is a huge mismatch between the Chinese people's 

rich emotional experience and the amount of emotions that they are expected to 

express overtly, and between what they feel and what they can be seen to feel. In 

order to come closer to the heart of the Chinese people's emotional world, we have 

to understand the 'emotional scripts' that govern the Chinese people's emotional 

expression (and their connections with Chinese values). In this way, we can make 

sense of the apparent discrepancy between the rich emotional life reflected in the 

Chinese language and the placid outward appearance. 

Bond (1991, p.40) points out that the reason people from different cultural 

groups find each other 'inscrutable' is because they do not know each other's 

'codes' of emotion behaviour. He also observes that there are more rules 

restricting the display of emotions in Chinese culture than in the West. Bond's 

observation is certainly right. The quote cited at the beginning of the paper by 

Barzini suggests that in the eyes of the Italian people, the Anglo or Nordic face 

could also be viewed as 'inscrutable'. However, this should not be taken as a 

matter of the degree of 'inscrutability', but of exactly what the codes are. This 

chapter has shown how these codes can be deciphered, and that, once they are 

revealed, the hidden design of a cultur~ is transparent. 
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Chapter 4 

Describing Emotions via Tastes 

While Chapter 3 examines external modes of emotional expression, this chapter 
turns 'inwardly ' to the Chinese private emotional world and exan1ines a habitual 
way of describing emotions in Chinese, that is, via words describing tastes such as 
ku ( 'bitter') and suan ('sour'). This mode of emotion description, though salient to 
the Chinese people, has not received much attention in the fast-growing body of 
literature on emotion in recent years. Yet a deep understanding of this way of 
speaking not only is important for understanding ways of conceptualising 
emotional experience that are natural and fundamental to the Chinese people, but 
also provides a new and important perspective on the link between people 's 
conceptualisation of their feelings and thoughts and their sensory experiences. 
The chapter starts with exan1ples illustrating this mode of emotion description in 
Chinese (Section ]), followed by an explanation of why autobiographical writings 
are used as a key source of linguistic data for the present study (Section 2). 
Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of the emotional meanings encoded in different 
taste-related expressions in Chinese, focusing on xinlihenku [heart-inside-very
bitter J ('feel anguish'), chfkii [eat-bitterness J ('to endure hardship'), kuse [bitter
puckery] ('feel regret'), suanchu ('feel sad'), xinsuan [hot/spicy-sour] ('feel 
grieved'), xinsuan [heart-sour J ('feel pity/compassion') , and tianmi [sweet-honey J 
('feel happiness'). Cultural scripts relating to the Chinese attitudes towards verbal 
expressions of emotion are postulated and discussed in connection with ku. The 
analysis of suan-related emotion terms reveals that references to tear are common 
to all of then1. The final part of the chapter (Section 4) takes a comparative 
perspective by analysing the meaning a/bitter, sour, and sw~et in English. It 
discusses the similarities and differences between taste-related emotion terms in 
both languages, citing also the available information on their frequency of use. 
The findings based on empirical analysis further confirm results from earlier 
research that 'sadness' is an elaborated domain in the Chinese emotional universe. 
The chapter concludes with examples showing how the generic term zzwei 
('taste/flavour') can be used to describe feeling in general, building a bridge 
between the topic of this chapter and the following chapter, which examines the 
role of wei ('taste/flavour') in Chinese conceptual formation. 
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On the train I had yet another strange dream: there were all sorts of 
dried nuts and fruits on my friend ' s balcony - walnuts, dates, plums, 
and other unnamable nuts of various shapes, spme with thorns, some 
with hard shells difficult to open. I asked this girlfriend, which one 
was good to eat? She said: "Some were sweet, some sour, some bitter, 
and others with strange tastes, you have to taste for yourself, and 
crack the shells by yourself'. After I woke up, I thought for a long 
time; does this dream mean something about my future life and the 
choices that I am faced with? (Wang, 2001 , p.24)1 

1. Describing emotions via taste: illustrativ~ examples 

This section gives readers a general idea of how emotions are talked about via 

taste vocabulary in Chinese by providing some initial examples. They are for 

illustrative purposes only, and are given only very brief comments. 

Exainples (1) - ( 4) are all taken from an article in the July 2001 issue of an 

Australia-based Chinese magazine called Pengyou ((JjJL~)) (Friend, hereafter · 

PY). These examples all contain references to tastes. The title of the article is 

presented in example (1): 

' Aozhou xzn 
, , 

y zmzn: kulasuantian 

Australia:continent new migrant bitter: spicy: sour: sweet 

.'New immigrants to Australia: their joys and sorrows. ' 

1 ;k$_tJ3tj;f{Mzit-~ 'l¥:~: {E-~ Jill~*ITTB@E? _tm±-t!t~~~~ttITT~* ' ~tttt, w 
J!l , *-=f, j;f~;'fi~%t't~*iJt::fili~*El<J*-=f , ~LlliwwU, fil~Llliw@!n , 1ixt1Tno 
ft fJJJjz{fr --J;:.~ , P]~-~ *-=fffPz:? ~ iR~r!itt ITT, ~ITT , ~ITT , j;f~1i't?t~il!ITT , 1~1/F§ c 
~ ' § ctEn :rT3f o M*J§~!l!T1i~, JZ~~~~~;g**ITT~m~omoo1!-aiITT~~? (£ 
/J\ jj , 2001, p.24) 
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Zhezhong 

this:kind 

duomede 

how:LIG 

- '. zzwez buyaneryu, shi 

taste/feeling NEG:say:P ART:explain be 

kuse a! 

bitter:puckery PART 

'(One of my friends described his feelings when he first arrived in Australia: 

The people and place were strange to me. I had no relatives. The language 

made it difficult to communicate, and the future was unc~rtain.) It goes without 

saying that one would have such a feeling - how bitter it is! 

' . zaz yeshenrenjing shi, tamen Zhfyou 

only at evening:deep:person:quiet time/when 3PL 

Jujue zijzde tongkuo 

chew self:LIG pain:bitter 

'Only in the dead night do they chew their pain.' 

cai 

PART 

The sentence in example ( 4 ), though cited in the same article, originated in an 

' autobiography called Wade Cai.fu Zed Aozhou «~ITT~J~tEi?J:13+[» (My Wealth is 

in Australia, Liu, 1991). 
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Chibudao ku de ku bz chidedao ku 

eat:NEG:arrive bitter LIG bitter COMP eat:EXT:arrive bitter 

de ku hai kuo 

LIG bitter PARTbitter 

'The bitterness of not being able to endure hardship is more bitter than the 

bitterness of enduring hardship.' 

The title of the article, which is given in example (1 ), includes the set phrase 

kqlasuantian ~~~W [bitter-spicy-sour-sweet], meaning 'joys and sorrows of 

life' (ABC, p.574). The four tastes contained in this phrase refer symbolically to a 

wide range of emotions. This phrase is commonly used. For example, in Xfnmin 

Wanbao «ffi~SjJR» (Xinmin Evening News, hereafter XMWB), one of the most 

widely read evening newspapers in Mainland China, there is a regular column 

called Sanhu de Suantiankula fl.F !¥]~@a~ ('Shareholders' joys and sorrows'), 

in which shareholders relate their own emotional experiences in dealing with the 

ups and downs of the share market. Example ( 5) is an extract from one such 

account: 

(5) PJ~ iJlitt~~~~~~*_tt~~rlT o fflltE@J'rl~*itti¥J~~!liliJ1if-~f1t B 
~::f$T o 

Keyzis huo suantiankula zfwei jfbenshang dou changguo le o 

can:say sour:sweet:bitter:spricy taste basically all taste:EXP PART 
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Xianzai huiyiqzlai _ti_a_nd_e ____ z-_zw_e_'i zuijin jznian haoxiang 

now recall:rise.INC sweet:LIG taste recent several:year seem 

---·-yyzng buduo le o 

already NEG:much PART 

'(From my own experience of the market,) it can be said that I have pretty 

much experienced all sorts of emotions. Now, recalling the past, it seems that 

there haven't been many happy moments in recent years'. (XMWB, Oct. 26 th
, 

Saturday, 2002) 

All of the above examples illustrate well this distinctive mode of emotion talk 

in the Chinese language - describing emotional experience via taste. But what 

kind of situations and derived feelings do Chinese people associate with suan 

('sour'), tian ('sweet'), ku ('bitter'), and la ('spicy')?2 Furthermore, what can this 

mode of description tell us about Chinese people's conceptualisation of their 

emotional experience? Answers to these questions require a thorough and careful 

examination of the meanings of these emotion-describing taste words. The main 

objective of this chapter therefore is to provide a detailed semantic portrait of each 

of these words. 

2 Chinese people generally hold that there are five basic tastes - tian/gan itt1ir 
('sweet'), suan M ('sour'), ku =g ('bitter'), la/xzn ¥%/*(' spicy/hot/pungent'), and 
xian ~ (' salty'). Dictionary entries often explain them as wuweizhzyz n iwz
('one of the five tastes'; e.g. CH). Of the five tastes, the meaning of xian does not 
seem to extend to the emotion domain. Therefore, this chapter focuses only on the 
other four tastes (note that gan [sweet] and xzn [hot/spicy/pungent] represent a 
more archaic use, and appear most often in compounds, idioms and set phrases). 
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2. Data 

As mentioned in Section 5 of Chapter 1, the linguistic data used in this chapter are 

different from those used in other chapters in that they draw mainly from 

autobiographical writings, either in book and audiovisual forms, or as articles 

appearing in popular newspapers and magazines. The consideration of sources of 

this kind is motivated by the need for suitable materials where narrators can reveal 

their innermost thoughts in the most authentic way. 3 

Interestingly enough, it appears that autobiographical writings are only a very 

recent phenomenon in Mainland China. Even so, they are often presented in the 

form of koushushilu • :i£~j]z ('a faithful oral recording'), especially when the 

content deals with the very private realm of personal life ( e.g. An, ed., 1998).4 The 

references of all the autobiographical writings cited in this chapter can be found in 

the Chinese References section at the end of the thesis, under the heading of 

Jzshiwenxue tei~JC~ ('reportage') - a well-established genre in Chinese literature. 

Apart from autobiographical sources, Gushihui (Story Collection; G), the most 

widely circulated magazine in Mainland China, see also §3 of Chapter 3), is also 

used to show how such a mode of description is commonly used. Monolingual and 

bilingual dictionaries constitute a third source of examples. These will give readers 

an idea of codified uses of the words discussed in this chapter. 

3 In this context, it is interesting to note that one of the standard methods 
employed in psychology for studying emotional experience is the use of 
autobiographic reports ( e.g. Frijda, 1986, p.184). In general, there is an increasing 
awareness and practice of using first-person accounts as a method of analysis in 
cognitive science (e.g. Varela, Thompson, and Rosch, 1991; Goleman, 2003, 
pp.312-314). 

4 See Ye forthcoming for discussion and analysis of this new and significant 
literary development and how it is related to the Chinese literary and 
historiographic tradition. 
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3. The meanings of different tastes in the Chinese 

emotional world 

This section will undertake a careful examination of the emotional meanings 

embodied in each of the taste-related words, following the order of ku :g: ('bitter' ), 

suiin ~ ('sour'), la ¥JR ('spicy'), and ticin W ('sweet'). For Chinese people, the first 

three tastes are considered rather unpleasant, while the opposite can be said of tiiin 

(' sweet'). Therefore, the first three tastes could be thought of as being associated 

with 'bad feelings', while ticin is associated with 'good feelings'. 

3.1 Kii ~ ('bitter') 

It is not an exaggeration to say that ku ('bitter' ) occupies a key word status in the 

Chinese language and culture. It reflects not only a unique Chinese emotional 

experience, but also Chinese people's experience of life in general, as will be aptly 

demonstrated in this section. 

As already shown in example ( 4 ), ku has a wide range of applications. Here, I 

will focus on (a) ku 1 as it appears in the construction and expressionX xznlzhenku 

X JG\£ flfi5 [X feels bitter in his/her heart] ('feel anguish'), which has a reference 

to xzn JG\ [heart-mind], the seat of emotion for Chinese people; (b) ku 2 ('hardship ') 

as in chzku Qz:g: [eat-bitter] (' endure hardship') and shouku ~:g: [receive/undergo

bitt~r] ('going through adversity and hardship' ); and (c) kuse is=iR [bitter-puckery] 

('feel regret'). 
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3.1.1 XTnlT hen ku 1L.,£f~3 [feel bitter in one's heart] ('feel anguish') and 

Chinese attitudes towards emotion. 

Ku 1 has an explicit emotional meaning and is typically used in such syntactic 

constructions as ( 6), which takes a person as a topic: 

Wo xznlz hen kuo 

1 SG heart:inside very bitter 

'I feel very bitter in my heart.' 

All of the following concepts listed in (7), which contain the morpheme of ku, can 

replace the ku 1 in sentence ( 6) ( of course, they will express different emotional 

meaning while sharing some of the core semantic components with ku1, such as the 

intense mental suffering of a person facing an on-going situation which they find 

difficult to speak about and to extract themselves from). 

(7) a. kumen ~1:!SJ [bitter-sealed]: bitterness, pain, suffering, agony, anguish 

b. kutong 3:fl [bitter-pain]: acute mental suffering, tormented 

c. kunao 3'r* [bitter-vexed]: troubled; don't know what to do 

Intuitively, the feeling of ku is 'unspeakable', as if it can only be understood by the 

experiencer themselves; as if a person who has never tasted traditional Chinese 

medicine would not be able to know the exact taste of it. Th~ ineffability of ku 1 is 

most vividly reflected in the xiehouyu ~J§i§- - 'enigmatic f~lk simile' - yaba 

chzhuanglian, youku shuobuchu ~ E~~~, ~~iJl~ te ('When a mute person 
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takes Chinese medicine, the bitterness is ineffable'), and the bottled-up feeling 

makes ku 1 tantamount to 'mental suffering'. I propose that the meaning of 

Xznl'fhenku JC,\£1i~ can be explicated as follows: 

[A] Semantic explication for Xznlzhenku JC,\£1i~ [feel bitter in one's heart] ('feel 
anguish') 

(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks like this: 
( c) "something bad has been happening to me for a long time 
( d) I feel something very bad because of this 
( e) I don't want to say this to other people 
(f) because I don't know how I can say this to other people 
(g) if I say it, I don't think that they will know how I feel 
(h) they cannot know it because something like this is not 

happening to them" 
(i) when this person thinks about this, this person feels something very bad 

for a long time 
G) x felt like this 
(k) because x thought like this 
(1) often, people can know how this person feels when they see this person's 

lian [MJ ('face') 

This definition, which is constructed using the semantic primes, is built around a 

prototypical cognitive scenario, in which 'x feels like a person feels when this 

person has certain specifiable thoughts' (components [a-b] and [j-k]; cf. 

Wierzbicka, 1972, 1999; Fehr and Russell, 1984). Components (c)-(d) show that 

the experiencer of ku is in some kind of a predicament and suffers from it as a 

result. However, there is a sense of unwillingness on the part of the experiencer to 

speak openly about their suffering, because, in the experiencer's opinion, it is 

ineffable, and it cannot be adequately understood by other people. This is reflected 

in components (f)-(h). 

It is not that the experiencer can't pour out their feelings, but rather that they 

choose not to do so (hence 'I don't want to say this to other people' in [e]) in the 
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belief that other people cannot possibly understand the nature and complexity of 

the event they experience. In a sense, it is futile to tell others about one's mental 

suffering when the inability of the other party to understand the situation ( and 

therefore the 'very bad feeling') means that they will not be able to help free the 

experiencer from their suffering. The feeling of the experiencer therefore is very 

much locked-in. This makes ku1 a very private, and intense feeling, and the 

experiencer is like a 'loner' when suffering ku1_ 

The distinction between don 't and can 't in component ( e) is an important one, 

because the experiencer can in fact open their heart and communicate their 'bitter' 

feelings when they decide to do so, as is the case in the following example: 

Tfng WO shuo zhexie nian lai - '. yazaz xznlf 

listen 1 SG say these year come press:LOC heart:inside 

de kuchuo 

LIG bitterness 

'(At that moment, I suddenly had a feeling: it seems to me rare that there is a 

person here who is able to sit with me on the verandah and chat,) and listen to 

me about the bitterness that was buried deep in my heart, ( and that he is a 

person who has a similar fate).' (An, ed., 1998, p.228) 

This example also alludes to the fact that the experiencer of ku will only talk about 

their mental sufferings if they trust the other person (premised on knowing the 

other person well; cf. Chapter 2), believing that the other party is willing to make 

an effort to understand them, and, most importantly, has similar experiences 
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(therefore the ability to understand the speaker). The following example reveals 

this aspect of unwillingness to open one's heart to other people in the meaning of 

ku1 from a different angle (in this example, ku is used as a verb): 

Qz 
, 

' .., 
ba zhe - ., ceng quan WO, yzqze 

wife once try to persuade lSG BA this everything 

shuochulai, buyao tai ku ' .... 
Zljl o 

say:out:come do not too bitter oneself 

'My wife has tried to persuade me to say everything (to readers), and not to 

burden myself with bitterness.' (Lu, 2000, p.24 )5 

The above examples show clearly that ku1 is a pent-up, private feeling. When the 

feeling is kept and stored deep inside, it builds up. So, when one decides to talk 

about one's bottled up feelings, they pour out, as reflected in the idiomatic speech 

act verb daokushur 1iuis=1.K [pour-bitter-water], meaning 'to pour out one's pain'. 

ZYWBC describes kushur [bitter-water] as (1) bitter water, and (2) gastric 

secretion rising to a patient's mouth, and (3) suffering, grievances in one' s heart of 

hearts (p.226). Yzduzi - fl.±-=f [ one-stomach] is used as a classifier to modify kushuf 

is=1.K [bitter-water] ('pent-up mental suffering; locked-in pain'), suggesting the 

large quantitative and cumulative nature of the feeling of ku1 (' feel something very 

bad for a long time' in component [i]). 

5 The example is taken from Szwang Riji «fEt: B i2)) (A Death Diary) by Lu 
Y ouqing (2000). The author, a terminally ill cancer patient, wrote the diary in 
his final months of life. 
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Paradoxically, although the feeling of ku1 is not usually knowable to others 

through verbal expression, it does nonetheless leak to the face and show on it, and 

is thus externally observable by other people, giving them a visual cue that the 

experiencer is suffering. Seeing her mother-in-law sitting quietly on the roof with 

a 'bitter' face, the speaker in the following film example assumed that she was 

'bitter' in her heart (note that the mother-in-law is addressed as 'mother'): 

Niang, 
,_, 

an zhzdao n'f xznl'f hen 

Mother 1 SG know 2SG heart:inside very bitter 

'Mother, I know that you feel bitter in your heart.' (X, 1993) 

Conventional expressions such as kuzhelian 3lf}Mz [bitter-DUR-face] ('having . 

a distressed face') and ch6µmeikulian tJ)§3JMt [melancholy/worry-eyebrows

bitter-face] ('a worried face') also point to the facial expression of ku1 (cf. § 4.2.4 

of Chapter 3). A 'bitter' face in Chinese is a droopy face, with oblique eyebrows, 

and the comers of the mouth pulling down, suggesting a long-lived state ( cf. Ye, 

2004a). 'For a long time' in component (i) reflects this: ku1 is not only a 

voluminous and cumulative feeling, but also a long-lasting one. 

The description of a 'worried and bitter' face also suggests that the bottled-up 

fe.eling is so strong and intense that it has to be channeled in some non-verbal 

manner, if not through a verbal way. Component (1) attempts to reflect the fact that 

the emotion of ku1 is externally observable from the face. 

In this context, it is interesting to compare the meaning of ku1 with the meaning 

of two other emotion concepts, ch6u w15 ('confused sadness/worry/melancholy'; cf. 
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Ye, 2001a) andyou 'tft ('loving concern'; cf. Ye, 2000). All of these emotion 

words describe long-lasting, intense bad feelings (which are often observable from 

the face), and are often considered the equivalents of anguish and melancholy (cf. 

Kubin, ed., 2001). However, there are several fundamental differences between 

these concepts.6 Unlike ku1 and ch6u, where the thought of the experiencer is 

directed at past and on-going unfortunate events and has a strong personal 

character ('to me'), the thought of the experiencer of you is future- and other

oriented - related to 'something bad can happen to this person'. In this sense ku1 is 

closer in meaning to ch6u than to you. Ku 1 also lacks reflectiveness or pensiveness 

that is the signature feature of you. Under their many shared commonalities 

6 The explications of ch6u and you are as follows (from Ye, 2000 & 2001a): 

ch6u ('confused sadness/worry/melancholy') 
(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks: 
( c) "something very bad is happening to me 
( d) I don't want things like this to happen to me 
(e) because of this, I want to do something if I can 
(f) I don't know what to do 
(g) I can't not think about this all the time" 
(h) when this person thinks this, this person feels something bad for a long time 
(i) x felt like this 
G) because x thought like this 

you ('loving concern') 
(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks about someone like this: 
( c) "this person is like a part of me 
( d) I want good things to happen to this person because of this 
( e) I know: bad things can happen to this person at any time 
( f) because something bad is happening 
(g) I don't want bad things to happen to this person 
(h) I want to do something good for this person 
(i) I can't not think about this person all the time" 
G) when this person thinks like this, this person feels something very bad for a 

long time 
(k) x felt like this 
(1) because x thought like this 
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however lie the fundamental difference between the meanings of ku 1 and ch6u. 

While the experiencer of ch6u actively seeks a solution ('I want to do something') 

in order to find a way out, the experiencer of ku1 simply turns inwardly and 

focuses on the thought that their feeling is ineffable and could not be understood 

by others. 

To a great extent, kii 1 reflects a general Chinese belief and attitude towards 

expressing emotions - pref erring to keep feelings to oneself and to bear the 

suffering silently. This attitude towards emotion expression is captured in the 

following cultural script: 

[B] A cultural script for (keeping badfeelings to oneself' 

[ many people think like this:] 
when a person feels something very bad, it is bad if this person says it 

to other people 

A particularly telling piece of linguistic evidence supporting this script comes 

from the very negative tone associated with the speech act v~rb suku VF3 [tell-kii], 

'to vent one's grievances' (ABC, p.576). Note that su is different from tell in that 

su implies that the telling action takes some time ('say for some time'), and its 

topics are about bad feelings and troubles. The collocation of su and kii further 

lends support to the argument made earlier that ku is a voluminous feeling ( that is, 

' a person feels so1nething very bad for a long time'). 

It appears that in line with the repression of speaking about 'bad feelings', 

there is a master script that encourages Chinese people to keep feelings to 

themselves in general whether good or bad, to others. The master script reads as 

follows: 
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[C] A cultural script for 'keeping feelings to oneself' 

[many people think like this:] 
when a person feels something, it is not good if this person 

says it to other people 

The above scripts are consistent with a family of scripts formulated and discussed 

in the previous chapter on Chinese norms in emotion expressions (e.g. scripts [N]

[P] in Chapter 3). While the scripts discussed there are concerned mostly with 

norms for non-verbal expression of emotion, scripts [BJ and [CJ proposed here try 

to articulate the verbal aspect of emotion expression (reflected most distinctively 

in the prime SAY). All of these scripts are intrinsically linked with the deeper 

cultural values, such as hanyang ('the capacity of containing oneself), which is 

also discussed in Chapter 3. 

In the light of the above scripts, which reflect culturally endorsed attitudes 

toward emotions in Chinese society, it is perhaps not surprising when Leung and · 

Lee (1996), in their review of psychotherapy practice with Chinese people, remark 

that "at the level of practice, Chinese clients in therapy exhibit difficulty in 

expressing their private thoughts and strong emotions" (p.447). 7 Needless to say, 

the above cultural scripts would have a profound impact on the applicability of 

7 The authors also report a noticeable phenomenon presented in empirical studies 
with subjects of Asian American backgrounds (including those of Chinese 
descent): not only do fe,ver of them participate in therapy, but those that do tend to 
have higher dropout rates, and in general consider their therapy sessions to be 
unhelpful. The authors conclude that "these findings are interpreted as indicative 
of a pattern of ineffective therapy with Asian-Americans, which results in the 
technique's unpopularity and poor reputation" (Leung and Lee, 1996, p.448). 
Obviously, a thorough investigation of culturally endorsed attitudes toward 
emotion among Asian Americans of different ethnic backgrounds would be 
particularly revealing and fruitful for understanding the reasons behind such a 
phenomenon ( cf. Tung, 2000) . . 
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psychotherapy and counselling - practices that are widely carried out in modern 

American society - in the Chinese context. 

Many scholars have pointed out that in modem American society, a great deal 

of emphasis is placed on one's ability to analyse their feelings, in particular bad 

feelings, rationally, to verbalise them with self-control, and to share their feelings 

with others ( e.g. Hochschild, 1983; Carbaugh, 1988; Lutz, 1988, 1990; Smith, 

1995; Bellah, et. al., 1996; Wierzbicka, 1994, 1999; Goleman, 2003). 8 Bellah et. al. 

(1996) in particular ascribe very explicitly the popularity of psychotherapy in 

modem American society to this general cultural attitude to emotion. They point 

out that "practitioners [ of psychotherapy] stress the primary importance of 

'knowing how you're feeling"' (p.128). 

Wierzbicka (1994, p.170 &1999, pp.259-260) has proposed some scripts to 

account for this cultural ethos in contemporary American society. They are 

reproduced below with new headings (see also Hasada, 2006): 

[D] An Anglo-American cultural script on the importance of 
knowing how one is feeling · 

[people think like this:] 
it is good if I know what I feel 
it is good if I know why I feel like this 
it is good if I think about it 

8 For example, in explaining the rationale behind the PATHS (Promoting 
Alternative Thinking Strategies) curriculum developed in the United States, Mark 
Greenberg, one of the founders of the emotional education curriculum, states: 
"There is a way in which teaching children about feelings not only helps them to 
recognize what's going inside themselves or what's going on inside another person, 
but also shows them how talking about feelings can actually often solve problems" 
(cited in Goleman, 2003, p.269). 
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[E] An Anglo-American cultural script on the inclination to analyse and verbalise 
one 's emotions 

[people think like this:] 
I want to know how I feel at this time 
I want to know why I feel like this 
I want to think about it 
If I know why I feel like this, I can do something 

[F] An Anglo-American cultural script for 'control' over one's emotions through 
rational analysis 

[people think like this:] 
when I feel something bad, it is good if I think about it 
if I think about it, I don't have to feel like this any more 

The pressure to talk about one's bad feelings in order to overcome them seems 

even stronger in modern American society. There seems to be a general cultural 

ethos of fostering a cheerful and positive emotional attitude, which means that 

pain and suffering are seen as undesirable, and that they should be avoided and 

removed from life (e.g. Bellah, et. al., 1996; Hochschild, 1983; Hoffman, 1989; 

Stean1s, 1994; Wierzbicka, 1999, 2004a). 9 

Against this background of culturally endorsed attitudes towards emotions in 

modern American culture, it would not be surprising if the prevailing Chinese 

attitudes to emotion, as reflected in the scripts [B]-[C], were thought of as 

pathological. This, undoubtedly, would have an impact on researchers of Chinese 

mental health. It is imperative that they be well informed of the cultural attitude 

towards emotion and Chinese people's distinctive style of emotion expression. 

9 The emergent field of 'positive psychology' - the scientific study of 
happiness and good life - is a direct reflection of this cultural ethos (see e.g. 
Seligman, 2002; Seligman, et. al., 2005; and The Journal of Positive Psychology 
with its first issue published in 2006). To quote, "positive interventions can 
supplement traditional interventions that relieve suffering and may someday be the 
practical legacy of positive psychology"(Seligman, et al., 2005, p.410). See 
Sundararajan, 2005 for a critique of positive psychology from a Confucian 
perspective. 
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It also seems that people's view of whether their feelings can be understood by 

and shared with others varies from culture to culture. For example, in her 

anthropological study of the kiturim or kuterai (' griping in a group') speech event 

in Israeli Hebrew discourse, Katriel (1990) shows that Israelis generally believe 

that such emotion talk- publicly venting one's grievances among a group of 

people - is good for one's emotional well-being and that it has positive social 

value. Although the kuterai speech event also suggests that there is a positive 

value placed on expressing one's bad feelings, it has a fundamentally different 

rationale for people doing so - one aimed at bonding socially (Katriel, 1990). 

Undoubtedly, research into how people from different societies express their 

suffering and pain can provide valuable information on cultural attitudes towards 

emotions and on underlying values that affect and shape the preferred style of 

emotion expression in a given society. 

A final point about ku 1 is that despite individual differences among modem 

Chinese speakers as to whether they associate the feeling of ki11 with the bad 

feeling in their mouth after tasting something bitter, it is not difficult to discern 

some parallels between the long-lasting psychological feeling and the bodily 

feeling. XH:C explains the taste of ku as similar to that of danzhz }i§}t ('bile juice') 

or huanglian jtJi (' Cop is Japonica', the bitter seeds of which are used in Chinese 

medicine) (XHC, p.727). For the Chinese people, Chinese medicine serves as a 

prototype for bitter taste, and the subsequent lingering bad feeling that stays with 

the experiencer, which in turn serves as the model for the psychological feeling of 

ki11. 
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3.1.2 KiJ2 ~ 2 ('suffering from physical hardship') and the important cultural 

value of chrkiJ llz=a= [eat-bitter] ('to endure hardship'). 

Anyone who has first-hand experience in China, especially in rural China, will 

immediately notice the frequent use of ki12 by Chinese people for describing the 

circumstances of their daily life. One may get an idea of such usage from the 

following example, which is taken from a book about the 'emotional make-up of 

Chinese entrepreneurs' (Hoogewerf and Chen, eds., 2003), a collection of personal 

accounts told by high-profile Chinese entrepreneurs about their public and private 

lives: 

Women feichang qi6ng, shenghu6 hen 

IPL very poor life very bitter 

'(That year was 1969.) We were very poor, and life was very hard, (my 

mother was also very ill, so everybody in the family hoped that I would get 

married soon and first, so that I could find a wife who could take care of my 

mother).'(Hoogewerf and Chen, eds., 2003, p.14) 

As pointed out by the editors in the preface, most of these entrepreneurs were born 

into poor families. They all describe life in their earlier years as ku. If ku 1 refers to 

1nental suffering, ku 2 has an unmistaken implicit reference to physical suffering. A 

life described as ku 2 is a life where one has to labor and toil in order to survive. 

The following cluster of compounds and set phrases either explicitly or implicitly 

refer to hardship at the physical level ( all from ABC): 
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(12) a. kul i ={s jJ [bitter-strength]: a coolie; a laborer 

b. kugong ={sI [bitter-work]: hard manual work 

c. kunan ={sxi [bitter-calamity]: suffering, misery 

d. kulian ={s~ [bitter-practice]: practice diligently 

e. kudu ={sii [bitter-study]: study hard 

f. kugan ={s-=f [bitter-labor]: work hard 

g. laoku -;.J={s [labor-bitter]: toil 

h. xznku *={g [hot-bitter]: work hard; endure hardship 

i. jianku xi={s [difficult-bitter]: arduous 

As a result of the ubiquitous hardship encountered in people's lives, the ability to 

endure hardship, that is to chzku Pz={g [eat-bitter] ('bear hardship', ABC, p.77) has 

an important place in Chinese culture and is held up as a key value and a virtue by 

the Chinese people. The cultural importance attached to the ability to endure 

hardship is reflected in the positive tone associated with the set phrase chzkunailao 

!Jz~rmt~ [eat-bitter-endure-labor] ('to endure hardship'; ABC, p.77). To be able 

to chzku is a personal quality that Chinese people feel proud of, and is something 

that parents will teach their children, as illustrated in the following examples: 

(l}) Pz={s¾- ~~~t~~~B<JW;f~, ... ... ft 1J,Bt1~={s~I To 

Chzku shi yizhong zhongsheng shouyi de cai.fa, ... 

eat:bitter BE one:CL end:life receive:benefit LIG asset 

WO xiaoshihou kujile 0 

1 SG young:time bitter:extreme:P ART 
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'To be able to endure hardship is a life-long asset ... .I experienced great 

hardship when I was young, ( after struggling for more tµan ten years, it is 

only now that I have a good life). ' (Zhang, 2001, p.66) 

Qu chz gengduode zhe s hi yzzhong fuqi o 

go eat more:LIG bitter this BE one:CL luckiness 

'(History determines that we would go to do the pioneering work,) to endure 

more hardship. It is our fortune.' (XMZK, Nov. 2002) 

Shoudian weiqu, chzdianku m6lian - . ' ,. ...,, 
yzxza, mezyou 

receive:bit wrong eat: some: bitter temper oneself one:CL NEG 

huaichu, yrhou ta 
, . 

zhzdao tiande ' . caz zzwez o 

bad:point later 3SG PART know sweet:LIG taste 

'(I believe that if we get rich, we should not let our kids get rich. We should 

raise them to be frugal, to know the hardship of life, to be wronged.) There 

is no disadvantage in enduring hardship, for they will know the taste of 

sweet later.' (Zhang, 2001, p.106) 

A further example showing that chzkunailao [eat-bitter-endure-labor] is an 

important Chinese value can be drawn from Zhonghua Meide ((r=p$~1;~)) 

(Chinese Virtues, ZHMD, 2002), a TV cartoon program with an accompanying 

book designed to teach Chinese virtues by drawing material from well-known 
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ancient stories. Chzkunailao is one of the key values recurrently mentioned and 

emphasised. 

The explication of chzku can read as follows: 

[G] Semantic explication for clu1d1 ~~ ('to endure hardship/physical 
suffering') 

(a) sometimes something bad happens to a person 
(b) because of this, this person has to do many things for a long time 
( c) when this person does these things, this person thinks like this: 
( d) "I don't want to do these things 
( e) because I feel something very bad inside my body when I do these things 
(f) I can't think: I will not do these things 
(g) I have to do these things now 
(h) if I do these things, good things will happen to me afterwards" 
(i) it is good if a person can think like this when bad things happen to this person 
G) it is good if a person can do something like this 
(k) it is good if a person can be like this 

The 'mental support' for chzku comes from (h) - 'if I do these things, good things 

will happen to me afterwards' - hoping that something positive comes out of the 

present suffering. It is a source from within that gives strength to the person who 

undergoes hardship. This component also links ku2 to ren }72, 

('endurance/forbearance') discussed in §5.2 of Chapter 3. This view of life is 

reflected in many set phrases such as the following: 

(16) a xiankuhoutian 5'c~ ]§@ [first-bitter-then-sweet]: sweetness comes after 

bitterness - happiness comes after suffering 

b. kujinganlai ~ ~ 1t * [bitter-exhaust-sweet-come]: when bitterness is 

finished, sweetness begins - after suffering comes happiness 
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Conversely, the negative connotation attached to the speech act verb jiaoku 04=a= 

[call/complain-bitter], which means 'to complain of hardship' (ABC, p.282), 

shows clearly the unfavourable attitude of the Chinese people towards those who 

are unable to endure hardship. 

In its emotional sense, ki12 is the opposite of le * ('attainable enjoyment'; cf. 

Ye in press a), as both involve 'human effort'. The following example illustrates 

the use of this pair of opposites (the author relates his thoughts when reading his 

mother's personal memoir): 

Zhe shi ta bashi • r nzan kulebeihuan de 

This BE 3 SG eighty year bitter:enjoyment:sad:joy LIG 

Jianzhengo 

witness 

'This is the witness of her joys and hardship. (And I also read in it my life.). ' 

( Ou, 2 00 3, p .15) 

The positive value that Chinese people attach to ki12 parallels their view about the 

benefit of taking Chinese medicine, though it may be bitterly unpleasant. This 

view is reflected in the commonly used idiom Liangyao kukou liyu bing ~ ~~ D 

5fU r m, meaning ' good medicine, though bitter to the mouth, is good for curing the 

illness'. 

Components (i)-(k) show that chzku is a virtue ( cf. the explication of ren in 

§5 .2 of Chapter 3). 
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What is reflected in kii2 not only represents the existential situation of most 

Chinese people, but also their attitudes toward life in times of hardship. 

3.1.3 Kuse =§=1R [bitter-puckery] ('feel regret') o 

Se 1R, as explained by XHC (1093), is the taste left by things like mingfan ~1i}L 

('alum') or bushu de shizi )GfAs"JWr ('unripe persimmon'), which makes the 

tongue numb and dry. 10 This distinctive taste, which merits a name in Chinese 

language, does-not seem to have an exact equivalent in English. Bilingual 

dictionaries often gloss se as "astringent" and "puckery" ( e.g. ABC, p.516). 

However, neither of these terms is thought of as describing tastes in English. They 

are not colloquial English words (in fact, most commonly used dictionaries do not 

include puckery at all). 

Se can collocate with suan ~ (' sour') as in suanse m1R [ sour-puckery] or with 

kii as in kiise =§=1R [bitter-puckery]. It can also be used by itself in its duplicated 

form sese 1K tR. This section will f OCUS on kiise. 

Wo zhaide shi yzke qzngguozi, tunye de biran 

1 SG pick:NOM BE one:CL green:fruit swallow LIG surely 

shi kiiseo 

BE bitter:astringent 

10 Another thing that Chinese people typically associate with the taste of kiise is unripe olive. 
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'(I finally came to realise that what went wrong was that I interfered in another 

person's family in the first place.) What I picked was an unripe fruit, thus 

what I have to swallow has to be bitter.' (XDJT, Nov, 2002) 
I 

In this example, the narrator told the story of her broken marriage. After much 

reflection, she came to the realisation that the marriage was ill-fated from the very 

beginning, because it was she who broke up another family's marriage in the first 

place. 

The kind of unsmooth texture and the stinging sensation left by unripe fruit 

seem to suggest, iconically, that something wanted was umealised. The person 

who picks and eats the 'umipe fruit' has to bear full responsibility for their actions 

and it is often too late to reverse what one has done. The meaning of kuse may be 

presented as follows: 

[H] Semantic explication for kuse ~ 11£ (' feel regret') 

(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks like this: 
( c) "I feel something very bad 
( d) because something bad is happening to me now 
( e) I know this is because I did something at some time before 
(f) because of this, I know that I can't say: I do not want this bad thing to be 

happening to me" 
(g) when a person thinks about this, this person feels something very bad 
(h) x felt like this 
(i) because x thought like this 

Components (b )-( d) suggest that one's own action is a contributing factor in 

bringing out the unwanted event, which causes suffering to the experiencer. 

Components (e)-(f) expresses the experiencer' s quiet acceptance of such a fate. 
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3.2 Suan M ('sour') 

Jiu ' . zaz ' na yzsha, WO xmlz fanteng quid de 

Just at that one:moment 1 SG heart:inside toss up NOM 

doushi yzxze guoqu de s hi, yzzhong suansuan de ganjue o 

all:BE some past LIG matter one:CL sour.RDP LIG feeling 

'At that very moment, tossing in my heart were matters of the past. I felt a 

surge of 'sour' feeling. I tried my best to hold back tears. For five years, how 

could I have never thought about doing a little bit for myself?' (An, ed., 1998, 

p.81) 

Zheyangde hao 
, , 

queshi bieren de zhangfu, nanren 

like this LIG good man PART:be other people LIG husband 

...., 
bujue suansuande, zhzxiang diaoleio WO 

1 SG can't help sour.RDP:LIG only:want shed:tear 

'1bis sort of good man is actually another's husband. I feel envious and like 

shedding tears'. (Xu, 2002, p.243) 

Suan is the taste often associated with vinegar. The ZSHC gives the following 

gloss under the entry of suan: 1. sour, acid; tart; 2. stale; spoiled; 3. sad, grief, 

sorrowful; 4. aching. 5. jealous, envious; 6. stingy; 7 acid (in chemistry). In the 

above examples, suan (' sour') is used to describe very different emotions, with the 

feeling in example (19) closer to 'sad' related emotions, and that in example (20) 
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closer to 'envious'. Despite this, the feeling of suan is prone to producing tears. 

This turns out to be a shared feature of all the suan-related emotion words, a point 

which will be discussed in detail later in §3.2.5. 

In discussing the meaning of suan-related emotion concepts, two different 

senses of suan, suan1 and suan2, are distinguished. I will first tum to suanrrelated 

terms, focusing on suanchu ~~ ('feel sad'), xfnsuan *~ ('feel grieved'), and 

xfnsuan 'L'~ ('feel pity/compassion'). 

3.2.1 Suanchu ~~ ('feel sad'). 

(21) Iits<J,L,£~ Ei3iihiffiml-~M~o 

Wade xfnlz buy6ude 

1 SG:LIG heart:inside can't help:ADV 

yongqz yizhen suiinchu o 

surge/gush one:CL suanchu 

'(Seeing the growing figure of my son), a wave of sadness surges in my heart. 

(Ah, my son! When you still don't know much about the world, you already 

have to accept the cruel reality that your mother has cancer. Will this affect 

you growing up?)' (XMWB, Oct 23, 2002) 

Xfnzhong zhenzhen suanchu o 

heart:inside CL.REDP suanchu 

'(When we arrived at the new house, seeing the grand gate and the exquisite 

roof standing out in the neighborhood, and feeling Mr. Chitian' s name 

engraved on the wall), I felt gushes of sadness.' (Xu, 2002, p.14) 
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Grievance and distress are often used to gloss suanchii in bilingual dictionaries 

(e.g. ABC, p.573). The above two examples show that the experiencers had a 

strong upwelling of suanchii when they were reminded by some concurrent 

misfortunes and they subsequently felt that they were unable to do anything to 

change the situation. More specifically, the mother in example (21) was overcome 

by the feeling of suanchii when thinking about the consequence that her terminal 

illness would possibly have on her young son. When invited to attend the house 

moving ceremony by Mr. Chitian' s wife, the author in example (22) was 

overwhelmed by waves of suanchii, because Mr. Chitian died just before the 

completion of the house. Sadly, it was Mr. Chitian's most ardent wish to see his 

house completed before he died. In both examples, the experiencers were faced 

with an irreversible (and cruel) reality (terminal illness in [21] and the untimely 

death of Mr. Chitian in [22]), which was beyond any of their control. The meaning 

· of suanchii can be explicated as follows: 

[I] Semantic explication for suanchii ~~ ('feel sad') 

(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks like this: 
(c) "something very bad is happening now 
( d) I don't want this to be happening 
(e) I can't think: I will do something because of this 
(f) because I know I can't do anything" 
(g) when a person thinks about this, this person feels something very bad at 

that moment , 
(h) at the same time, there are lei ('tears') [m] in this person's yan ('eyes') [m] 
(i) x felt like this 
G) because x thought like this 

Component ( c) indicates that the occurrence is construed as something very 

unfortunate ('something very bad') by the experiencer. At the same time, even 

though the experiencer's attitude is to reject the event (component [d]), they 
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realise and accept their inability to change the situation (components [e]-[f]). 

Suanchu is a very intense and strong feeling ('feeling something very bad'). 'At 

that moment' in component (g) intends to capture the acute feeling of suanchu 

accompanied by a sudden stir of the heart. 

It is not accidental that the feeling of suanchu ('feel sad' ) often collocates with 

the verb yongq'f Yffi ~ [surge-rise] ( as in example [21 ]) or with the classifier yizhen 

-~$ [one-gush/spell.CL] or yzzhenzhen -~~ [one-gush-gush] to describe the 

sharp onset and the intensity of the feeling. Yong Yffi ('surge/gush/pour/emerge') 

gives the impression that something gushes; wheras yizhen [one-gush.CL], which 

is often used to describe wind (e.g. yzzhenfeng - ~$)X{., 'a gush of wind'), 

characterises sudden, forceful and swift movements. Component (h) suggests that 

the feeling of suanchu is accompanied by tears, reflected, for example, in such 

commonly used expressions as suanchu de yanlei ~~!¥]§~;'!§ ('the tears of 

suanchu'). As we shall see later, this is one of the key features associated with all 

suiin-related emotions ( cf. §3 .2.5). 

The meaning of suanchu, while bearing some resemblance to the English sad, 

sorrow, distress, and grievance (because they are all emotions in response to some 

adverse event), differs from them in some significant ways. 11 Although the 

thoughts of suanchu are closer to sad in English, the feeling of suanchu is much 

stronger and more intense. This is probably due to the fact that the bad event was 

very adverse in its nature, and was an on-going reality that one had to live with 

(e.g. the thought of having terminal illness at the time when one's child is young in 

11 See Wierzbicka (1999, pp.62-72) for a detailed analysis of 'sadness ' like 
emotions, such as sad, sorrow, and distress. Where the meanings of English 
emotion concepts are used as a reference point for comparison in this chapter, see 
Wierabicka (1999) for a detailed analysis of some of these concepts. 
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example [21] and the fact that Mr.Chitian died before the house completion in 
\ 

[22]). Suanchu also lacks the personal character of sorrow. For example, the 

feeling of the experiencer in example (22) could not possibly be described as 

sorrow because the unfortunate event did not happen to the experiencer, but to Mr. 

Chitian). Nor is suanchu a long-lasting feeling like sorrow. Both distress and 

grievance in English include within their meanings an 'active' element (' I want 

[someone] to do something' or 'I want to say something'). Such thoughts do not 

appear to have entered the mind of the experiencer of suanchu. From the very 

beginning, the experiencer realises the irreversible nature of the event. This 

element adds further poignancy to the feeling of suanchu. 

3.2.2 XTnsuan *~ [hot/spicy-sour] ('feel grieved'). 

The most widely used bilingual dictionary Jzngxuan Hanyzng Yznghan Cidian (The 

Concise Chinese-English English-Chinese Dictionary) (JXHC) translates xznsuan 

as "sad; bitter; miserable" (p. 489), and offers the following collocation xznsuan de 

wangshi )Ci,~ITT1i~ [xznsuan -LIG-past events] and its translation "sad memories; 

bitter reminiscences" (ibid.). 

Indeed, xznsuan is often used to describe the sad feeling that accompanies one' s 

retrospective thoughts, as shown in the following example, where the author 

reflects upon her hard journey of searching for a happy marriage: 

Renshijian jzduo yuanfen; - ' xzrz kuku 

human world how much predestined relation past:q.ay bitter.RDP 
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, . , 
xunqzu, duoshao - -xznsuano 

search how much xznsuan 

'How much destiny does one have in this human world? How sad it was in the 

hard search of it!' (Zhang, 2001, p.69) 

Xznsuan often refers to the repeated mishaps a person experiences over a period of 

time. It can also be used to characterise a person's hard experience over a certain 

period of one's life course like rensheng A± ('life'), t6ngnian ji::q:. ('childhood'), 

and guoqu ii -=t; ('past'). This is indirectly reflected in the following example, 

where the author tells his thoughts after reading his mother's personal memoir. 

Dan dangnian muqzn gei WO de laixin, 

but in those years mother give lSG LIG come:letter 

c6nglai r• V -mezyou yzge ' Zl ' qznsu tade - -xznsuano 

never NEG one:CL character word pour out 3 SG:LIG xinsuan 

'(Reading this autobiography of my mother's, I was able to know the 

terrible and miserable situation of our family in those years.) But she 

mentioned none of her misery and suffering in her letters to me during that 

time.' (Ou, 2003, p.11) 
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The following explication is proposed for the meaning of xznsuiin: 

[J] Semantic explication for xinsuan *M (feel grieved') 

(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks like this: 
( c) "for some time, many very bad things were happening to me 
( d) when these things were happening to me, I wanted these things not to 

be happening to me 
(e) I couldn't do anything because of this 
( f) because of this, I felt something very bad for a long time" 
(g) when a person thinks about this, this person feels something very bad 

at that moment 
(h) at the same time, there are lei ('tears') [m] in this person's yiin ('eyes') [m] 
(i) x felt like this 
G) because x thought like this 

Different from suiinchu, 'feel sad', discussed earlier in §3.2.1, in which the 

thought of the experiencer is directed at some single event that happened recently 

and that has an on-going effect, the thought of xznsuiin is focused on a specific 

period in the past when many misfortunes happened to the experiencer 

( component [ c ]). During that time, the experiencer could only 'passively' accept 

the mishaps, and suffer from them as a result (components [d]-[fJ). Whenever the 

experiencer thinks about the past, the painful experiences bring out poignant 

feelings as depicted by component (g). Component (h) indicates that xznsuiin is 

accompanied by tears. The conventional phrase xf nsuiinlei * M~t§I [xznsuiin-tear] 

is commonly used, and has its place in dictionary entries. ABC, for example, 

glosses it as 'hot and bitter tears' (p. 689). A well-known line containing 

xznsuiinlei *~1§ [xznsuiin-tear] comes from the following poem in the opening 

chapter of H6ngl6umeng (A Dream of Red A1ansions; HLM, p.7; cf. Chapter 3): 
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(25) '-f'.~~m-' fJ:,l,g_ Jiu i:=t , - fE*~¥§ o ~2\11:W~, il tlf ;!t r::p 1W 0 

Man zh'f huangtang 

full paper absurd 

Yi ba - -xznsuan 

one CL . 
xmsuan 

Dou 
, 

yun zuozhe 

all say author 

Shui Jie qizhi5ng 

who understand it:in 

'Pages full of fantastic talk 

Penned with bitter tears 

All men call the author mad 

, 
yan, 

words 

lei o 

tear 

chf, 

folly 

' . wezo 

flavour/meaning 

None of his 1nessage hears.' (Trans. Yang and Yang, 1994, p.6) 

3.2.3 XTnsuan JG'~ [heart-sour] ('feel pity/compassion'). 

The emotion concept xfnsuiin to be discussed in this section, though identical in its 

pronunciation to the xfnsuiin ('feel grieved' ) discussed in the previous section, has 

a different written character for xfn. The interlinear glosses for this pair of 

homonyms are shown as follows: 

(26) a. xfnsuiin *~ [hot/pungent-sour] (§ 3 .2.2) 

b. xfnsuiin JG'~ [heart-sour] (§ 3.2.3) 
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The feeling of xznsuan [heart-sour], the topic of this section, arises when one's 

thoughts are directed towards another person, who is undergoing some sort of 

suffering, as is the case in the following example: 

Wo xiang WO r • r cazneng duideq'f ' na ling wo 

ISG think 1 SG PAR T:can not let down that make 1 SG 

xznsuan de Jiaobuo 

heart:sourLIG footstep 

'(Only if there is a day when I can become a harbor for my mother, sheltering 

her from wind and rain), I think I can be said to have not let her down for the 

poignant sound of her footsteps.' (XWCB, Nov. 8th
, 2002). 

The daughter in the above example described her mother's footsteps as making her 

feel xznsuan. The family lived on the 6th floor without lift access. For the first time, 

' the daughter listened to her mother's climbing footsteps, and found that her mother 

completed one flight with two slow footsteps. She knew that her mother's knees 

were not in good shape. Thinking of this and of her mother's care of her, she felt 

guilty for failing to notice her mother's struggle in daily life. Her heart felt 

poignantly for her mother, and she wanted to do something good for her. The 

meaning of xznsuan can be portrayed as follows: 
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[K] Semantic explication for xznsuan 1Ld~ (Jee! pity/compassion'): 

(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks like this about someone else: 
( c) "something bad is happening to this person 
( d) this is bad for the other person 
(e) this other person can't say: I don' t want this to be happening to me" 
(f) when a person thinks like this about someone else, this person feels 

something very bad at that moment 
(g) at the same time, there are lei ('tears') [m] in this person's yan ('eyes') [m] 
(h) x felt like this 
(i) because x thought like this 

As mentioned earlier, the thought of xfnsuan is focused on another person 

( component [b ]). Components ( c )-( e) indicate that, in the eyes of the experiencer, 

the very bad thing that happened to the other person is beyond their control. 

However, the explication leaves open whether the target person themselves view 

the event in the same light. Maybe the target person does not. The following 

example offers an extreme case, where the target person seems to have a 

completely different interpretation of the situation from that of the experiencer, the 

protagonist - the young mistress of the house (because the target person is not 

aware that what they ate was something for really poor people). 

c2 s) d> mm, l;\ m:1:&Jt& = J!t~*~_§: ~*ii*, rl¾il~~O~? 

Shaonainai xfnsuande . ,_,, 

zhezhong ' . xzang: Cal 

young mistress of the house heart:sour :ADV think this:kind dish 

·shi . ' ' . ' ' shui ' chz a? xzangxza cucaz, guoqu qu 

BE countryside crude:dish past who go eat PART 

'(Wang Anyi's novel Liushi described such a scene: during the very difficult 

and hard days of the Cultural Revolution, the young mistress of the house, Ms 

Zhang, cooked a dish of stewed pork with eggs, and everybody was delighted.) 
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Mistress Zhang thought to herself in great grief: this kind of dish is a crude one 

of the countryside. In the past, who would eat it?' (XMWB, November 19th, 

2002) 

Obviously, in the mind of the young mistress of the house, the others were 

unaware that they themselves were suffering, whereas the family seemed to enjoy 

the dish. When the target person is not aware of his or her own predicament, it 

gives the meaning of xfnsuan an overtone that is even more poignant and tragic. 

In a sense, the experiencer of xfnsuan is like an external judge, who appraises 

the event independently from the person directly involved in the event. When one 

sees a commercial showing a starving child, or comes across a poignant story 

about the protagonist's miserable experience, one can feel xfnsuan for the other 

person. In this respect, the cognitive scenario of xfnsuan is very different from that 

of empathy in English, where the experiencer applies his or her own imagination 

to the other person's situation and thinks they know what it would be like to be in 

a similar situation (' I want to think: I know how this person feels when things like 

this happen') ( cf. Travis, 1998). The 'feel sorry for' kind of attitude in xfnsuan, in 

fact, links it closer to the meaning of pity in English, where the other person may 

also not be aware of the bad happening. However, the compelling urge to do 

something good for the person who, in the eyes of the experiencer, is suffering 

( component [h]) brings xfnsuan closer in its meaning to compassion. Example (26) 

explicitly mentions this point - 'I want to do something good for this person'. So 

does the following example: _ 
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Zhengge liandui ~ zenme hai , . ...... ' ' mezyou guoqu hao le, 

the whole:CL brigade how still NEG past good PART 

yous hi yzzhen - -xznsuano 

again:BE one:CL heart:sour 

'(The few generations nurtured by this land were always concerned about it. 

No matter where we go, we always wanted to do something for the 'Great 

Northern Wilderness', and we all wished that there could be more changes. 

stiLlnat ~ But, (when we returned,) how come the whole place was ~ as good as the 
A 

past, we felt a gush of compassion. We donated books and money, and helped 

to build schools .... ' (Dou, ed., 2002, p.301) 

'The Great Northern Wilderness' is the place where tens of thousands of Chinese 

youth spent their prime during the Cultural Revolution. In this example, taken 

from a TV interview, a well-known Chinese comedy duo described their feelings 

upon returning to that place, and it is clear that they likened 'the Great Northern 

Wilderness' to a person whom they cared about, had pity on it for its 

underdevelopment, and desired to do some charitable things for the people there. 

In the prototypical scenario of xznsuan, the thoughts of the experiencers are 

directed towards another person. However, there are situations when the 

experiencers put themselves in the shoes of another person, judging the whole 

experience in which they are involved like an on-looker (that is 'a person can think 

like this about oneself). In the following example, the experiencer feels xznsuan 

for her husband and for herself in leaving behind their memorable university life 

before embarking on a new life full of unknowns: 
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Wangzhe Juchude dabiaoyu, youxze xznsuan: women yijzng 

watch:DUR hang out:LIG big:slogan somewhat heart:sour IPL already 

r • .., mezyou mingnian le o 

NEG next year PFV IP ART 

'(The celebration of the university anniversary continued till dusk, and came to 

an end in splendid fireworks. 'See you next year!') Looking at the big 

slogan hung out, I felt sad. We would not have a next year.' 

Like suanchu ~~ ('feel sad'; §3.2.1) and xznsuan -¥-~ ('feel grieved'; §3.2.2), 

xznsuan ,C,\~ ('feel pity/compassion') is also closely associated with tears. The 

following example explicitly mentions this important aspect of xznsuan ( and of all 

sutin-related emotion concepts): 

Yzgu - - de leishuz r 

ta ' qznghuzse xznsuan cong na 

one:CL heart:sourLIG tear from 3SG that black:grey:colour 

de yankuanglz yile chulai 

LIG eyering:inside overflow out 

'(Li Xiu'e finally opened her tightly closed eyes, and saw her 'big black' 

howling vis-a-vis her), a stream of heartsick tears flowed from her grey eye

ring. (She realised that it was the dog that saved her.)' (G, October, 1991) 

The usual translations of xznsuan 'Ll\~' ranging from "feel sad" (e.g. JXHY, p.490) 

to "heartsick; heartsore; grief-stricken" ( e.g. ZSHC, p.312), fail to capture this 
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important bodily aspect of xznsuan - tear-shedding, which is integral to its 
. 

meamng. 

Morphologically, xznsuan 1t\~ is a subject-predicate compound. The 

relationship between the two composite morphemes is that of topic-comment. 

Because the subject xzn ('heart') and the stative verb suan ('sour') are free 

morphemes, the compound can function as a simple declarative sentence, where 

the subject is xzn ('heart') and the predicate is the verb suan ('sour'). Other 

constituents can be inserted in between, as shown in (32): 

.xl_zn_l_f ___ b_u.,..._y_6_u _ __,.L..y_is_u_a__,n, giinjfn molei zuole '"' wan 

heart:inside can't help one:sourimmediately wipe:tear make:PFV CL 

jzdan xifan duandao • r nzang shenbiano 

egg congee hold:arrive mother body:side 

'(He could not but think of what people call 'momentary recovery of 

consciousness just before death',) he couldn't help feeling a surge of pity in his 

heart, but he immediately wiped off his tears, made egg congee, and took it to 

his mother's side.' (G, October, 1991) 

Xznlf yisuan 1t\1!-~ [heart-inside-one-sour] gives the impression that the feeling 

was sudden, and that there is a momentary surge of acute sensation in the body. 

Descriptions of tears or red eyes are almost obligatory following the mention of 

xznlf yzsuan [heart-inside-one-sour]. It is interesting to see that a native Mandarin 

informant elicits the following sentence full of conventional descriptions involving 

the use of xznlz yisuan: 
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Ta xiangqz zijz gushenyzren, wuyzwukao, 

3SG think:rise self alone:body:one:person without dependents 

xznlz yzsuan, Ziuxia Zeilai o 

heart:inside one:sour flow:down tear:come.INC 

'Thinking that she was alone and had no one to depend on, she couldn't but 

feel a surge of pity. Tears streamed down her face.' 

3.2.4. Suan2 ~ 2 ('feel envious/jealous'). 

This section examines the meaning of suan2, as illustrated earlier by example (20). 

The further detailed context in which the author felt suan2 in (20) is contained 

within the Chinese culture, where husbands and wives do not praise their spouses 

in public. Therefore, when the author encounters a Chinese 9ouple, and saw the 

husband showing his love to his wife very naturally in public, she felt suan2 

because her own husband never did this. The following explication is intended to 

capture the meaning of suan2_ 

[L] Semantic explication for suan.2 ~ 2 ('feel envious/jealous'): 

(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks like this: 
( c) "something good is happening to another person 
( d). the same good thing is not happening to me 
( e) I want good things like this to happen to me 
(f) I want to do something because of this 
(g) I can't do anything" 
(h) when a person thinks about this, this person feels something very bad 

at that moment 
(h) (at the same time, there is something like shuz ('water') [m] inside this person's 

yan ('eyes') [m]) 

(i) x felt like this 
G) because x thought like this 
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To a considerable extent, the cognitive prototypical scenario of suiin2 is like that of 

envious in English. However, the thought of suiin2 is focused on the event as a 

whole, not on a particular person, which is what the meaning of envious is about. 

In other words, the experiencer feels suiin2 because they are not at the receiving 

end of some fortunate event, which is something that they desire. This more 

general scenario allows suiin2 to be used in a wide range of situations, including a 

jealous situation. 12 Component (g) - 'I can't do anything' - is important to the 

meaning of suiin2, in that without this thought element the emotion could be 

interpreted as buping ~f ('feel indignant due to injustice'). Again the 

momentarily intense feeling often brings tears to the experiencer ( component [h ]). 

However, the evocation of tears with suiin2 seems to be less strong than it is with 

suiin1. For this reason, component (h) is placed within brackets. 

3.2.5 Tears and suan-related emotion concepts 

Some shared features of suiin-related emotion concepts can be observed on the 

basis of the above analysis. Firstly, there is a sense of powerlessness ( e.g. 'I can't 

do anything because of this') common to all of them. And it is this powerless 

feeling that makes suiin compatible with other 'helpless'-related emotion concepts 

such as wunai 72* ('helpless, without choice') and bei ~ ('tragic/fatalistic 

12 A Chinese expression that is comparable in its sense to the English jealous is 
chzcu llzr!i [eat-vinegar] ('be jealous [usu. rivalry in love)', JXHY, p.65). Hanyzng 
Shuiingjie Hanyu Guanyongyu Cidian ((~~xJM.ix.iB-'t~ffli-B-iiu~)) (An English 
Dictionary of Chinese Idioms; HGC) includes the idiom aichzcu ~llzM [love
chfcu ], 'be easily jealous of others [ usually used when talking of relations between 
men and women' (HGC, p.3). Chzcu involves a third party (the rival), who is there 
to compete with the experiencer for a share of the good feeling expected from 
another person. See Wierzbicka (1999, pp.97-100) for discu~sion of jealous and 
jealousy in English. 
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sadness') ( cf. Ye, 2001a). In fact, Chinese monolingual dictionaries, such as XHC, 

simply explain suan as beitong ~Ym [tragic sadness-acute pain] (p.1206). 

!conically, this sense of powerless feeling might have something to do with the 

fact that no matter how unpleasant a taste appears to be, the taste itself has become 

part of the (bodily) experience. 

Secondly, as shown in the meanings of all these suan -related emotion concepts, 

particularly in the group of suan 1 concepts, tears are a common feature shared by 

all of them. Tears are often considered a universal and involuntary form of bodily 

expression, closely, although not exclusively, associated with 'sadness'-like 

emotions. 13 It is a general perception among people that only deeply felt feelings 

compel one to shed tears, and tears evoke a more private feeling on the part of the 

experiencer. It should be noted that these suan-related emotions are not compatible 

with audible ku ('cry'), which does not necessarily involves tear-shedding (see 

§5.3 of Chapter 3,). Collocations like ?xfnsuande kule JLJ\~1f~ T [heart-sour

EXT-cry-INC] ('so sad that one cries') sound phony, whereas xfnsuande zhidiaolei 

JLJ\~ 1f ] rjf)§ ('so sad that one keeps shedding tears') is perfectly natural. It 

appears that in the Chinese language emotion concepts that are associated with 

13 Tears are still considered a 'mystery' in psychology (Frijda, 1986) in that 
scholars are yet to find out what causes emotional tears. Darwin's (1998/ (1872], 
pp.164-17 5) view on the cause of the secretion of tears, although debatable, still 
remains influential. In his view, the secretion of tears is the result of the strong and 
involuntary contraction of muscles around the eyes because of the 'engorgement' 
of the blood vessels of the eyes. In his view, emotional tears are like reflex tears, 
in that they take pressure off the eyes. 

Allan Fridlund, in his book Human Facial Expression: An Evolutionary View 
(Fridlund, 1994), argues that people cry when they are overwhelmed irrespective 
of what emotions people are experiencing. And people cry to elicit support. 
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intense, momentary feelings, where the experiencer is deeply 'stirred', in 

connection with 'helpless' thought are prone to producing tears. 14 

It also seems that the natural expression of tears might be a conceptual link 

between the suan-related emotions discussed above and the bodily feelings 

brought about by the experience of tasting (or even smelling) something sour. A 

commonly encountered experience is that the sour taste ( or smell) often causes 

irritation in the nose, which leads to tears. In this connection, it is interesting to 

note that Chinese also use bizi yzsuan 4-=f-~ [nose-one-sour] ('to have a sudden 

irritated sensation in the nose'), to describe the sensation that one feels when one 

is about to shed tears ( cf. 'a lump in the throat' in English). 15 

3.3. La ¥t and xin -${'hot/spicy') 

Both la m and xzn $- are hot, burning tastes associated with ginger, garlic, and 

peppers ( e.g. CH & XHC). Xzn is often explained as 'suffering' or 'pain' by 

modem Chinese dictionaries, reflecting an archaic use. In modem Chinese, it 

usually appears in compounds as a bound morpheme, such as inxznsuan $~ 

('feel sad', discussed in §3.2.1). La ('spicy') does not appear to have an overt 

emotional meaning. However, it may refer to bodily sensations that are related to 

'shame', as shown in the following example from XHC: 

14 A further example can be drawn from the two basic 'sadness'-like emotions 
proposed in traditional Chinese texts, bei ~ ('tragic/fatalistic sadness') and cti -R 
('mourning') (see Ye, 2001a, b ). While qi ~il ('weep/sob') implies tears and can be 
collocated with bei (viz. beiqi ~~il)- also a momentary, strong emotion in 
response to irreversible event, it cannot however collocate with ai (viz. *azqz -RN). 
Ai, ultimately a moral feeling that can be cultivated, can only be collocated with ku 
~ (viz. ctiku -R~; cf. *beiku ~~) (see also Harbsmeier, 1998). 

15 Interestingly, 'a lump in the throat' in English also implies that one tries to 
hold back tears. 
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Xznlz bity6ude yizhen lahuhu 

heart: inside can't help one:CL spicy:of appearance.RDP 

de fashiioo 

LIG fever 

'(Thinking of his own mistake,) he felt waves of burning fevers in his 

heart.' (XHC, p. 7 46) 

3.4 Gan if and tian =mt ('sweet') 

Both giin tt and ticin W ref er to tastes like that of sugar or honey. Gan reflects an 

archaic use, mostly appearing in compounds or set phrases, such as kujinggiinlai 

tr~ it* [bitter-exhaust-sweet-come] (' At the end of suffering comes happiness') 

(XHC, p.406; cf. § 3 .1.2). Gan is considered the opposite of ku ('bitter'; cf. § 3 .1 ), 

and giin and ku ('sweet-bitter') together form a compound, meaning 'the taste 

experienced in one's work or experience, often referring to the bitter side' ('tEI 

Tian W ('sweet') and tianmi ttt~ [sweet-honey] describe feelings of 

'happiness'. For example: 

Dan ' . zaz ,. 
mang xznlz shi tian deo 

but again busy heart:inside BE sweet PART 
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'(Before long, we prepared for our wedding, buying furniture, bedding, 

booking Western banquets in the Park Hotel, and taking wedding photos.) How 

busy we were!) No matter how busy we were, we felt great happiness.' (Ou, 

2003, p.69) 

(36) fJJ 71 A -&J:, :fof ffiiM~:fofmt~, :for ,B iJf-f 1R s<J 'ritm o 

Chuwei 
, ..., 

you - ·- V renmu, xznxzan, you 

first: become person:mother there be new there be 

tianmi, youdian shuobuqznq de youlilo 

sweet:honey there be:a little say:NET:clear LIG worry 

' Just becoming a mother, I felt new sweetness, and also a little bit 

apprehension.' (Zhang, 2001, p.106) 

The examples show that tian or tianmi ('sweet-honey') is associated with fortunate 

events. The experiencer is 'intoxicated', and immersed in happiness. The meaning 

of tian or tianmi ('sweet-honey') can be explicated as follows: 

[M] Semantic explication of tianmi ~~ (' feel happiness') 

(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks like this: 
( c) "something very good is happening to me 
( c). I wanted something like this to happen to me 
( d) I want this good thing to be happening to me for some time more 
( e) I can't not think about this 
(f) I don't want to think about other things" 
(g) when a person thinks about this, this person feels something very good 

for a long time, 
(h) x felt like this 
(i) because x thought like this 
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Components ( c )-( d) show a great satisfaction on the part of the experiencer 

because the good event is much desired. Component ( d) suggests that the 

experiencer wishes that the moment be prolonged. Components ( e )-(f) show that 

the experiencer is deeply absorbed in his or her world of 'happiness'. 

4. A comparative perspective 

Is this mode of emotion talk - describing emotions via tastes - unique to the 

Chinese language? Perhaps not. For example, in the English language, bitter, sour, 

and sweet also contain emotional meanings. But the question is do these emotion

describing taste words in English express the same meanings, and are as frequently 

used as their counterparts in Chinese? To answer this question, this section will 

first have a close look of the meanings of bitter, sour, and sweet, and then discuss 

the differences between words from the 'taste domain' in both Chinese and 

English, citing also available information regarding the frequencies of such words 

in both languages. 

4.1 Feel bitter 

In English, the word bitter, which is often considered the equivalent of ku, can also 

be used to describe emotion. However, it has a very different meaning, and its use 

is less frequent when compared with counterparts in Chinese. The following three 

examples represent the prototypical use of 'feel bitter' in English, with the first 

two from the Cobuild corpus, and the third from the Collins Cobuild English 

Language Dictionary (CCELD, p.134): 
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(3 7)a. I do feel bitter about the lack of resources given to the arts, but music is a 

tough profession - it requires dedication and it's always been that way. 

b. She has an excuse for feeling bitter for being a victim of the morality of the 

fifties. 

c. The manufacturers felt bitter about the increase in tax. 

The above examples show that the English word bitter is used in very different 

sense from the Chinese kii. Its meaning seems to be closer to that of resentful. The 

following explication is proposed for the n1eaning of feel bitter in English: 

[N] Semantic explication for feel bitter 

(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks like this: 
( c) "something bad is happening to me 
( d) I do not want things like this to happen to me 
(e) I want to do something because of this if I can 
(f) I know that I can't do anything" 
(g) when this person thinks about this, this person feels something very bad 
(h) x felt like this 
(i) because x thought like this 

Components (c)-(d) suggest that the experiencer considers himself or herself as a 

'victim' of some event. The sting of the 'bitterness' comes from the powerless 

feeling on the part of the experiencer (components [e]-[f]): although wishing to 

take some action, the experiencer knows that it is beyond their ability to do so. 

Thus, the experiencer is resigned to the reality. All of the above examples clearly 

illustrate these points. The sense of 'anger at the impossible' is vividly captured by 

the following example, where the speaker feels bitter at the thought of turning 

thirty. It is something that he cannot do anything about. 
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(38) 'I'm thirty ... yes, I'm thirty' said Michael, sharply and suddenly, with a 

curious laugh; hollow, triumphant, and bitter (Lawrence,1993/[1968], p.21) 

4.2 Feel sour 

The English word sour can also be used to describe emotions, though admittedly 

its usage is limited. CCELD explains "if something goes sour or turns sour, it 

becomes less enjoyable or less satisfactory" (p. 1393). It then provides the 

following example: "After a promising start, things began to tum sour" (ibid). The 

word 'a promising start' hints that the meaning of sour involves a positive 

expectation. This point is also very nicely illustrated by the following example 

taken from the Co build corpus: 16 

(3 9) Sam Torrance was feeling sweet then sour during the final round of the 

Heineken World Cup Golf. A curious or a wily Chinese spectator pinched 

his ball on the last hole yesterday in the People's Republic of China. And that 

denied Scotland a chance of second place behind the runway. 

Initially, the golfer 'felt sweet'. It was almost certain that he would win. However, 

something unexpected happened, ruining the prospect. Because of this twist, the 

feeling of 'sour' seems to be mingled with 'bitterness', a sense of resentment. The 

meaning of feel sour in English may be explicated as follows: 

16 A search of the Co build corpus finds very few examples of 'feel sour'. The 
corpus registers far more use of 'feel bitter' than ' feel sour'. However, it seems that the expression 'tum sour-' or 'go sour' is more commonly used than 'feel sour' . 
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,. [O] Semantic explication for feel sour 

(a) x felt something because x thought something 
(b) sometimes a person thinks like this: 
( c) "I wanted something good to happen to me 
( d) I thought this good thing would happen to me 
(e) I felt something good because of this 
(f) now I can't think like this anymore 
(g) because someone did something 
(h) I did not think that this person would do something like this 
(i) I felt something bad towards this person because of this 
G) this person could know I wanted this person to know this" 
(k) when this person thinks about thls, this person feels something very bad 
(1) x felt like this 
(m) because x thought like this 

Components (c)-(d) expresses not only the experiencer's desire for something to 

happen, but also its positive prospect. Component ( e) indicates that the experiencer 

took comfort in thinking of the positive outcome. Components (f)-(h) describe the 

change in prospect from 'sweet' to 'sour' due to someone else's unexpected action. 

Component (i) shows that the experiencer resents the other person's action. In the 

experiencer's mind, the other person could know better that their action would 

cause resentment on the part of the experiencer ( component [j]). Therefore, from 

the point of view of the experiencer, the other person's action could be thought of 

as deliberate. The word 'wily' in example (39) affirms this point. 

4.3 Sweet 

In English, sweet can also refer to emotion. For example, CC ELD explains that "if 

you describe an emotion or a feeling as sweet, you mean that it gives you intense 

pleasure, satisfaction and reward" (p. 704 ). Some collocations provided by the 

same dictionary include "sweet love" and "sweet success". Interestingly, although 

tianmi de ai !tt~l¥J~ [sweet-LIG-love] is a natural expression in Chinese, *tianmi 

de chenggong * W~ l¥J JixiJ;J [sweet-LIQ-success] is unacceptable. 
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4.4 General discussion 

The above discussion and analysis show that in both Chinese and English specific 

tastes such as 'bitter', 'sour' and 'sweet' are used to describe emotions. However, 

the two languages differ in a number of important ways. Firstly, it is noticeable 

from the examples cited above that in Chinese the words for describing specific 

tastes ku ('bitter') and suan (' sour') appear to form a rich domain for describing 

emotions. One may have an idea of the important role that these words play in the 

Chinese language from their frequencies of use. 

According to Xiandai Hanyu Zip in Tongji Biao ((fJ!t1~tZ i-B--'¥i®!~JEit *» 
(Frequency Charts of Chinese Characters; XHZTB), ku ('bitter') occurs 125 times 

in a sampling of texts relating to wentfshenhu6lei X12'r1:m~ ('Category of 

Entertainment, Sports, and Daily Life') totalling 577,024 characters (words), 

making it rank No.799 in the list of the 4210 characters considered; 17 suan ('sour') 

occurs 140 times, ranking No. 749; and tfrin ('sweet') 78 times, ranking No.1055 

(The data is listed in Table 2 below). These words, which are mostly among the 

top 25% of the commonly used characters in Chinese, are undoubtedly of high 

frequency. 

In comparison, the Cobuild corpus (including US, UK, and Australian written 

and spoken data totalling 56 million words) records 33 occurrences per million 

words for bitter, 10 occurrences per million words for sour, and 45 occurrences 

per million words for sweet. Further, according to Cobuild, which divides 

frequency into five bands (with five diamond symbols ••••• marking top 700 

17 A Chinese high school graduate is expected to master 3600 commonly used characters. 
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words, •••• next 1000 words, ••• & •• next 4000 words, and • the rest), bitter 

and sweet are in band 3 and sour in band 4. 

Table 2: Frequencies of Taste Words in Chinese and English 

Chinese (from XHZTB) English ( from Co build) 

Frequency Ranking (of 4210 characters) Frequency (per million words) 
ku 125 799 bitter 33 
suan 140 749 sour 10 
tfrin 78 1055 sweet 45 

Of course, the frequency data cited above should only be treated as a rough 

guidance, not as absolute authority, since neither corpus, XHZTB or Cobuild, 

differentiates the polysemous uses of the words concerned. 

Nonetheless, the frequency data presented here revealing the general trends 

of the use of taste words in both languages would seem to fit with the general 

picture painted above of the elaborated use of ku and suan in the Chinese language, 

and the value placed on chzku [eat-bitterness] ('endure hardship) (cf. §3.1.2). 

Secondly, although both Chinese and English show the conceptualisation of 

emotional experience via bodily sensation and perception (in this case via specific 

tastes), the emotions that they are associated with are vastly different. Chinese link 

ku ('bitter') to 'sad-like' emotions, while, in English, bitter is used to describe 

'anger-like' emotions, with its meaning closer to resentment. The analysis of ku 

points to a strong parallel between, on the one hand, the Chinese experience of 

traditional Chinese medicine and their emotional experience (the case of ku1 

discussed in §3.1.1), and, on the other, the Chinese people's belief in the benefit 
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of traditional Chinese medicine and their value placed on 'enduring hardship' (the 

case of kus discussed in §3 .1.2). 18 

Shaver, Wu, and Schwartz (1992) have observed that 'sadness' (and also 'sad 

love') is an elaborated domain in the Chinese emotional world (see also Ye, 

2001a). The analysis of the meanings of ku and suan point to the same direction. 

In particular, the analysis has shown that the group of suan-related words express 

momentary, intense helpless feelings and are linked to tears, which appears to be a 

conceptual link between suan-related emotions and the bodily feelings and 

expressions (irritation of nose and tears) caused by the experience of tasting 

something sour (cf. §3.2.5 for detailed discussion of the commonly shared features 

of suan-related words). 

In English, the use of the word sour seems to be restricted to human relations 

and it always involves the distasteful (in the eyes of the experiencer) action of 

another person. Expressions such as sour relationship are a case in point. The 

analysis of the meaning of sour shows that in the English conceptualisation, the 

emotional experience of 'sour' takes 'sweet' as a starting point or as a point of 

comparison. A strong iconic parallel can be drawn between 'something turning 

sour (from sweet)' and 'a person feels sour (from feeling sweet)'. The emotional 

changes are modelled on a visually-based change. This link seems to be absent in 

the Chinese conceptualisation of suan ('sour'). 

18 The prototypical associations of ku and bitter are different. In Chinese culture, 
the 'bitter' taste is closely associated with traditional Chinese medicine, while 
according to the Longman Dictionary of the English Language (LDEL, p.146), 
bitter is a taste "similar to that of quinine". Both associations, though common to 
members of their reprehensive cultures, are considered alien if viewed from the 
standpoint of the other (Kuining ~T still remains a loan word in Chinese). It 
seems that our prototypical sense of a basic taste is not separable from the 
environment we live in. 
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The analysis carried out in this chapter, with respect to both Chinese and English, 

also points to some shared tendencies. Firstly, in both languages, specific tastes are 

used to describe emotions, suggesting that bodily experience itself forms an 

important basis for the conceptualisation of emotional experiences for speakers of 

both Chinese and English. 

Secondly, although the iconic link between what the English speakers' describe 

as bitter emotional experience and what they consider to be a bitter taste is not 

clear, both the Chinese and English examples show that unpleasant tastes such as 

'bitter' are consistently associated with 'bad feelings'. This again points to some 

universal aspects underlying our bodily-based conceptualisation of emotional 

experience. Undoubtedly, further research into how people from different 

language and cultural backgrounds talk about their emotions with taste-related 

vocabulary will shed important light on the similarities and differences in the ways 

people link their sensory experiences to their emotional experiences. 

Although the focus of this chapter is the meaning analysis of specific taste 

terms in Chinese emotion expression and description, it has also become apparent 

that the generic Chinese word for taste, zfwei ittqt ( or weidao qtit!), can be used 

for describing emotions (see e.g. examples [2], [5], and [15] cited above ). 19 Further 

examples are listed below: 

Youren yang caipiao lid quanshiguo - ' xzwang, 

there be: person use lottery come explain:EXP hope 

19 See footnote 2 in Chapter 5-for the differences between zfwei and weidao. 
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shzwang 
..., 

yu . , ' ;uewang de - ' zzwezo 

disappointment and despair LIG feeling 

'Some people use the metaphor of the lottery to explain their feelings of hope, 

disappointment and despair.' (XMZK, October, 2001) 

Zhengshi qzngchun nianshao, bush£ chou zzwei de 

right:BE youth age:young NEG:recognize worry feeling LIO 

nianlingo 

age 

'(In my memory, we were) just young, and at the age of not knowing what the 

feeling of worry was like.' (Zhang, 2001, p.89) 

The seat of zzwei is xzn ('heart'), the locus of emotional (and mental) activities in 

Chinese, as further illustrated by the following examples: 

Xznlz hen bushi - '. zzwez o 

heart:inside very NEG:BE taste 

'(Seeing that my own name is followed by 'visiting Japan'), I felt something 

bad.' (Rui and Jiang, 2001, p.105) 

Zhengshi zhitduo - '. zzwez zai xznt6uo 

true:BE many feeling LOC heart:head 
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'(When I thought that in all these years of managing the company, we had 

weathered the same wind and rain, together progressed and retreated, trusted 

each other and supported each other, the company grew as a result of our 

pains-taking effort,) many feelings were aroused in our hearts.' (Hoogewerf 

and Chan, eds., 2003, p.105) 

Xznl'f yongshang yizhong shuobitchu de weidaoo 

heart:inside gush:up one:CL say:NEG:out LIG feeling 

'(I also thought of that thin hand,) an unnameable feeling gushed up.' (An, 

ed., 1998, p.274) 

Obviously, these examples show that zzwei is a very productive expression 

for describing emotions in the Chinese language. It does not appear that its 

English counterpart, taste or flavour, has a similar usage. The appreciation of the 

role that zzwei plays in the Chinese emotional world is inseparable from that of the 

general role wei ('taste/flavour') plays in the broader Chinese conceptual scheme. 

To investigate and understand the role wei plays in Chinese conceptual system is 

the aim of next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

'Taste' as a Gateway to Chinese Cognition 

Building on Chapter 4, this chapter further explores the role that wei ('taste) 
plays in the Chinese conceptual system. This is an area of research that has gone 
virtually unheeded in cognitive science because of the general view that taste is a 
lower-level sense in the Western philosophical tradition. Therefore, it is generally 
regarded as a poor source domain for the target domain of mental states and 
activities. However, as the chapter shows, an understanding of the 'taste '-based 
vocabulary - a rich and salient domain in the Chinese language - is indispensable 
to the understanding of the Chinese conceptual world and the Chinese way of 
thinking, knowing and feeling (including literary thought). The wei-related 
expressions covered in this chapter include ziwei ( 'taste/feeling), huiwei [return
taste] ('to recall the pleasant flavour of/to enjoy in retrospect), ruwei [enter-taste] 
('full of flavour/to be absorbed in doing something), fiwei [body-taste] (to 
understand through thinking about experience) vs. fiyan ('to experience firsthand) 
and tihui (to comprehend intuitively), and pinwei [sa,nple-taste] (to taste in 
order to appreciate/appreciate). The meaning of each of these concepts is 
discussed in detail and explicated so that we can see how Chinese 'taste ' . 
experiences are mapped onto various cognitive domains. By highlighting and 
illustrating the important role that wei plays in the formation of the Chinese 
conceptual system, this study raises andaddresses a much neglected, yet 
important question - in what way can we study the bodily and conceptual 
experience of a cultural tradition ·where there has not been a divide between the 
body and the mind? A Chinese model of cognitive states in relation to the Chinese 
sensory experience of taste is proposed. The physiological basis that seems to 
underpin the general principles of the cognitive system observed in Chinese and in 
some Inda-European languages are also discussed, as well as the cultural and 
philosophical bases for the peculiarly Chinese 'embodied' way of thinking, 
knowing and feeling. 
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People from different cultures not only speak different languages but, 

what is possibly more important, inhabit different sensory worlds. 

(Hall, 1966, p2) 

His eye then finds greater enjoyment in the five colours, his ear in the 

five sounds, his mouth in the five tastes, and his mind benefits from 

processing all that is in the world. (Xunzi, 1.14, 340-245 BC)1 

1. Background and objective 

Linguistic research into the relationships between physical experience and the 

conceptual system has so far paid scant attention to the role that taste plays in 

human cognition. This is related to the general view that taste is a lower-level 

sense in the W esten1 philosophical tradition. That is, the sense of taste is viewed as 

being inferior to some other senses, such as that of sight and hearing (see e.g. 

Vinge, 1975; Synott, 1991). As such, it is generally regarded as a poor source 

domain for the target domain of mental states and mental activity ( e.g. Danesi, 

1990; Sweetser, 1990). Yet, to fully understand the Chinese conceptual world and 

the Chinese_way of thinking, knowing and feeling (including literary thought), one 

has to understand the meanings of 'taste'-based vocabulary, a rich and salient 

domain in the Chinese language. The purpose of this chapter is to bring this 

important aspect of the Chinese sensory and cognitive experience to the attention 

of researchers of human cognition. To this end, it will investigate some Chinese 

expressions based around the generic nominal term wei ('taste'), and explicate and 

1 &.3~Jt~:t6-.z . .-teu §lff-Z3iB, El=frtz3i§, wfrtz.n.~, ,t,~Uzif:xT «1f1Ff·ib~~~ 
-)) (CHANT) o 
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represent their meanings in NSM. From this we can see how Chinese 'taste' 

experiences are mapped onto various cognitive domains. 

In Section 2, the important role that wei plays in Chinese language and thought 

is illustrated with some exan1ples. Section 3 explains why the theory of conceptual 

metaphor - which has been a dominant framework for analysing the link between 

bodily experience and conceptual systems - has not been chosen for the purpose of 

this study, taking into consideration aspects of Chinese philosophical tradition. In· 

Section 4, a detailed semantic analysis of a set of Chinese wei-related terms is 

undertaken, and their semantic content and structure is discussed. Section 5 

discusses the theoretical and methodological implications of this study. It proposes 

a Chinese model of cognitive states in relation to the Chinese sensory experience 

of taste based on the previous analysis. The physiological basis that seems to 

underpin the general principles of the cognitive system observed in Chinese and in 

some Indo-European languages will be discussed, as well as the cultural and 

philosophical bases for the peculiarly Chinese 'embodied' way of thinking, 

knowing and feeling. 

2. Examples of Chinese 'taste'- related wor~s 

Wei ~ ('taste') plays an important role in Chinese language and thought. 2 Taste

related vocabulary is rich and abundant in Chinese, describing experiences that are 

2 The closest correlate of the English noun taste in modem Chinese is the 
monosyllabic wei ~ and the di~syllabic weidao ~m or zzwei ~~- Wei and 
weidao are polysemous, meaning both 'taste' and 'smell'. In classical Chinese, 
however, wei means 'taste' only ( e.g. GHC), and weidao, a verb-object phrase, 
means 'to taste/know the meaning of principle or truth'. It is interesting to note that 
Viberg's (1984) typological study of lexicalisation patterns of perception verbs has 
shown that 'there is an obvious link between taste and smell" (p.146). 
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far beyond the purely gustatory. As a simple example, to say in Chinese that a 

woman or a man is 'womanly/feminine' or 'manly/masculine', one would evoke 

the notion of wei: you nilren wei ~37-:).,.1~ [have-woman-wei] or you nanren wei 

~~A~ [have-m.an-wei]. When something does not go the way that one 

anticipates, one can say bianwei le 5t~ 7 [the wei has changed], piiowei le ffilW 7 

[the wei has escaped], or zouwei le 5E~ T [The wei has left]. As another example, 

right after the 2005 Chinese New Year Eve gala on TV, the most widely watched 

program. across Mainland China, there were various newspaper commentary 

articles about the 'taste' (i.e. quality) of the show. We can get a glimpse from the 

following example, which forms the title of an article: 3 

Jzzhe diiinping yinping 'nianyefon' weidao ruhe? 

journalist commenting.on screen New Year's Eve.meal taste how 

'A journalist's appraisal of the New Year's Eve gala.' 

The following list of some of the wei-related words found in the Chinese-English 

bilingual dictionary, ABC (with some of the translations modified), shows clearly 

that wei plays a salient role in Chinese people's mental life.4 For convenience, 

It should also be noted that the perception verb of 'taste' is chang ~' which 
also has the meaning of 'to try' and 'to experience'. However, unlike the English 
verb taste, chang cannot take a copula'tille complement ( e.g. 'X tastes delicious'). 

The meaning of wei or weidao includes both 'taste' and 'flavour'. 

3 All the examples cited in this chapter, if unspecified, are from 
[http://www. yahoo .com.en]. 

4 According to Chao and Yang's (1962) Guoyu Zidiiin « III iB--'=¥~ )) ( Concise 
Dictionary of Spoken Chinese'; hereafter GYZD), wei functi9ns as a bound 
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these words have been grouped under the headings of 'feeling', 'thinking', and 

'knowing'. It is obvious that the mental states embodied in many of these words 

cut across these three categories, and some relate to all of th~m. 

a. feeling5 

zzwei: ittlW [grow-taste]: taste/feeling 

quwei: ~~ [interest-taste]: interest; delight 

fawei: :£fW [lack-taste]: dull; uninteresting 

morpheme in modem Chinese (p.32). This, however, does not appear to be always 
the case. For example, wei in the following line from a contemporary vernacular 
poem by He Qifang ( cited in Hanyu Da Cidian «lx. i-B:kiPJg4.)) , The Great 
Dictionary of the Chinese Language, HDC, Vol.3, p.252) functions as a free 
morpheme: 

7J 1t ¾ 1fiJ:7J( ~ ~ s<J lW? 
Weishenme haishuz 
why sea:water 
'Why is the sea water salty?' 

you 
have 

xiande 
salty:LIG 

wei ? 
taste 

Also, in most of the wei-related set phrases, it functions as a free morpheme, such 
as in the case of weit6ngjiaola rw~ofi~ [taste-like-chew-wax] ('as tasteless as 
wax', 'insipid'). 

According to the Chinese frequency dictionary, XHZTB, there are 2743 
occurrences of wei from a computation of 11,873,029 randomly sampled 
characters (zi) in a corpus of Social and Natural Sciences, making it rank 774th out 
of 77 54 characters considered. And there are 73 8 occurrences in a corpus relating 
to entertainment, sports and daily life totaling 577,024 characters, making it rank 
189th out of 4210 characters considered. Based on these statistics, it can be said 
that wei occurs very frequently. 

It should be borne in mind that, in most cases, zi [ character-word] in 
compounds of Modern Chinese can exist independently as a unit, and that they 
represent the folk notion of what constitutes a word for the Chinese people (see e.g. 
§ 3.2.3 of Chapter 6). 

5 Like most Chinese compounds, composite characters in each of these com.pounds 
can exist as a self-sufficient unit with its independent meaning. This chapter 
specifically deals with the meanings of compounds that cont~in the wei element. 
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b. thinking 

huiwei @J'W [return-taste]: to recall something and ponder on it; aftertaste 

wanwei m'W [play with-taste]: to ponder; to ruminate 

ritwei: A~ [enter-taste]: to be absorbed in 

kouwei: D ~ [mouth-taste]: personal taste 

yiwei: ~'W [meaning-taste]: meaning, significance; interest; overtone 

c. knowing 

tzwei ~'W [body-taste]: to understand; to appreciate 

pznwei: i=ii 1W [sample-taste] : to appreciate; taste (noun) 

Wei also occupies an important place in Chinese literary thought. Stephen Owen 

(1992) includes the term wei in a glossary of basic terms that he believes are 

important in order to understand Chinese treatises on literature. He remarks that 

wei is "an important master metaphor in describing the aesthetic experience of the 

text" and that "a complex set of gustatory terms was generated around wei'' (Owen, 

1992, p.593). 

For Chinese literary theorists ( as well as for the Chinese reader), vvei signifies 

an important quality of an essay or literary work. Yao Nai (1731-1815), for 

example, considered the following eight elements as the basis for the analysis of a 

literary piece: shen 1$ (presiding spirit), lz fU (moral principle), qi~ (generative 

energy), wei 1W (taste), ge ¥& (structure), lil 1-f (measure), sheng ]a (sound) and se 

B (colour) (cited in Pollard, 2000, p.13, translation Pollard's). 

In section 4, I will analyse some wei-related words in everyday usage to 

illustrate the important role that 'taste' plays in shaping the Chinese conceptual 
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system., focusing on a selected few from. each of the three groups mentioned earlier. 

But before proceeding to the analysis of the meanings of these terms, it is 

necessary and important to first explain why the Natural Semantic Metalanguage, 

instead of the popular conceptual metaphor approach, is em.ployed to describe and 

represent the meanings of the terms under consideration. 

3. Methodological issues: problems of Conceptual 

Metaphor Theory in the Chinese cultural tradition 

In cognitive linguistics the m.ost popular theoretical framework for investigating 

how bodily experience contributes to the conceptual system is the Conceptual 

Metaphor Theory (CMT) typically associated with Lakoff and Johnson's seminal 

book Metaphors We Live by (1980), and their more recent book Philosophy in the 

Flesh (1999). The key tenets of this theory are that human thought is em.bodied 

largely in hum.an sensory-motor experience, and that conceptual metaphor is the 

key mechanism. in extending bodily experience to the shaping of abstract concepts. 

The conceptual metaphor theory has been widely adopted in studying the cognitive 

systems of other languages and cultures including Chinese (see e.g. Yu, 1998, 

2003). 

However, this chapter will not adopt this popular approach. The reasons for this 

are twofold. Firstly, although the idea of the 'embodiment' of thought has been a 

welcome challenge to some of the deepest assumptions in W estem philosophy - in 

particular those traditions where the mind is considered independent of the body -

it would seem superfluous to apply metaphor theory to explain the relationship 

between the Chinese sensory and conceptual systems. This is because the 

body/mind dichotomy has never been an issue in the Chinese philosophical 
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tradition, nor in Chinese folk beliefs. In the view of the Chinese people, the 'mind' 

is always 'embodied', as reflected most tellingly in the word xzn 1G\ often 

translated as heart or mind, which designates the seat of thinking, knowing, and 

feeling for the Chinese people. In the following quote, Hall and Ames (1987) 

argue convincingly that applying the dualistic mode of thinking of the Western 

tradition to the study of the Chinese way of thinking can conceal a true picture of 

the Chinese experience. They write: 

The dualistic relationship between psyche and soma that has so plagued the 

Western tradition has given rise to problems of a most troublesome sort. In the 

polar metaphysics of the classical Chinese tradition, the correlative relationship 

between the psychical and the somatic militated against the emergence of a 

mind/body problem. It is not that the Chinese thinkers were able to reconcile 

this dichotomy; rather, it never emerged as a problem. Because body and mind 

were not regarded as essentially different kinds of existence, they did not 

generate different sets of terminologies necessary to describe them. For this 

reason, the qualitative modifiers we usually associated with matter do double 

duty in Chinese, characterizing both the physical and the psychical. (Hall and 

Ames, 1987, p.20) 

The second reason for not using CMC for the purpose of this chapter lies in its 

lack of commitment to provide an adequate interpretive and descriptive framework 

for detailed, fine analysis of the meanings of the concepts under cross-linguistic 

investigation. It may well be that the meanings of these concepts differ 

significantly from the categories of metaphors postulated on the basis of the 
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English language and cultural experience. Furthermore, it seems that much work 

in studying the relationship between the body and the conceptual system in 

Chinese that is readily available to Western scholars has mainly sought to prove 

the universal applicability of the conceptual metaphor ( often relying on uncritical 

and misleading translations) rather than paying attention to the exact meanings and 

structure of the concepts under discussion. As an example, in his discussion of 

anger metaphors in Chinese, Ning Yu (1998), glosses qi 1=t ('essence of life 

force/vital energy/breath'), a key Chinese cultural concept, as gas to support his 

claim that in Chinese, anger is conceptualised as GAS IN A CONTAINER. 

Regrettably, this lack of a culture-internal perspective often gives a distorted 

picture of Chinese bodily experience and its relationship to the Chinese conceptual 

system ( cf. Ye, 2002): 

To use conceptual metaphor would still leave the following two questions, 

which are fundamental to understanding the Chinese experience and the Chinese 

conceptual structure, unaddressed and unresolved. The first question is how to 

provide a unified account of studying bodily experience in relation to concept 

formation in a non-Cartesian cultural and philosophical tradition. The second is 

how the semantic content and structure of a local meaning system such as that 

embodied in the Chinese language can be made accessible and intelligible to non

Chinese people with no loss in meaning. The NSM framework provides a possible 

solution to these questions. 

In the next section, NSM will be used to represent the meanings of the concepts 

under discussion. The primary goal of the next section is to provide an account of 

bodily experience and conceptual experience as they are understood and perceived 
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by Chinese people, while the second goal is to interpret the pathways that link 

sensory experience to the conceptual domain. 

4. Semantic analysis of Chinese 'taste' terms 

4.1 Ziwei ~~ ('taste/feeling') 

Zzwei is perhaps one of the most widely used wei-related terms in Chinese. It has 

two distinct senses, zfwei1 and zzwei2• Zzwei1 may be loosely translated as 'taste'. 

However, it seems to have a much wider range of use compared to the English 

taste. For example, when a baby puts something inside their mouths, one can say 

something like this to the baby: "Biefangzai zuilz, zhe meisha zzwei ('Don't put it 

in the mouth. It does not have any taste')" or "Biefangzai zuilz, zhe meizzmeiweide 

('Don't put it in the mouth. It has no taste')". These same sentences can be said 

when an adult puts a pen in his or her mouth While such sentences are perfectly 

natural in Chinese, their English translations sound unusual. 6 This is because the 

English word taste, in its 'sui generis' sense, seems to be primarily associated with 

food. Its use is not usually extended to objects. In this respect, the meaning of 

Chinese zzwei 1 and the English taste, in their basic senses, are very different. The 

meaning of zzwei 1 can be explained as follows: 

6 A book title like Riben de Zzwei [Taste of Japan] (Xu, 2002), in which the author 
relates her experience in Japan, is virtually untranslatable into English. 
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[A] Semantic explication for ziwei1 ~~ ('taste') 

(a) when a person chang ('tastes') [M] something7 

(b) this person can feel something for some time because of this 
( c) because of this, this person can know something about this thing 

As the chapter proceeds, it will become very clear that the lingering feeling of 

zzwei1 , reflected in 'for some time' in component (b), is one of the crucial links 

between the basic meanings of zzwei and wei-related terms and their extended uses 

when expressing mental states. 

Zzwei 2 refers to feelings and emotions, as aptly shown in Chapter 4 (in 

particular §4.4). Below are further examples. The expression bushi zzweir ~}~JI 

~)L [not-be-taste] appearing in both (2) and (3) is a conventional way of saying 

'feel something bad'. Both examples are taken from Hanyzng Shuangjie Hanyu 

Guanyongyu Cidian «1JZ.3fxJifilt-'IJj-g't~ffli!iril~» (An English Dictionary of 

Chinese Idioms; HGC, p.41) 

Xznli bushi - '. zzwezr o 

heart:inside NEG:be feeling 

'Feel something bad.' 

7 Interestingly, just as the range of use of Chinese word zzwei ('taste') is 
wider than the English word taste, the range of use of chang ('to taste') is also 
wider than the English word to taste in that it can be extended to objects other than 
food. For example, while it is natural to say "Nr zai chang zhe ben shu de 
weidao (' Are you tasting the flavour of the book?')", its English equivalent is 
questionable. 
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r 

Erzi c6ngxiiior canfei, xianzai shiduo ' SUl le, 

son from:little 

hai shangbuliiio 

disabled now 

•...., r xzaoxue, 

still attend:unable to little:school 

xznlz zhen bus hi zzweir o ------

heart:inside really not:be feeling 

ten:more age INC 

zuo famu de 

as parents NOM 

'My son was disabled from~ery youn:fnespite the fact that he is over ten 
{'- I\ 

years old, he is still unable to attend school. As parents, we feel really awful.' 

' In its 'feeling' sense, zzwei typically occurs with xznlz ;C,,.Jl [heart-inside] or xfnt6u 

;!)~ [heart-head], which can be seen as a criterion for distinguishing the two 

senses of zzwei. Another criterion is that only when zzwei refers to 'feeling and 

emotion' can it be modified by yifan -ffi:, a classifier, as reflected in the following 

line from a pop song (which in tum is adapted from an ancient poem). 

Bie you yifan - '. zzwez zai xfnt6uo 

other have one:CL feeling LOC heart:head 

'Having rather unusual feelings.' 
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The explication for zzwei2 is as follows: 

[B] Semantic explication for zzwei2 ('feeling') 

(a) a person felt something for some time, because this person thought something 
(b) this person felt like a person feels when this person chcing ('tastes') [Ml 

something 

4.2 Huiwei @l~ [return to-taste] ('to enjoy in retrospect') 

Huiwei, which is often glossed as "recall something and ponder it" ( e.g. ABC, p. 

258), is a commonly used expression.8 It frequently appears in essays and song 

titles like wangshi zhzneng huiwei 11:,: ,R f=f~@]~ [past-event-only-can-hufwei] 

('The past can only be enjoyed in retrospect'; 'We cannot bring back the past'), 

which has almost become a cliche. This 'something' that the experiencer wants to 

'return to' mentally is always a fond and long-lasting memory. Perhaps 'to 

recollect the pleasant flavour of or 'to enjoy in retrospect' may be a better 

translation of huiwei. It seems that, intuitively, huiwei is polysemous. Huiwei1 is 

directly related to a gastronomic experience, with its focus on some special quality 

of the food that has 'impressed' and brought pleasure to the experiencer and has 

subsequently left him or her with a fond memory. This is reflected in example (5). 

Shu£ dou xzhuan huiwei, chzguo jiaozi, renmen hui 

who all like huiwei eat:EXP dumpling people will 

8 Huiwei is analysed here in its verbal form. It can also function as a noun, 
meaning something like 'aftertaste', whose range of use is hpwever beyond the 
aftertaste that food brings, but extends to many other things, in particular a good 
article or a piece of music. A set phrase such as huiweiwuqi6ng @] ~3c3J [huiwei
infinite] means 'long-lasting aftertaste'. 
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huiwei ' - ' . roucongwezr; chzguo mantou, huiwei ' na 

huiwei meat:shallot:flavour eat:EXP steamed bun huiwei that 

songruano 

loose:soft 

'Everyone likes huiwei. After eating dumplings, people will huiwei the flavour 

of the meat and shallots. After eating a steamed bun, people will huiwei its 

softness.' 

The meaning of huiwei 1 can be explicated as follows: 

[C] Semantic explication for huiwei1 @]~ 1 ('to recollect the pleasant flavour of) 

(a) a person is thinking like this now: 
(b) "a short time before, I chang-le ('tasted') [M] something 
(c) when I chang ('tasted') [M] it 
( d) I thought many good things about it 
( e) when I was thinking about these good things, I felt something 

very good at that time 
(f) I now want to think about these things for some time" 
(g) because of this, this person is now thinking about these 

good things for some time 
(h) when this person is thinking about these good things 

this person feels something very good 

Huiwei 1, which is deeply grounded in the gastronomic experience, serves as a 

prototype for modelling the meaning of huiwei2, which extends to other pleasant 

experiences that are non-gastronomic in nature, as exemplified by ( 6)-(7). 

Huiwei t6ngnian 

huiwei childhood 

[ de meihao shiguang] a 

LIG good time 

'Recall and ponder [ the happy moments of] one's childhood.' 
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Neng qude zhege chengji yfjzng gou WO hu[wei 

can achieve this:CL result already enough 1 SG hufwei 

henchang shijian le o • 

V ery:long time PFV 

'(I am now still in a state of excitement.) To be able to achieve this result 

has already given me a long time to hufwei.' 

It seems that hu[wei 1 usually takes place immediately after the gastronomic 

experience, whereas hu£wei2 can refer back to an experience a long time ago as in 

example (6), which also shows a typical subject for hufwei'- a wonderful memory 

of the past. Example (7) was said by Liu Xiang, the men's 100 metre hurdle 

champion at the 2004 Olympic Games, in response to journalists' questions after 

. the event. Both examples suggest strongly that the experiencers actively 

participated in the past experience. That is, the experiencers were actively 'doing 

something', not merely that 'something was happening to the experiencer'. Indeed, 

to say *hufwei muqzn de ai @llW:fJ:*IE~ ('to huiwei mother's love') would be 

unacceptable because the experiencer is a passive receiver of another person's 

action, not the 'creator' of his or her own enjoyment. 

If the focus of huiwei1 is the certain quality of the food that hat given the 

experiencer a pleasant experience, it is the 'highlighted' aspects of the non

gustatory experience in the meaning of hu[wei 2 that made th~ experiencer wish to 

revisit it. The meaning of hu£wei2 can be explicated as follows: 
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[D] Semantic explication for huiweii @I~ 2 ('enjoy in retrospect') 

(a) a person is thinking like this now: 
(b) "some time before, I did something 
( c) when I was doing this thing, I felt something very good at that time 
( d) I thought many good things about it afterwards because of this 
( e) when I thought about these good things afterwards, I felt something 

very good 
(f) I want to think about these good things for some time" 
(g) because of this, this person is now thinking these good for some time 
(h) like people can think about good things for some time after they 

chang ('tastes ')[MJ something very good 

To some extent, the 'enjoyment' aspect of the experience reflected in huiwei1 

( components [b-c]) and huiwei2 ( components [ c-d]) brings to mind the English 

word savour. However, the meaning of savour differs from both senses of huiwei 

in a number of important ways. Firstly, savour refers mainly to a concurrent 

experience. Although one can savour a moment from the past, such usage is 

relatively marginal, and marked ( e.g. savour the memorable episodes). The 

expression savour the moment is usually understood as referring to current 

experience. On the contrary, the 'enjoyment' aspect of the past experience in 

huiwei would be seen as the very 'trigger' for the experiencer to want to 'return to' 

afterwards. The thought in huiwei is decidedly retrospective, not directed to the 

current activity. 

Secondly, savour suggests that while the experiencer wants to 'indulge' 

themselves in an experience while it lasts, they seem to be aware that they cannot 

'enjoy' it again in such a way- 'I don't want to think about other things now; 

because if I do not feel what I feel now, I can't feel like this afterwards'. 

'Many good things' in component ( d) characterises the detailed and fine nature 

of the thought process that goes with huiwei, which highlights certain aspects of 

the past experience. 
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When something is described as henyou huiwei 1ilf@J~ ('full of aftertaste'), it 

implicitly refers to food. This supports our position that huiwei 1 serves as a 

prototype for the meaning of huiwei2• Of course, many things can be described as 

'full of aftertaste' or 'memorable', such as a piece of writing, a concert, or a show. 

Surely, a person who ponders (huiwei2) his or her memorable childhood does not 

necessarily think of it in terms of gustatory experience. However, from a semantic 

point of view, especially that of the 'bridging context' between two distinguishable 

but related senses - that is the recurrent context in which the new meaning arises 

as the result of pragmatic enrichment through context-specific inference ( e.g. 

Evans, 1992, Evans and Wilkins, 2000, Wilkins, 1996; cf. Traugott and Dasher, 

2002), component (h) (referring to tasting) provides a key link. Note that this 

component is not included in the thought of the experiencer, but formulated in 

such a way that they reflect the intrinsic and parallel link between how a person 

thinks after an enjoyable gastronomic experience and how a person thinks after a 

memorable experience. 9 

The 'after' element, as well as 'for some time', in component (h) also tries to 

reflect the lingering 'aftertaste' implied by both senses of huiwei_ To have 

'aftertaste' is an important quality that Chinese people not only attach to food, but 

also to a good piece of writing, music, or a show. To quote Owen (1992) again: 

There were several sources of wei's appeal to theorists: it admitted broad 

shared categories that are held in common ( e.g., "salty" or "sour"), while 

permitting both the cultivation and absolute particularity of individual taste. 

9 Since this is a first study to investigate the link between the Chinese sensory and 
_conceptual experience, it is still at the stage of experimenting and exploring the 
ways in which the link between the two can be best and most accurately reflected. 
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Another attraction of wei is that it lingers after eating, as the wei of texts 

endures, changes, and attenuates after reading. Chinese theorists tended not to 

speak of disjunctive acts of reflection on the "meaning" of a text, but rather of 

the "continuation" of the text in the mind after reading it over, a time in which 

the significance of the text gradually unfolds. (Owen, 1992, pp.593-594) 

The semantic structure and content of huiwei1 and huiwei2 have shown how 

Chinese people single out certain aspects of the gustatory experience that are 

psychologically salient to them (such as the 'enjoyable' aspect of the experience, 

which one can 'revisit' mentally afterwards) and extend these experiences to fine 

mental processes, in particular how they are linked with feelings and thoughts. It is 

not an exaggeration to say that Chinese memory experience is very much 

embodied. 

4.3. Rilwei ,Agt [enter-flavour] ('full of flavour'; 'be absorbed in doing 

something'} 

Ruwei can function as an attributive predicate or a verb complement. In its 

attributive use, ruwei refers to food only, meaning that the food (such as soup or a 

dish) is tasty. This meaning of ruwei can be explicated as follows: 

[E] Semantic explication for X something ruwei1 X *®A~ ('Xis flavourful') 

(a) sometimes a person can think like this about something: 
(b) "when I chang ('taste') [M] this thing, I feel something very good 
( c) I think some very good things about it 
( d) I want to chang ('taste') [MJ it for a long time 
( e) I don't want to chang ('taste') [MJ anything else" 
(±) this person can think like this about all parts of this thing 
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Something is ruwei when all of its parts are saturated in flavour ( component [f]). 

In this regard, the way that Chinese food is prepared and cooked is a relevant 

factor. Chinese food is usually finely chopped, allowing easy passage for flavour 

to 'penetrate' each part of the food. Also, small pieces can be easily retained in the 

mouth for a period of time, and only in this way can people chew each piece and 

'play with' (wanwei) it to get the deep and fine flavour out of the food. This 

characteristic of the Chinese culinary method has a bearing on the Chinese 

gustatory experience, and apparently gives rise to various 'thought' related 

experiences, which are finely tuned ( e.g. huiwei discussed earlier in §4.2). 

A tasty thing naturally brings pleasant feelings to the 'taster', who can be 

indulgent in the eating experience. This is apparently the link between the 

attributive rirwei1 and the complement ritwei2, when it is used to describe the 'self

indulgent' manner in which the experiencer is enjoying doing something. Consider 

the following example: 

X 

X 

tzngde 

listen:EXT 

hen 

very 

' ' . ruwez. 

' ' . ruwez 

'X is absorbed in listening to something.' 

The meaning of rirwei2 when it functions as a verb complement can be described 

as follows: 
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[F] Semantic explication for X person V complement X Ai}Jr~ ruweh A~ 2 ('X is 
absorbed in doing something') 

(a) when a person is doing something, this person can feel something 
very good because of this 

(b) this person can think like this: 
( c) "I want to feel like this for a long time 
( d) because of this, I want to do this for a long time 
(e) I don't want to do anything else now 
(f) like I don't want to chang ('taste') [M] anything else 

when I chang ('taste') [M] something very good" 

Component (a) shows that ruwei2 is always about a present activity in which the 

experiencer actively participates, and that the person is 'enjoying' what he or she 

is doing. 

Components (b )-( e) describe the mental state of the experience where a person 

is absorbed in what they are doing, i.e., they 'feel so good' that they do not want to 

do anything else at that moment. 

Component (f) alludes to the strong connection between rirwei1 and ritwei2. For 

native speakers, there is a strong evocation of the sense of taste in the meaning of 

ritwei2_ This is why (f) is built into the thoughts of the experiencer in the 

explication (cf. the explication for huiwei2 in §4.2). The experiencers of the two 

forms of rirwei seem to have similar facial expressions - closing one's eyes, and 

'wagging' one's head, which shows complete gratification and absorption. With 

ritwei1, the conjectured image of the facial expression of the experiencer may also 

include his or her chewing slowly, and 'tasting' or 'playing with' the food in the 

mouth. 
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'-..... ·· 4.4 Tiwei ~~ [body-t3-ste] ('to understand through thinking about 

experience'} vs. tiyan ~~ ('to experience-firsthand'} and tihui ~~ 

('to understand intuitively'} 

Tfwei f-ls=~ not only means to know something through experience, but also to 

come to appreciate the exact quality and meaning of this something through 

thinking deeply about the experience. Tfwei usually takes an abstract 'concept' as 

its object which reflects the quality that an experience embodies or brings, as 

illustrated by the following example: 

Wojiii yzzhi henqi6ngku, WO ' . qi6ngkuzhi5ng zaz 

ISG.family always very:poor:hardship ISG LOC poor:hardship:in 

tzweidao jiiiting de ··- -JlGn:>Clno 

tiwei:arrive family LIG hardship 

'My family has always been poor. From very young, I came to appreciate what 

family hardship meant.' 

In example (9), trwei takes the resultative verb complement -dao JU [arrive], which 

codes the aspectual meaning of' achievement'. This example showcases the 

scenario of the experiencer arriving at the stage of having 'figured out' what 

family hardship is. 

In the following example, tzwei takes the durative aspectual marker -zhe ~, 

showcasing a scenario where the experiencer is in the process of ' figuring out' 

what is embodied in an experience. 
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Tfweizhe jia/qfnqing de wennuano 

tfwei:DUR family/kin bond LIG warmth 

'To experience the warmth of a family/family bond.' 

'Thinking' in both of the above examples plays an important role, because a 

person can come from a warm family without understanding what this 'warmth' 

means; and from a struggling family without understanding what this 'hardship' 

means. Such an understanding can only be obtained by applying deep thinking 

about the experience. 

For a better understanding of the meaning of tz·wei1, it is instructive to compare 

it V\rith its related concepts of tfyan 1*~ ('to experience firsthand') and tznui ~~ 

('to understand through something beyond the intellect', 'to comprehend 

intuitively'), all of which suggest some degree of personal experience. ITyan ('to 

experience firsthand') however does not imply 'thinking about' the experience at 

all. It only means to know something through firsthand experience (like 'been 

there and done that'). 10 Thus, tzyan aozhou shenghu6 1*~~~rl~m [tiyan

Australian-life] simply means to experience the Australian-style life by, for 

example, living in Australia. As a result, the experiencer knows what it is like to 

live in Australia. But once a person has 'experienced' Australian life, or is in the 

process of' experiencing' it, they can be said to tz1iuz ('understand intuitively') or 

fiwei ('to understand by thinking about the experience') certain aspects of 

10 It is obvious that the verb taste is closer in its meaning to tzyan ('to experience 
firsthand'), V\1hich does not contain the thinking element. It seems that 
crosslinguistically the e~rtension of the meaning of the perception verb 'to taste' to 
mean 'to experience' is quite comm.on and worthy of further investigation. 
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Australian life, such as its hardship or comforts. In other words, t'fyan is to know 

how or what it is like; tzhui and tzwei to know what it means. 

This element of 'understanding' allows both tzhui ('to comprehend intuitively') 

and tzwei ('to understand through thinking about experience'), but not t'fyan ('to 

experience firsthand'), to take 'objects' that are abstract con9epts such as 

someone's words or the meaning of a piece of writing. Consider the following 

example: 

Tfwei/ fihuil* tzyan liioshf de huao 

trwei/ tzhui/* t'fyan teacher LI G word 

'To understand the meaning of the teacher's words.' 

Although both tzhui and tzwei are acceptable in the above example, they convey 

slightly different meanings. Tfwei implies a deep, fine and detailed thinking 

process, which is absent in the meaning of trhui. It also implies that the 

experiencer thinks about every aspect of the teacher's words in order to reach a 

comprehensive understanding of the teacher's message. Thus, using trwei in the 

above example implies that the person will ponder the teacher's words in order to 

understand their deeper meaning (which also implies that the teacher's words are 

subtle, full of meaning, and not so easy to understand). Whereas, the use of tzhui 

would suggest to get at the meaning of the teacher's words simply by 'feeling' it. 

This difference between the two terms means that t'fhui ('to understand intuitively') 

is completely out of place in the following example: 
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Tongku shi yfben shu, yan;zu ta, t'fwei/?t'fhui ta, 

. 
pam be one:CL book study 3SG tiwei/?tmui 3SG 

Ju;ue ta, huiyou zhuduo dute de '"" . , gan;ueo 

chew 3SG will:have many unique LI G feeling 

'Pain is like a book. By studying it, thinking about it, and digesting it, one 

will come to have many special feelings about it.' 

This is because the absence of the element of reflective thinking in the meaning of 

tzhui ('to understand intuitively') makes it incongruous with words like yanjiu ('to 

study') and jujue ('to chew'), which suggest a fine, detailed and concentrated 

thinking process. 

The same can be said with respect to the following example: 

Zed Jiang Zhilin J iall, Jizhe ' . - ' zaz yzcz 

LOCname home:inside reporter 
. 

one:time.CL again 

tzweile shengliszbie de renshi 

tzwei:PFV live:apart:death:apart LIG human.world 

beiqinga 

tragic/ sad: feeling 

'At the home of Jiang Zhilin, I, as the reporter, once again experienced the 

sorrow of life and death in this human world.' 
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The context in which the reporter uttered this sentence in (13) was following a 

mining explosion in Inner Mongolia. Tfhui ('to understand intuitively') would 

sound shallow and unsympathetic on the j oumalist part since the sorrow and grief 

experienced by the victims' family can only be appreciated and understood by 

thinking deeply about the experience of the family ( of course the reporter needs to 

be with the family to experience their sorrow in the first place). 

It is not surprising then that tzhui ('to understand intuitively') cannot take the 

durative aspectual marker-zhe ~ (*tzhui zhe), whereas tzwei can (cf example 

[1 O]). This is exactly because tzwei denotes a thinking process, which is not 

necessarily part of the meaning of tzhui. The adverbial phrases that are commonly 

used to describe the manner of tzwei include xixi de ~~:t-fu [fine.RDP-ADV] 

('finely, in detail'); zzxi de 1-t~:t-fu [ careful-ADV] ('carefully'), and yongxfn ffl Jll\ 

[ use-heart] ('with concentrated effort'), as exemplified by (14): 

Xzxide tzwei zijz duinz de sfliano 

fine.RDP .ADV tzwei self toward.2SG LIG missing/attachment 

'(Only when you are not in front of me am I immersed in the feelings 

towards you), and to experience my longing for you in every fine detail.' 

It is interesting to note that tzwei is widely used in Chinese travel advertisements, 

as reflected in the following examples: 
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Tfwei shenmi gulao de ' r yzzu wenhua lish'f bianqian o 

t'fwei mysterious ancient LIG yi ethnic culture history change 

'Understanding the historical changes of the ancient Yi ethnic culture.' 

ITwei luy6u/ chuidiao de Iequ o 

fiwei travel/fishing LIG enjoyment/fun 

'To experience and appreciate the fun of travel/fishing.' 

ITwei r 
1zangnan 

r r renqzng fengsu de ' ' xznzo 

Tfwei river.south people:atmosphere custom LIG fine/subtle 

'To experience and appreciate the subtleties of the life and customs of the 

water region to the south of the Yangtze.' 

The wide-spread use of t'fwei in Chinese travel advertisements reflects the 

emphasis that the Chinese people place on their travelling experience - reflecting 

more on the 'meaning' of the experience than on experiencing as such. 

The meaning of t'fwei can be formulated as follows: 
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[G] Semantic explicqtionfor trwei W~ ('to understand through thinking about 
experience') 

(a) when something ( x) is happening to a person 
this person can feel something because of this 
this person can know something about it (x) because of this 

(b) this person can think like this: 
"I want to know what this something is 
I can't know what it is if I don't think many things about it for some time 
I want to think many things about it for some time" 

( c) because of this, this person thinks many things about it for some time 
( d) afterwards, this person can think like this about it (x) because of this: 

"now I know what this something is" 

Component (a) shows that trhui is related to personal experience. Component (b) 

suggests that the experiencer is consciously aware that they can come to know that 

the meaning of the experience is something that can be reflected on, and 

something that the experiencer wants to do. 'Think many things' and 'for some 

time' in ( c) describe the fine and detailed 'thought' process. 'Because of this' in ( d) 

indicates that 'realisation' and 'understanding' - 'now I know what this something 

is' - resulting from thinking about the experience. In general, this explication tries 

to capture the 'thinking' as a mental process in the meaning of tzwei. 

In modern Chinese, the evocation of and the association with the gustatory 

experience in the meaning of tzwei 1*~ may not be as strong as those present in 

huiwei @]~ (§4.2) and ruwei .A~ (§4.3), the two other Wei-related concepts 

analysed earlier. For this reason, the prototype of the gustatory experience is not 

built into the meaning of trwei (unlike the other two explications discussed earlier). 

However, it is not difficult to appreciate the close link between the kind of mental 

states embodied in tzwei and those found in the Chinese gustatory experience, 

where the emphasis is placed on the reflection of the true essence of the food. 

It should be pointed out that, in Classical Chinese, where monosyllabic words 

prevail, the use of wei as a verb to mean tzwei is common. Citing examples from 
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LuShi Chiinqiii « § ~~*» dating back to ca. 239 B.C., Gudai Hanyu Cidian 

« ~~ i-B-iP] ~)) (A Dictionary of Ancient Chinese, GHC), for example, explains 

that one of the meanings of wei as a verb is tfwei. In fact, the wei in tfwei can be 

thought of as retaining this verbal use. 

Another point is that, as a noun, the meaning of wei ('taste/flavour') can be 

extended to mean 'the meaning, essence, quality, or the significance' of something. 

This usage is prevalent in both classical and modem Chinese. If for the Chinese 

people, the taste of something means, signifies, and captures the essence of 

something, then it is not difficult to see how wei can stand for 'the meaning or 

quality or essence' of something. The hallmark of the Chinese gustatory 

experience is to 'savour' the deeply entrenched wei. Thus, seen from a broader 

context, to tzwei something is essentially to understand its meaning. 

As we have seen from a number of explications, Chinese people attach 

particular importance to the 'thought' process in their gustatory-related experience, 

and to the active interaction of the thoughts of the experienc~r and the experience 

itself. Once again, the Chinese culinary style ( discussed earlier in relation to ritwei 

in §4.3) is not irrelevant in the context of understanding how gustatory experience 

gives rise to culturally salient mental activities and mental processes, such as 

'thinking', for Chinese people. 

4.5 .Plnwei £~ (v. 'to taste in order to appreciate'; n. 'taste') 

Used as a verb,pfnwei can refer to food-related objects, such as haocha ff"?k 

(' good-tea') and jiiiyao 1:i~(' good dish'), and to abstract concepts, such as 

rensheng A± ('life/life course'), gudu 1Jll'.1ER ('solitude'), shengming de zhendi ± 

-®-ITT~if ('the true meaning of life'), and langman i~i_i ('romance'). Therefore, 
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two senses of pznwei are posited, withpznwei1 directly referring to gustatory 

experience, and pznwei2 to non-gustatory experience. The explications of these two 

senses of pznwei are as follows: 

[HJ Semantic explication for pinweii 1=1i ~ 1 ('to taste in order to appreciate") 

(a) sometimes, a person can think like this about something when this person 
chang ('tasts ') [M] something 

(b) "it is something good 
( c) I want to know many more good things about it 
(d) if I don't think about it for some time when I chang ('tasts') [MJ it, 

I cannot know more good things about it 
( e) because of this, I want to think about it for some time 

when I chang ('tasts ') [M] it" 
(f) when this person chang ('tasts') [MJ it, this person thinks about it 

for some time 
(g) if this person thinks like this, this person can know many more good things 

about it 

[I] Semantic explication for pinweii &b ~ 2 ('to appreciate') 

(a) sometimes, a person can think like this about something: 
(b) "it is something good 
( c) I want to know many more good things about it 
( d) if I don't think about it for some time, I cannot know many 

more good things about it 
( e) because of this, I want to think about it for some time" 
(f) because of this, this person thinks about it for some time 
(g) if this person thinks like this, this person can know 

many more good things about it 
(h) like a person can know many more good things when this person chang 

('tastes') [M] something 

The gustatory prototype is built into the explication of pznwei 2, which shows the 

strong presence of the prototypical reference in the non-gustatory experience. 

It is worth noting that pzn 1=1i means 'to appraise' and 'to rate'. In the context of 

taste-related experience, expressions like pznjiu &bffl or pzncha &b~ ('to drink tea 

with critical appreciation of its taste and quality' , i.e., 'tea ta?ting' or 'wine 
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tasting'), and p'fnchang 1=1i ~ ('to taste food in order to appraise, rate or grade its 

worth') are commonly used. 11 

To a degree, p'fnwei £ ~ and t'fwei W~ ('to understand through thinking about 

experience'; cf. §4.4) share some commonalities in that both have the meaning of 

'to know the meaning of something' and both emphasise the element of 'thinking'. 

(Obviously, in the case of p'fnwei when it refers to a food object, it means 'to 

appreciate the taste' of that food, since t'fwei does not usually take food objects.) 

However, the differences between the two are clear. Firstly, the 'objects' of 

p'fnwei, whether referring to food or abstract concepts, are always considered 

positive and desirable in the view of the experiencer. This aesthetic dimension, 

which is absent in the meaning of t'fwei, is characteristic of p'fnwei. Secondly, the 

experiencer of t'fwei may not know the meaning of something that is embodied in 

the experience until they actually experience and reflect on it; whereas the 

experiencer of p'fnwei could have experienced it and known what it meant, but 

tried to apply fine and detailed thinking in order to continue extracting more subtle 

meaning out of it. 

As a noun,p'fnwei is close to 'taste' as in the evaluative sense of 'good taste' or 

'bad taste' in English. This is one of the few areas where the Chinese taste-related 

vocabulary intersects with English. 

A person who has p'fnwei knows what is good and what is bad, just as one can 

distinguish what is good from what is bad from tasting. Note that an important 

meaning of wei as a verb in classical Chinese is to bianbie fflJJIJ ('to distinguish') 

11 It is quite possible that the trade of wine-tasting would produce a rich set of 
taste-related professional vocabulary in English. However, it is expected that it 
would be restricted to the professionals of such a trade. 
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andpznwei £~ (e.g. GHC, p.1627). The meaning of Xy6upznwei X ~ iRiP* ('X 

has good taste') can be explained as follows: 

[J] Semantic explication for X y6u pinwei X ~ P'1i~ ('X has good taste') 

(a) sometimes, a person thinks like this about another person: 
(b) "if something is good, this person can know that it is something good 
( c) like a person can know something is good when this person 

chang ('tastes') [MJ this thing 
( d) if something is bad, this person can know that it is something bad 
( e) like a person can know something is bad when this person 

chang ('tastes') [MJ this thing 
(f) I can think something good about this person because of this" 

5. A Chinese model of cognitive states in relation to wei 

('taste') and its theoretical implications for the study of 

conceptual systems 

A detailed semantic analysis of several wei-related terms in the Chinese language 

has not only revealed a culture-internal understanding of the bodily and conceptual 

experiences of the Chinese people, but also demonstrated that the sense of taste 

plays an active and important role in their mental life. As we have seen from the 

above analysis and discussion, gustatory experience forms a rich source of 

vocabulary for describing cognitive processes and activities in Chinese. In the 

light of this case study of the Chinese language, it seems that the following model 

of mental states, processes and activities can be proposed in relation to the Chinese 

sensory experience of taste: 
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[K] Chinese model of mental states in relation to the experience of wei 

when a person chang ('tastes') [M] something, 
this person can feel something for some time because of this 
[ this person can feel something good; this person can feel something bad] 
this person can know something because of this 
[ this person can know that it is something good; 
this person can know that it is something bad] 
this person can think something about it for some time because of this 

Comparing this model with observations on Inda-European languages, we can see 

striking differences and similarities in terms of the link between the sense of taste 

and mental states. 

According to Sweetser (1990), the sense of taste (in contrast to the sense of 

vision) rarely takes on intellectual meanings. This is apparently not the case when 

we consider the meaning of words like tfwei ('to understand the meaning of 

something by thinking about it') in Chinese. Neither does Sweetser consider taste 

as a source for mental feelings. She considers the sense of touch as the main 

sensory source. Yet, in Chinese, wei and emotions are closely related, as 

exemplified by words like zzwei ('taste/feeling'). 

Sweetser, however, does point out that-taste is linked with personal likes and 

dislikes, which she considers to be a universal between the sense of taste and the 

mental world (Sweetser, 1990, p.3 7). Indeed, the meaning of words like pfnwei 

('good taste') does seem to support Sweetser's universal claim on this score. 

Although the differences between the Chinese and Inda-European traditions 

seem to be quite striking, they are not surprising if we take into consideration the 

biological bases, and the cultural and philosophical orientations of each tradition. 

In doing so, it also helps us pinpoint those aspects that are shared. 

From a biological point of view, 'taste' experience is inevitably linked to food. 

It is the most intimate manner and one of the earliest and most direct ways of 
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experiencing the external world ( vision and hearing are non-contact, indirect ways 

of perceiving things). During the gustatory experience, the very substance of the 

perceived objects must co1ne into close contact and interact with other sense 

organs. Taste is the only sensory experience that takes places inside a part of the 

body, thus it is intrinsically internal and subjective. As expected, this intimate 

contact can give rise to good or bad feelings, as feelings and emotions are internal 

states (in both the physical and the psychological sense) that are knowable only to 

the experiencer. In the Chinese tradition, the sense of taste seems to contain 

'touch' implicitly. 

It is not surprising either that we can know something about the perceived 

objects through the close contact experience. In fact, Sweetser (1990) mentions 

that the Latin sapere means both 'be wise, know' and 'taste', and that the French 

verb savoir means 'know', and its noun form saveur means 'savor, taste'. But she 

considers them to be 'interesting cases'. From there, she remarks that 'In general, 

the target domains of smell and taste are not the intellectual domain of savoir' 

(ibid, p.36). But it seems that, in most European languages, personal likes and 

dislikes are also intrinsically linked with the notion of 'know', and with the notion 

of 'want' ('I know that it is something good; I want it because of this;' 'I know 

that it is something bad; I don't want it because of this'). When Classen 

characterises taste as "aesthetic discrimination" (Classen, 1993, p.57), it is 

undoubtedly built upon the notions of 'knowing', 'feeing', and 'good' and 'bad'. 

As to the 'thinking' element of the gustatory experience, it seems to be 

characteristic of the Chinese conceptualisation of their experience. Several cultural 

factors appear to have a bearing on this. Firstly, it is undeniable that Chinese 

people attach great importance to their gastronomic experience, and draw meaning 
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and significance from it. As put by West (1997, p. 68), for the Chinese people, 

food "was elevated at an early period from necessity to art, from sustenance to 

elegance; the subsequent high cultural status assured that food would remain a key 

ingredient in the language and structure of literature and art". Secondly, the 

Chinese culinary style permits 'thinking' to take place in a fine and detailed way 

(cf. ruwei discussed in §4.3). Thirdly, the sense of taste has always been treated as 

one of the major modes of perceiving and experiencing the outside world for the 

Chinese people. The quote from early Chinese philosophical writings presented at 

the beginning of the chapter is an example. 

This study has demonstrated the value of investigating, from a culture-internal 

perspective, the relationship between the physical experience and conceptual 

system of a culture. Moreover, it has shown how local meaning systems and 

understanding can be made accessible to cultural outsiders whilst retaining their 

cultural traditions. In the context of studying the relationships between bodily and 

conceptual experience, the issue of the body-mind dichotomy has to be faced. Ots 

makes the following important comment: 

Dualistic thought restrains and circumscribes bodily perceptions and bodily 

awareness, it alienates 'us' from our body: it is the mind thinking of the body 

rather than the body perceiving itself. Thus the difficulty of cross-cultural 

· translation of concepts between dualistic and monistic modes of thought is but 

another facet of the difficulty of translating between the mind and the body. If 

we want to know more of the 'body sui generis' we must relearn to perceive 

without these restrains, i.e., perceive in a 'pre-objective' way. (Ots, 1990, p.20) 
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The NSM approach employed in this study can be viewed as a solution to what 

Ots calls the 'pre-objective' approach. It allows researchers to position themselves 

within the cultural system under investigation, with meanings framed through the 

first person 'I'. This 'I' breaks off the subject-object distinction and allows 

researchers to be situated in the 'lived-body' (Merleau-Ponty, 1962), treating it as 

'body-subject' rather than 'body-object'. This is consistent with the holistic 

approach to the body-mind in Chinese culture, and the introspective Chinese 

philosophical tradition. 

This chapter is only a first attempt to enter into the Chinese taste experience, 

and has only touched upon a small selection of taste terms. It also suggests areas 

for further investigation. Firstly, as mentioned in the chapter, wei plays an 

important role in Chinese literary thought, and is very closely related to the 

aesthetic experience of the Chinese people. This line of research will lead to a 

deep understanding of Chinese aesthetics. Secondly, an understanding of the 

relative value of the sense of 'taste' in relation to the other senses will reveal 

Chinese sensory organisation (see the next chapter for the role that 'sound' plays 

in Chinese knowledge inception). It can be expected that this will not only expand 

our knowledge of the Chinese experience, but also contribute to the search for the 

universal and culture-specific aspects of human experience and conceptualisation. 
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Chapter 6 

The Notion of bei ('auditory memorisation') 
in the Written Chinese Tradition and the 

Chinese Cultural Model of Learning 

Following an exploration of the conceptual basis of Chinese interpersonal 
relations, Chinese emotional expressiorJ:J_~ verbally and non-verbally, and 
the role of 'taste J in the Chinese conceptual formation) this chapter looks into 
yet another important aspect of Chinese psychology to do with learning and 
knovvledge formation. It focuses on bei ('auditory memorisation; - a cultural 
practice of 'remembering JJ which plays a prominent role in the learning 
experience of Chinese people) but is often thought of as 'rote learning J. It aims 
at addressing two central questions: what is beiJ and why is it a culturally 
emphasised practice? In answering the first question) it will conduct an in
depth analysis of the meaning ofbei so as to provide a culture-internal view of 
and belief about memory formation and learning, and contrast it 
intralinguistically with Chinese ji ('try to remember/write down;, and, 
interlinguistically, with memorise and learn by heart in English. In addressing 
to the second question, this chapter will explore linguistic, cognitive, cultural, 
and historical reasons that could explain this culturally important practice. Of 
particular_ interest to this study, following the revelation of the meaning ofbei, 
is the question of why 'auditory memorisation J' which exhibits some key 
features of knowledge transmission in oral cultures, is so prized by the Chinese 
people) who possess a long written and print history, and why the practice of 
memorisation is discouraged in modern Anglo culture. At the same time when 
the chapter reveals the Chinese cultural model of learning and the 
interrelations between memory formation, learning) and understanding in 
Chinese culture, it sheds light on the role that sound plays in Chinese 
knowledge inception. Together with Chapter 5, they represent a first effort to 
understand Chinese sensory organisation from a culture-internal perspective. 
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The life of each language rests on the inner attitude of the people 

concerning the manner of expressing thought in sound. (Humboldt, 

1971, p. 237) 

The learning of the gentleman enters through the ear, is stored in the 

mind, spreads through the four limbs, and is visible in his activity and 

repose. (Xunzi, 1.9, 340-245 BC)1 

Every one of my Puling students could recite at least a dozen Chinese 

classics by heart - the verses of Du Fu, of Li Bai, of Qu Yuan and 

the1 were young men and women from the countryside of Sichuan 

province, a backwater by Chinese standards. They still read books and 

they still read poetry; that was the difference. (Hessler, 2002, p.42) 

1. The paradox of the Chinese learner and the need for a 

culture-internal perspective 

On the cover of the book entitled The Chinese Learner edited by Watkins and 

Biggs ( eds., 1996), the following question is posed: 

How can Chinese learners be so successful academically ( often outperforming 

their W estem peers) when their teaching and learning seems to be so oriented to 

rote memorisation? 

1 ~-=fz.~fil : AfEI=, §ff3f,t,, 1fffl211~!, %3¥-!JJ'~Jo «ffi-=f ·ib*~Jig-)) (CHANT)o 
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This paradoxical question not only summarises the key question that the book 

attempts to address, but also speaks for the puzzled minds of many others who 

have had first-hand experience with Chinese learners. 

Obviously, when it plays such an important role in the Chinese learning 

experience, 'rote memorisation' cannot be thought of as an undesirable 

pedagogical practice which should be discouraged, as is the case in the modem 

Anglo educational context. How, then, do researchers make sense of all this? 

Using what they call 'student approaches to learning (SAL)', one of the authors 

says: 

Let us first try the lower cost assumption that our knowledge of teaching is not 

all wrong. The clue is that assertions (1) and (2) are based on Western 

observations and interpretations. Maybe those observations and interpretations 

are simply wrong. A first hypothesis, then, is that what some Western observers 

are seeing is not what they think it is. (Biggs, 1996, p.50) 2 

If "what some W estem observers are seeing is not what they think it is", as the 

above quote states, then what is the true nature of the 'rote memorisation' that is 

observed? What's more, how do Chinese people make sense of it them.selves, and 

what are the reasons for them doing so? 

This chapter attempts to show that a linguistic - in particular a semantic -

perspective can help to find the answers to some of these questions. A close 

2 The two assertions mentioned in the quote are (1) CHC [Confucian heritage 
countries] classrooms should be conducive to low quality outcomes: rote learning 
and low achievement; (2) CHC students are perceived as using low-level, rote
based strategies. (Biggs, 1996, p 49). 
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examination of indigenous 'memorisation' -related concepts that are salient to the 

Chinese people - in particular those that are central to Chinese educational 

discourse and practice - can provide researchers with direct access to, and reveal a 

great deal about the Chinese people's own understanding of, and cultural beliefs 

about their practice. Moreover, the Chinese linguistic evidence -words, phrases 

and conventional expressions, such as ershunengxiang £1=1~ t1~i-¥ [ ear-familiar-able 

to-know clearly] ('knowing clearly from hearing many times'), shunengshengqiao 

1~t1~1:J5 [familiar-able to-generate-creativity] ('familiarity generates creativity') 

- can shed light on the Chinese view of the relationships between memorisation, 

understanding, and learning. 

The aim of this chapter is exactly that-to reveal a culture-internal view and 

conception of the practice of 'memorisation' from the vantage point of the Chinese 

language. It will focus primarily on bei, which at this point of the discussion may 

be loosely translate as 'auditory memorisation'. The chief goal is to reveal a 

cultural model of Chinese learning by undertaking a detailed semantic analysis of 

the concept bei, although effort will also be made to contrast it with Ji ('try to 

remember/write down'), its closest synonym, and with a couple of English 

'memorisation' concepts, for the culture-specific meaning of bei can be best 

pinpointed and appreciated in a contrastive context. 

But just how important is bei ('auditory memorisation') to the Chinese people? 

Examples in the next section will help demonstrate its importance. 
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2. The importance of 'memorisation' in Chinese learning: 

illustrations 

There is some truth in the common stereotype that Chinese learners are very good 

at memorisation. It occupies an important place in the Chinese learning context 

and the Chinese people place positive values on it. Readers can have some idea of 

the prominent role bei plays in the Chinese learning contexts from the following 

examples. 

Example 1 

A Chinese movie, known in English as High Sum1ner Sky (Chinese title: Wang 

Shouxian de Xiatian [Wang Shouxian's summer]; W, 2002), which was shown 

recently on the Australian multicultural television channel SBS, can almost be 

seen as a story of bei. When a film crew came to a rural village, they chose Wang 

Shouxian to act in their film., an act that angered Wang's teacher, whose argument 

was as follows: 

Wang Shouxian pingshi lian kewen dou beibushang, 

name usually PART lesson/text PART bei:NEG:up 

zenme key'f bei juben? 

How can bei scripts 

'How can Wang Shouxian memorise the scripts ifhe can't even memorise 

school lessons?' 
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A pupil who is not able to bei school texts cannot be considered a good student, 

thus Wang would set a bad example for other pupils, so the teacher argues. The 

rest of the story is about how Wang was inspired by this incident to comn1it 

himself to beikewen ~i¾X ('memorise school texts'). 

Example 2 

In a set of personal essays written by Chinese instructors of the English language 

and grouped under the heading 'Literacy at Home' ( as a way of showing how 

Chinese learners come to read and write their own language and how that affects 

the learning of a second language) (Perry, ed., 1998), almost all of the authors 

mentioned that memorising and reciting ancient poems were, for them or their 

family members, the earliest way of 'enculturation'. For some the 'cultural 

literacy' began even before the child was born, as said by one of the authors, who 

devoted her essay to explaining the belief and practice of taijiao Bt~ ('educating 

the foetus'). She writes: 

Tang poems are among the best teaching materials for the child and the foetus, 

especially those with four lines and five characters in each line. They are easy 

to read aloud and understand. (Xu, 1998, p.23) 

Another author writes about her daughter: 

She can read stories to her little friends and teach her little cousin to recite some 

famous Tang poems, such as 'Missing my hometown quietly at night,' which I 

taught her at the age of three. (Luo, 1998, p.28) 
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Messages that come out consistently from these essays include that the Chinese 

writing system and literary tradition play a powerful role in children's literacy 

acquisition, and that the tradition of literacy persists. The interesting thing is that 

reading ( aloud) and reciting poems and popular classical texts are seen as an 

integral part of literacy acquisition. This can be said to be equally true with regard 

to children from both urban and rural areas. For example, in writing about the 

ways in which rural children come to read, Lu recounts: 

When I was a child, every family would put antithetical couplets up on their 

gates to celebrate the lunar New Year. Because the calligraphy on the couplets 

was beautiful and varied, and also because the couplets expressed the best 

wishes of each family, all the villagers were ready and glad to read and 

comment on them. At these times, young children would look at the couplets 

and listen to adults talking about ~em. Sometimes, the adults would point at 

some simple Chinese characters to teach the children. For example, they might 

point out~' tian (sky) in ~~pjfk pu tian tong qing (all the people celebrate 

together) or Aren (person) in A%if+ ren shou nianfeng (long live the people 

, good harvest in the new year). They just read out and repeated such characters 

as tian tian or ren ren and the children would follow and say, 'tianJ tian' or 

'renJ ren.' Time and again, the children might memorize the characters. 

Wherever they found the already learned words, they would point at them and 

cry out 'tian' or 'ren,' as described previously. (Lu, 1998, p.20) 
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Lu (1998) further remarks that "[a]ntithetical couplets formed part of the 

traditional Chinese culture, and they played an important role in rural children's 

literacy acquisition" (p.20; see also Gough, 1968; Hayes, 1985). 3 

Another author writes about how children in cities acquire literacy: 

When their children are almost four years old, parents usually provide them 

with blocks or cards that have Chinese characters and corresponding pictures on 

them. In addition, the parents teach their children to recite the alphabet and 

some simple poems. After that, when the children get a little older, the parents 

teach them how to write characters. When I was a little child less than five 

years old, my parents taught me how to write and gave me assignments that 

they checked every day .... [M]y uncle often taught me to recite children's 

songs. My aunt told me many stories and said they were all in books - so it 

made me very interested in books. (Zhang, 1998, p.31) 4 

3 As pointed out by Hayes (1985), "[t]he large number of printed editions devoted 
to couplets (tui-lien or lien-yu), the wide range of subject heads, the inclusion of 
sections about them in all guides and encyclopaedias, the frequency with which 
collections of couplets are encountered in handwritten village books, and their 
common use in religious houses, temples and shrines, homes, and boats and shops 
testify to the importance of couplets as an item in the inventory of written 
materials used in everyday life" (p.83). 

4 Childr-en are initially exposed to the very limited characters that can be 
considered pictographic in nature. However, it must be remembered that the 
majority of the Chinese characters are not pictographic. As Defrancis (1989) 
points out, no full writing system can be developed from only pictographs (see 
also Qiu, 2000, Chap 1). 'Alphabet' in this quote should refer to pznyzn, the 
auxiliary romanisation system for notating characters, as is used in this thesis. 
Adopted in 1958 in Mainland China,pznyzn wasn't fully installed in use until in 
the 1970s, and is now taught as a writing script alongside character acquisition ( cf. 
Typographical Conventions at the beginning of the thesis). That is, pupils in 
Mainland China learn two writing systems. In this chapter, the Chinese script 
refers to characters only. 
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On the surface these quotes may not seem to be directly related to 'memorisation'. 

However, they are clear and revealing examples showing how children come to be 

aware of and come into contact with the writing scripts and how they come to form 

some initial ideas about the source of knowledge in a culture where the influence 

of writing is prevalent and where literary heritage is abundant, widely treasured 

and transmitted. What these essays reflect is in fact the 'folk pedagogy' - to 

borrow the term from the noted psychologist Jerome Bruner (1996, Chap 2)

which the Chinese people engage in for their literary acquisition and for the 

transmission of their cultural and literary traditions. As the editor remarks: "A 

striking feature of all of these essays is the loyalty that the adults in these writers' 

lives showed to the old ideals of education and the efforts that they made to ensure 

that their children acquired the kind of literacy that they themselves had been 

taught to value" (Perry, 1998, p.5). In other words, the continual transmission of 

literary tradition is made possible through Chinese folk pedagogical practice as 

reflected in the above quotes ( see also Strafford, 1995, pp.184-185). The meaning 

of bei as an education practice has to be understood in this context: it takes place 

amidst printed, squarish Chinese words, and against the backdrop of a long and 

uninterrupted literary tradition. 

Example 3 

The third example is supplied by Chen and Huang's (1982) experimental study on 

differences in perceived relevance and difficulty of intelligence-related items by 

Australian and Chinese students. The result of their research suggests that when 

compared with Australian students, Chinese students place a high value on 
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memory skills (note that the article used 'rote memory') as a component of the 

intelligence construct. 5 Although both Australian and Chinese students find high 

relevance on spatial-mechanical abilities such as intelligence attributes, Australian 

students find great difficulty in memory tasks. The authors conclude that 

[a]mong the Chinese, a different pattern emerged: The spatial-mechanical 

ability was judged as the most difficult, followed by verbal and memory skills. 

The comparisons between spatial-mechanical versus verbal, and spatial

mechanical versus memory skills on difficulty ratings were significant (p<.01) 

with t values being 11.5 and 9.9, respectively. The difference between verbal 

and memory skills was not significant. (Chen and Huang, 1982, p.152) 

Undoubtedly, this is closely related to the emphasis placed on the so-called 'rote 

memory' skill in learning. Chan (1996), in his review of research on Chinese 

intelligence, made the following remarks on Chen and Huang's experiment: 

-
It is interesting to note that the Chinese regarded items requiring rote memory 

as being easier than did the Australians. This reflects a common understanding 

of the effects of the type of education system, styles of parental emphasis, and 

cultural pressures that Chinese children have to undergo in their early formative 

years since ancient times. (Chan, 1996, p.102) 

5 The other two components of the intelligence construct are spatial-mechanical 
abilities and verbal skills. It is important to note that the authors admit that "two 
cultural groups have been similarly indoctrinated into believing that intelligence is 
what intelligence tests measures" (Chen and Huang, 1982, p.153). 
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Chan says this obviously with the Chinese examination and pyramidical education 

system in mind. We will return to this point in §4 .1. 

Example 4 

The fourth example also draws from research in psychology. Based on his surveys 

in schools, Liu (1986) points out the following as "one of the most conspicuous 

rules of the specific type acquired by the Chinese during their childhood" (pp.81-

83): 

If the purpose is to acquire the knowledge contained in an article, then the best 

strategy is to memorize the article. 

He then adds the 'practise skill' rule that is related to the 'memorise lesson' rule: 

If the purpose is to acquire any new cognitive skill, then the best strategy is to 

practise repeatedly. 

Example 5 

The last example is illustrated by a book I picked up during my recent trip to 

China. It is called Zhonggu6 Haizi }{uexifa « ~ ~ Ii -=f-~ )J 1!)) (Ways of Studying 

for Chinese Children) (Ri, 2002), which has already been reprinted ten times to 

meet public demand. This is just one of the countless books on a similar subject in 

China. On the jacket of the book, it says " [t]here are more than 200 methods of 

learning from excellent teachers so there must be one that suits your child" . 

Among the methods, a great deal of emphasis is placed on jiy ifa i cJl¥! ('method 
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for memory', a technical term), and especially on the practice of bei ~. Also, 

explicit assignments written in school textbooks on the subject of Chinese for year 

one to year twelve students require them to bei ~or beisong ~ iffl large portions of 

texts that they have studied, especially where they are ancient texts. It is not 

surprising then that one of the first questions parents ask their children after school 

is Shu beiguole meiyou? 4=5~ii7 &~ [book-bei-EXP-PFV-NEG], 'Have you 

committed to memorising the text?' This is tantamount to saying 'Have you done 

your homework?' 

All of the above examples, ranging from studies on Chinese psychology to 

personal accounts, show that bei, reciting and memorisation play a prominent role 

in the Chinese learning experience. 

3. Focusing on bei - what is it? 

So, what is bei? What can it tell us about the Chinese ways of and beliefs about 

learning? This section will attempt to provide an answer to what bei is by 

' undertaking detailed semantic analysis. 

3.1 Dictionary translations 

Translations of bei offered by popular bilingual dictionaries will constitute a 

starting point for our analysis. ABC and JXHC, for example, gloss bei as "learn by 

heart, recite from memory" (ABC, p.596; JXHC, p.22). ZSHC translates it as "to 

ren1ember by rote; to commit to memory in detail" (p. 885). Some frequently used 

com.pounds of bei included in these dictionaries are listed as follows: 
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(2)a. beishu Ff.=p; [bei-book]: recite lesson from memory (ABC, p.26); recite a 

lesson; to commit a lesson to memory (ZSHC, p.885); recite a book from 

memory (JXJ-IC, p.22) 

b. beishu Ff1~ [bei-ripe/familiar]: learn by heart (ABC, p.26) 

c. beisong Ff im [bei-recite]: recite; repeat from memory (ABC, p.26); recite 

(ZSHC, p. 885) 

d. beitaici Ff 'E!ifu [bei -stage-word]: speak one's line; recite the words of an 

actor ' s part (JXJ-IC, p.22); speak one' s lines (ABC, p.26) 

Apart from ' learn by heart' and 'commit to memory in detail ', most of the 

translations of bei and bei-related words seem to focus on the performance of bei 

that results from the memorisation process, but not on the process itself. However, 

if a student is required to bei xznxue de ke1,ven sanbian Ff ffi¥ ITT iJ:JC ~ ('to bei 

the newly-learned texts three times') as homework assignment, it is more likely the 

case that the student is asked to 'commit to memory' and repeat the act of 

memorisation at least three times. 

3.2 Semantic analysis 

Intuitively, bei is polysemous: bei1 focuses on the mental process, and bei2 refers 

to the result of bei1, which is closer to ' reciting from memory' . More evidence of a 

syntactic nature is required to support this claim, however, and when discussing 

the grammatical features of bei, the different syntactic environments in which bei1 

and bei2 occur will be pointed out wherever possible. The following examples are 

mostly taken from Hanyu Dongci Yongfa Cidfan «& i-:g.i}JiP]ffl~iiu~» 

(Dictionary of the Usage of Chinese Verbs , hereafter I-IDYC). 
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3.2.1 Bei1 ~ 1 ('auditory memorisation'). 

Bei1 focuses on the process of memorisation. When the 'memoriser' undertakes 

this task, he or she can have visual access to the to-be-remembered material at the 

same time. Examples (3 )-(8) suggest this possibility of the presence of printed 

material. 

X meitian bei/ fi/xue - ' sange diinci a 

X every day bei/memorise/leam three:CL vocabulary 

'X commits himself to memorising/tries to memorise/learns three foreign words 

every day.' 

Jinfian de ' ' zuoye shi bei kewen o 

Today LIG homework be ·bei - text 

'Today's homework is to undertake the task of memorising text.' 

When bei takes aspectual markers such as -guo (experiential marker) or-zhe 

(durative or continual marker), it seems to have bei1 interpretati~n only, as is the 

case in examples (5)-(6). 
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( 5) experiential marker -guo ii 

Ta r • V cong.xzao beiguo bushao ....... . ' 
JlngJUo 

3 SG from:little bei:EXP not:less warning:sentence 

'He.had memorised quite a lot of aphorisms from a very young age.' 

( 6) progressive and durative marker -zheng iE and -zhe ~ 

ffiliEW' (~) i~P~o (HDYC, p. 19) 

Ta zheng bei(zhe) shf 

3SG PROG bei (DUR) poem PART. 

'He is in the process of memorising the poem.' 

Example ( 5) can only have bei 1 reading: some time before now, he committed 

himself to remembering some aphorisms, or he made an effort to memorise some 

aphorisms. It is possible that he is able to reproduce them by reciting (bei2) them 

now. It is also quite possible that he is unable to do so now. 6 It is also unlikely that 

( 6) would be interpreted as 'he is reciting poems from memory'. 

Examples (7) and (8) contain the verbal complementation structure, showing the 

potential and the ability of bei. 

6 Chappell (2001) argues that-guo, the aspectual category, expresses evidential meaning. Her reanalysis of experiential markers in Sinitic languages as evidential markers shows that a salient meaning component of these evidential makers is the 'discontinuity' effect. That is the opposite state of affairs holds at the time of speaking. Indeed, the use of - guo in ( 5) implies that the subject no longer memorises aphorisms. 
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(7) potential verb compounds 

(a) «iti-=a» 1/F1f1f T~? (HDYC, p.19) 

Lunyu nz beideliao ma? 

Analects 2SG bei:able to PART 

'Are you able to memorise The Analects (i.e. the whole text)?' 

(b) -0-~w~Tn~lf!-iAJo (HDYC, p.19) 

Yifenzhong beibuliao wuge danci o 

one:minute bei:unable to five:CL single:word 

'Unable to memorise five words within a minute.' 

Dane£ 

single:words 

taiduo WO 

too:many lSG 

beibuguolai o 

bei:NEG:past:come 

'There are too many words. I can't possibly learn all of them by heart.' 

(8) resultative verb compounds 

(a) 1tPJ~b1fftilX$&1f JJx:o (HDYC, p.19) 

Ta chaode WO kewen dou mei beichengo 

3 SG make noise:EXT lSG text PART NEG bei:accomplish 

'He was so noisy that I failed to accomplish the task of memorising the text.' 
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Ta bei yzngwen danci beichu ke ·- ' 11ngyan laile o 

3SG bei English vocabulary PART bei:out experience come:INC 

'He has had the experience of memorising (so much) English vocabulary that 

he's now ound a shortcut.' (i.e. He has found a way to memorise the words 

quickly and accurately.) 

Example (8a) is worth noting in that it suggests that 'noise' can interfere with 

the act of memorisation. This will be highly relevant to the later discussion of the 

'auditory' nature of bei. 

It is clear from the above examples that the range of use of bei 1 is very different 

from its English synonyms such as commit to memory, memorise or learn by heart 

(their meanings will be explained in §3.4). Relying on these terms does not permit 

an accurate understanding of the meaning of bei1• Furthermore, it can be 

misleading to look at the culturally salient concept bei through these infrequently 

used English terms. 

Roughly speaking, bei is to 'memorise by reading aloud and repetition for the 

purpose of deep understanding'. Obviously, this is far too simplistic a description. 

Using the set of semantic primes, the full meaning content of bei1 ('auditory 

memorisation') can be spelt out as the following: 
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/ 

[A] Semantic explication ofX zai bei1 kewen X tE~ 1 iJf:X (X was 'memorising' 
texts.) 

(a) X was doing something for some time like people do when they think like this 
about something: PROTOTYPICAL THOUGHT 

"I can see this something now 
it has many parts 
all these parts are zi [ M] 
I know what they all are because I can see them 
It will be good if I can know the same when I do not see these zi [MJ 

I know if I don't do something for some time, 
afterwards, I can't know the same 

I want to do it" 

(b) because of this, this person was doing something PROCESS/MANNER 
for some time 

when this person was doing this, this person was saying 
these zi [M] one after another 

people could hear it 
this person could see these zi [M] if they wanted to 
this person thought about these zi [M] many times 
this person did not think about other things at the same time 

(c) someone could think about it like this at that time: PROJECTED RESULT 
"if this person does like this for some time, 
afterwards this person can say this thing when this person does not see it 
when this person has to do something with this thing, this person does not 

have to think about it 
if this person does the same thing many times, this person can know more 

about this thing because of this" 

( d) people think: it is good if a person does something like this EVALUATION 

The meaning of bei1 is represented above in a schematic way, incorporating _ 

'prototypical thought' and 'observed manner' of the 'doer' ([a]~ [b]), the 

'projected result' in the view of the observer (c), and people' s 'evaluation' of the 

act (d). 

Components bundled under (a) show that, in a prototypical situation, objects of 

bei have three features. The first is that they are composed of zi * or hanzi ~ *, 
Chinese characters (also known as 'sinographs'). The prototypical object can be 

extended to zi-like symbols ('something like zi') that are recognised by the 
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Chinese people as a meaningful basic unit, such as zimii :¥-ffl: ('alphabetic letters') 
I 

andAlab6 shuzi ~BJ"t.fl1a~:¥ ('Arabic numbers'). Note the use of zi in 'letters' and 

'numbers' in Chinese. (The meaning of zi will be explained in §3.2.3) 

The second feature is that these 'Chinese words' (zi) or symbols (something 

like zi) have a fixed sequential ( and possibly linear) order (for them to be 

recognised for what they are). Typical things that are strung by zi or zi-like 

symbols are 'text' and 'foreign words'. As expected, bei takes objects such as 

kewen i¾X ('a text for a lesson'), shz it ('poems'), dancf 1ft. iA] ('foreign 

vocabulary'), gongshi 0:rt ('formula'), and k6ujue • l?k: [mouth-formula] 

(' arithmetic table that should be committed to memory for ready use, as the 

multiplication table') (ZSHC, p.132). Naturally, 'this something' that a person sees 

is made up of more than one single unit. 

Explanations of bei offered by Chinese monolingual dictionaries show the 

sequential feature as well. XHC, for instance, equates bei ~ with beisong ~im, 

and explains the latter as "ping jiyi nianchu duguo de wenzi" 

!tt-ii:Jl~tew;iis<JX::¥ ('relying on memory, read out scripts/words that one has 

read aloud') (p.56). A telling explanation is offered by Changyong Gauci Cidian 

«~fflif~iA)iA]~)) (The Chinese Dictionary of Word Formation, hereafter CGC), 

which makes it very clear what sort of things are for 'memorising'. It reads: ping 

jiyi nianchu wenju Jt;1t;'fl~ tB )('A] ('relying on memory, read aloud text and 

sentences') (CGC, p.14). Although these definitions seem to be closer to bei2, they 

reaffirm the common features of objects that bei takes - something that consists of 

zi or zi-like symbols which are arranged in a sequential order. 

The third important feature of the objects that bei takes is that they are 

'sayable'. This is perhaps why bei is commonly used for bei dancilshengcf/cizu 
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~ --'fl iA]/ ~iif]/iiflt_§_ (' bei individual foreign/unfamiliar/group words'), meaning the 

memorisation of the sequence of the alphabetic letters and phrases, but not so 

much for the sequential order of strokes that make up the graph of hanzi 1J. ¥ -
Chinese characters (* bei hanzi; cf. jihanzi, §3 .2.2). This is because foreign words 

are usually made up of a string of alphabetical letters, each of which can be 

pronounced; whereas strokes can neither be 'pronounced', nor form a meaning 

unit themselves (although all strokes have a designated name) (See Figure 2 for 

examples of character stroke order). Note that, in English, one says "How do you 

spell this word?", whereas Chinese people say~ -1'-'¥~¼ ~ ? "How do you write 

this zi?", as Perry (1998) insightfully pointed out. Components of Chinese 

characters cannot be spelt. But each individual character is 'sayable' and can be 

strung together to make a word, phrase, a sentence, a poem, or a text. 

Objects of bei, however, do not have to be zi only. As mentioned earlier, they 

can include zi-like symbols. For example, one can bei gongshi ~05:t ('bei 

formula') (be they related to mathematics, chemistry, or physics, or made up of a 

mixture of Arabic numbers and alphabetic letters), bei yuepu 1=f *if (' bei music 

score'), bei qipu 1=fmit (' bei go-chess diagram'), or bei dingshi 1=f JE:rt [bei

fixed-model/pattern/formula] (' bei fixed chess pattern, usually for opening 

moves'). Although formulae, music scores, and even chess diagrams are not made 

up of zi, their components are zi-like ( each graph forms an individual unit) and are 

arranged in a fixed sequential order. 7 

7 Chinese yuepu ('musical score') and qipu ('diagrams for recording the sequences of moves') are often notated by Arabic numerals. See Figures 3 and 4 (Pu is a register, a record, a collection of examples for reference purposes). Qipu can also . be notated by numbers represented in Chinese characters (i.e. Chinese numerals) such as-, =-- " [9, Ji···+ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ... 10). 
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The sequential, 'sayable,' and zi-like features that typically characterise the 

objects of bei explain why one cannot say *bei tuhua *WOOlfill [bei-picture] or* bei 

huapu Wtfillil [bei-painting-register] (cf. 'to memorise a photograph';* 'to learn a 

picture by heart', see §3.3). Components in a picture are not usually arranged in a 

sequence order. Nor do they have zi-like features. Huapu ('a collection of painting 

examples') are for linm6 ![{rill 'imitation', rather than for memorisation.8 

The first half of the components in (a) reflects the prevalent influence of writing 

in Chinese culture and in the deep consciousness of the Chinese people. 

Components in the second half of (a) show the motivations for the act of bei1: to 

be able to 'remember' the exact content of the target material. They also show that 

the 'doer' knows that (conscious) effort is required in order to transfer the 

knowledge 'kept' in the written or external material to one's 'mind', as reflected in 

the components 'I know if I don't do something for some time, afterwards, I can't 

know the same; I want to do it'. 

Components in (b) describe the 'memorising' process, which involves a mental 

process as well as vocalisation - 'reading aloud'. Bei is closely associated with 

sound. In fact, the very word bei evokes 'sound'. When one does not read aloud 

the material, then the 'memorising' act is described as mobei J}t1f [silent-bei], 

'silent memorisation', which often takes place in one's xzn ('heart-mind') ( e.g. zai 

xznlr ,nobei tf;C,,£JJw [LOC-heart-inside-silent-bei], 'silently memorise in one's 

heart'). Mobei, 'silent memorisation', shows clearly that sound association is 

unmarked in bei. Expressions such as beiyale sangzi wlErTPi-=f [bei-mute-PFV-

8 Note that linm6 lf-aill, copying and imitating models of painting and calligraphy, 
is regarded as an indispensable method training students of calligraphy and 
painters in China. -
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throat/voice] (HDYC, p.19), 'bei to the point of losing one's voice', implies the 

'vocalising' aspect of bei. 

At this point, it is interesting to consider (8a) again. This example suggests that, 

from the speaker's point of view, the noise affected his or her concentration, or 

that it caused significant auditory interference in the process of bei, or both. 

The 'reading aloud' character of bei may give the impression of chanting. But 

bei itself does not have such an implication. Only when the manner of bei is 

described as y6uk6uwuxzn ~ • 7C'L' [have-mouth-without-heart] ('absent

minded'), as A Bao beishu ~PJ~~~ [memorising a text like a person named A 

Bao] ('only reading aloud without putting one's heart into it'), or as xiang 

laoheshang nianjzng 1f~,fQ f#J~~ [like-old-monk-read aloud-scripture] ('like an 

old monk chanting'), does the whole description take on the implication of 'rote 

memorisation or learning' .9 

'This person thought about these zi [M] many times' and 'this person does not 

think about other things' in (b) show the mental effort and commitment required in 

the process of memorisation. Bei requires xznsi 'L' ,~, [heart-thought], 'mental 

effort'. This is supported by linguistic evidence. For example, while Ji 1ei ('try to 

remember', see §3.2.4) can be collocated with sit it ('fast, rapid, quick, speedy') 

and Jiang~_; ('snatch/try to beat others in speed of performance'; 'do something in 

9 Withyuepu ('musical score'), one can sing along. One cannot, however, really 
make 'sounds out of qipu ('diagrams notating chess moves'), which is without 
much point. But one is still able to mobei qipu [silent-bei-chess-diagram] or mobei 
dingshi [silent-bei-fixed-formula], meaning memorising, in one's heart, the 
sequence of the chess moves, without simultaneously playing them out on the 
chessboard. Here bei qipu, to memorise diagrams notating chess moves, could be 
considered an extension of the meaning of bei. As mentioned earlier, the zi-like, 
'sayable' and sequential feature of the· 'markers' on the qipu makes it a qualified 
to-be-remembered item for bei. 
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haste, as in emergency'), bei does not allow such collocations(* subei :rl~; 

* qiangbei 5li ~). 

'This person could see these zi [M] if they wanted to' in (b) indicates that the 

'doer' can have visual access to the target material. It is necessary to include this 

component even in the case where children recite so1nething through oral 

instruction only (in any case, this is not a prototypical scenario of bei, but rather 

that of 'teaching the child to bei'). Examples such as those presented in §2 show 

clearly that Chinese children, whether from urban or rural areas, are made aware of 

the print world from a very young age. 

Components in ( c) describe the projected result of bei, described from the 

observer's point of view. They convey the idea that bei is a common practice that 

is familiar to and readily recognisable by Chinese people, and show people's belief 

with regard to the purpose of bei - to internalise what is learned. Detailed 

discussion of the cultural beliefs behind bei as a learning practice will be taken up 

in §4. Briefly, these components show the positive value attached to bei by 

Chinese people, who view it as an effective strategy for acquiring knowledge and a 

necessary means of internalising 'outer' knowledge and of reaching deep 

understanding. They are tied up closely with the notion of shu 1~ ('becoming 

familiar') and of modelling as a foundation for creativity. 

Bei itself implies one procedure. Repetition is only marked when it is followed 

by number classifiers, e.g. ~M~ bei liangbian [bei-two-time.CL], meaning 

'reciting twice'. However, it is quite obvious that without repeats of this 

procedure, often one is unable to arrive at a deeper understanding. 'Many times' in 

(c) describes repeats, which do not have to be undertaken consecutively, but can be 

spaced out. 
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Thus far the suggestion is that bei is a meaningful activity. Only when it 

becomes yingbei ®!~ [hard/forced-bei], as reflected in the set phrase sijiyingbei 

%-ic®:!~ [dead-ji-forced-bei] ('mechanically memorise', ABC, p.569) can it 

possibly be regarded as 'rote learning', which can mean that the target item is 

meaninglessly presented, that it is too difficult for the 'doer' to comprehend, or 

that this task is simply too demanding. Yingbei [hard/forced-bei] does suggest that 

Chinese people are aware of the difficulties involved in trying to memorise 

meaningless items or to memorise them without understanding. (Bei and Ji are 

often mentioned in tandem. They may be interchangeable for rhetorical reasons. 

But they differ in their meanings. See §3.3 for the meaning ofji.) 

In this sense, it is perhaps not that far-fetched to illustrate yingbei ®!~ 

[hard/forced-bei] withyingbei dianhua haoma ®!~~ii%~ [hard/forced-bei

telephone-number], 'to memorise a telephone number'. Although the digits of 

telephone numbers are usually not too many, they are after all randomly strung 

together (note that they are called haoma in Chinese meaning a code for 

identification), and can be extremely hard to remember, even though one uses 

them often. Chinese people have developed some strategies for remembering 

telephone numbers. The most common method is to impose meaning by matching 

numbers to homophones so as to make up a meaningful story since the Chinese 

language is replete with homophones. (For example, a taxi company in Shanghai 

once comes up with 2580000, which, translated into the native Shanghainese 

dialect Wu, could mean 'Let me dial 4 zeros'.) A second commonly used method 

is to work out a mathematic relationship between neighbouring numbers. If neither 

method works, one resorts to yingbei [hard/forced-bei] - committing oneself to 

memorising the sequence of the numbers by reading aloud. 
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Any culturally encouraged educational practice carries with it an implicit, 

positive value upheld by its people ( e.g. Wierzbicka, 2004b ). Component ( d) 

reflects that in relation to bei. It seems that reading aloud helps the 'agent' 

remember the target material. Bei is like a loop, appearing to fulfil double 

functions - bei itself is a goal, but it is simultaneously a develop~d mnemonic 

strategy or a modality to fulfil this goal. The 'reading-aloud' trademark of bei 

seems to be a key link between bei1 and bei2 . . 

3.2.2 Bei2 ~ 2 ('reproduce by reciting'). 

A natural outcome of bei1 ('audible memorisation') is bei2 -to reproduce verbatim 

by reciting - as reflected in the following examples (all from HDYC, p.18). 

Liscio WO beibuhaoo 

Lisao lSG bei:NEG:well 

'I can't recite Li Sao very well (i.e. I may n1istake the sequence or omit some 

sentences).' 

Zhongxuelr xue de shz WO haineng beishanglai o 

middle school:inside learn LIG poem 1 SG still:able to bei:up:come 

'I am still able to recite from memory some poems that I learned in the middle 

school.' 
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Tandao LfBai de shf, ta .. ' 
JZU beileqflai o 

talk:to name LIG poem 3SG PART bei:PFV:rise.INC 

'When we talked about Li Bai' s poems, he started reciting them.' 

However, bei1 does not have to be the only condition for bei2. Example (12) shows 

that the relatives thought that their two-year old niece was able to bei because she 

tzngshu Ufr1"~ [listen-ripe/familiar], not because of bei1 (cf. the prototypical 

scenario of bei portrayed in the explication of bei1). 

1~ TWT o (Yang, 2003, p.103) 

Yuanyuan liji ba shu daoguolai, c6ng t6u 

name immediately BA book reverse:past:come from beginning 

niandao dz, yzzibucuo. Tamen zuichu yfwei shi 

read aloud:to end one:word:NEG:wrong 3PL at first thought BE 

tzngshule beile o 

listen:familiar:PFV bei:PFV 

'[They read out for Yuanyuan the books that I bought her,] Yuan.yuan 

immediately turned the book up-side down, and read from beginning to end 

without missing a word. They thought that she was reciting from memory after 

hearing it many times. [Later, it occurred to elder sister that Yuan.yuan sat 

across from her listening carefully, and that what she recognised were all up

side down characters].' 
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All of the above examples suggest that the corresponding texts are not present. It 

would not make sense to say the following sentence: 

* X yzbian 

X while 

kanzhe shu, yzbian 

look at:DUR book while 

y tzngo 

beii DAT Y listen 

'While X is looking at the book, he is reciting it for Y.' 

Yet, (14) is perfectly acceptable. 

Kanzhe shu hiiohiiode bei10 

see:DUR book well.RDP.ADV beii 

'Look at the book, and memorise it well.' 

So is (15): 

(15) XW2~YO)r 0 

X bei2 gei Y tzngo 

X beii DAT Y listen 

'X recited for Y.' 

If bei has a unified meaning, it should be acceptable in all of the above contexts. 

However, it is not. Bei in (14) and (15) obviously have different meanings, with 
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that in (14) focusing on the mental process of remembering (while the target 

material is present) and that in (15) on reproducing. The meaning of bei2 

('reproduce from memory') can be explained as follows: 

[B] Semantic explication for X zai beii shu X1£~2~ ('Xis reciting from 
memory some texts.') 

(a) X is saying some words in some way 
(b) like a person does when this person thinks like this: 
( c) "I have to say some words 
( d) these words are parts of something 
( e) I have to say this word after this other word 
(f) if I say like this, people can know what this thing is" 
(g) if X is saying some words in this way, someone can think like this: 
(h) "I know these zi [ M] are parts of something 
(i) I now know what this thing is 
G) like I can know what something is when I see some zi [M]" 

It is noticeable that 'other people can hear these zi' is not included in the 

explication. The exclusion of such a component is deliberate. Although bei2 could 

be seen as a perf ormative outcome of bei 1, it is not meant for a public audience. 

This makes it drastically different from ~Aim liingsong ('recite'), which must have 

such an interpretation (e.g. shzge langsong hui i{fijx~Jlim~, 'a poetry reading'). 

Generally speaking, reciting something for public listening is uncommon in 

Chinese culture. Christoph Harbsmeier, a leading expert in comparative studies of 

Ancient Chinese and Ancient Greek and Latin texts, for example, observes that the 

common practice of public reading or performance to a listening audience in 

Ancient Greece was unseen in traditional China, where, as he comments, a text 

was "primarily something that one would recite to oneself, study, and learn to 

interpret with a master" (Harbsmeier, 2001, p.896). 

Apart from children or pupils, one would hardly be called upon to bei in front 

of other people. Even for students, bei2 is only used as a means by teachers to 
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check if they have memorised the target material. This, from another angle, shows 

that bei2 should not be thought of as the goal of bei1, but rather a by-product of bei1. 

In this regard, an analogy may be drawn between the relationship of bei1 and beii 

and that of input and output. 

3.2.3 Words on zi * 
As mentioned earlier, zi is not the exponent of the proposed semantic prime 

WORD(S) within the NSM framework, but a semantic molecule, whose meaning 

can be further defined (see Wierzbicka 1996, p.221; in press b). Understanding 

what zi is, a basic unit that makes up the object of bei, will further the 

understanding of bei. In what follows, a great deal will be said about zi, the 

molecule, and an explication for it will be proposed. 

In a culture like Chinese, which can be said to be, in Ong' s (1982, p.1) words, 

"deeply affected by the use of writing", it is very difficult for people, literate or 

non-literate, to dissociate (spoken) words with written ones (cf. Hayes, 1985; Mair, 

2001). Moreover, it is very likely that a nonalphabetic writing system may lead to 

different perceptions of what a 'word' is when compared to an alphabetic writing 

system. 

It should be remembered that zi [M] refers not only to the basic writing unit - the 

character, but also to a basic linguistic unit, each with its own discrete meaning, 

and each an individual unit where sound, form and meaning converge. (There is a 

strong 'oneness' about zi. In most cases, one zi stands for one grapheme, one 

syllable, and, one morpheme, cf. cf). 10 The all-encompassing zi iµ this sense is 

termed as zi 2 for the time being. 

1° Ci ('word') vu is a technical linguistic term, meaning 'lexeme'. It could be 
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However, zi can be used in contexts without direct or explicit visual 

implication, with reference only to the concept of spoken words. For example, to 

ask another person to speak slowly (in Chinese or in foreign languages), one 

would say 

Qzng 
, 

yzge ' Zl 
, 

yzge ' Zl manmande shuoo 

please one:CL zi one:CL zi slowly.RDP.ADV say 

'Please speak slowly, one zi after another.' 

Or when one speaks too fast (in Chinese or in foreign languages), the listener 

could say 

Wo yfge ' Zl dou 

lSGone:CL zi all 

tf ngqzngchu I 
, . 

mez 

NEG listen:clearly 

tfngdong. 

listen:understand 

'I did not catch a word/I did not understand a word [ of what he said].' 

represented by a single character (i.e. monosyllabic) or by a string of characters 
(i.e. polysyllabic). When used in the sense of 'lexeme', cf functions as a bound 
morpheme (in contrast to zi which is a free morpheme), and the usage was first 
adopted at the beginning of last century (see e.g. Pan, Yip, and Yang, 1993, 
p. l 00). When used as a free morpheme, cf stands for a classic literary genre that is 
set to music, comparable to 'lyrics'. Although scholars of Chinese morphology 
generally regard cf as the equivalent of the 'syntactic word', they are keenly aware 
that its use is confined to linguistic analysis (see e.g. Pachard, ed., 1998). See 
Chappell, to appear, where she discusses zi and cf in terms of the phonological and 
grammatical status of the words in Mandarin. 
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The fact that both (16) and (17) can be uttered with reference to a foreign 

language shows that zi holds a very strong psychological reality for the Chinese 

people, who readily extend its notion to languages of a very different nature. 

Another example is drawn from a recent conversation I had with a Chinese 

friend. When talking about his one-year old daughter's linguistic performance, he 

said: 

Ta . ' ' . xzanzaz 
, 

neng shuo diinge de ' Zlo 

3SG now can speak single:CL LIG zi 

'She now can say single words.' 

Expressions such as tuzi P±+ [utter-zi] ('pronounce words correctly or in the 

traditional way; articulate; pronounce'), and set phrases, such as tuziqfngchu 

P±+m~ [utter-zi-clearly] ('enunciate clearly') for describing clear pronunciation 

and zizhengqiiingyuan + iE~~ml [zi-standard-tone-round] ('sing/speak with clear 

and rich tone') for describing a theatrical verbal performance, all point to the 

' spoken zi' (glosses are all from .,i\BC, p.615). 

The last two examples are from a Chinese Yahoo search 

[http://www.yahoo.com.cn], which brought up more than ten million examples of 

'saying zi'. 
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Wen ta . ' ' . zuida de ganshou shi shenme, ta zhz xzanzaz 

ask 3SG now biggest LIG feeling be what 3SG only 

shuole 
, 

' 'lei' o yzge zz: 

say:PFV one:CL ' tired Zl 

'When asked what he felt most, he said only one word "tired".' [ An interview 

with a member of the Chinese National football team] 

+n~¥o " 

"Nr zenme .. ' shuo ' na?" Laoda shuo: JZU yzge Zl 

2SG how PART one:CL ' PART say Zl name say 

"duiya, bie kan ta zhe 
, 

' 
, 

guanzhe yzge Zl, neng 

yes:PART NEG 3SG this one:CL ' take care of see Zl, can 

women s hiwuge zi o " 

lSG:PL fifteen: CL zi 

"'How come you only said one word?" Laoda said: "yes, don't overlook this 

one word. It amounts to fifteen words [that we could say].' [from a transcript 

of a Chinese comedy duo] 

Chappell ( to appear) points out that the emphasis of 'spoken zi' is placed on the 

act of' articulation' rather than on the meaning of the zi. The examples presented 

here support her observation. 
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Although it is difficult for Chinese, even non-literate Chinese, to imagine their 

world without the presence of zi, 11 from an analytical point of view, however, this 

spoken sense of zi can be seen as being identical to that of WORD(S) - one of the 

sixty semantic primes identified in the NSM framework. The proposed exponent 

of WORD(S) is termed here as zi1 ( cf. Chappell, 2002). Ideally and theoretically, 

zi2 should be and could be explained via the semantic prime zi1. A preliminary 

explication of zi2 is proposed as follows: 

[C] Semantic explication of zh (zi [MJ) ¥ 2 ('character word') 

(a) a kind of thing 
(b) people can see things of this kind 
( c) when people see things of this kind, they can know something 
(d) things of this kind say some things like words (zi1) say something 
( e) people can think like this about things of this kind: 
(f) "they are fangde ('square [M]) 

(g) they can have many small parts" 
(h) often, when people see things of this kind, they can say one thing 

after another 
(i) sometimes, when people see things of this kind, 

they don't know what words (zii) say the same thing 

11 Literacy means shizi iR¥ [recognise-zi] in Chinese. A non-literate person may 
refer to themselves or may be referred to by others with either of the following 
words: bushizi ::fiR¥ [not-recognise-zi], meiwenhua '&X1t [without-culture], or 
wenmang Xii [text-blind]. The next three examples also show how the concept 
of Chinese writing script permeates and influences the everyday cognition of the 
Chinese people. First, since 'personal name' is tem1ed mingzi ;g ¥ in Chinese, 
everyone, literate or not, knows something about zi. Second, even non-literate 
people know that a pyramid, which is calledjznzita ~¥:tg= [gold-character
to~1er/pagoda], is something like 'a tower in the shape of the character for 'gold', 
fin~, (note the pyramidical shape of A. in the character :s1t). Third, due to the 
density of homophones in the Chinese language, Chinese people often give a 
conventional analysis of the components of the characters for their surnames. For 
example, a person would say something like 'my surname is LI-:- mit-z'f-l'f *r*', 
meaning the character for the surname ff* is constituted of the characters for mu * andzfr. ·_ 
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The idea behind the explication is that zi2 are things (characters) that integrate 

visual form (b), meaning (c), and sound (d), which can be read out aloud. 

Components ( e )-(i) give zi2 its distinctiveness - a nonalphabetic, squarish writing 

script made-up of strokes that does not reflect the grapheme-to-phoneme 

correlation. 12 'Square' in ( f) shows the visual feature of zi, which has a strong 

psychological salience among Chinese people, because the vernacular term for 

characters (zi) isfangkuaizi 7:J~-'¥ [square-zi], meaning 'tetragraph'. 

The discussion in this section has shown that the molecule zi represents the folk 

notion of the word in Chinese and holds a strong psychological reality for the 

Chinese people. In this sense, it is akin to the 'sociolinguistic word' that Chao 

Yuen Ren refers to (Chao, 1968, pp.136-137). The fact that Chinese people can 

speak in 'written zi' (with respect to either Chinese or foreign languages) further 

illustrates the powerful influence of a long and uninterrupted written tradition on 

their conception of word and language in general. Zi is deeply embedded not only 

in the meaning of bei, but also in the Chinese people's cultural consciousness. 

The prevalence and emphasis of the written element in Chinese 'memorisation' 

makes the auditory nature of bei all the more intriguing. The question of why the 

modality of 'sound' has become a developed strategy for memorisation in the 

12 Interestingly, Chinese people readily extend the notion of 'written zi' to scripts 
of a v~ry different nature. For example, an English typewriter is called 
yzngwendazijz ~X1T-'¥m [English-written language-hit-zi-machine]. And in 
general the established writing script of any language is called wenzi X-'¥. 

In modern Chinese, wen )land zi *, when used independently, refer to 
'text/written language' and 'character' respectively ( except in set phrases). In Xu 
Shen's Shuo Wen Jie Zi (Explaining Graphs and Characters), the first Chinese 
dictionary ( dated 100 AD) that deals with the Chinese script and character analysis 
and which for the first time grouped characters according to 540 semantic 
categories (radicals), both wen and zi refer to characters, with wen referring to non
composite characters, and zi to composite characters (see Norman, 1988, pp. 67-
68; Xu, 1963, Preface; cf. SWIZZ). 
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written Chinese tradition will be addressed in §4 .1, where discussion of the 

features of zi will be further taken up. 

3.2.4 Ji -ic ('try to remember/write down'). 

In order to have a better understanding of bei, it is important to compare its 

meaning with that of Ji, a related, and commonly used 'memorise' word in 

Chinese. In some contexts, such as (21 ), bei and Ji are used in parallel for 

rhetorical purposes, conveying the general idea of 'memorising'. 

Zaoshang keyz ' . ..., wazyu danci, huozhe 

. 
mormng can ji:RDP foreign language vocabul?,Ty or 

beibei kewen 

bei:RDP lesson/text 

'In the morning, one can try to memorise some foreign language vocabulary or 

texts.' 

However, these two concepts differ in some important ways. First, in terms of the 

objects that they take, those for bei are made up of a string of 'sayable' 

components, each of which forms a meaningful basic unit, which can be read 

aloud and understood. But this is not necessarily the case for objects ofji. This is 

why bei cannot take hanzi ('Chinese characters') as the to-be-remembered item, 

yet Ji can, as in (22). As mentioned earlier (§3.2J), the components of a character 

cannot be spelt out. Further, they do not form a meaningful basic unit (see Figure 

2). 
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Zhonggu6de hanzi shi chulemingde r r r ., 
nanxue nanzz 

China:LIG character be out:PFV:fame:LIG difficult:learn difficult:ji 

Buyaoshuo ' . r r 
jiushi zhonggu6ren ' ., wazguoren yao 11 

NEG:want:say foreigner even:be Chinese want 
., 
Jl 

nameduo hanzi . ""' bushi -··' r6ngyide shio ye y7Jzan 

so:many characters also NEG:be one:CL easy:LIG matter 

'It is well-known that Chinese characters are difficult to learn and remember. 

Let's not talk about foreigners. Even Chinese don't find it easy to remember 

so many characters.' 

To Ji Chinese characters means to remember their stroke order. That is, to jibzshun 

-iri~Jl[W [ji-stroke-order] (cf. *beibzshun *T=f~Jl[W). This suggests that the focus of Ji 

is not so much th~ individual component of the to-be-remembered object, but its 

configuration and the 'totality' of the target object, in other words, the way in 

which each constituent 'links' together to form a whole. As such, whether each 

part is meaningful or not, or whether each component can stand on its own or not, 

does not appear to matter for Ji. 

A corollary is that while bei can be employed as a means to achieve 

understanding because each component of the to-be-remembered item forms a 

meaningful whole,ji falls short of this task. The second differen~e betweenji and 

bei, therefore, lies in their respective goals. If bei aims at internalisation and 

understanding, the chief motivation for Ji appears to be to regist?r 'something' as 
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a whole in a certain way in the brain so as not to forget. This difference is 

highlighted by the resultative complement that Ji takes, such asJizhu ictt [ji-stay] 

('remember') (cf. *bezhu *~tt [bei-stay]) andJibuzhu ic~tt [ji-NEG-stay] 

('unable to remember something') (cf. *beibuzhu *~~tt [bei-NEG-stay]). Jz can 

also take locative noun phrases such asJizai naozil'f ictEB~r £ [ji-LOC-brain

inside] ('to remember something inside one's brain') andjizaixfnl'f-icftJL.'£ 0i

LOC-heart-inside] ('to remember in one's heart-mind'), which implies the 

imagined locus of mental 'storage' for the Chinese people. (Neither * beizai naozilz 

*~tEB~r £ [bei-LOC-brain-inside ], nor* beizai xfnl'f *~ftJLi'~ [bei-LOC-brain

inside] is acceptable.) 

The definition of Ji offered by XHC is suggestive: to Ji something is akin to 

'imprinting' something in one's brain. In other words,Ji means something like 'to 

take a mental picture': 

Ba yingxiang baochi ' . zaz naozili 0 

BA 
. . 
rmpress1on retain/keep LOC brain:inside 

'To retain an imp ession in the brain.' 

The interest of Ji in a 'big picture' seems to put some constraints on the amount of 

items that it can normally take. To Ji foreign words and telephone numbers sounds 

perfectly natural, but when ref erring to long texts, Ji does not seem to be suited for 

the task, possibly due to the cognitive constraints imposed by a text which may be 

quite lengthy. Thus, the positions of bei and Ji when they appear together in 

sentence (21) are not interchangeable. 
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ABC (268) gives the following translation for Ji: "(1) remember; bear in mind; 

commit to memory; (2) write down; record", suggesting that Ji is polysemous. 

Thus, example (24) below can be ambiguous. It can mean either 'remember this 

telephone number' or 'write down this telephone number'. 

Ni ba 

2SG BA 

zhege 

this:CL 

dianhuahaoma 

telephone:number 

'Remember/write down this telephone number.' 

jiyfxia/;iyf;i. 

ji:one:CL/ji:one:ji 

Irrespective of either interpretation for (24 ), whether recording something on a 

piece of paper or doing so in the brain, the purpose seems to be the same - in order 

not to forget the telephone number. It does not imply internalisation as would 'bei 

telephone number', which, as mentioned in § 3 .2 .1, is not a natural expression. The 

fact that an external mechanism, such as 'writing down' , can be used instead of 

'memorising' illustrates further that 'understanding and internalisation' are not the 

purpose of Ji. 

Note that in (24),Jiyfxia orJiyfji encodes the 'delimitative aspect', meaning 

'doing an action a little bit or for a short period of time', and that these expressions 

commonly appear in requests (Li and Thompson, 1981, pp.232-236). However, it 

is unusual that the delimitative aspect should apply to bei, perhaps because of the 

naturally 'heavier' cognitive load expected of the objects of bei. It is unlikely that 

a person would bei ( especially bei1) something for 'a little bit' or ' for a short 

period of time'. Bei requires a lot more concentration and a long~r duration of time 
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(see [b ]-[ c] in the explication of bei, and earlier discussion of* sitbei [fast-bei] vs. 

suji [fast-ji] in relation to [b ]). 

Since the aim ofji is to 'take a mental picture of something', its objects do not 

have to be restricted to texts or what is written, to the extent that the object of bei 

does. They can be a matter or an event, or even something abstract, as in (25) & 

(26). This marks the third crucial difference between bei and Ji. 

Wode naozilz ke fibitxia nameduo shio 

ISG:LIG brain: inside PART ji:NEG:down that rnuch matter 

'I can't rem.ember so rnany things.' 

Shouxian yao Jl ruhe shzyong, ranhou zed Jl ruhe 
, . . -

wezxzuo 

first need ji how use then agamJl how maintain 

'First, rem.ember how to use it, then remember how to repair it.' 

Ji in fact constitutes the core of the general-level 'm.ernory' -vocabulary in Chinese. 

'Memory' words such asjiyi -iei'fl [remember-recollect] ('memory'),jiyili -ieiirl}J 

[rem.ember-recollect-capacity] ('m.emory'),Jixing ieitl: [remember-quality] 

('m.em.ory'),jide ·1ei1i ('still can rem.ember'), bitjide7G-iei1i [NEG-remember] 

('cannot remember'), andjibitqzlai -ic7G,m* [remember-NEG-rise.INC] ('cannot 

recall') are all built around the word Ji. 

The fourth difference betweenji and bei lies in the suggestion of 'sound'. Ji 

does not have such an implication. The above examples also show that the object 
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of Ji need not be capable of being vocalised either. Clearly, this difference is 

related to the other three. A tentative explication for the meaning of Ji 

('memorise/try to remember/bear in mind') in the sense of the mental process of 

'remember' is proposed as follows: 

[D] Semantic explication for Xjile yixie danci X-ic T-.lf:tj-'f!-iP.1 ('X "memorised" 
some foreign words.') 

( a) X thought something like this about something: 
(b) "I now know that it is like this 
( c) if I don't think about it for some time now, afterwards, maybe I will not 

know that it is like this anymore 
(d) I don't want this to happen 
( e) because of this, I want to think about this something now" 
(f) because of this, X thought about this something for some time 
(g) after this, because of this, X could know the same 

The meaning of Ji is explicated in the general syntactic framework of the third 

person and the past perfective. Unlike bei, which is more readily preceded by the 

progressive marker -zed, the perfective aspect marker -le is the preferred choice for 

Ji, in its sense of 'memorise/try to remember'. WhenJi appears in a progressive 

construction, the natural interpretation would appear to be 'to write down'. This 

makes sense when we consider that, with regard to the action of a third person, 

'reading aloud' and 'writing down', compared with invisible 'mental activity', can 

be easily observed. 

'Like this' in (b) shows that the emphasis of Ji is the 'general picture' of the 

target item. Components (c)-(d) describe the motivation of Ji - in order not to 

forget. Component (e) shows the volition on the part of the 'doer'. Component(±) 

describes the mental process. Component (g) shows the result of Ji. 

It seems that Ji does not preclude using external aids simultaneously. Various 

external strategies for Ji can be employed. The most common one is perhaps by 
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writing down. However, since the action of 'writing down' is not always present in 

the process of Ji - in its sense of 'memorise/try to remember', no mention is made 

of such an act in the above explication, which attempts to capture the essential 

meaning components. 

It seems that there are some parallels that can be drawn between the mental act 

ofji (ji1) and the act of 'writing down/record' (ji2). Ifji1 can be likened to making 

a mental mark, an impression on the brain, 'writing down' (ji2) can be seen as an 

external aid to memory. (If the 'thought' elements in components ( c ), ( e ), and (f) 

of the explication are replaced by 'doing something with one's shou ('hands')[MJ', 

then the explication could be interpreted asji2.) 

It is difficult to say which of the two senses - 'to try to remember' or 'to write 

down' - is more basic in the minds of the Chinese people. Given the pervasive 

influence of writing on Chinese people's everyday life, the meaning ofji1 is not 

thought of as being independent of written means. However, viewed from the 

perspective of the development of writing, the meaning relation embodied inji is 

suggestive and could shed some light on the earlier views of the Chinese people 

regarding the use and function of writing and written texts, and is worthy of further 

in-depth investigation. 13 

13 An extensive discussion on this topic, although interesting and important, would 
lead us too far away from the main focus of this chapter. However, a few things 
might be considered. 

It is a widely shared view among students of language that written language is 
secondary to speech, and is primarily for recording speech or for transcribing oral 
language (e.g. Bloomfield, 1933, p.31). This view can be traced back to the ancient 
Greek philosophers, and could be said to have been based upon experience from 
alphabetic scripts. For example, according to Aristotle, "spoken words are the 
symbols of mental experience and written words are the symbols of spoken words" 
(De Interpretatione, l, 16a 3, quoted in Derrida, 1976, p.11). The question is 
whether a nonalphabetic writing system, such as that of Chinese~ fosters such a 
similar view of the relationship between the spoken and written language. Surely, 
the development of a phonetic system is crucial for any full-fledged writing system 
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3.3 Words of memorisation in English 

Obviously, both bei and Ji are different from memorisation concepts in English. 

Explicating English 'memorisation' words can help to see where the differences 

lie. In this section, the meanings of memorise and learn by heart will be discussed 

because they both focus on the 'remembering' process, and both suggest that the 

objects for 'remembering' are made up of components. (Commit something to 

memory is not included in the discussion because it is rarely used in everyday 

English. The Cobuild Bank of English, for instance, records few examples.) 

However, there are some key differences between these two English concepts. 

Firstly, memorise aims to remember the details of the specific parts of the to-be

remembered 'thing', whereas learn by heart refers to the 'thing' ( often made up of 

words) as a whole. Secondly, memorise stresses the mental ability to reproduce the 

same (i.e. 'know the same'), whereas learn by heart has strong suggestions of 

performance. That is, the 'learner' actually speaks aloud the memorised material 

(i.e. 'say the same'). Thirdly, learn something by heart involves repeating it to 

oneself over and over again, which is not necessarily the case for memorise. The 

meaning of memorise will be analysed first. 

Memorise is not frequently used in English. The Cobuild Bank of English does 

not contain many examples. The following sentences are taken fyom two-dozen 

examples appearing in the UK and US spoken corpora: 

(see note 4). Nonetheless, the case of Chinese Ji, and in general, a largely meaning
based script, may indicate that, in the view of Chinese people, th.e function of 
writing and the purpose of text may be intrinsically linked with its mnemonic 
function of '(public) recording' (ji2). In this context, it is important to note thatjz 
also represents an important genre in Chinese literature and historiography, which 
can be traced back to Sima Qian's (145-87? B.C.) Sh'f Jz «!t-icJ (Records of the 
Grand Historian). 
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(27) a. each had a sheet page of photographs for the week to memorise. 

b. That's what he'd said, and he made her memorise it. 

c. memorise the address, then destroy the paper 

d. You do not need to memorise the words. You can easily read them. 

e. I am afraid you will have to try to memorize the progressive script as 

completely as you can 

g. The Parts Experiments indicated that the best way to memorise a passage 

is to keep reciting it in its entirety. 

To memorise is to be able to have the mental ability to reproduce the specific 

individual components of the to-be-remembered item in exactly the same way, and 

to do so only through a mental process that does not rely on external aids such as 

writing down or 'reading aloud'. For instance, 'to memorise the layout of a car' is 

to remember all of its parts exactly as they are. The to-be-remembered thing is not 

restricted to what is said and written (see e.g. [27a]). In this sense, n1emorise may 

be closer to the Chinese Ji than to bei 1. But the en1phasis on specific parts that can 

be identified and itemised actually aligns it with bei 1. The meaning of memorise 

can be explicated as follows: 

[E] Semantic explication for X memorised something. 

(a) X thought like this about something: 
(b) "this thing has many parts 
(c) I now know what these parts are 
( d) if I don't think about all these parts for some time now 
( e) afterwards, I will not know them anymore 
(f) I want to know what these parts are afterwards 
(g) because of this, I have to think about all the parts of this something 

for some time" 
(h) after this, because of this, this person know the same 
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In contrast, learn by heart is mostly to do with things that can be heard. Typical 

items that satisfy this criterion are words and music, as reflected in the only 

examples appearing in the US USbooks and Ukbooks sections of the Co build 

corpus [see (25)]. In this 'verbal' as well as 'performative' aspect, learn by heart 

seems to be closer to bei1 than to Ji. What is particularly interesting about learn by 

heart is the receptive channel of the target information. It has strong suggestions of 

'hear' rather than 'see'. 

(28) a. Before cutting her first teeth she managed to learn by heart the Lord's 

Prayer in three languages 

b. Le Pere Durand would assign the class a poem to learn by heart 

[F] Semantic explication for X learned something by heart. 

(a) at one time, X heard something 
(b) when X heard it, X thought like this about this something: 
( c) "this thing has many parts 
( d) I now know what all these parts are 
( e) I can now say what all these parts are 
( f) because now I can hear all these parts if I want to 
(g) it will be good if I know the same when I do not hear all these parts 
(h) if I don't think the same thing many times now, afterwards, when I can't 

hear all these parts, I will not know the same" 
(i) because of this, this person thought about the same thing many times 
G) because of this, after this, this person could know the same thing when this 

person does not hear this something 
(k) because of this, after this, this person could say the same thing when this 

person does not hear this something 

Something that can be heard naturally has a temporal sequence. All the 

components combined suggest that the target material is sequentially arranged. 

Components (g)-(h) indicate that learn by heart is a desirable act ( cf. [g] 'I have to 

think about all these parts' in the explication for memorise). Component (i) 
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indicates that learn by heart involves repetition. Phrases in English that contain 

'by heart' may suggest a certain degree of 'internalisation'. 

It seems that learn by heart, unlike memorise, can involve repeating something 

out loud to oneself. In other words, 'reading-aloud' could be a preferred modality 

for learn by heart. However, unlike bei where 'reading-aloud' is its signature 

feature, learn by heart does not have to always employ 'vocalisation' as a 

mem.orisation strategy. 

4. Why is bei an emphasised learning practice? 

Setting aside the differences between the Chinese and English memorisation words 

for a moment, the existence of these words in both languages points to a common 

presupposition that declarative knowledge does not register automatically or 

effortlessly in people's minds. It seems that people generally regard forgetting as a 

basic mental tendency of human beings. 14 In order to acquire knowledge, people 

need to make a deliberate mental effort. The Chinese concepts discussed in this 

paper, in particular bei, suggest the strategies that have been developed by the 

Chinese people in order to register and retain knowledge. 

Given the different attitudes towards the practice of memorisation in Chinese 

and modem Anglo cultures, and in their respective education realms, it is natural 

and important to ask why this is the case: why is 'memorisation' in general 

emphasised in Chinese culture, but not in modem Anglo culture? And in 

particular, why does the 'sound' modality play such an important role in the 

formation of Chinese 'semantic memory'? 

14 Rose (2003) points out that, viewed from the perspective of human evolution, 
'forgetting' has a survival value. 
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Questions like these are especially worth asking when we consider that 

'auditory memorisation' bears some resemblance to practices in preliterate 

cultures, where the oral mode of knowledge transmission prevails (see e.g. Rubin, 

1995). Yet China has a long written and print history. Answers to these questions 

will shed light on a number of issues, including the views and practices of 

knowledge transmission in both cultures. This section will examine some of the 

possible contributing factors from linguistic, cultural and historical perspectives in 

both the Chinese and the modem Anglo contexts. 

But before undertaking a close examination, it is useful to distinguish two types 

of to-be-remembered items: texts (viz. things that are made up of zi) and formulas 

(viz. things that that are like zi, including foreign words). It is perhaps not difficult 

to understand why memorising formulas is insisted upon. Formulas are for 

practical use and often form the basis of more complex knowledge structures. 

Once learned and remembered, they become lasting 'skills' that could be 

perf armed with automacity. Thus they could participate in the performance of a 

larger knowledge system with great efficiency ( cf. the component 'when this 

person has to do something with this thing, this person does not have to think 

about it' in the explication of bei 1 ). But with regard to memorising texts, its 

motivations may not appear so obvious to cultural outsiders. The following 

discussion is concerned mainly with texts. 
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4.1 The Chinese context 

4.1.1 'Sound' and Chinese language learning. 

Chinese 'verbal' learning evokes and is closely associated with sound. In an 

illuminating article entitled Reading aloud in learning Chinese, we find the 

following observation: 

Reading aloud has always been a traditional and effective method in Chinese 

children's learning of Chinese, and it is now still often applied in Chinese 

classrooms in primary and second schools. (Wang, 1998, p.85) 

Anyone who has firsthand experience of Chinese schools cannot fail to notice the 

scene of pupils reading aloud or reciting texts in unison. As Wang (1998) says, it is 

a "time-honoured practice" (p.85). In her study of the history of reading from the 

period 1000-1800 AD in China, Yu (2003) draws upon a range of source materials, 

including family instructions, literati autobiographical writings, and foreigner 

travel diaries, to explore the pedagogical practices of that period. Her conclusion 

was that the loud chanting of texts and the pressure to recite them were "two of the 

most prominent themes that ran through both the descriptive and prescriptive 

discourses" and that 'reciting (bei)' was introduced as one of the four basic reading 

skills (Yu, 2003, p.41 ). 

The importance of 'sound' in Chinese learning practice is reflected in the 

linguistic evidence. Xiandai Hanyu Fenlei Cidian «~1~&i-B-7J\.~~A» (A 

Classifying Dictionary of Modern Chinese, hereafter XHFC), for example, has the 

distinct categories of songdu i-mii ('reading aloud/reciting') and yiny6ng ~ly]( 
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('reading aloud poems') (p.552). Under either category, there is a rich cluster of 

words describing 'reading aloud texts'. Apart from bei 1f, we find du -®; ('to read; 

peruse; study') or langdu ~Aii ('to read aloud'), nian %- ('to read out aloud; chant; 

intone; mumble'), song ii ('to recite; intone'), yin pt ('to chant; intone; sing; 

recite; moan; sigh'), and yang '9]( ('to sing; chant; hum'), among others 

(translations are all from ZSHC). The definitions for these words include the 

mention offachushengyzn ~tfj Fit ('uttering/making sound'). 15 

Textbooks explicitly assign langdu kewen ~Aiii:tX [read-aloud-lessons] or 

nian kewen %-i:tX [read-aloud-lessons] as homework. It is perhaps not accidental 

that to study or to go to school is called dushu ii-¾ [read-aloud-books] or nianshu 

~-=p; [read-aloud-books] in colloquial Chinese (cf. dushuren ii-¾A [read aloud-

book-person], a 'scholar' or an 'educated person'). 

'Reading aloud' is one of the key methods in learning the Chinese language. 

The question is again why this should be so. It is natural that we first turn to the 

distinctive features of the Chinese language to look for an explanation. It seems 

that the practice of reading aloud could result from the following properties of the 

15 In modem Chinese, bei 1f (' auditory memorisation') is homophonous and 
'homographic' with beiff ('back/against'). In classical Chinese, it is also 
homophonous with bei 1ir ('multiply'). Songim, which means 'reading 
aloud/reciting/memorising', a synonym of bei, is a free morpheme in classical 
Chinese. However, in modem Chinese, bei2 seems to have replaced song ('recite'), 
which can now function only as a bound morpheme, present in compounds such as 
beisong 1fii ('memorise by reciting'), langsong ~Aim ('reciting'), and songdu 
iiii ('reading aloud [ ancient texts]'). 

Compounds such as ducuoleiifflT [read-wrong-PFV] ('[You've] read it out 
wrongly'), vs. xiecuole ~ ffl T [ write-wrong-PFV] ('[You've] written it 
wrongly'), and duyzn i,j{f [read-sound] ('pronunciation') all suggest the 'sound' 
element in the meaning of du ii. See Jiang (2000, pp. I 03-104) for how nian %-, 
which has the meaning 'thinking of in one's heart' in Archaic Chinese, takes on 
the meaning of 'reading aloud' in Medieval Buddhist texts. 
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Chinese language: the nonalphabetic writing script; the way Chinese texts are 

formed; and the disparity between the Classical written and spoken languages. 

First, the Chinese script. Aspects of some of its features have been mentioned in 

§3.2.3, where the meaning of Chinese zi is explicated. The following quote 

provides a concise description of the Chinese script in contrast to the English one: 

The English alphabetic script is a systematic method for mapping print to sound 

with an arbitrary system for mapping print to meaning. This means a literate 

speaker can derive a pronunciation (i.e., one not in their lexical vocabulary) 

from a printed non-word ( e.g. nar) using nonarbitrary print to sound mappings . 

. . . All Chinese languages use a nonalphabetic script. A nonalphabetic script is a 

relatively arbitrary system for mapping orthography to phonology. All Chinese 

characters are composed of strokes f orrned into components that are written 

together into a square shape to form a single character. The traditional script 

contains over 40,000 characters although the modern reader needs to learn only 

the most common 3,000 characters to become literate. (Yin and Weekes, 2003). 

Unlike the alphabetic writing system where, to a large extent, rules govern the 

mapping-out between graphemes and phonemes, the 'sound' of a Chinese 

character cannot be accurately predicted from its form, the graph. 

Some explanation is needed in order for the reader to have a better idea of the 

phonological aspect of the Chinese script. Scholars of the Chinese script generally 

maintain that over 90% of the characters are xfngshengzi Jffps¥ [shape/forrn

sound-zi] ('phonograms'), i.e. characters that consist of semanti~ components 

indicating conceptual categories and sound-bearing components indicating the 
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pronunciation of a whole character. 16 It is obvious that the nonalphabetic Chinese 

script does not mean that it is nonphonophoric. In fact, Chao Yuen Ren (1976, 

p.92) estimates that Chinese characters are 25 percent phonetic in that "a certain 

number of characters do, or rather did, have certain internal features corresponding 

to features of sounds in the syllable". Defrancis (1989) considers that the 

pronunciations are generally visible in the characters. He remarks: 

[I]f one has memorized the pronunciation of the 895 phonetic elements singled 

out by Soothill, it is possible in 66 percent of the cases to guess the 

pronunciation of any given character one is likely to encounter in reading a 

modem text. (Defrancis, 1989, p.111) 

However, due to phonological changes and the lack of systematisation of phonetic 

. components in history, generally speaking, the exact pronunciation of a character 

cannot be predicted accurately from its phonetic component, which is itself a 

discrete character in isolation. 17 Yin's (1991) analysis, as reported in Yin and 

Butterworth (1992), shows that, of all the phonetic components in Chinese, nearly 

65 percent of characters do not give clear information about their pronunciation 

(so termed as 'irregular characters'). Yin and Butterworth's (1992) study of 

Chinese dyslexia in patients following brain damage also suggests that some 

patients use the whole-word approach without relying on the phonetic cue. 

16 As an example, the character +E ('flower'), pronounced 'hua', is a phonogram: 
'-.f-+' is the signific indicating the semantic supercategory 'grass', and 'ft' hua, the 
phonetic [ example cited from Qiu, 2000, p.13; see Qiu, 2000, Chap 8 for a detailed 
description of the historical development of phonograms. 

17 From the point of view of character philology, phonetic elements often 
contribute to the meaning of the whole character (see e.g. Qiu, 2000, pp.255-257; 
Ye, 1997). 
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In the context of the present study, it is important to bear in rnind two critical 

points. First, the most frequently used characters that are first taught in schools are 

mostly 'irregular' (see e.g. Shu and Anderson, 1999). Second, the large number of 

individual characters that function as a phonetic component still need to be 

acquired, as unequivocally pointed out by DeFrancis in the previous quote. 

If becoming literate in English ( or alphabetically-based languages in general) is 

premised on learning the (relatively) systematic and predictable relation between 

grapheme and phoneme, becoming literate in Chinese means learning each 

individual graph and its corresponding meaning(s), and mapping them to their 

corresponding (mostly monosyllabic) pronunciation. Added to this is the fact that 

some characters are polyphonic in nature. For example, -If can b~ chang ('long') 

or zhang ('to grow'). Undoubtedly, it requires extra effort to learn and memorise. 

Owing to the poor correlation between orthography and phonology, learners of 

the Chinese language have to lea1n to make an association between the two 

dissociated systems. Reading aloud can be seen as an explicit and reinforcing 

strategy that the Chinese people use to make such a connection and to make up for 

the phonological deficiency. Summarising recent research into the cognitive effect 

that a writing script has on literacy, Hoosain (1995) points out that meaning 

extraction is faster with a single character than with a single alphabetic word, 

while the reverse can be said with respect to pronunciation. 

This intuitive, folk approach to the learning of the Chinese language appears to 

provide an effective strategy to tackle the Chinese reading and writing problem. 

Yin and Weekes' (2003, 2004) review of recent studies in cognitive 

neuropsychology with aphasic patients suggests two cognitive pathways in 

Chinese reading and writing to dictation - a lexical-semantic pathway and a direct 
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or nonsemantic one. Impairment of either pathway could lead to a reading 

problem. They further point out that, contrary to common belief, developmental 

dyslexia is prevalent among Chinese children and that core features of dyslexia 

may be related to phonological deficits. 

The second feature of the Chinese language that could give rise to the practice 

of 'reading-aloud' has to do with the 'unbroken' form of Chinese texts. Unlike 

alphabetic writing, where white space clearly segments and marks word or phrase 

boundaries, Chinese written texts are basically made up of a string of characters 

lacking visual cues to indicate the group sense of words. Ancient texts do not have 

punctuation. The group sense of words and phrases, and their contextual meanings, 

can only be gained from reading aloud. 

Thirdly, from a historical point of view, reading aloud may also help bridge the 

gulf between the Classical written language ( wenyan ), the model of fine writing 

and high education, and the spoken or vernacular Sinitic language(s) (baihua) (see 

Chen, 1999, pp.67-70; Mair, 2001; Pollard, 2000). In particular, traditional 

Chinese texts are highly lyrical, and regulated in their rhymes and measures. It 

makes intuitive sense that rhytlnns that are not easily discemable in a 

nonalphabetic script could be best appreciated and learned by reading aloud. 

The many examples cited earlier in this chapter that mention the ability to bei 

foreign languages as well as Chinese texts illustrate that reading aloud is such a 

deeply ·ingrained habit that Chinese people readily carry it out with respect to all 

forms of learning pertaining to 'semantic memory', including foreign languages of 

different scripts. 
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4.1.2 Hearing and the reception and internalisation of knowledge. 

Presumably, if 'visual images' were considered the principal channel for receiving 

information and knowledge, 'sound' would not have played such an important role 

in Chinese learning. The emphasis on reading aloud above all points to the general 

view of the Chinese people that 'inward knowledge receiving' is primarily through 

spoken transmission, not just through visual images. This is further reflected in 

conventional Chinese expressions, such as ershunengxicing 1}1~ §ti$ [ ear-

familiar-able to-know clearly], which clearly points to the role that the sense of 

hearing plays in knowledge acquisition and transmission. 

The role that sound plays in Chinese learning is all the more interesting if we 

consider that it is 'hear', not 'see', that is the primary source of knowledge 

reception in preliterate cultures, as convincingly demonstrated and argued by 

Evans and Wilkins (2000), based on empirical evidence gathered from a wide 

range of Australian Aboriginal languages. 

But China has a long literary tradition. The Chinese learning ~xperience, as 

revealed in bei, further supports Evans and Wilkins' conclusion that the privilege 

given to the sensory modality of 'see' as a dominant source of knowledge in 

Western cultures is not universally tenable. 18 

18 This is not to say that the visual parameter is not important in the process of bei, 
or in knowledge transmission; but rather that the sense modality of hearing plays 
an equally important role. 

It should also be noted that research in experimental psychology has 
demonstrated the advantage of sound in retaining information. Nelson et al. 
(1974), for example, found that the sensory attributes of a word were as 
functionally important as its semantic attributes in its memorial representation. 
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4.1.3 Memorisation and understanding. 

The strategy for memorisation that is considered most suitable by the Chinese 

learner would not have been developed unless there was, in the first instance, a 

need for memorisation, as reflected in the positive value attached to bei. What 

could be the motivation for Chinese people to emphasise memorisation? The 

answers may be found in the Chinese view of the relationship between 

memorisation and understanding, of how creativity comes about, and of the 

purpose of learning in general. This section will look at the connections between 

memorisation and understanding. 

In the view of the Chinese people, memorisation leads to and reinforces 

understanding. It is a means and a process to achieve a deeper understanding. This 

view has been reported in detail in recent psychological studies. For example, 

Marton, Alba, and Kun (1996, pp.75-80) find that their Chinese interviewees 

consider understanding and memorisation as "intertwined and enhancing each 

other", and that most subjects "spontaneously distinguished mechanical 

memorisation from memorisation with understanding". Citing a subject' s words 

that "in the process of repetition, .. .I would have some new idea of understanding, 

that is to say I can understand better", Marton Alba, and Kun conclude that "it is 

upon this use of memorisation to deepen understanding that the solution of the 

paradox of the Chinese learner rests" (1996, p.81 ). 

Such a view is deeply rooted in the philosophy of learning expounded by earlier 

Chinese philosophers of the Confucian tradition. Chu Xi *lf (1130-1200), for 

example, has the following to say on the topic of reading: 
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Generally speaking, in reading, we must first become intimately familiar with 

the text so that words seem to come from our own mouths. We should then 

continue to reflect on it so that its ideas seem to come from our own minds. 

Only then can there be real understanding. Still, once our intimate reading of it 

and careful reflection on it have led to a clear understanding of it, we must 

continue to question. Then there might be additional progress. If we cease 

questions, in the end there'll be no additional progress. (Chu, 1990, p.135)19 

Chu continues to explain that 

Learning is reciting. If we recite it then think it over, think it over then recite it, 

naturally it'll become meaningful to us. If we recite it but do11't think it over, we 

still won't appreciate its meaning. If we think it over but don't recite it, even 

though we might understand it, our understanding will be precarious. (Chu, 

1990, p.138) 20 

4.1.4 'Familiarity' and repetition. 

Elsewhere, Chu Xi also evokes the notion of 'intimate familiarity' (shu). Getting 

familiar with the text suggests duration of time, and naturally entails 'repetition' .21 

Each time a text is repeated, the learner could be a step further towards 

understanding. With lengthy texts, Chinese students are asked to shudu 1Aif 

19 ::kit£Wi ~ 5tJ~ 1~ if, 1iJt ~ §'~ te r ~ z. lJ , ~ ~JJw }!L {t A• §' ili r ~ z. 'Li\ , ~ J§ PJ Ll 
if 1~ ~ o ~ 1~ i#tl ,~,, ret ~ 1~ J§ X:~JHJ 7G it o :tin Jlt5t JL ff :itt, ~ tj_ :JJ it :tin JJ:t ~ , JJJ U ~ ::f Jl 
if:ittillo «*ri*~·:'ff+•~[g- i#~~-tJ 

w~~~~o~TXffl, fflTX~, ~~1f·o~~W::ffflX::f~A·~ 0 fflW::f~~~ 
Sl1~~~~~~:'.?zo «*ri*~·:'ff+·~Q:9- i#~~l:» . 

21 See Chapter 2 for detailed discussion of the notion of shu in relation to 
shuren [cooked-person] ('a person one knows'). 
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[ripe/familiar-read aloud] texts, as required by school textbooks. The quotes by 

Chu Xi cited in §4.1.3 show clearly that it is not supposed to be mechanical 

repetition, but rather accompanied by reflective thinking, which is another focal 

point of the 'normative' attitudes towards learning upheld by Chinese thinkers. 

Meaning and significance of a text cannot be fully grasped and appreciated unless 

one thinks it over and is frequently 'engaged with' it, as captured by the saying 

dushubaibian, qiyizixian -i,j-=p.; s ~, Jt.~ El% [ read-book-hundred-times, its

meaning-self-appear] ('One will naturally come to understand its meaning if one 

reads the book over and over again'). In this respect, both the cult of the literary 

tradition of the Chinese people ( as illustrated by Example 2 in §2, see also 

Erbaugh, 1990) and the implicit nature of the Chinese literary and philosophical 

texts·play a role. To quote Mair: 

Many of the most revered texts in the canon of classical literature consist almost 

entirely of allusions and quotations from earlier texts. Far from being looked 

down upon as imitative or uncreative, this sort of intentional (but usually not 

overt) referencing was held to be the mark of excellence and erudition. 

Conversely, the reader who was incapable of recognizing all the allusions and 

quotations in such works was considered insufficiently learned. LS [Literary 

Sinitic] thus put a double premium on memorisation: not only did the large 

number of discrete units of the script (i.e., the thousands of characters) have to 

be recalled, but a huge corpus of classical literature had to be controlled. Since 

neither the script nor the classical corpus was based directly on the native 

spoken languages of those who strove to command them, they required heroic 
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feats of rote memorisation and prodigious powers of association. (Mair, 2001, 

p.28). 

Ong (1982) considers 'formulaic style' a defining feature of oral cultures (see also 

Rubin, 1995). 'Formulaic style' is important to Chinese writing too. Reading aloud 

passages over and over is seen as an 'inroad' of getting familiar with texts and 

formulaic expressions and styles, which helps master the underlying patterns and 

structures, and subsequently, leads to one's own creative use. This is well captured 

by the Chinese saying shunengshengqiao ~~~~0 [familiarity-can-generate

geniuses] (' creativity comes from familiarity'). 

4.1.5 'Modelling', memorisation , and creativity. 

Creativity, in Chinese people's eyes, comes from a solid foundation and 

modelling. Popular sayings such as Dushii po wanjuan, xiabf ru youshen 

ii451V175~, rftA~i$ [read-books-break through-ten thousand-scroll, put-brush

as if-have-spirit] ('Well read leads to creative writing') reflect such a cultural 

viewpoint. As put succinctly by Han in his study of Chinese historiography, 

Chinese philosophy of education held that wide learning was the foundation of 

any creative work. One must study masterpieces of literature, art, calligraphy, 

and music until they were familiar, understood, and digested before any creative 

work could be done in these fields. (Han, 1955, pp.30-31) 

Han was also quick to point out the downside of this practice by saying that "This 

was good, but there was the inherent danger of deadening patterns. Rigid forms 
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and adherence to patronized schools of thought in the interpretation of the Classics 

were required of the candidates for civil service. They also must remember all the 

literary taboos" (ibid.). Such a problem was raised by the same Chu Xi, quoted 

above, who centuries ago differentiated reciting for 'examination learning' 

(learning for the sake of another) and 'true learning' (learning for oneself) (Chu, 

1990). The pyramid examination system, which is still in place today, is surely 

responsible in part for pushing 'mechanical memorisation'. However, this does not 

undermine the value and meaning attached to bei by Chinese people as an effective 

learning procedure. 

4.1.6 Memorisation and the literary tradition. 

As we have already seen throughout the chapter, the discussion of bei is 

inseparable from a consideration of Chinese literary tradition. Recent findings in 

archaeology add further evidence to the general belief that bei, reciting, and 

memorisation have played an important role in preserving, transmitting, and 

standardising ancient canons. As Am.es and Hall report, 

While there seems to be certain fluidity to the transmission of these early 

documents, the recent archaeological finds are uncovering increasingly early 

versions of relatively standardized texts, suggesting that 'canonization' and rote 

memorization had some force in consolidating the documents and preserving 

their integrity. (Am.es and Hall, 2001, p.2) 

The incredibly long tradition in China of using bei to preserve cultural heritage 

still persists t9day, as demonstrated throughout this chapter. 
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The fallowing quote provides a nice summary of how the folk: Chinese practice 

and strategies of learning are brought into play to ensure that the literary tradition 

continues. Most interestingly, this quote shows how the different sense modalities 

are 'summed up' in establishing a connection between the written and spoken 

Chinese worlds. 

China has an abundant literary heritage, and literary appreciation is an 

important component of learning Chinese. Reading aloud is beneficial to this 

part of learning as well. To achieve this purpose, learners have to read aloud, 

using appropriate facial expressions to show the theme, feelings, and images of 

the material as well as they can. This kind of reading involves the senses of 

sight and hearing and the skill of speaking at the same time; it sets up a 

connection between the eye and the ear, the mouth and the brain, which helps to 

internalise the writing system and contributes to the full appreciation of the 

material. (Wang, 1998, p.87) 

4.2 Amidst the modern Anglo context 

Despite the fact that an increasing body of research has shown that memorisation 

and repetition contribute to understanding (see e.g. Nelson, 1977; Kemper, 1996; 
~ 

Marton, Alba, and Kun, 1996; Bo and Watkins, 2000), they are not encouraged 

educational practices in modem Anglo societies such as Australia. This, however, 

has not always been the case. Before the widespread use of printing, and even 

before the mid-20th century, memorisation was widely practiced and modelling 

was valued (Nelson and Fivush, 2000).22 

22 Hilary Chappell (p.c) pointed out to me that, while learning things off by heart 
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What could be the possible cultural forces that made modem Anglo culture 

move away from memorisation as an education practice? 

It seems that the cultural ethos of 'thinking for oneself combined with the 

cultural value of 'individuality' could be the root cause for not favouring the idea 

of being able to reproduce something that is 'the same', which is central to the 

meaning of memorisation-related concepts. The following comment made by 

Dorothy Lee, though relating to a different area of learning, is particularly 

revealing and driving home the different values in Chinese and Anglo cultures that 

respectively encourage and discourage such modelling and repetition: 

In my study ... I have found originality valued and exercised where learning was 

acquired by imitation and repetition with hard discipline and a multitude of 

regulations. In China, for instance, the learning of painting came after the 

mastery of calligraphy, which was taught through prolonged tracing and 

copying, under conditions of rigorous discipline. The Tao of painting itself 

includes an immense number of minutely detailed regulations. All this would 

seem to spell a devaluation of the free spirit, of individuality. Yet this is exactly 

what was valued. (Lee, 1976, p.52) 

It seems that once the widespread use of printing freed people from committing 

material to memory in learning, the value of 'thinking for oneself' led to two 

intertwined 'education phenomena' in Anglo societies. One was the proliferation 

of external memory devices, or in Donald's (1990) words "this shift is from 

has definitely fallen into disrepute in Anglo-Australian schools (being thought of 
as too mechanical and lacking in creativity), the generations that grew up before 
the mid-20th century were expected to learn many items off by heart, including 
poems, quotations, speeches and songs (for public performance). 
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internal to external memory storage devices" (p.273), which she regards as the 

third cognitive transition of the human mind in history. The other phenomenon has 

to do with the importance attached to knowing how to use the external 

storage/memory system (see Donald, 1990). Knowledge transmission thus relies 

heavily on external resources and devices (such as calculators and computers). 

By contrast, according to Liu and Zheng (1990, pp.70-21), widely read books 

following the invention of printing in China were those for learning how to write 

characters, for divination, and calendars. Bei suggests that orality remains a key 

mode of knowledge and cultural transmission. For Chinese people, knowledge that 

is not internalised through reading aloud and hearing will not become 'my' 

knowledge. Such internalised 'inside' knowledge is considered a valuable personal 

attribute. Because of this, the cultivation of memory remains an important cultural 

practice. This could also be understood in the Confucian idea of learning as self

cultivation (see e.g. Tu, 1985b; Lee, 1996; Li, 2003). In this light, external 

materials seem to exist merely as a model or 'reminder', rather than as the locus of 

learning for the Chinese people. This is in keeping with the brief remarks made 

earlier on (section 3.3) regarding the function of texts in Chinese culture in relation 

to the discussion onji ('write down/try to remember'). What has been revealed in 

the fore going discussion is in fact different views, attitudes and approaches 

towards learning and towards some fundamental assumptions about learning. 

Culture encourages different styles of learning and remembering. 
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5. Theoretical and methodological implications 

This chapter has attempted to address, from a linguistic perspective, the 

paradoxical question raised by Watkins and Biggs (eds., 1996) - how can Chinese 

learners be so successful academically when their teaching and learning seem to be 

so oriented to rote memorisation? 

In fulfilling this objective, this chapter has undertaken a detailed semantic 

analysis of the word bei (' auditory memorisation'), which refers to a highly valued 

educational practice in Chinese culture, and has compared its meaning with Ji ('try 

to remember'), a related concept. Relying on linguistic evidence and tests, the 

semantic analysis has revealed that bei is polysemous, with bei1 focusing on the 

mental process of 'memorising', and bei2 on its outcome. A schematic semantic 

formula has shown that bei1 prototypically relates to verbal learning, as a means 

for achieving internalisation and deep understanding. This is made possible by 

reading aloud, committed mental effort and repetition. All these key semantic 

components of bei1 are lacking in Ji, which is akin to 'taking a mental picture', and 

takes objects that are not restricted to 'texts'. Perhaps the most interesting contrast 

between bei 1 and Ji in the context of this study is their respective associated 

'memorisation' strategies - 'vocalisation' versus. 'writing down'. With regard to 

the meaning of bei2 ('reproducing from memory/reciting'), the semantic analysis 

has also shown very clearly that its practice goal is typically not for public 

performance. 

A close examination of the meaning of bei has allowed this study to further 

explore the underlying values and beliefs behind bei, in particular the reasons that 

can explain its reading aloud feature, given that China has a long written and print 

history. It has shown that a range of factors - the nature of the Chinese script, the 
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importance attached to the sense modality of 'hearing' as a channel for knowledge 

transmission, the cultural attitudes and beliefs about the relation between 

memorisation and understanding, the notion of 'familiarity', as well as the literary 

tradition - all play a role in shaping the concept and the practice of bei. 

The study has several theoretical implications. Firstly, it appears that the written 

script has profound cognitive consequences on learning strategies. Secondly, the 

study lends support to the emerging evidence from research relating to educational 

psychology that there are different successful approaches towards learning -

namely 'memorising with understanding' ( e.g. Kemper, 1996; Marton, Alba, and 

Kun., 1996). Thirdly, culture plays an important role in encouraging different 

styles of learning, and that the style of education is bound up with the values of a 

society. 

By attending to a key cultural and educational concept from an insider's 

perspective, with the aid of the Natural Semantic Metalanguage, this study has not 

only aligned itself with the spirit of the learner-centred approach, as advocated by 

the editors of the book The Chinese Learner, but also made possible a culture

internal view that is simultaneously accessible to non-Chinese researchers. 

Readers may wonder what lies behind and beyond the English word rote 

n1en1orisation which is used in interview transcriptions with Chinese informants 

and which is used throughout Briggs and Watkins' book. It is understandable that 

using ·chinese indigenous concepts can be equally puzzling for non-Chinese 

researchers. This dilemma is always present in research and discussion involving 

cross-cultural subjects, interpretation and analysis. It seems that even scholars who 

demonstrate considerable cultural sensitivity cannot help but be constrained by the 

cultural bias contained within any language, including English. For example, in 
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their very sensitive discussion of learning traditions in Anglo-Australian and Asian 

societies and their implications for international students studying in Australia, 

Ballard and Clanchy (1997, Chap 2) point out that, while the 'reproductive 

approach', which entails 'memorisation and imitation', a dominant learning 

strategy in many Asian societies aiming at 'conserving knowledge', is also 

employed in Anglo-Australian society, it is mainly restricted to primary school 

education. The emphasis of Australian education (particularly in later years) is on 

the 'analytical' and 'speculative' approach, with the goal of 'extending 

knowledge' in order to foster originality, creativity and an ' independent and 

critical style of thinking'. Unsurprising then, words like 'memorisation' and 

'imitation' in English do not inspire positive associations. On the contrary, words 

such as 'independent' are inherently positive. The unintentional bias embedded in 

the descriptive language highlights the need for a culturally independent 

metalanguage that can reveal a culture-internal view. 

Thus, from a methodological point of view, the Natural Semantic Metalanguage 

used in formulating the meaning of the key concepts in question provides a 

possible methodological resource in portraying meaning. At the same time, 

meanings represented in the metalanguage facilitate intra and inter-linguistic 

comparison, as also demonstrated in this chapter. Jerome Bruner writes: 

For you cannot understand mental activity unless you take into account the 

cultural setting and its resources, the very things that give mind its shape and 

scope. Learning, remembering, talking, imagining: all of them are made 

possible by participating in a culture. (Bruner, 1996, pp. x-xi) 
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This chapter has shown how it can be possible from a linguistic perspective to 

'participate' in another culture, and how this can lead to revelations of the 

underlying views and beliefs about learning and education propagated in that 

culture. 
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Figure 2 Illustration of character stroke order 
(Source: DeFrances, 1964, p.393) 
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Figure 3 Illustration of yuepu ('musical score') 
(Source: Jin, ed., 2000, p.4) 
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(Source: QY, 2005, p. 39) 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion: Semant_ics, Linguistic Evidence 
and Empirical Universals of Language - keys 

to the study of cultural psychology 

Genuine universals of culture or cogn1t1on cannot be 
formulated if we do not have at o~ disposal some well 
established universals of language ... only a universal language 
can allow us to formulate generalizations about different 
cultures from a culture-independent point of view. (Wierzbicka, 
2005d, p.257) 

1. Linguistic evidence as an entry point into a culture's 

psychology 

This thesis represents a first detailed and systematic linguistic - in particular 

semantic - analysis of Chinese indigenous psychology from a culture-internal 

perspective. It is a response to the growing interest in, and the need for, 

understanding Chinese experience from an insider's point of view within the field 

of psychology, not to mention the need for such understanding in an increasingly 

globalised world. 

The thesis has attempted to address two fundamental questions arising from an 

examination of the methodological issues facing the rising field of Chinese 

indigenous psychology. The first is how indigenous modes of psychological 

functioning can be identified, and the second is how they can be made accessible 

and intelligible to cultural outsiders. 
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The thesis has demonstrated that linguistic evidence - culturally important key 

words and phrases, idioms, speech routines and phraseological patterns - is able to 

provide an entry point into the psychological universe of people from a given 

culture. Thus, it provides answers to the first question. 

As shown in Chapter 2, cultural key words such as the word pairs shengren 

[raw/uncooked-person] and shuren [cooked-person], and zijzren [self-person] 

('insider/one ofus') and wairen [outsider-person] lead us to the fundamental 

social categories that make up Chinese interpersonal relationships. The set phrases 

neiwaiyoubie ('insider and outsider have difference') and y6ushuzhiqzn ('from far 

to close'), which are closely related to these basic social categories, embody the 

overarching principles governing Chinese social interaction. A reliance on 

linguistic evidence allows us, for the first time, to delve into and uncover the 

conceptual basis of Chinese social organisation and social interaction, and enables 

us to dispel the confusion surrounding the claims made about Chinese 

communicative style (i.e. whether it is 'positive politeness' or 'negative 

politeness'). Chapter 3 represents the first detailed study of the meanings of and 

the cultural norms concerning Chinese facial expressions. We have seen that 

linguistic descriptions of facial expressions provide valuable information on how 

Chinese people perceive, judge and conceptualise facial gestures, and that, 

moreover, the evaluative attitudes e1nbedded in these linguistic labels (such as the 

negative attitude associated with meifeisewu [ eyebrow-fly-facial expression

dance]) reveal the predominant cultural attitudes towards facial behaviour in a 

given social context. Similarly, an examination of the rich domain of emotion

describing taste words in Chinese, the topic of Chapter 4, brings us to a better 

understanding of this culturally salient means of emotion description and 
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conceptualisation. The rich cluster of terms related to ku ('bitter') and suan 

('sour'), which express 'sad' feelings, further provides empirical evidence that 

'sadness' is an elaborated emotion domain in Chinese culture (cf. Shaver, Wu, and 

Schwartz, 1992). Chapter 5 demonstrates that it is the linguistic evidence that 

points us to the important link between the Chinese sensory experience of wei 

('taste') and various cognitive processes and states, such as feeling, knowing, and 

thinking. In doing so, it reveals a way of experiencing and conceptualising which 

is characteristic of the Chinese people and important to the Chinese cultural 

tradition, but which has gone virtually unnoticed in the current study of 

conceptual systems. Chapter 6 shows that through the cultural key word bei 

('auditory memorisation'), we are able to enter i~to the Chinese educational and 

learning discourse, and bring to light a culture-internal view of beliefs about 

verbal learning. The empirical findings that emerge from the chapter shed light on 

the Chinese people's conception of the relationship between learning, 

memorisation and understanding, and on the influence of the written language on 

the culturally preferred way of learning. 

All of the then1es pursued in the individual chapters either have not been 

discussed in the literature on Chinese psychology or have been studied without 

taking into consideration the language Chinese people use for talking about their 

particular experiences. The thesis has demonstrated that researchers of Chinese 

psychology can gain new and important insights from an understanding of the folk 

psychology embodied in the language that ordinary (non-expert) people routinely 

use to talk about their experiences. This is particularly clear in Chapter 6. An 

examination of the culturally important concept bei has shown not only the nature 

of Chinese beliefs about learning and knowledge formation, but also the preferred 
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modalities in verbal learning, which enables us to explore further the motivational 

forces behind such a practice. In this way, we can see why the modality of 'sound' 

has become a developed strategy for memorisation in the written Chinese tradition. 

Furthermore, two points relating to the linguistic evidence that have emerged in 

the course of this thesis are worth emphasising here. One is that it is important to 

pay attention to the evaluative information contained within linguistic evidence, 

because it provides valuable insight into the shared attitudes of people from a 

given group and allows us to pinpoint the predominant cultural attitudes and 

norms. For example, the strong positive evaluation associated with the word bei 

('auditory memorisation') shows the strong positive values attached to this 

practice by the Chinese people. Similarly, taking into consideration the negative 

feeling associated with the speech act verb suku [tell-bitter] ('to vent one's 

grievances') and the strong positive feeling associated with the word chiku [ eat

bitter] ('to endure hardship') has enabled us to discern and define culturally 

endorsed attitudes towards emotion and towards 'suffering' (see §3.1 of Chapter 

4). 

The other important point is that linguistic tests, such as collocational tests, can 

help us detect the general patterns of meaning. For example, the fact that suan 

('sour')-related emotion words can readily form phrases with lei ('tears'), but not 

with ku ('cry'), shows that these emotion concepts are intrinsically linked with 

tears and that they thus concern deeply private feelings, because ku ('cry') has a 

public diinension ( cf. §5.3 of Chapter 3). As another example, the collocational 

tests conducted with bei (' auditory memorisation') and Ji ('try to remember/write 

down') add further evidence that bei relates primarily to the aim of understanding 

and internalisation, while Ji relates to the aim of not forgetting. 
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2. The value of the Natural Semantic Metalanguage for 

linguistic and cultural notation 

Relying on linguistic evidence to identify indigenous modes of experiencing 

constitutes only the first step to establishing a culture-internal perspective. The 

answer to the second central question of this study - how to make indigenous 

modes of thinking accessible to the outsider - lies in the use of an empirically 

established universal language. Throughout the thesis, this universal language, the 

Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM), has been employed consistently and 

systematically in linguistic and cultural description and analysis. The thesis has . 

demonstrated the usefulness of this universal language in its capacity to explain, in 

a precise and clear manner, seemingly inexplicable indigenous ideas and concepts 

to cultural outsiders and in its diverse practical applications. 

The nearly six dozen explications and cultural scripts elaborated throughout the 

thesis testify to the explanatory power of this universal language. Meanings are 

rigorously and carefully analysed, and clearly and fully stated. The explications 

offered here are self-explanatory, and they do not resort to more complicated 

language or technical labels which would require further explanation and 

clarification. For example, notions such as z'fjiren [self-person] and wairen 

[outside-person] discussed in Chapter 2 are often too easily and readily labelled as 

'in-group' and 'out-group'. Such technical language does not help to uncover their 

deep semantic meaning and the interrelations between these concepts. However, as 

we have seen, the NSM is able to reveal the 'interdependent' nature of these 

conceptual structures. As another example, the meaning of words for describing 

emotions and mental states is often thought of as too abstract and too elusive to pin 

down. Chapters 4 and 5 have shown that this is not the case. As difficult and 
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elusive as their meanings are, they can be rigorously analysed and fully elucidated. 

As we have also seen in Chapter 5, where the popular, yet highly culture-specific, 

approach of the Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) is replaced by the NSM to 

analyse the link between physical and conceptual experience, the use of a culture

independent, universal language like the NSM makes it possible for researchers to 

always stay close to the local view and remain well-grounded in the local context 

and tradition. 

Perhaps one of the more important contributions that this thesis has made in 

answering the second question is that it has shown how semantics can offer a way 

into the mind, and how rigorous and in-depth linguistic analysis can lead to a 

better understanding of what local participants mean in cross-cultural research 

settings, as well as providing some effective linguistic solutions for research 

involving cross-cultural translation and interpretation. Chapter 6 again provides a 

good example in this regard. The meaning of bei can be faithfully rendered into 

any other natural language via the culture-independent medium of the NSM (cf. 

the Chinese scripts in the appendix), without being misleadingly and pejoratively 

represented via the English word 'memorise'. 

3. A comparative perspective: directions for future research 

With their meanings anchored in empirical universals, the linguistic and cultural 

descriptions presented in this thesis can also serve as a platform for future 

comparisons across cultures, for the Natural Semantic Metalanguage is ultimately 

a tertium con1parationis, which can enable cross-cultural comparison to be carried 

out on some common basis. We have already seen how NSM allows us to compare 

meanings crosslinguistically on an equal basis when we compare the meanings of 
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Chinese emotion-describing tastes words and English ones ( cf. §4.4 of Chapter 5), 

and when we compare Chinese and English 'memorisation' related words. Even 

though the comparative analyses were carried out on a small scale, it was clear that 

without a common yardstick, there could be no basis for comparison. 

The analysis arrived at in each chapter- the cultural models of social 

organisation, emotion expression, cognitive states, and learning- can be further 

extended to cross-cultural comparison. For example, it can be expected that 

cultures differ in the emphasis they place on certain demarcations of interpersonal 

relationships. And such demarcations are psychologically important to a people, 

and highlight fundamental differences in the norms of social behaviour. Following 

the findings in Chapter 2, it can be expected that systematic, cross-cultural 

investigation of the ways in which human relationships are conceptualised and 

their role in social interaction will shed light on both the commonality and the 

differences that exist in ways of human interaction. The cultural scripts formulated 

in Chapter 3, for example, also form a platform for comparing emotional norms in 

Chinese and other cultures. One may compare the norms proposed in that chapter 

with those in Wierzbicka's (1999) extensive study of emotional expression in 

Anglo-American culture, where 'showing good feelings' is also encouraged, but, 

as Wierzbicka' s study makes clear, is associated with a very different set of 

cultural values and beliefs. One may also compare these norms with those in 

Japanese and Korean cultures, in which it is generally believed that the self is 

operating under a different cultural model from that in North America, namely, the 

model of 'interdependence' (in Northeast Asia) as opposed to the model of 

'independence' (in North America) (cf. Markus and Kitayama, 1994). Further 

research along these lines will shed light on the similarities and differences in the 
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relation between the self and others in these countries. It is precisely in this kind of 

detailed comparative analysis that cultural scripts can be most useful. 

Two decades ago, Alan Howard in his paper entitled Ethnopsychology and the 

Prospects for a Cultural Psychology (the epilogue to the volume Person, Self, and 

Experience: Exploring Pacific Psychologies edited by Kirkpatrick and White [ eds., 

1985], now one of the defining works in ethnopsychology) pointed out the 

following three challenges as those that, in his view, the future of the field of 

ethnopsychology faced: 

[I]t appears that from both the universalistic and particularistic perspectives 

ethnopsychology faces a formidable array of theoretical and methodological 

problems. Obtaining valid accounts of indigenous theories without significantly 

altering them by virtue of our intrusion may be an unobtainable goal. ... 

Sensitivity to the complementarity involved in data collection is doubtlessly 

more important for ethnopsychological analysts than for nomothetically 

inclined theorists. We must also be especially alert to the presuppositions we 

employ in translating texts into ethnotheory. The problems of comparison-the 

only road to a universalistic cultural psychology-are likewise monumental. 

(Howard, 1985, pp.417-418; original emphasis). 

Two decades later, such methodological issues are still at the centre of the study of 

human experience, whether it focuses on local experience or sets out to identify 

regular patterns across cultures (e.g. Moore and Mathews, eds., 2001). This thesis 

has shown that a universal language like the Natural Semantic Metalanguage, 

along with a well-developed semantic theory, can meet all of these challenges. To 
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obtain valid accounts of indigenous theories without imposing on them an external 

point of view is no longer an 'unobtainable goal' when a universal language is in 

place. Likewise, the task of cross-cultural comparison, though monumental, is 

made feasible and achievable with the application of a common yardstick. The 

Natural Semantic Metalanguage, being an empirical universal language, is able to 

fulfil this function. If the ultimate goal of cultural psychology is "the comparative 

study of the way culture and psyche make each other up" (Shweder and Sullivan, 

1993, p.498), the theory of the Natural Semantic Metalanguage and the theory of 

cultural scripts are able to provide a common basis for such comparative studies. 
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Appendix I: Explications and Cultural Scripts 
in Chinese 

Chapter 2 

[AJ 1-tA 
(a) A fl'J~J!tt~1iff 11:b A : 
(b) "ft B~~ni!!J! 1-A~itff-aS11'sJ T 
(c) J!1-A~i:iilift~itff-aS11'sJ T 
(d) -aS1!'§Jmf, ft::f~J!#'! 
(e) J§* , ft~i!JJ!1- AITTB1fl9c, 1E~J!1-}~ iR Ti! 
(f) fPJ 81, J! 1-AlE~ftiR Ti% 
(g) 1tJ!ttrff T-as1rsJ 
(h) !Elllt:EJJlttft~1lA f!'J~i:iilixt:1J ~it!~1¥*1E~JZ 1-A iR i%" 
(i) A 1n~~lZtt~1imffITTA 
(j) A f!'J~1~~ Ll:53-1f7JAJtr1t:J3-ll:b A 

[BJ ~A 
(a) Af!'J~fi~lZtt~1iffll=b A: 
(b) "ft~~ni!!JZ1-A~it 
(c) ft~¾-1lA fr'J~i:!J]!X'f:1J ~it!~1¥*1E~JZ1-A ix1%" 

[CJ § c.A 
(a) A f!'J~lZtt~1iff 11:b A : 
(b) "{mf!'J11tE!PJ-1-±1!1:1J 
(c) ft~{mfn~ s<J-1-
(d) ftIE~fm f!'J-jmf~iti:$ •tt 
(e) fmf!'J¾-~i:iiliftITTif$$'rw 
(f) ~~ IE~ 1m 1n ix iti: g; • 'ft 
(g) mff jzll:b•irt, ft~~5¥0iuJ~ ix 
(h) 3 f~J!i!J{m f!'J ITT S11~, ft®~1~:ff 
(i) 3{te.fr'J~ftA1ilif!'J1!1$'rwITT S1f~, ft~1i~ Afilif!'J1$:" 
(j) :§3-11:b A~¾JZrrITT, ft~zi~Ll:53-1f:1JA~1tJZ11:b A 

[DJ 5r A 
(a) A f!'J~JZtt~1iff 11:b A : 
(b) "ft~~~~1t § aA!~t¥*:w1tJZ11:b A 
(c) ft~~1flE~ § cA!~rrlE~JZll:b A iR1% 
(d) ft~ffl~A § aA!~rrAJZll:b A 1M£$'rw 
(e) ft~~jzll:b A~i:imftITTiCf$$'1w" 
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[EJ C X 1tJP*) ~ 5r~ JJU 
[ il$ ,,,\j!rr:fll: J 
ft~~~~ffITTnAmm~A~rr:m~ 
c~~ft~~~~rr1¥1nA~~m~l¥1A) 

lJt~ ~~~~nA:Xif~A i¼ii 
jJt~~ ~ ~rrlflnAM~A iJlii 
:Xi±AlJt~1~~~ABnAmi! 
ft~~~l~nAX1 § cAmi! 
lJt~~~~rrl¥1nAm5r A iJt~ 
M5r AlJt7G1i~~ABnAiJli,3 

[FJ C:::t1tMP*) EBilfiE~* 
[ it$ A~rrfll: J 
PP*~JJ:~A~tt~f~ft, ~fJ-1¥1 

"~1'-A~§iSA 
m ~, PP*l:lt~1i1E~ § cAjj~ff1E~1m1fJiRi!, ~tt~1&:ff" 

[GJ C Y..1tMP*) tJti3 U5f 
[it$ A~rrfll: J 
3¾~fU1tAl¥JB1f~, PP*l:lt~-~B1!'sJ~%fU~1'-A 
ft~1i~m~1'-A i¼~ttl¥1i!: 

"lJtllft~ fU 1/F T 
l:it ~Pm 1/F :1:,m ft fr 1$: 1t ¼ 
lltfl! J! $ ±-fu~P m 1/F ft ftt 1¥1 •" 

PP*iJt~rriJl, ~1'-A~fl!ftx1Jt1ffrtlfll®% 
~*ft~~rrm, ~1'-A~~ftm;lt1f~:ffITT!®% 
~*~1'-A~~MA, ft~fflm~rrlfl~ 

[HJ CX1lJJ!P*) ~X 
[i,q:$ A~ttfll: J 
3jJtxt-1'-A iJtflJJj-1'-Al¥1Btf~ 
PP*ftiR~rrITTi!, ~frtITT 

"ft~rr~f~~ 1'-A: 
'ft~Pm~1'-A1¥1-J1:~•tt 
~1'-A~tt~Pmft1¥1-J1:~JJtl' 

3ft~rr~1~~1'-Al¥JB1f~ 
ftm~1'-A1fffITT®% 
~1'-A~~~rrITTnA~f~ft 
3~1'-AJZrr~f~ft, ~1'-A~xtl:lt1ffrtl¥1®%" 
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[I] CX1tJJiPJ-1s:) ~X 
[it$ A~tf 1~ : J 
3ftxj-~ A i~flJJj-~ A!¥JB~-1~ 
:ti11:~!lti:>l~tf !¥Jit, ¾Pf !¥1 

"lJt~tf:wil~~ A: 
'lJtJ•~~~ A¾1tii-ifBtl'sJ T 
JJt:wi!J~~ A!¥JBtf~,m,,m,~~~~ A i~it 
Jifi Ll, .}Jt~i~ftJDm~ ~ A!¥Jii$ *'Ii 
~~ A fil~~tti~i!J:f:lt' 

3ft~tt~fl~~ A!¥J~-1~ 
!lt~xt~~ Alf:t5!¥J®~ 
JJG~1l:wfl EI cAjj~tt:wfl~ ~ A" 

[JJ (X 1tJJiP 21s:) JJIJ ~1=c 
[it$A~tt1~:J 
35f•JJIJAtE-,mst, :tio='=1m1fJ::f ¾ EI cA, A 1fJ::f1i::f Ll¾ll:tJJJA1w•1mit 
3,f• El 2AtE-,m!¥J Bt1~, A 11'J::f ¾,~tt1W$li:>lit 
3-~A~~-~A~-,m~, ~='=Jj-~A::f¾EicA 
~~~ AmJj-~ A iR~tt!¥Ji%: "1fF5fP:f:lttE-,mBt, .}Jt~1t1lxt El cAjj~ff 

1w $Ii~ it", ¾Pf !¥J 
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Chapter 3 

[AJ P±/ 1$ % 3k 
. (a) ftlJlttE~Qm.t!:tJ1t¼ 

(b) JZZ mr' }:it 7G ~Q :i1ti3: ff ITT$ 'tw¾ 1st± 
( C) IEJ 11:t ft~ 7Gfrf ITT®% 
(d) ft1l!iJt.LttJ1t¾ 
( e) ft 7G ~Q ~ :EJJt tE ft¾iJl .tl:tJ 1t ¾ 

[BJ Jff&OJ 
Ca) ft:EJ1t-tt~Q~JZ1'-A1~1T 1t¼ 
(b) lJtJZff~1~JZ 1'-A 1M£1¥J$: "JZ¾::f~f ITT" 

r Cc) lit !El il:t Jl! ~-m .tl:tJ1t ¾ 
( d) :EJlt tE lJt 1t ¾ itt~ 7G Jl! iR 

[CJ JE]§§i§~ 

Ca) J:itJJlt-tE~Qmit1: T 1t¾JJ'tw 
(b) lltJZff~f~JZ 14$'tw: "JZ¾:tf EfJ" 
(c) ft .~ mr&~1l!i!Jrl¾1st±JZffl¥1$'tw 
(d) ft:7G1l!~1st±JZffITT$'tw 
( e) ft 7G ~ ~ J1t rm 1M£ ff {PJ $ 'tw 

[DJ § §i • # 
(a) JJt:EJJttE~Q~tst1: T1t¾ if$ 
(b) ft~ fu&~Jl!i!Ju¾1st±JZff1¥J$ 
(c) m~, ft1f7GB-1¥J![?]t 
(d) r¾ft1l!~iJl.LttJ1t¼ 
( e) ftIJJttE 1t ¾ ~ iJl 7G T , ~ 71 ft:E,ffitE 1t ¾ t~1l!7G T 

[E] ~3ft)]tg 
Ca) ftJZff~1~~1'- A : 

(b) "JZ1'-A1M£T1~:tfa"J$'tw" 
cc) lit 7G~ JZ 1'-A 1M£ JZ ff B"1 $ tt 
(d) m ~, 3 l~Jl!i!JJZ 1'-Al¥J S-11~, ft®%1tl:7Gtt 
(e) m~1f-fJS1!'sJftJZffJll : 
(f) "izU~ft1~11ij T !¥Ji%, ft~MJZ1'-A 1m¾fa"J$'tw" 
(g) ft~oi~JJJttEft1~x:7GT 

[FJ Mt~§~ 
(a) 1f A1tjT:tf$ 
(b) ~ A ft:7G~l!~ A f!'J{MlJZff 1¥J$'tw 
Cc) m~ft1f:7GB-BJ®]t 
( d) r ¾, ft J:YttE ~l! ~{!!£ .t!:tJ1t ¾ 
(e) ft:7G~o:i1tllt~1itt1ij T 1t¾ 
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[G] tm)§ P±~ 
(a) ~-f&BJ!'sJ, ft®%1i~Rf, ~nft1t~Tit$$tl 
(b) :EJJliEft1$:1i TT 
(c) ~l1t:EJ}l{Eft®'.%1iff 

[HJ )§~B~ 
(a) ft9Jlilt~~f$~~T 
(b) Yf !J}~~Rfs"J®% 
Cc) ft~A1t1tAJD ill ft ~~f B"J ® %: 
( d) 13/T !J ft~ 1iR .Ll:~1t ¼ 
Ce) A {fJ ~ll: ~o *-1'-A 1¥t' 5z>ti1&, ¾ ~ ~f ITT 

[I] (X1tBtP*) tt~ 
[ if$ AJ!ff~ll: J 
3ft~JIJ1AA~, ~o*J!1'-A~llftmJt~RfITT®'.%, ¾~fITT 

_____ .. :, 

Yr!J, ~*35!1'-A~~ft~Bt, 5!1'-A~rnl1t~~ftx1A~~ITT®~, ¾MITT 

[JJ CX 1tBtP*) ~ff~ 
[it$ AJ!ff~ll: J 
Ca) ft~J!ff~f~A1m-~ A: 

"JZ: .t1:~ A iE ft z_t 
~ .t1:~ A~ x1 ft iJl JZ:tt ITT 0: 

'ft~1t1iR~$ 
}Jt~~1tfiRJ!$' 
ft~~ X'f J! .Lt~ A iR J!¥f B"J i%" 

(b) 3ftl•J!ff-1'-AiE-~B-J, ~o*5!1'-A~n~tf!JIJ1t¼$'~lfm~~fITT®%, 
jj~ ¼ 3 ~ 1'-A~ JIJ ft~ ITT ~ f~, ~• *JZ: 1'-A~ rn l1t~ll JU ft ill ~Rf B"J ® '.%, 
¾~fl¥] 
(~D*fr~ ~, J!1'-A~UJrJIJ1t¼, # EEl1t~~llJUftill~~ffs"J~tfl~i, 
¾RfITT) 

[KJ (X1tJJ!P*) Ym~ 
[if$ AJ!¥f~ll: J 
Ca) ft~J!¥f~f~Jt1m-~ A: 

· "J!.Ll:~ J\.iEftz_t 
5z: .LI:~ A~ ~1 ft i3l5! ¥F 8"J 0: 

'ft~1t ftJ! $ 
ft~~1t1iR5!$' 

ft~~X'tJ!~ A iJlJ!¥f B"J0" 
(b) ~~jz:¥f-1'-A~ l!l ft 1$: ITT $mf x1ftiRtf 0 

fr J!W ITT st f~,~o * JZ: 1'-A~ll JU ft rn l1t~ xi A~~ Rf ITT®~' ¾ ~ ~f B"J 
:a:J!W B"J Btf~,35! 1'-A~J!JftBfr~, 
~*J!1'-A~rnl1t~~ftx1A~RfITT®~,¾RfITT 
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[LJ J7J 
(a) ffli§ 1¥1 A t~~JZff~1~~ .Ltb$'iw: 

"JJt~ JZ .Ltb $ 'IW ~ ± 
fJt~P~:PP*ft7G1w~.itb$'iw, jz.Ll=b$'iw~~7G~~± 
m ~, tJt~1wjz.itb•tt 
:PP *ft7G1t7G1w1~~, ft:#7G ~ lft7GJl! 1wjz.itb•tt 
iiP * tJt ~ 11:t 1§ 7G ff 1¥1 ~JR:, tJt * 7G ~ 11:t 7G Jl! 1w JZ .itb • tt,, 

(b) :PP *-1'-A/ifl, ¾JZffJll, ¾ff 1¥1 
~*-1'-Atl~~!¥1~'.JR:~, fil~ff~, ¾~ITT 
ft~IJAxt~1'-A1!J7~$~, :PP~~-t-Afil~ffJll, ¾ff!¥] 

(c) :PP*-1'-A1±1ll:trm1wTi/fg;$tw, ¾~f!¥1 
(d) :Po*-1'-A~¾JZff-1'-A, ¾~!¥1 

[M] ;FP 
(a) ~1'-A~~ff~1~~.itb A: 

"jz.Ll=b A ttft [A.)-1'-±-fu1J, 1m1nft~ -t-±-lh1f 1wi/fg;$tw" 
(b) :PP*~~ ['§]1¥J-1'-A~ff~1~~-.Ltb A: 

"3l:it.JP~Jt~-A7G~ft1!J~$!¥1St1~, ft7G~1W 
3ft~~Jt~-A~~~$!¥18t*, ft7G~~: 

'tJt7G~1$1w~1~•, 
3ft~~Jt~-A~Ttt¾rm~~!¥1~'.JR:~, 

JJt7G~IE!ll:txt~1'-A 1w:1:~•,, 
JZ¾frfg{J 

(c) :Pr-1*m~~.itb At~JZffJll, ¾~fITT 
~*Yr~~~AW~ff±$, ¾~1¥1 

(d) :PP*1m1i'J~ff±ili, JJIJA~~ff~1~J!ll:~ A: 
"~.Ll=b Atl-~1l-1'-*®-ff" 

(e) :PP*fm1!'J1l~ff±$, ~.itb A~ft[A.)-,t-iih.7J±$1f1ifrf 
:Po*1m1n1i~1¥:±m, ~t•~~±ft~.itb Ai¥J~ J: 
~xt m~ ~ .itb A tr~frt 

(f) 3-,t-A~-rxs-JrsJ7G1t7GlPJt:1mAft~--t-±-fu1J 
~*~1'-A~~ffl¥17J~~ffl~~A, ¾~ITT 
:Pf-I* 1m 1n 11~ ~ff tl!, 1m 1n mt~ ft [A.)-1'-±-lh 1J1~frt±-lh 1wit g; • tt 
~xt Jifi ~ 1¥1 A t~frf 

[NJ C X 1tMP*) ~~ 
[ iq:g; A~t¥ttE!: J 
3-·~ A~JR:J!Jtt¾ st, :Pf-l*JJIJAft~i!JJZ1'-Al¥JJJfr~ 

~1±1 ll:t~P~~,t-A~'.JR:f!JT 1t¾, ~¾7Gfrf !¥1 

[OJ CX1tMP*) ~t't!5~f 1¥J~JR: 
[ iq:g; A~t¥Jl!: J 
3-,t-A~7'J~1~~f1¥J$tw~±ftJt~ J:rm wJR:1~~tst, 

:PP *JJU A tt~ f!J ~ 1'-A 1¥1 JJfr st ~P ~~ 1'-A~~ ff 1¥1 ~JR:, ~~ 7G ~f 1¥1 
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[PJ CX1tJPJ-is:) ~t1!J:l+B{]®]t 
[ iq: ~ )J~Jl ~t~ : J 
3-1' A~;~ff1R:l+s{]$tw/.t±ttA~ J:rnfff1R~ffs{]®]f:Bt, 
tJo * JJIJ A tE ~ iU i! 1' A a{]~ Bt jQ it!i! 1' A ff i!tt B"J ® ]t, ~¾ ~ ~f ITT 

[QJ CX1tE!PJ-is:) 03f~1t'129J~ 
[ iq:~ Ajztt!l!: J 
(a) mf.f ITT A t~~i!tf ~f~;tt1m-.u:l'.'.. A: 

"J! 11:l'.'.. A~f t~ tJt in-$ 0-
.ftff t~jz.u:l'.'.. AITT-$5J\." 

(b) 3f.f1R~B"J$tl/.t±ttAr=r in-1' A~ _tst 
C 3A r=r s<J-1' AJE~ ITT Bt1~) 

:tm*JJIJAtE~ilJftE&Bt, ~joillftff1Rt~B"J®]f: C tJo fAJJJIJA1E~*B"JBt1~ 
fffRt~s<J~~-1-¥-) , i!¾~fs<J 

~*tti!Bt, mA~~~~tt~ c~~1Eff:1+$~±tt~A~_t, 
JJIJ}"~Qfrf1Jjz1' A 1f1R:l+B"J®~Bt-tf) , ~¾:ts-a{] 

C~P*ft~iU1t, ¾~fa{]) 
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Chapter 4 

[AJ JL}£1~~ (~ 1) 
(a) X®'.%i!J71t¾¾~7'1 XJ!i!J71t¾ 
(b) :ffB11~, -~ )\.j3jfJ!: 
(c) "=fftf * 2t::ttE1x:!?J -1.1~~ 7 
(d) 1x~Jl:t:ff1~:l:~ITT®'.% 
(e) 1x~~miUJ\. iR1x:ff1~tfITT®'.JE 
(f) ~ 7-J fX~ JD ilttm 16J rtJ iu A iR}t ITT~% 
(g) tlD*JxiJl T, 1m11'J~~JDilt1x:ff 1t¾ff ITT~'.% 
(h) 1m 1n ~ ~ Jn ilt ~ A fPJ * ITT* 'rw *~:ff 2t ::t tE 1m 1n :!?I _t,, 
(i) 3~1' A~!i!J~Jl:~Bt, ~1' A1~*Bt!'§J:ff1~tfITT®'.% 
(j) X :ff 3z: tt ITT~ 1lt 
(k) ¾~ /9 X JZ:iff ~! 
(1) ii,~, A1!'JtE;gflJ~1' AITTM!Bt~gJDilt~1' A=ff1t¾ffITT®'.% 

[BJ CX-1tMP*) ~t1E!ttfITT'rw~ 
[il$ A~ttJ!: J 
tlD*-1' AtE=ff1~tfITT~'.JM:Bt, xtilJA~ttiJl, ¾~tzf ITT 

[CJ CX-1tMP*) ~t1E!t EI c.B~tw~ 
[iq:$ A~ttJ!: J 
tiD*-~ Att=ff 1t¾~'.JM:Bt, miUA~ttiR, ¾~B-ITT 

[DJ C~OOt±~ITTX-1tMP*) JDilt EI 2:ff 1t¾ttB~~'.%ITT£~ti 
[ iq:$ A~ttJ!: J 
~*ft~ilt§B~~¾~'.%, ~¾B-ITT 
~*ft~ilt§B/9~¾~~#~'.Jlt, ~¾B-ITT 
~*ftm~EIB/9~¾~~#®'.Jlt, ~¾B-B"J 

[EJ (~00f±~ITTX-1tMP*) £7J~tfr5¥D:Jm:i£ EI B'rw®ITTffmrtJ 
[ iq:$ A~ttJ!: J 
ft~~~tt~1'~~ft~~¾iffITT~'.Jlt 
¾~Jn~ EI BA1t¾~~~*B~~'.Jlt 
¾~x1il:t1~,~ 
~*ft~iltftA~¾~~~iffITT~'.Jlt, ft~~~~¾ 

[FJ (~00f±~ITTX-1tMP*) iii1:FJIH1?J~tJrx1 EI DITT'iw~)]•~ 'NmLl' 
[ iq:$ AJZ:iffJ!: J 
3 ft if if ITT® '.JE ~, tlD * ft~ xt Jl:tn• [2JJ!~,~ ITT i%, ¾tzf ITT 
~*ftm~ITT~, ft~~~~if~iffITT~'.Jlt 
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[G] Qz=a= C =a=J 
(a) i=IBt, ~¥~R±tE-1'-A~ _t 
(b) JZ 1'-A7G1i7G !El llt1R-ff st l'sJ 1!J(1,lf :$¥'Ii: 
(c) 3JZ,t-A1$:jzl1:!'.J$'twB1, JZ1'-AJZtt1!: 
( d) "$c)G ~ 1$: JZ rt!'.J ¥ 'lw 
(e) IE]_;9}Jt1$:ITT B~-1~, ~1*~1=I1R7GfrITT®% 
(f) lJt7G~~!: 'lJA~7G1tfJ!rt!'.J$'tw 
(g) ft I,m a 7G 1i 7G 1$: 5z: rt!'.J $ 'lw' 
(h) :tio*ft1tf ITT1!, IJJ§~¥~R±ttft~ I" 
(i) 3$¥R±1±JZ:1'-A~ _t.Bt, :tio*J!1'-A~JZtt~!, ¾~fITT 
(j) :!i1J*JZ1'-A~JZtt1$:ITT1!, ¾~ITT 
(k) :tl1J*JZ1'-A~¾JZtt-1'-A, ¾~ITT 

[I] M~ 
(a) X®'.JM:ilJT 1t¾¾iElAX~!ilJT 1t¾ 
(b) i=IB~·{1j, -,t-AJ!tt~&: 
(c) "IJJt1±iER±;g1R7G*ITT$ 
(d) ft7G~!~JZttITT¥R± 
(e) ft~~~&: ft!Elll:t~1$:l1:!'.J1f¾ 
( f) !El 7-J f~J~IJ it[ }:It 1t ¾ i~1$: 7G T" 
(g) 3JZ,t-A~!fljjzrt!'.JBt, JZ1'-A1±]~-JIJITT®~1R~ 
(h) [PJ~·, JZ1'-A§R~1=I1§ 
( .) X*, , ·-Pt N,, _rnx;,~ 

1 /Fl J2;1"-rl::J'J ,c,, _% 

(j) ¾IElAXJZ1¥~! 

[JJ ¥M 
(a) Xw'.JM:¥1JT 1t¾¾!El:3/-1XJ!ilJT 1t¾ 
(b) 1=Iat{1j, -,t-AJZtt1!: 
(c) "1=I-$f~·rsJ, ilf:$~¥R±ttft~ _t 
(d) flt7G~JZttITT¥'1wR±ttflt~ _t 
(e) flt]~Bt1t¾~1$:7GT 
(f) EBTJZ, ft1R-ffITT-mstrsJw'.JR:1R~" 
(g) 3JZ,t-AJ!fljjzJ!:!'.JBt, JZ1'-AiE]~-JIJ ITTW'.JR:1Rtf 
(h) fPJBt, JZ1'-A§R~1=I1§ 
( i) Xi=I JZ ff: ITT W '.JM: 
(j) ¾IElAXJZff:~! 
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[K] Jl,\~ 

(a) X ® '.lli: JUT 1t ¼ ft: I!! jg X Jl! JUT 1t ¼ 
(b) ~Bt{~, -,t .A.Jtrr1l!JU:§§--t-A: 
(c) "1-f1~±~s<J$'1w IE:zt±tEJt-t-A~ _t 
( d) i2;:x1Jt -t-A 11l 7G ff 
(e) i2;:,t-AJG#i~: ft7G~~rrs<J$1t±tEft~ _c" 
(f) 3~1' .A.Jtrr~l!JU:§§--t-.A.Bt, ~,t AtEJJ~-ffiUITT®%1~:tf 
(g) [P.] st, i2;: ,t-A§~411-f1§ 
(h) X ~i2;:rrITT~% 
( • ) 13 l+l .if ' ' -Pl: if§ 1 J:c~/9 X :IZl--r ,~-. 

[L] ~ 2 

(a) X ~'.lli:JUT 1t¼ft:l!l79 X ~l!IUT 1t¼ 
(b) ~s-11~, -,t-AJtrrJll: 
(c) "~f$IE1t±tE:§§--t-A~ _t 
(d) i2;:1~ff$~1t±tEft~ _t 
(e) ft~Jtrrs<J~f$1t±tEft~ _t 
(f) m ~Jt1ll~1i11lli{t¼ 
(g) ftft¼:m1m7GT" 
(h) 3~-'t .A.~l!JLJi2;:i1:t.st, ~,t AtEJJ~-ffiUITT~%11l±~ 
(i) ([P.] s~-, Jt-t-A§~ r=p~1§) 
(j) X ~JZrrITT~% 
(k) ¾1!179 X ~ff~ll 

[M] ffl~ 
(a) X~%JUT1t¼¾!E1_1g X~l!JUT1t¼ 
(b) ~Bt{~, -,t-Ai2;:ff~ll: 
(c) "1~~fs<J$tw IE:zt±tEft~ _t 
(d) ~fiJft~ll~~ffITT$1t± 
(e) :EltEft~l!~i2;:f~$1t±tEft~ LITTBtfsJJ!*il:t. 
(f) flt JG# 7G~l!~i2;: 1~$ 
(g) JtJG~~l!fJU s<J$tw" 
(h) 3-,t~l!JLJi2;:il:t.Bt, i2;: ,t-A 1~*Btf§J~1~~f ITT~% 
(i) X ~~ff ITT~% 
(j) ~1!17'1 X ~fffll 
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[NJ feel bitter 
(a) X~%f!JT 1t¾¾IE!;gX!l!iUT 1t¾ 
(b) ilf S-11Wc, -1' )\jz:tt!l!: 
(c) "~$ IEJt±ttft~ _t 

(d) ft~~j~J°¥B"J$tl1t±ttft~ _t 

( e) :tllJ * ft 1t11~ T ITT 1%, ft~ 1j .Ll:b{f ¾ 
(f) j_QJ~IJ m ft 1t ¾ 1Ht1 ~ T" 
(g) 3~-'I' A~t~fljJ3:.L1:bBt, ~-'!' A~%1i~ 
(h) Xilf ~tt ITT~% 
(i) ¾129 :nX~*~l! 

[OJ feel sour 
(a) X~%f!JT 1t¾¾IE!:nX~l!iUT 1t¾ 
(b) ilfBtf~, -1' A~*!l!: 
(c) "ft~¾14ff$1t±ttft~ _t 
(d) ft~7g~{4$~1t±tE}:it~_t 
( e) ft jg Jlt ilf tt ITT~ '.JR: 
(f) I~ttft~~:Ji}~tt~l! 
(g) 129:nilf A1(NT .L1:b1f¾ 
(h) ft~ riJ~ilf~l!iU~-1' A~1tY:J3:tt8"1$ 
(i) EErJ3:, ftxt~--t A ~~frf B"l~'.JR: 
( j) ~ --t AB it~IJ m ft~ ~fteJ~IJ i~Jtxt fm ~ ~ tt B"1 ~ '.JR:" 
(k) 3~-'I' A~l!i!J~.Ll:bB-f, ~-'!' A~'.JR:1i~ 
(1) Xif ~*ITT~'.% 
(rn) ¾lz9:nXJ3:tt~l! 
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Chapter 5 

[AJ 1tt'W1 
(a) 3-~ A~1t¼*®8'f 
(b) JX~ A~lf-ffexBt!'sJ®'.xi!J1t¼ 
(c) JX~ A~~oj:g-.u:tJlf~JX~*®l¥J1t¾ 

[BJ ~'W2 
(a) -~ A~-f.iBt!'sJ®'.xi!J71t¼, ¾l!ITJJX~ Ajl!JU71t¾ 
(b) ~JX~ Att~1t¾*®8'f ?JT®'.xl¥J-ff 

[CJ @11W1 
(a) fJJltE-~ A tf jtfl: 
(b) "~~fi], ft~71t¼*lm 
(c) 3ft~JX~*®Bt 
( d) ft jg! iU JX ~*rm l¥J iq: g; frf ITT 1.fEfil 
(e) 3fttfjg!JX.Ll:tJfrf 1¥JJjffi8'f, .ft®'.x1itlf 
( f) ft I_ffi ft~ xt JX ittJ tlf ITT Ji ffi jg!-fx 8'J !'§J" 
(g) -=f¾, JX~ AIJltExtJX.LttJfrf 1¥:JJi00jl!-~8'f!'§J 
(h) 3JX~ Ajl!JX.Ll:tJfrfl¥JJiffil¥:J8'ff~, JX~ A®1\1:1~:tff 

[DJ @11W2 
(a) -~ AIJJttEtfjl!J!tf:1¥:J$t~: 
(b) "~ ~ fiJ, ft1$:T 1t¼$'i~ 
(c) 3fttf1$:3X14$1¥JS-ff~, ft~frf1¥J®~ 
(d) EB-=fJX, ftFo*fi:jl!JU3z>-r *rmITTit$frf l¥:JJiffi 
( e) Fo *, ft jl! i!J 3X ittJ tlf ITT Ji ffi st, ft 1f 1~tlf s"J ® '.x 
( f) ftIYltE ~ xt JX ittJ frf 1¥:J Ji ffi jg!-fx st fsJ" 
( g) -=f !& ' JX ~ AIYl tExtJX .U:tJ :ff 1¥:J Jj ffi jg!-f_i st !'§J 
(h) ffA1fJtE~Ttlr1¥J*rmJ§~m~.LttJtlfg{_J*®jl!-ffexst!'sJ-tl 

[EJ X*@A'W 
(a) lfBt-~ Afi:~tf:~1'1~~*®: 
(b) "3ft~JX~*rms-f, ft~'.x1~frf 
( c) tt jg! iu 3X ~*rm l¥J 1~ g; tJ ITT Ji w 
(d) }:lt~1~*Btf§J~JX~*rm 
(e) ft~~~1f1PJ11/t*®" 
(f) ~~ A~ff~1'1JX~*®l¥:Jmlffm5t 

[FJ XA~ :r~ruwei2 A!W 
(a) 3-~ AtE1tJ[~$st, JX~ A~lf1~frf 1¥J~'.x 
(b) ' ' A A .A-P-i: if§ g I / \. 73:lT ,12,,: 

(c) "ft~1~*8'f l'§Jlf~ttl¥J®~ 
(d) m bl, ft~1~*stl'sJ1$:3X14$ 
( e) ~3cJYltE ~~1tJ[ 1f 1PJA B $ 'I~ 
( f) mt 1f fttt ~1~tlf Pz ITT* rm 8'f ~ ~ ~1±1PJ AB* ®- tt" 
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[ G J 1/-is:JW: 
(a) 3¾$ (X) it~tE--i' A~ _t81, Jt-i' Afi~~iU1t¼ 

Jt-i' Afi~Qiliff *5t14$ (X) ITT-.Il~*® 
(b) Jt -i' Afi-Jtt:¥:1!: 

"l~J~ ~Q iltJt .Il~ * ® ¾1t ¼ 
ftp* ft~ x1Jt 14$ tw ITT i/f $ 1J Im!!-~ 81 f'sJ , 
ftmt~fi~QiltJt%*®¾1t¼ 
m l2J-, ft~ mJt 14JJtw ITT it$ 1JimJ!-~B1 rsJ" 

(c) r¾, Jt-i' Ax1Jt14JJtwITTif$1Jifil!! T-~81f'sJ 
(d) JltJ§, Jt-i' Afi5tt¥:*w11Jt14$ (X): 

"ftlflttE~:iJ!Jt .ll:tJ *®:ft 1t ¼" 

[HJ ® 1W: 1 

(a) fffl't, --i' Att~*®ITTB11~, fiJtt¥::w1~5t*®: 
(b) "Jt¾frITT*® 
( C) ft~ ~Q iliff *5t* ® £ $ -g;f ITT 7J[§] 
(d) PQ*fttt~ITT~rJ1~~x1Jt-i'*®1!-~a1!'sJ, 

mt~ fi ~Pill Jt Jl:t, ff ITT 1J Im 
(e) ml2J-, tt~ITTrt11~ft~x13Z~*®1!-~B1f'sJ" 
(f) 3~-i' A~~-i'*®B1, Jt-i' Afi!!-~B11'sJ 
(g) PQ*Jt-i' A 1tJtt¥:1!ITTi!, Jt-i' A,m¾~Qmff*Jt-i' *®£$-g;f-ITT7JrnJ 

[I] ®~ 2 

(a) fffl't, --i' AfiJtt¥:w1~¾-i'*®: 
(b) "JZ ¾ff ITT*® 
( C) ft~ ~Q iliff *Jt* [9 £$-g;J- ITT 7J[§] 
(d) izQ*ft~J!-fx81f'§J, ft~fi~PiltJt%:ftfITT7JrnJ 
(e) m~, ft~x1Jt-i'*®1!-~81f§J" 
(f) Jt-i' AG51Jlt!! T-~81!'sJ 
(g) :tm*Jt-i' A~Jtt:¥:!!s<Ji!, Jt-i' Amtfi~Piliff*Jt-i'*®£~-p;fs<J1Jifil 
W ~~--i'Att~*®B1fi~iltff*5t-i'*®£~-p;J-s<J1JTio-t¥: 

[J] X ff®~ 
(a) ffB1, --i' AfiJtt¥:=w11JS--i' A (X) : 

(b) "PQ*ft¼*®¾tts"J, Jt-i' Afi~PiltJt¾ttITT*® 
(c) mt~--i' AtE~1t¼ttITT*®rt1fi~PiltJt"'l'*®¾-p;f-ITT-t¥: 
(d) :tlP*ft,z,*®:l!)f-p;fs<J, Jt-i' Afi~Pilt~¾~ttITT*® 
(e) mt~--i' Att~ft¼~:B-ITT*®B1fi~Pilt~-i'*®¾~:B-ITT-t¥: 
(f) l!llltft~xi~-i'A~1littITT:w~" 

[K] ~fa~~ '~' ffl~s<J }~\ttilt~fli\ 
3--i'A~ft¼*®B1, 
Jt-i'fi~-~B1!'sJw1EiUft¼; 
[Jt-i' Afiff:B-s<J~~; ~T Afi-ff±;fs<J~~J 
5t -i' Aft EE Jlt~i:iilt.Il:~1t ¼; 
[:it~ Afi~Qm~*®¾ttB"J; Jt-i' A¾~i:Iilt5t-i'*®¾~ws<JJ 
JtT Afix15t-i'*®1!-r&B1!'sJ 
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Chapter 6 

[A] X tt1f 1 ifX 

(a) ~-t.9JrJ!'§J, X tE1t1t¾$'1l, wt1~t~f!'J~~if¥:JJ!~Bt?Jr1tl¥J-if¥:: 
"f,m:a11t~1ii!J~1'-*® 
~1'-*®1if1Ei$$5J~ 
?Jr~~ .Li:1:i$ Jtt~ ¾-'¥ 
ft t~ ~D m~ .u:!:i-'=¥ ¾ 1t ¾ , ~ A lit~ 1i i!J ~ .Ll:!:i-'¥ 
SZIJ * tE ft :::f ~~ .Ll:l:i-'¥ ITT st 1~, ft ill~~ ff ±-fu~D m~ .Li:l:i-'¥ ¾ 1t ,z,, ff~ 1Ei~f 
ft~m~*ft::f~~~¾, :aft::f~~~-'¥1¥J~*wt::f~~m~~-'¥¾~,z, 
m ~, ft~ft.Ll:l:i1t¾,, 

(b) [!Jilt, ~-Ns~-rsJ, ~1'-AtE1t1t¾ 
~~1'-AtE~ITT~*' ~1'-A-1'--'¥tt~-1'--'¥~~ 
Af!'J~qfrJ!J~1'-A~ffi~ 
:tm:W:~1'-A~~~itb-'¥, ~1'-A~1ii!J~.L1:b-'¥ 
~1'-A1Ei$~}~,~~.Ll:b-'¥ 
~1'-A:::f~tEP1BtJ~,~~Bl¥J$tl 

(c) ;J~Bt, ~ A~~tr:~1~~14$: 
"im*~1'-A~ff1t-N~rsJ 
~€~1'-A::f~~1--*®1¥l~*' ~1'-Am~~~1'
~~1'-A::f~::fffl~1'-1¥J~*' ~1'-A::f~~~*fi~~ 
:tm:W:~1'-A~ff1tilf$ljzl¥Ji%, ~1'-Awt~~IJm~-=f~1'-*®J!$ITT$'1l" 

[BJ XtE1f 245 
(a) X ft ~~J;r:p7f Ai~¾.Ll:b-'¥ 
(b) wt1t-1'-A~~if¥:1¥JJJ!~Btmftl¥J-if¥: : 
Cc) "l~ :::f 1i :::f ~ -.Ll:!'.i-'¥ 
c d) ~ .Ll:b ¥ ¾¾ 1'-* w s"J c ~£1.JJxJ --g:~ 5J~ 
( e) tt ::f 1f ::f -1'--'¥}17ff-1'--'¥ ±-fu i~ 
Cf) frn:W:t~~ffi5l, A fr'Jwt~~nm~1--*®¾1t,z," 
(g) fro:W: X ~~~r:p7JAfti~~.Ll:b-'¥, ff A~~ff1Jl: 
(h) "ft~IJ*~.Ll:b-':¥¾¾1'-*®1¥J (~_§_)J)G) tr~Jt 
(i) tt:E,m1£~1]*~~*®¾1t¼ 
(j) ·. JWt1j}~~Jlj-.Ll:b-'¥Bt~~l]*~1--*®¾1f¾-ff" 
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[CJ f 2 

Ca) -lf*® 
(b) A 1fJ:w1ii!Ji!~f *W 
Cc) 3A 1!'J:wi!Ji!~f * WITT 811~, A 1!'J~~!Jl!!.Ll:!Jft-i, 
( d) ~ .Ll:lJ * ® ~1l f Cf 1) -ff iJt .L1:tJft-i, 
Ce) A 11J~~f¥:w1~5!#*® = 
(f) "1?;1!'J-f½.1J!¥J 
(g) 't 1!'Jf=f i,q:g; /J\ !¥]$71\." 
(h) ifil1¥;', 3)-J!'J:wi!Ji!~f *®!¥JBt{~, 1m1!'J~-,t-~~-,t-±-thiJt 
Ci) ~st, 3A1!'J:wi!Ji!~f*®st, 1m1n~~1Jmtt-i.f cf 1) ~iJt[PJf¥!¥J 

[DJ X i2 T-.Ll:tJJf!. ~ 
(a) X ~f¥:w{~¾,t-*®: 
(b) ":f,ffitEft~IJmJZ,t-*®-f½JZff ITT 
Cc) :tm*:E]itEl~~xti! ,t-*®fl!-@:s~-rsJ !¥Jilt, 

ft~~g l2LJ§~~~1Jl!!i!,t-*®-f½JZff ITT 
(d) ft~~j!f¥!¥J~f~-tt± 
( e) m l2L' :EflttE ft~ xti! ,t-*®fl!-@: Bt !'§J" 
(f) r~, X X'j-jz ,t-*®fl! T-@:Bt!'§J 
(g) l2LJ§, x~~IJJ!![AJf¥!¥J 

[F] X memorised something 

(a) XJ!f¥~1~¾,t-*W= 
(b) "i!1'*®ffifg;$71\. 
( C) :£,mfr ~IJ m j! & $ 7]\. -f½_ {f ¾ 
( d) :!i!J *ft~ xt J! .Ll:tJ $ 7J\. fl!-fx Bt !'§J ITT i! 
Ce) ~ J§ },,It~~ ~IJ mi! .Ll:!J $ 71\.-f½_ ft -i. 
( f) IE A ft fl! ~IJ m J! .Ll:!J $ 7J\. -f½. 1t -i. 
Cg) mt2Lft~1~~xtJ!,t-*®mf=f!¥J:g:j371\.fll-fxBtrsJ" 
(h) IE ll:tJ! ,t-A l2L J§ ~~D m [P] ff l¥J 

[G] X learned something by heart 
(a) tE~,t- ~- !'§J, X U)r flj T 1t ¾ 
(b) 3 X U]rflj!¥]~-{~, XJ!ff~{~jz,t-*®= 
(c) "JZ ,t-*®1f if$$71\. 
Cd) I.Witt ft~D mm 1f i! .Ll:!J $ 5t ¾ 1t-i. 
C e) :E,Wi tE }x ~ iJt m 1f i! .Ll:!J $ 7]\. -f½. 1t-i. 
Cf) ft~ ufe !¥J it, :1:_ma ft~ ufe iu m 1f JZ .Ll:!J:g:j3 7]\. 

(g) :tiP*ttftUJr~iUJt,t-Bt, m~-ff~DmJZ,t-*®, JZff~1~B-
Ch) :t,zp * :fJ1t tE ft~ xtJZ ,t-* ® [PJ ff ±-th}~, ~i!f g; 'l!x ITT~ , 

tfftUJr~i!JJK,t-!¥Jst{~, mt~~-;t¥±-fu~OmJK,t-*fili" 
(i) -=f~, JK,t-AxtJK,t-*W[P]f¥±fil}~l~Til${):: 
(j) m~, l2LJ§, 3tfUJr~iUJK,t-st, JK,t-A m~-ff~IJmJK,t-*® 
(k) m~, ~J§, 3tfUJr~i!JJK,t-Bt, Jt,t-Am~-ffiJtit~*® 
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